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1. Letter from P. T. Dietrich (SCE) to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) dated June 12, 2013; Subject: Certification of
Permanent Cessation of Power Operations San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station, Units 2 and 3

References:

2. Letter from P. T. Dietrich (SCE) to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) dated June 28, 2013; Subject: Permanent
Removal of Fuel from the Reactor Vessel, San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station Unit 3

3. Letter from P. T. Dietrich (SCE) to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) dated July 22, 2013; Subject: Permanent Removal
of Fuel from the Reactor Vessel, San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station Unit 2

4. Letter from P. T. Dietrich (SCE) to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) dated October 21, 2013; Subject: Amendment
Application Numbers 265 and 250, Responsibility, Organization, and
Qualifications, San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3

Dear Sir or Madam:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, Southern California Edison (SCE) hereby submits License
Amendment Applications 266 and 251, to Facility Operating License Numbers NPF-10
and NPR-15 for San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) Units 2 and 3,
respectively. The proposed amendment would revise the Operating License and revise
the associated Technical Specifications (TS) to Permanently Defueled Technical
Specifications (PDTS) to reflect the permanent cessation of reactor operation.
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On June 12, 2013, SCE submitted a certification to the NRC indicating its intention to
permanently cease power operations at SONGS Units 2 and 3 (Reference 1) pursuant to
10 CFR 50.82(a)(1)(i). The certification stated that SCE had decided to permanently
cease power operation of SONGS on June 7, 2013. With the docketing of the
certification for permanent removal of fuel from the reactor vessel pursuant to 10 CFR
50.82(a)(1)(ii) on June 28, 2013 and July 22, 2013 (References 2 and 3), the 10 CFR Part
50 licenses for SONGS Units 2 and 3 no longer authorize operation of the reactor or
emplacement or retention of fuel into the reactor vessel, as specified in 10 CFR
50.82(a)(2). In support of this condition, the SONGS Units 2 and 3 licenses and
associated TS are being proposed for revision to conform to this permanently shut down
and defueled condition in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36(c)(6).

The existing SONGS TS contain Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) that provide for
appropriate functional capability of equipment required for safe operation of the facility,
including the plant being in a defueled condition. Since the safety function related to safe
storage and management of irradiated fuel at an operating plant is similar to the
corresponding function at a permanently defueled facility, the existing TS provide an
appropriate level of control. However, the majority of the existing TS are only applicable
with the reactor in an operational Mode. Because the SONGS Units 2 and 3 Part 50
licenses no longer authorize emplacement or retention of fuel in the reactor vessel, the
LCOs (and associated Surveillance Requirements (SRs)) that do not apply in a defueled
condition are being proposed for deletion. The remaining portions of the TS are being
proposed for revision and incorporation as the PDTS to provide a continuing acceptable
level of safety, which addresses the reduced scope of postulated design basis accidents
associated with a defueled plant, as described in the SONGS Units 2 and 3 safety
analyses.

There are two license amendment applications docketed for SONGS Units 2 and 3
currently under NRC review. On October 21, 2013, SCE submitted license amendment
applications 265 and 250 for SONGS Units 2 and 3, respectively (Reference 4). The
proposed TS 5.1, Responsibility, TS 5.2, Organization, and TS 5.3, Staff Qualifications,
changes contained in the October 2013 letter are reflected in the TS markups of this
license amendment application.

The Enclosure to this letter provides the Description and No Significant Hazards
Consideration for the proposed amendments. SCE has determined that there is no
significant hazards consideration associated with the proposed change and that the
change is exempt from environmental review pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR
51.22(c)(9).

SCE requests approval of these proposed license amendments to be made effective upon
issuance and to be implemented within 60 days of approval.

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.91, SCE is notifying the State of California of this License
Amendment Request by transmitting a copy of this letter and its enclosure to the
designated State Official.

If you have any questions or require any additional information, please contact Mr. Mark
Morgan at (949) 368-6745.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on -(Dt/).// Z o / "

'(Date)

Sincerely,

Enclosures:
PCN-605 with Attachments

cc: M. L. Dapas, Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV
M. H. Chernoff, NRC Licensing Project Manager, SONGS Units 2 & 3
R. E. Lantz, NRC Region IV San Onofre Units 2 and 3
G. G. Warnick, NRC Senior Resident Inspector, SONGS Units 2 and 3
S. Y. Hsu, California Department of Public Health, Radiologic Health Branch
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ENCLOSURE

EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT

PCN-605

Permanently Defueled Technical Specifications

1.0 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

2.0 DETAILED DESCRIPTION

2.1 Technical Specifications
2.2 Facility Operating Licenses

3.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION

3.1 Background
3.2 Discussion

4.0 REGULATORY ANALYSIS

4.1 Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria
4.2 Precedents
4.3 No Significant Hazards Consideration
4.4 Conclusions

5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

6.0 REFERENCES

ATTACHMENTS:

1. Proposed Technical Specifications - Markup - Unit 2
2. Proposed Technical Specifications - Markup - Unit 3
3. Proposed Technical Specifications Bases Markup Pages, Unit 2 (For Information

Only)
4. Proposed Technical Specifications Bases Markup Pages, Unit 3 (For Information

Only)
5. Proposed Technical Specifications - Clean - Units 2 and 3
6. Proposed Technical Specifications Bases Pages - Clean, Units 2 and 3 (For

Information Only)
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1.0 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Southern California Edison (SCE) is proposing to revise the Facility Operating Licenses
and associated Technical Specifications (TS) to Permanently Defueled Technical
Specifications (PDTS) to reflect the permanent cessation of reactor operation.

2.0 DETAILED DESCRIPTION

2.1 Technical Specifications

The following table provides a summary of which SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 TS are being
deleted in their entirety and which TS are being retained into the PDTS. The details and
justification for the proposed changes follow in subsequent sections (arranged by TS
Section).

TS Being Deleted ITS Being Retained

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.1 Definitions

1.2 Logical Connectors

1.3 Completion Times

1.4 Frequency

2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)

2.1 Safety Limits (SLs)

2.2 SL Violations

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR
OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT
(SR) APPLICABILITY

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)-
Tavq > 200°F

3.1.2 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) -

Taq <_ 200°F

3.1.3 Reactivity Balance

3.1.4 Moderator Temperature Coefficient
(MTC)

3.1.5 Control Element Assembly (CEA)
Alignment
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TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.1.6 Shutdown Control Element
Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits

3.1.7 Regulating CEA Insertion Limits

3.1.8 Part Length Control Element
Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits

3.1.9 Boration Systems - Operating

3.1.10 Boration Systems - Shutdown

3.1.11 Not Used

3.1.12 Special Test Exception (STE) -
Low Power Physics Testing

3.1.13 Special Test Exception (STE)- At
Power Physics Testing

3.1.14 Special Test Exceptions (STE) -
Reactivity Coefficient Testing

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3.2.1 Linear Heat Rate (LHR)

3.2.2 Planar Radial Peaking Factors
(Fxy)

3.2.3 AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (Tq)

3.2.4 Departure From Nucleate Boiling
Ratio (DNBR)

3.2.5 AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI)

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.1 Reactor Protective System (RPS)
Instrumentation - Operating

3.3.2 Reactor Protective System (RPS)
Instrumentation - Shutdown

3.3.3 Control Element Assembly
Calculators (CEACs)

3.3.4 Reactor Protective System (RPS)
Logic and Trip Initiation

3.3.5 Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System (ESFAS)
Instrumentation

3.3.6 Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System (ESFAS) Logic
and Manual Trip

3.3.7 Diesel Generator (DG) -

Undervoltage Start
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TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.3.8 Containment Purge Isolation
Signal (CPIS)

3.3.9 Control Room Isolation Signal
(CRIS)

3.3.10 Not Used

3.3.11 Post Accident Monitoring
Instrumentation (PAMI)

3.3.12 Remote Shutdown System

3.3.13 Source Range Monitoring
Channels

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1 RCS DNB Pressure, Temperature,
and Flow Limits

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for
Criticality

3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Temperature
(P/T) Limits

3.4.3.1 Pressurizer Heatup/Cooldown
Limits

3.4.4 RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2

3.4.5 RCS Loops - MODE 3

3.4.6 RCS Loops - MODE 4

3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops
Filled

3.4.8 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not
Filled

3.4.9 Pressurizer

3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves

3.4.11 Not Used

3.4.12.1 Low Temperature Overpressure
Protection System, RCS
Temperature - PTLR Limit

3.4.12.2 Low Temperature Overpressure
Protection System, RCS
Temperature > PTLR Limit

3.4.13 RCS Operational LEAKAGE

3.4.14 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve
(PIV) Leakage
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TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.4.15 RCS Leakage Detection
Instrumentation

3.4.16 RCS Specific Activity

3.4.17 RCS Steam Generator (SG) Tube
Integrity

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.1 Safety Injection Tanks (SITs)

3.5.2 ECCS - Operating

3.5.3 ECOS - Shutdown

3.5.4 Refueling Water Storage Tank
(RWST)

3.5.5 Trisodium Phosphate (TSP)
Dodecahydrate

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.1 Containment

3.6.2 Containment Air Locks

3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves

3.6.4 Containment Pressure

3.6.5 Containment Air Temperature

3.6.6.1 Containment Spray and Cooling
Systems

3.6.6.2 Containment Cooling System

3.6.7 Not Used

3.6.8 Containment Dome Air Circulators

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves
(MSSVs)

3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves
(MSIVs)

3.7.3 Main Feedwater Isolation Valves
(MFIVs)

3.7.4 Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)

3.7.5 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System

3.7.6 Condensate Storage Tank (CST
T-120 and T-121)
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TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.7.7 Component Cooling Water (CCW)
System

3.7.7.1 Component Cooling Water
(CCW) Safety Related Makeup
System

3.7.8 Salt Water Cooling (SWC) System

3.7.9 Not Used

3.7.10 Emergency Chilled Water (ECW)

3.7.11 Control Room Emergency Air
Cleanup System (CREACUS)

3.7.12 Not Used

3.7.13 Not Used

3.7.14 Not Used

3.7.15 Not Used

3.7.16 Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

3.7.17 Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

3.7.18 Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

3.7.19 Secondary Specific Activity

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.1 AC Sources - Operating

3.8.2 AC Sources - Shutdown

3.8.3 Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and
Starting Air

3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating

3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown

3.8.6 Battery Parameters

3.8.7 Inverters - Operating

3.8.8 Inverters - Shutdown

3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operating

3.8.10 Distribution Systems - Shutdown

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.1 Boron Concentration
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TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.9.2 Nuclear Instrumentation

3.9.3 Containment Penetrations

3.9.4 Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and
Coolant Circulation - High Water
Level

3.9.5 Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and
Coolant Circulation - Low Water
Level

3.9.6 Refueling Water Level

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

4.1 Site

4.2 Reactor Core

4.3 Fuel Storage

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.1 Responsibility

5.2 Organization

5.3 Facility Staff Qualifications

5.4 Technical Specifications (TS) Bases
Control

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

5.6 Safety Function Determination
Program (SFDP)

5.7 Reporting Requirements

5.8 High Radiation Area

The TS Table of Contents is being revised accordingly.

The corresponding TS Bases are also being either deleted or revised (as applicable) to

reflect these changes.

2.2 Facility Operating License

This section describes the proposed changes to the SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 Facility
Operating Licenses and the justification for each change. Proposed deletions are
indicated with text strikethrough. Proposed additions are italicized and underlined.
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2.2.1 SONGS Unit 2

License Condition 1.B

B. Construction o~f the San Onoefre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 (the facility), has
bee •nub s-,6tantially completed i• GnRformFty with Co-npstrur-ction -Po.rrmit No. CPPR 97
and the application as amendod, thepoion of the Act, and the regulations of the

This section is proposed for deletion in its entirety. Decommissioning of SONGS Unit 2 is

not dependent on the regulations that governed construction of the facility.

This paragraph will read as follows:

B. Deleted;

License Condition 1.J

J. The receipt, possession, and use Of source, byproduct, and special nuclear material
as authorized by this licens~e Will ble in accordance with the Commission's regulations
inR 10 CFR Parts 30, 40 and 70.

This section is proposed for deletion in its entirety. The Commission's finding regarding
possession and use of byproduct, source, and special nuclear material for operating
SONGS Unit 2 is not dependent on decommissioning of the facility. Additionally,
possession and use of byproduct, source, and special nuclear material at SONGS Unit 2
during decommissioning activities is covered by License Condition 2.B, which will remain
in effect. Therefore, License Condition 1.J is not needed.

This paragraph will read as follows:

J. Deleted.

License Condition 2.B.(2)

(2) Southern California Edison Company (SCE), pursuant to Section 103 of the Act and
10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities", to
possess, use, and opeirate the facility at the designated location in San Diego
County, California, in accordance with the procedures and limitations set forth in this
license;

The language regarding use and operation is proposed for deletion. The license no
longer authorizes use and operation of the facility.

This paragraph will read as follows:

(2) Southern California Edison Company (SCE), pursuant to Section 103 of the Act and
10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities", to
possess the facility at the designated location in San Diego County, California, in
accordance with the procedures and limitations set forth in this license;
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License Condition 2.B.(3)

(3) SCE, pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Part 70, to FeGeiPe, possess,--and use at any
time special nuclear material that was used as reactor fuel, in accordance with the
limitations for storage and amounts .,,qir-d fo,..r ,react.oair operation, as described in
the Final Safety Analysis Report, as supplemented and amended;

The language regarding receipt and use of special nuclear material as reactor fuel is
proposed for deletion (and referring to use of reactor fuel in the past tense). The license
no longer authorizes use and operation of the facility and only authorizes possession of the
existing fuel.

This paragraph will read as follows:

(3) SCE, pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Part 70, to possess at any time special nuclear
material that was used as reactor fuel, in accordance with the limitations for storage,
as described in the Final Safety Analysis Report, as supplemented and amended;

License Condition 2.B.(4)

(4) SCE, pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70, to receive, possess, and
use at any time any byproduct, source and special nuclear material as sealed
neut.ron ource, for. r.a.to. startup, sealed sources for reactor instrumentation and
radiation monitoring equipment calibration, and as fission detectors in amounts as
required; and possess any byproduct, source and special material as sealed neutron
sources that was used for reactor startup:

The language regarding receipt and use of sealed neutron sources for reactor startup is
proposed for deletion. This license condition is revised to reflect authorization only for
continued possession of those sources that were used for reactor startups. The license
no longer authorizes use and operation of the facility and this condition will no longer
authorize receipt and use of sources used for reactor startup.

This paragraph will read as follows:

(4) SCE, pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70, to receive, possess, and
use at any time any byproduct, source and special nuclear material as sealed
sources for reactor instrumentation and radiation monitoring equipment calibration,
and as fission detectors in amounts as required; and possess any byproduct, source
and special material as sealed neutron sources that was used for reactor startup;

License Condition 2.C.(1)

(1) Maximum Power Le-el

Southern California E~dison Company (SCE=) is -autho-rized- to operate the facility at
reaGcGtor Po po•wer leVel not in excess Of full powe1 r (313• megawatts theFrmal).

This section is proposed for deletion in its entirety. SONGS Unit 2 has permanently
ceased power operation. 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the SONGS Unit 2
reactor since the certifications described therein have been submitted.
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This paragraph will read as follows:

(1) Deleted.

License Condition 2.C.(14)

(14) I=OrePF eOG.-.R•... , -0 1 C-Q 4#A OCI- 4#g = ,--, 4') C ,- .:,+ 1.2-
date",4 'Ap ýl•' hbr 1-5 19•2" u 1 4 *- | Inr.,l+tpaed Pire Hazards Av,''i•ss,, Evnwhion

SCrEm Gha;ll implemen+t and m;aintai ion effer-ct all prVision of the appronved fire
protection program. This program -shall be (1) as dec ibei the Updated PFie
Thazards tro sevisior 3 as revised by ietters to the NRC dated May 31,
July 22, and November 20, 1987 and Januar; 21, Februar-' 22, and April 21, 1988;
and (2) as approved in the NRC staffs Safety evaluatien Repoet (SER)
(NUREG 0712) dated February 1981; Supplements 4 and 5 to the SER, dated
Janruary 1982 ard Februafy 1982, respetively: and the safety evaluation dated
November 15, 1982: as suppl8Femeted and amended by the Updated Fire Hazards
Analysis Evaluatio-n foar San Ono-fre 2 and 3, Rev.ision 1 dated June 29, 1988. SGCE
ma" mnake changes to the approved fire protection program without prior approval of
the Comm~ission only if those changes would Rot adversely affect the ability to
asohieve and Safe shutdown in the event of a fire.

This License Condition is proposed for elimination consistent with the restriction of 10 CFR
50.82(a)(2) that SONGS Unit 2 is no longer authorized to operate or place fuel in the
reactor vessel. This condition for making changes to the Fire Protection Program is no
longer required to assure fire safety by maintaining the ability to achieve and maintain safe
shutdown in the event of a fire.

License Condition 2.C.(14), which is based on maintaining an operational fire protection
program, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.48, with the ability to achieve and maintain safe
shutdown of the reactor in the event of a fire, is no longer applicable for SONGS Unit 2.
However, many of the elements that are applicable for the operating plant fire protection
program continue to be applicable during plant decommissioning. During the
decommissioning process, a fire protection program is required by 10 CFR 50.48(f) to
address the potential for fires that could result in a radiological hazard. However, the
regulation is applicable regardless of whether a requirement for a fire protection program is
included in the facility license. Therefore, a license condition requiring such a program for
a permanently shut down and defueled plant is not required.

This paragraph will read as follows:

(14) Deleted.

License Condition 2.C.(26)

(26) Loss of Spent Fuel Pool Inventory Mitigation Strategy License Condition

While spent fuel is stored in the spent fuel pool, Ddevelop and maintain strategies for
addressing large fires an•d exlsn. s and losses of spent fuel pool inventory that
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include the following key areas:

(a) Fire fighting response strategy w~ith the follo0wing elements:
1 . Pro defined coordinated fire response strategy and guidance
2. Assesmcnet Of mutaI4Al ai;d- fire fighting assets
3m Designated staging areas forF equipmnent and materials
4. Command and control
5. Training of response personnel

(b) Operations to mitigate fuel damage considering the following
1. Protection and use of personnel assets
2. Communications
3. Minimizing fire spread
43. Procedures for implementing mitigating strategies integrated fire rFesponse

54. Identification of readily-available pre-staged equipment
6. Tr-aining on integrated fire response strategy
7. Spent fuel pool mitigation mneasures

(G) Actions to minimize release to include consideration of:
1. vvate spray scrubbing
2. Dose to onsite responders

[SCE1 may make changes to the mitigation strategies without prior approval of the
Commission only if those changes would not have a significant adverse effect on the
ability to respond to substantial losses in spent fuel pool inventory.

The NRC issued this license condition on July 26, 2007, to incorporate the requirements
for the Interim Compensatory Measures (ICM) Order EA-02-026, Section B.5.b mitigation
strategies (dated February 25, 2002). Subsequently, 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2) became
effective on May 26, 2009. This section provides mitigation strategies and response
procedure requirements for loss of large areas of the plant due to explosions or fire.
However, as stated in 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(3), this section does not apply to a defueled
reactor that has submitted the certification for permanent removal of fuel under 10 CFR
50.82(a). On November 28, 2011, the NRC issued a letter to rescinded Item B.5.b of the
ICM Order EA-02-26. Therefore, neither the ICM Order nor 10 CFR 50.54(hh) continue to
apply to SONGS Unit 2.

Although the License Condition is no longer applicable to SONGS Unit 2, the language is
proposed for revision to reflect mitigation strategies focused on maintaining spent fuel pool
inventory.

This paragraph will read as follows:

(26) Loss of Spent Fuel Pool Inventory Mitigation Strategy

While spent fuel is stored in the spent fuel pool, develop and maintain strategies for
addressing losses of spent fuel pool inventory that include the following key areas:

1. Protection and use of personnel assets
2. Communications
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3.
4.

Procedures for implementing mitigating strategies
Identification of readily-available pre-staged equipment

[SCE] may make changes to the mitigation strategies without prior approval of the
Commission only if those changes would not have a significant adverse effect on the
ability to respond to substantial losses in spent fuel pool inventory.

License Condition 2.C.(27)

(27) Upon if -A1mendment No. 214 adopting TSTFh-48, Revision 3, the
dotermination Of conRtrol room envelopo (CRE=) unfiltered air inleakago as required by
SR 3.7.11 .1, in accordance with T-9 6.5.2.16.c(i), the assessment of ORE habitability
as Feguired BY apeGRcaiicRuB. a. -ý. 01. Gkii), ano We mea~uroment 01 GR poessure as
required by Specification 5.5.2.16.d, shall be considered mnet. Following
9 peme~tatei*

(a) The first porformance of SIR 3.7.11.4, in accordanco With Specification
5.5.2.16.c(i), shall be within the specified froqUency of 6 years, plus the-
1 8 moenth allowance of SIR 3.0.2, as measured from May 18, 2004, the date et
the moESt recent successful tracer gas test, as stated in the September 17, 2004
letter response to Generic Letter 2003 01, Or within the next 18 mon~th6 if the
time period since the moest recent successful trace gas test is greater than 6
years.

(b) The first pe~fermance of the periodic assessmnent of ORE habitability,
Specification 6.5.2.16.c(ii), shall be within 3 years, plus the 9 monGth allowance
oef SR 3.0.2, as mneasured from May 18, 2001, the date of the moest recent
successful! tracer gas test, as stated in the September 17, 2004, letter response
to Generic Letter 2003 01, or within the next -9 mon-th if the time period since the
most recent success6ful tracer gas, is greater than 3 years-.

(G) The first peerfomance of the periodic measurement of ORE pressure,
SpecificatfionR 5.5.2.16.d, shall be within 6 moneths-.

This section is proposed for deletion in its entirety. SONGS Unit 2 has permanently
ceased power operation. 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the SONGS Unit 2
reactor since the certifications described therein have been submitted.

This paragraph will read as follows:

(27) Deleted.

License Condition 2.J

J. This license is effective as of the date of issuan-e- and- sh-all expire at midnight OR
February 16, 2022.

This section is proposed for deletion in its entirety. SONGS Unit 2 has permanently
ceased operation prior to the period of extended operation. 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits
operation of the SONGS Unit 2 reactor since the certifications described therein have been
docketed. Therefore, SONGS Unit 2 will not operate during the period of extended
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operation. This License Condition is being replaced by new License Condition 3, which
conforms to 10 CFR 50.51 in that the possession-only license authorizes ownership and
possession of SONGS Unit 2 until the Commission notifies the licensee in writing that the
license is terminated.

This paragraph will read as follows:

J. Deleted.

License Condition 3

A new License Condition 3 is being proposed to address the permanently defueled
possession-only status of the facility and replace existing License Condition 2.J so as to
conform to 10 CFR 50.51 in that the possession-only license authorizes ownership and
possession of SONGS until the Commission notifies the licensee in writing that the license
is terminated.

This new License Condition will read as follows for SONGS Unit 2:

3. On June 12, 2013, Southern California Edison (SCE) certified that operations at San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 would permanently cease in accordance with
10 CFR 50.82(a)(1)(i). On July 22, 2013, SCE certified that the fuel had been
permanently removed from the reactor vessel in accordance with 10 CFR
50.82(a)(1)(ii). As a result, the 10 CFR 50 license no longer authorizes operation of
the reactor, or the emplacement or retention of fuel in the reactor vessel.

This license is effective as of the date of issuance and authorizes ownership and
possession of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 until the Commission
notifies the licensee in writing that the license is terminated. The licensee shall:

A. Take actions necessary to decommission the plant and continue to maintain the
facility, including, where applicable, the storage, control and maintenance of the
spent fuel, in a safe condition; and

B. Conduct activities in accordance with all other restrictions applicable to the facility
in accordance with the NRC regulations and the applicable provisions of the 10
CFR 50 facility license as defined in Section 2 of this license.

2.2.2 SONGS Unit 3

License Condition 1.B

B. Construc~tionR Of tho San Onofre Nucl~ear Generating Station, Unit 3 (the facility), has
boen substan~tially comFple~ted_ in con.formity With Construction Permnit No). CPRR98
and the application as a;ended, the provisions of the Act, and the regulations of the

This section is proposed for deletion in its entirety. Decommissioning of SONGS Unit 3 is
not dependent on the regulations that governed construction of the facility.

This paragraph will read as follows:
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B. Deleted;

License Condition 1.1

I. The receipt, a"d possession use of source, byproduct, and special nuclear material
ac authorized by thi licen..e will be in accordance with the Commission's regulation
in 10 CE=R Parts 30, 40 and 70.

This section is proposed for deletion in its entirety. The Commission's finding regarding
possession and use of byproduct, source, and special nuclear material for operating
SONGS Unit 3 is not dependent on decommissioning of the facility. Additionally,
possession and use of byproduct, source, and special nuclear material at SONGS Unit 3
during decommissioning activities is covered by License Condition 2.B, which will remain
in effect. Therefore, License Condition 1.1 is not needed.

This paragraph will read as follows:

I. Deleted.

License Condition 2.B.(2)

(2) Southern California Edison Company (SCE), pursuant to Section 103 of the Act and
10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities", to
possess, u-se, aRnd operate the facility at the designated location in San Diego
County, California, in accordance with the procedures and limitations set forth in this
license-,-

The language regarding use and operation is proposed for deletion. The license no
longer authorizes use and operation of the facility.

This paragraph will read as follows:

(2) Southern California Edison Company (SCE), pursuant to Section 103 of the Act and
10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities", to
possess the facility at the designated location in San Diego County, California, in
accordance with the procedures and limitations set forth in this license;

License Condition 2.B.(3)

(3) SCE, pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Part 70, to -e effv, possess,--and-use at any
time special nuclear material that was used as reactor fuel, in accordance with the
limitations for storage aRd amounts required for reactor operation, as described in
the Final Safety Analysis Report, as supplemented and amended;

The language regarding receipt and use of special nuclear material as reactor fuel is
proposed for deletion (and referring to use of reactor fuel in the past tense). The license
no longer authorizes use and operation of the facility and only authorizes possession of the
existing fuel.

This paragraph will read as follows:
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(3) SCE, pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Part 70, to possess at any time special nuclear
material that was used as reactor fuel, in accordance with the limitations for storage,
as described in the Final Safety Analysis Report, as supplemented and amended;

License Condition 2.B.(4)

(4) SCE, pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70, to receive, possess, and
use at any time any byproduct, source and special nuclear material as sealed
neut sourc. s for. roa.t.. startup,' sealed sources for reactor instrumentation and
radiation monitoring equipment calibration, and as fission detectors in amounts as
required; and possess any byproduct, source and special material as sealed neutron
sources that was used for reactor startup;

The language regarding receipt and use of sealed neutron sources for reactor startup is
proposed for deletion. This license condition is revised to reflect authorization only for
continued possession of those sources that were used for reactor startups. The license
no longer authorizes use and operation of the facility and this condition will no longer
authorize receipt and use of sources used for reactor startup.

This paragraph will read as follows:

(4) SCE, pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70, to receive, possess, and
use at any time any byproduct, source and special nuclear material as sealed
sources for reactor instrumentation and radiation monitoring equipment calibration,
and as fission detectors in amounts as required; and possess any byproduct, source
and special material as sealed neutron sources that was used for reactor startup;

License Condition 2.C.(1)

(1) Ma•ximum Poer Level

Southe.rn California Edi-on Company (SCE) is authorized to operate the facility at
reactor coro power levels no~t in excess of full power (3438 mnegawatts thermnal).

This section is proposed for deletion in its entirety. SONGS Unit 3 has permanently
ceased power operation. 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the SONGS Unit 3
reactor since the certifications described therein have been submitted.

This paragraph will read as follows:

(1) Deleted.

License Condition 2.C.(12)

(12) Fn.e PFE.te,-*E.R (S ,.tfiR . 1 SCED S E #4, S r-o #5 , . 4 ',w e +. .

SCE shall ;ImplemeRt a•d maiRtain in effier-t all provisions of the approved fire
proecIo pro gram. This program shall be (1) as described in the Updated Fire
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Hazards Analysis through Revision 3 as revised by lotte rs to the NRC dated May 31,
July 22, and November 20, 1987 and Januar,' 21, Fmebruary 22, and April 21, 1988;
and (2) as approved in the NRC istaffs Safety Evaluation Report (SER)
(NUREG 0712) dated February 1981; Supplements 4 and 5 to the SER, dated
Januar,' 1982 and Februar; 1982, reSpectively: and the safety evaluation dated
November 15, 1982: as supplemente-d and- amended by the Updated Fire H4azards
Aualysi6 Evaluation for San Onofre 2 and 3, Revision 1 dated June 29, 1988. SCE
may make changes to the approved fire protection program without prior approval of
the Comisin ny if those changes would Rot adversely affect the ability to
achieve and maintain safe shutdEon in the event of a fire.

This License Condition is proposed for elimination consistent with the restriction of 10 CFR
50.82(a)(2) that SONGS Unit 3 is no longer authorized to operate or place fuel in the
reactor vessel. This condition for making changes to the Fire Protection Program is no
longer required to assure fire safety by maintaining the ability to achieve and maintain safe
shutdown in the event of a fire.

License Condition 2.C.(12), which is based on maintaining an operational fire protection
program, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.48, with the ability to achieve and maintain safe
shutdown of the reactor in the event of a fire, is no longer applicable for SONGS Unit 3.
However, many of the elements that are applicable for the operating plant fire protection
program continue to be applicable during plant decommissioning. During the
decommissioning process, a fire protection program is required by 10 CFR 50.48(f) to
address the potential for fires that could result in a radiological hazard. However, the
regulation is applicable regardless of whether a requirement for a fire protection program is
included in the facility license. Therefore, a license condition requiring such a program for
a permanently shut down and defueled plant is not required.

This paragraph will read as follows:

(12) Deleted.

License Condition 2.C.(27)

(27) Loss of Spent Fuel Pool Inventory Mitigation Strategqy License CEndition

While spent fuel is stored in the spent fuel pool, Develop and maintain strategies for
addressing large fires and explesions and losses of spent fuel pool inventory that
include the following key areas:

(a) Fire fighting, resnse strategy W*th the f"llow.ing elements
1 . Pro defined codntdfire res6ponse strategy and guidance
2. Assessment of mutual aid fire fighting assets
3. DAesigated staging areas for equipment and materials
41. Command aRd control
5. TriigOf response personnel

(b) Operations to mitigate fuel damage consideFi• g the following.
1. Protection and use of personnel assets
2. Communications
3. Minimizing fire spread
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43. Procedures for implementing mit4gating strategies integrated fire reSpo•se
str-ate.y
54. Identification of readily-available pre-staged equipment
6. TrFAining on fintegrated fire response strategy
7. Spent fuel pool nmitigatioR nmeasures

(G) Actions to. mi-.nimze release to ,.inlude consideration of:
1. Water spray scrubbnRg
2. Dove tO onsite responders

SCE may make changes to the mitigation strategies without prior approval of the
Commission only if those changes would not have a significant adverse effect on the
ability to respond to substantial losses in spent fuel pool inventory.

The NRC issued this license condition on July 26, 2007, to incorporate the requirements
for the Interim Compensatory Measures (ICM) Order EA-02-026, Section B.5.b mitigation
strategies (dated February 25, 2002). Subsequently, 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2) became
effective on May 26, 2009. This section provides mitigation strategies and response
procedure requirements for loss of large areas of the plant due to explosions or fire.
However, as stated in 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(3), this section does not apply to a defueled
reactor that has submitted the certification for permanent removal of fuel under 10 CFR
50.82(a). On November 28, 2011, the NRC issued a letter to rescinded Item B.5.b of the
ICM Order EA-02-26. Therefore, neither the ICM Order nor 10 CFR 50.54(hh) continue to
apply to SONGS Unit 3.

Although the License Condition is no longer applicable to SONGS Unit 3, the language is
proposed for revision to reflect mitigation strategies focused on maintaining spent fuel pool
inventory.

This paragraph will read as follows:

(27) Loss of Spent Fuel Pool Inventory Mitigation Strategy

While spent fuel is stored in the spent fuel pool, develop and maintain strategies for
addressing losses of spent fuel pool inventory that include the following key areas:

1. Protection and use of personnel assets
2. Communications
3. Procedures for implementing mitigating strategies
4. Identification of readily-available pre-staged equipment

SCE may make changes to the mitigation strategies without prior approval of the
Commission only if those changes would not have a significant adverse effect on the ability
to respond to substantial losses in spent fuel pool inventory.

License Condition 2.C.(28)

(28) Upon implementation of Amndment No. 206 adopting TSTF-18•4, Revisior 3, the
dt~ermAin.a-tion AI Of control room envelope (ORE) unfiltered air inleakage as requirFed by

SR 23.7.11 .4, in accorFdance with TS 5.5.2.16.G(i), the assessment of CRE habitability
as, required by Specification 5.5.2.16.c(ii), and the mneasurement of CRE pressure as
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req•iFed by Specification 5.5.2.1641, shall be conSidered mnet. FoEIho-ing
0 +pe;e~ta#GR,-

(a) The first perfor•mance of SIR 3.7.f11t., in aGccordance with Specification
5.5.2.16.c(n), shall be within the specified frquency Of 6 years nplus the
18 month allowance of SIR 3.0.2, as mqeasured from May 18, 2004, the date ot
the moest recent successful tracer gas test, as stated in the Septemnber 17, 2004
Ietter response to GeRneri Letter 2003 01, Or w" A 'Xithin the next 18 months of the
time per-iod sonce the rnmot recent suc-c-oessful, trace gas tet is grFeater than 6

years.

(b) The first performanRe Of the peridic assessmeRnt of ORE habitability,

SpecificatioR 5.5.2.16.c(-t), shall be within 3 years, plus the 9 month allowance.

o~f SR 3.0.2, as measured from May 18, 2001, the date of the moest recent
suaccessful tracer gas test, as stated in the September 17, 2004, letter response
to Generic. Letteir 250-03 01, Or Within the next 9 monRth if the time period since the
mos~t recent SUccessful tracer gas is greater than 3 years-.

(G) The first performaRne of the per'iEodi mReasuremne•t Of ORE pressure,

Spec.,ification 5.5.2.1 6A, shall be Within 6 moErnths.

This section is proposed for deletion in its entirety. SONGS Unit 3 has permanently
ceased power operation. 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the SONGS Unit 3
reactor since the certifications described therein have been submitted.
This paragraph will read as follows:

(28) Deleted.

License Condition 2.J

J. This license is effectiVe as_ of the date of issuance and shall expire at midnight OR
November 15, 2022.

This section is proposed for deletion in its entirety. SONGS Unit 3 has permanently
ceased operation prior to the period of extended operation. 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits
operation of the SONGS Unit 3 reactor since the certifications described therein have been
docketed. Therefore, SONGS Unit 3 will not operate during the period of extended
operation. This License Condition is being replaced by new License Condition 3, which
conforms to 10 CFR 50.51 in that the possession-only license authorizes ownership and
possession of SONGS Unit 3 until the Commission notifies the licensee in writing that the
license is terminated.

This paragraph will read as follows:

J. Deleted.

License Condition 3

A new License Condition 3 is being proposed to address the permanently defueled
possession-only status of the facility and replace existing License Condition 2.J so as to
conform to 10 CFR 50.51 in that the possession-only license authorizes ownership and
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possession of SONGS until the Commission notifies the licensee in writing that the license
is terminated.

This new License Condition will read as follows for SONGS Unit 3:

3. On June 12, 2013, Southern California Edison (SCE) certified that operations at San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 3 would permanently cease in accordance with
10 CFR 50.82(a)(1)(i). On June 28, 2013, SCE certified that the fuel had been
permanently removed from the reactor vessel in accordance with 10 CFR
50.82(a)(1)(ii). As a result, the 10 CFR 50 license no longer authorizes operation of
the reactor, or the emplacement or retention of fuel in the reactor vessel.

This license is effective as of the date of issuance and authorizes ownership and
possession of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 3 until the Commission
notifies the licensee in writing that the license is terminated. The licensee shall:

A. Take actions necessary to decommission the plant and continue to maintain the
facility, including, where applicable, the storage, control and maintenance of the
spent fuel, in a safe condition; and

B. Conduct activities in accordance with all other restrictions applicable to the facility
in accordance with the NRC regulations and the applicable provisions of the 10
CFR 50 facility license as defined in Section 2 of this license.

3.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION

3.1 Background

On June 12, 2013, SCE submitted a certification to the NRC indicating its intention to
permanently cease power operations at SONGS Units 2 and 3 (Reference 1) pursuant to
10 CFR 50.82(a)(1)(i). The certification stated that SCE had decided to permanently
cease power operation of SONGS on June 7, 2013. With the docketing of the certification
for permanent removal of fuel from the reactor vessel pursuant to 10 CFR 50.82(a)(1 )(ii) on
June 28, 2013 and July 22, 2013 (References 5 and 6), the 10 CFR Part 50 licenses for
SONGS Units 2 and 3 no longer authorize operation of the reactor or emplacement or
retention of fuel into the reactor vessel, as specified in 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2). In support of
this condition, the SONGS Units 2 and 3 licenses and associated TS are being proposed
for revision to conform to this permanently shut down and defueled condition in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.36(c)(6).

The existing SONGS TS contain Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) that provide for
appropriate functional capability of equipment required for safe operation of the facility,
including the plant being in a defueled condition. Since the safety function related to safe
storage and management of irradiated fuel at an operating plant is similar to the
corresponding function at a permanently defueled facility, the existing TS provide an
appropriate level of control. However, the majority of the existing TS are only applicable
with the reactor in an operational MODE. Because the SONGS Units 2 and 3 Part 50
licenses no longer authorize emplacement or retention of fuel in the reactor vessel, the
LCOs (and associated Surveillance Requirements (SRs)) that do not apply in a defueled
condition are being proposed for deletion. The remaining portions of the TS are being
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proposed for revision and incorporation as the PDTS to provide a continuing acceptable
level of safety which addresses the reduced scope of postulated design basis accidents
associated with a defueled plant, as described in the SONGS Units 2 and 3 safety
analyses.

There is one other license amendment docketed for SONGS Units 2 and 3 currently under
NRC review. On October 21, 2013, SCE submitted license amendment applications 265
and 250 for SONGS Units 2 and 3, respectively. The proposed TS 5.1, Responsibility, TS
5.2, Organization, and TS 5.3, Staff Qualifications, changes contained in the October 2013
letter are reflected in the TS markups of this license amendment application.

The proposed amendment would modify the SONGS Units 2 and 3 licenses to conform to
a permanently defueled condition and revise SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 Technical
Specifications (TS) into a combined Permanently Defueled Technical Specifications
(PDTS) that applies to both units.

3.1.1 General Analysis Applicable to Proposed Change

SONGS Units 2 and 3 have permanently ceased operation and removed all nuclear fuel
from their reactor vessels. The irradiated fuel will be stored in the spent fuel pool (SFP)
and in the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) until it is shipped offsite.
In this configuration, the SFP and its systems are dedicated only to spent fuel storage. In
this condition, the number of credible accidents/transients is significantly smaller than for a
plant authorized to operate the reactor or emplace or retain fuel in the reactor vessel.

With irradiated fuel being stored in the SFP and the ISFSI, the reactor, Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) and secondary system are no longer in operation and have no function
related to storage of irradiated fuel. With the permanent cessation of power operation and
the permanent removal of the fuel from the reactor core, the accident/transient initial
conditions/initial reactor power level of the reactor core cannot be achieved and, as such,
most of the accident/transient scenarios are not possible. Therefore, the postulated
UFSAR Chapter 15 accidents/transients involving failure or malfunction of the reactor,
RCS or secondary system are no longer applicable.

The irradiated fuel will be stored in the fuel storage pool and in the Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (ISFSI) until it is shipped off site. During decommissioning, the fuel
storage pool and its systems will be isolated and dedicated only to spent fuel storage. In
this condition the spectrum of credible accidents is much smaller than for an operational
plant.

The UFSAR Chapter 15 DBAs accident scenarios that apply to a permanently defueled
facility that have the potential to result in a radiological release are a fuel handling accident
(FHA) in the fuel handling building (FHB), a spent fuel pool boiling accident, a liquid
Radioactive Waste System leak or failure, a radioactive release due to liquid tank failures,
or an accidental release of waste gas. (Other UFSAR Chapter 15 postulated accidents
with the potential to damage spent fuel are bounded by the postulated fuel handling
accident inside the fuel handling building.) Since the waste gas decay tanks have been
purged of their contents, a rupture of these components will no longer be an applicable
initiator or source of such an accident. With regard to the postulated radioactive release
due to liquid tank failures, UFSAR Section 15.7.3.3.5 states no credible accident exists
that would result in liquid releases exceeding 10 CFR 20 limits.
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The remaining accident analyses for SONGS show that the dose consequences are
acceptable without relying on structures, systems, and components remaining functional
for accident mitigation during and following the event. (The one exception to this is the
continued function of the passive fuel storage pool structure).

The definition of safety-related structures, systems, and components (SSCs) in 10 CFR
50.2, "Definitions," states that safety-related SSCs are those relied on to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

1. The integrity of the reactor coolant boundary;
2. The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition;

or,
3. The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result

in potential offsite exposures comparable to the applicable guideline exposures set
forth in 10 CFR 50.43(a)(1) or 100.11.

The first two criteria (integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary and safe shutdown
of the reactor) are not applicable to a plant in a permanently defueled condition. The third
criterion is related to preventing or mitigating the consequences of accidents that could
result in potential offsite exposures exceeding limits. However, after the termination of
reactor operations at SONGS and the permanent removal of the fuel from the reactor
vessel (following 17 months of decay time after shut down), none of the SSCs at SONGS
are required to be relied upon for accident mitigation. Therefore, none of the SSCs at
SONGS meet the definition of a safety-related SSC stated in 10 CFR 50.2 (with the
exception of the passive fuel storage pool structure).

10 CFR 50.36, Technical specifications, provides the regulatory requirements related to
the content of Technical Specifications. As detailed in subsequent sections of this
proposed amendment, this regulation lists four criteria to define the scope of equipment
and parameters that must be included in TS. In a permanently defueled condition, the
scope of equipment and parameters that must be included in the SONGS TS is limited to
those needed to address the remaining applicable design basis accidents, so that the
consequences of the accident are maintained within acceptable limits.

3.1.2 Radioactive Waste System Leak or Failure (Release to Atmosphere)

UFSAR Section 15.7.3.2 discusses the radiological consequences for a liquid Radioactive
Waste System leak or failure. Liquid releases considered include rupture of radwaste
tanks, refueling water storage tanks, primary ion-exchangers, and the blowdown
demineralizer neutralization sump line. The most limiting of these is defined as an
unexpected and uncontrolled release of the radioactive liquid stored in a radwaste
secondary tank. The radwaste secondary tanks are Seismic Category II, Quality Class III
tanks at atmospheric pressure. Rupture of these tanks is considered a limiting fault. A
radwaste secondary tank rupture would release the liquid contents in the auxiliary building
(radwaste area). All of the radioactive fission gases and iodines are assumed to be
released to the outside atmosphere in 2 hours. Offsite doses due to the rupture of a
radwaste secondary tank are less than the 100 mRem TEDE offsite dose criterion per
Regulatory Issue Summary 2006-04.
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ACCEPTANCE
DOSE RECEPTOR DOSE CRITERION

(mRem TEDE) (mREM TEDE)

EAB (Maximum 2-hour dose -- 0.0 to 2.0 hours) 7.1 100

LPZ (30-day accident duration) 1.4 100

Table 1 - Radiological Exposures as a Result of Liquid Tank Rupture (Release to
Atmosphere)

3.1.3 Spent Fuel Cask Drop Accident

UFSAR Section 15.7.3.5 analyzes spent fuel cask drop events. Of the three situations
considered, a spent fuel transfer cask drop (due to a seismic event) from the upper shelf in
the cask pool back into the lower portion of the cask pool is the only credible event with the
potential for radiological release. Even though single-failure-proof cranes are used to lift
a spent fuel transfer cask out of a cask pool, a drop can be postulated when the cask is
placed on the upper shelf (i.e., step) of a cask pool for lifting yoke change-out, prior to the
transfer cask being welded closed. During this evolution, the transfer cask is not
restrained and could fall back into the lower portion of the cask pool if an earthquake
occurs.

It is assumed that a minimum of 17 months have elapsed since permanent discharge from
the core for Unit 2 or 3 fuel assemblies that are loaded into a transfer cask. The fuel rods
from all 32 fuel assemblies that may be present in a transfer cask are conservatively
assumed to rupture on impact with the bottom of the cask pool. All of the radioactive
iodine and noble gases present in the gap volumes of the decayed fuel rods are assumed
to be released from the unwelded transfer cask.

No engineered safety feature (ESF) system is used to mitigate the Control Room,
Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB) or Low Population Zone (LPZ) dose consequences of the
cask drop accident event. This includes no credit for the Fuel Handling Isolation Signal
(FHIS), the fuel handling building post accident cleanup unit (PACU) filtration system, the
Control Room Isolation Signal (CRIS) and the control room (CR) emergency air cleanup
system (CREACUS). Doses are evaluated for various control room unfiltered intake plus
unfiltered inleakage inflow rates.

The release of radioactive material to the atmosphere represents a potential exposure
hazard to control room personnel and the general public at the EAB and LPZ. However,
the offsite radiological doses for the postulated Spent Fuel Cask Drop accident do not
exceed 25% of the 10 CFR Part 50.67 exposure guidelines.
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CASK DROP ACCEPTANCE
DOSE RECEPTOR DOSE CRITERION

(REM TEDE) (REM TEDE)

Control Room (30-day accident duration) 089E3 (0.89 5mRem TEDE)

EAB (Maximum 2-hour dose -- 0.0 to 2.0 hours) 309E3 (3.09 6.3mRem TEDE)

LPZ (30-day accident duration) 009E3 (0.09 6.3
mRem TEDE) ________

Table 2 - Cask Drop Accident Dose Consequences

3.1.4 Spent Fuel Pool Boiling Accident

The postulated loss of all spent fuel pool (SFP) cooling is assumed to result in SFP boiling
and the release of a portion of the radionuclide inventory contained in the stored spent fuel
assemblies and the SFP water. The evaluation of the radiological consequences for the
SFP boiling event assumes a minimum of 17 months since the shutdown of Units 2 and 3.
Following a loss of SFP cooling, activity releases from the spent fuel due to evaporation
and boiling disperse to the Control Room, EAB and LPZ locations.

No credit is taken for activity retention within the fuel handling building air. No credit is
taken for FHIS or filtration by the Fuel Handling Building PACUs. All activity escaping
from the SFP is assumed to be instantaneously released to the environment and
atmospherically dispersed to the control room and offsite dose receptors.

No credit is taken for CRIS or CREACUS. For conservatism the control room dose is
calculated for an individual at the control room outside air intake location. The total
effective dose equivalent (TEDE) dose at this location is conservatively greater than it
would be inside the Control Room. The activity concentration inside the control room
would be smaller since only a portion of the outside cloud would enter the control room
envelope via ventilation system inflow or inleakage. The offsite radiological doses for the
postulated SFP boiling accident do not exceed 25% of the 10 CFR Part 50.67 exposure
guidelines.

SFP BOILING ACCEPTANCE
DOSE RECEPTOR DOSE CRITERION

(REM TEDE) (REM TEDE)

Control Room (30-day accident duration) 11.96E-3 (11.96
mRem TEDE)
0.08E-3 (0.086.

EAB (Maximum 2-hour dose -- 0.0 to 2.0 hours) mRem TEDE) 6.3

LPZ (30-day accident duration) 0.25E-3 (0.25 6.3

mRem TEDE)

Table 3 - Radiological Consequences of Spent Fuel Pool Boiling
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3.1.5 Fuel Handling Accident Analysis for the Permanently Defueled Condition

A FHA was incorporated into the SONGS UFSAR under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 to
address the permanently defueled condition. The analysis determined a reasonable time
post-cessation of operations for movement of fuel from the fuel storage pool during which,
if a fuel handling accident occurs, dose consequences would be within 10 CFR 50.67 and
Regulatory Guide 1.183 dose limits. The analysis assumed fuel storage pool
decontamination based on 23 feet of water over the failed fuel assembly, no credit for
emergency ventilation or filtration (control room or otherwise) and no credit taken for
radioactive decay of the isotopes during atmospheric dispersion transit to the control room
or offsite dose locations.

The FHA inside the FHB involves the inadvertent dropping of a fuel assembly during fuel
handling operations, and the subsequent rupture of fuel pins in the dropped assembly
and/or the impacted assembly. A maximum of 472 fuel rods are assumed to fail as a
result of the drop of a fuel assembly on to the fuel assemblies stored in fuel storage pool
fuel racks. The FHA-FHB dose analysis models 17 months (12,240 hours) of radioactive
decay prior to the event. All gap activity in the damaged rods is instantaneously released
into the fuel storage pool. During the movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage
pool, the fuel storage pool water level is assumed to be at least 23 feet over the top of the
irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks.

The radioactive material that escapes from the fuel storage pool to the FHB is released to
the environment over a 2-hour time period (i.e., FHB closure is not modeled during the
FHA-FHB event). Consistent with the 2-hour release model requirement, the FHA-FHB
alternate source term (AST) dose analysis does not model the generation of an
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) fuel handling [building] isolation
signal (FHIS). The FHB normal ventilation exhaust is assumed to remain operational
throughout the FHA-FHB event. The FHB air volume dilutes the gaseous activity
released from the damaged fuel rods.

The FHA-FHB AST dose analysis does not model a reduction in the amount of radioactive
material available for release from the FHB by the fuel handling building Post-Accident
Cleanup Unit (PACU) filter system.

Activity released during the FHA-FHB event is transported by atmospheric dispersion to
the control room HVAC intake and to the offsite EAB and LPZ dose receptors. Activity
may be released to the environment via the FHB normal ventilation exhaust system
through the main plant vent, or as leakage through FHB penetrations (e.g., doors). No
credit is taken for radioactive decay of the isotopes during atmospheric dispersion transit to
the control room or offsite dose locations. Table 4 presents the San Onofre site-specific
95th percentile meteorology atmospheric dispersion factors for these release pathways for
control room dose calculation.
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FHA-FHB to CR 95 th Percentile
Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (seconds/m 3)

Time Interval FHB Release Point Main Plant Vent Modeled Value

Release Point

0 to 2 hours 9.48E-04 1.15E-03 1.15E-03

2 to 8 hours 7.61E-04 6.23E-04 7.61E-04

8 to 24 hours 1.92E-04 2.14E-04 2.14E-04

1 to 4 days 2.65E-04 2.22E-04 2.65E-04

4 to 30 days 2.43E-04 2.02E-04 2.43E-04

Table 4 - FHA-FHB Control Room Atmospheric Dispersion Factors

The FHA-FHB dose analysis for persons located at or beyond the boundary of the
exclusion area, including the outer boundary of the low population zone, considers the
dose consequences of inhalation and immersion. Radioactive material in the fuel
handling building is assumed to be a negligible radiation shine source to the offsite dose
receptors relative to the dose associated with immersion in the radioactive plume released
from the facility.

The Control Room (CR) dose during a design basis FHA-FHB following permanent shut
down of SONGS Units 2 and 3 is based on:

(a) No credit for control room emergency air cleanup system (CREACUS) and Control
Room Isolation Signal (CRIS) and no gamma radiation shine from CREACUS
charcoal and HEPA filters.

(b) CR doses are evaluated at various CR unfiltered inflow (including inleakage) flow
rates. The flow rates were varied from 500 cfm to 15,000 cfm, but only the
bounding CR dose is reported.

FHA-FHB dose analysis for persons located in the control room considers the dose
consequences of inhalation, immersion, and radiation shine from the environmental (or
outside) cloud. Radiation shine from contaminated air in the fuel handling building is
considered negligible due to the presence of numerous intervening concrete walls and the
geometric attenuation due to the distance between the FHB and the control room.

The resulting FHA-FHB offsite and control room operator doses are listed in Table 5. The
analysis demonstrates that the FHA-FHB event criteria are met.
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ACCEPTANCE
FHA-FHB DOSE ACPAC

DOSE RECEPTOR FH-H DE CRITERION
(REM TEDE) (REM TEDE)

Control Room (30-day accident duration) 0.06E-3 (0.06 5mRem TEDE)

EAB (Maximum 2-hour dose -- 0.0 to 2.0 hours) 0.20E-3 (0.20 6.3mRem TEDE)
LPZ (30-day accident duration) 0.01 E-3 (0.01 6.3

LimRem TEDE)

Table 5 - FHA-FHB Dose Consequences

3.2 Discussion

The following portion of this license amendment request contains the technical analysis for
justifying the proposed change, and a summary of the change, for Technical Specifications
(TS) Chapters 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0, Sections 3.1 through 3.9, and Chapters 4.0 and 5.0.

A separate description, the proposed change, technical analysis, and summary of the

change are provided for each TS Chapter/Section.

3.2.1 TS Chapter 1.0, Use and Application

The existing TS Chapter 1.0, Use and Application, contains terms and guidance used to
clarify the TS. This chapter is divided into the following four sections.

TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.1 Definitions

1.2 Logical Connectors

1.3 Completion Times

1.4 Frequency

All TS in Chapter 1.0 are being retained, as identified in the table above. Proposed
revisions to these TS are as described below and shown in Attachments 1 and 2.
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3.2.1.1 TS Section 1.1, Definitions

3.2.1.1.1 Description

TS Section 1.1, Definitions - Defines terms that are used and are applicable throughout
the TS and Bases.

3.2.1.1.2 Proposed Changes

Definitions Being Deleted

Term Definition

AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI) ASI shall be the power generated in the lower half of the
core less the power generated in the upper half of the
core, divided by the sum of the power generated in the
lower and upper halves of the core.

ASI = lower - upper
lower + upper

AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (Tq)

CHANNEL CALIBRATION

AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT shall be the power
asymmetry between azimuthally symmetric fuel
assemblies.

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as
necessary, of the channel output such that it responds
within the necessary range and accuracy to known
values of the parameter that the channel monitors. The
CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall encompass the entire
channel, including the required sensor, alarm, display,
and trip functions, and shall include the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST. Calibration of instrument
channels with resistance temperature detector (RTD) or
thermocouple sensors may consist of an inplace cross
calibration of the sensing elements and normal
calibration of the remaining adjustable devices in the
channel. Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the
next required inplace cross calibration consists of
comparing the other sensing elements with the recently
installed sensing element.

The CHANNEL CALIBRATION may be performed by
means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total
channel steps so that the entire channel is calibrated.

A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative
assessment, by observation, of channel behavior during
operation. This determination shall include, where
possible, comparison of the channel indication and
status to other indications or status derived from

CHANNELCHECK
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independent instrument channels measuring the same
parameter.

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

a. Analog channels - the injection of a simulated or
actual signal into the channel as close to the
sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY,
including required alarms, interlocks, display and
trip functions;

b. Bistable channels (e.g., pressure switches and
switch contacts) - the injection of a simulated or
actual signal into the channel as close to the
sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY,
including required alarm and trip functions; or

c. Digital computer channels - the use of diagnostic
programs to test digital computer hardware and the
injection of simulated process data into the channel
to verify OPERABILITY, including alarm and trip
functions.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed
by means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or
total channel steps so that the entire channel is tested.

CORE ALTERATION

CORE OPERATING LIMITS
REPORT (COLR)

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131

CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement or
manipulation of any fuel, sources, reactivity control
components, or other components, excluding control
element assemblies (CEAs) withdrawn into the upper
guide structure, affecting reactivity, within the reactor
vessel with the vessel head removed and fuel in the
vessel. Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not
preclude completion of movement of a component to a
safe position.

The COLR is the unit specific document that provides
cycle specific parameter limits for the current reload
cycle. These cycle specific parameter limits shall be
determined for each reload cycle in accordance with
Specification 5.7.1.5. Plant operation within these
limits is addressed in individual Specifications.

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 shall be that concentration of
1-131 (microcuries/gram) that alone would produce the
same thyroid dose as the quantity and isotopic mixture of
1-131, 1-132, 1-133, 1-134, and 1-135 actually present.
The thyroid dose conversion factors used for this
calculation shall be those listed in ICRP 30, Supplement
to Part 1, page 192-212, Table titled, "Committed Dose
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- AVERAGE
DISINTEGRATION ENERGY

ENGINEERED SAFETY
FEATURE (ESF) RESPONSE
TIME

LEAKAGE

Equivalent in Target Organs or Tissues per Intake of Unit
Activity."

E shall be the average (weighted in proportion to the
concentration of each radionuclide in the reactor coolant
at the time of sampling) of the sum of the average beta
and gamma energies per disintegration (in MeV) for
isotopes, other than iodines, with half lives > 15 minutes,
making up at least 95% of the total noniodine activity in
the coolant.

The ESF RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval
from when the monitored parameter exceeds its ESF
actuation setpoint at the channel sensor until the ESF
equipment is capable of performing its safety function
(i.e., the valves travel to their required positions, pump
discharge pressures reach their required values, etc.).
Times shall include diesel generator starting and
sequence loading delays, where applicable. The
response time may be measured by means of any series
of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the
entire response time is measured. In lieu of
measurement, response time may be verified for
selected components provided that the components and
methodology for verification have been previously
reviewed and approved by the NRC.

LEAKAGE shall be:

a. Identified LEAKAGE

1. LEAKAGE, such as that from pump seals or
valve packing (except reactor coolant pump
(RCP) leakoff), that is captured and
conducted to collection systems or a sump or
collecting tank;

2. LEAKAGE into the containment atmosphere
from sources that are both specifically
located and known either not to interfere with
the operation of leakage detection systems
or not to be pressure boundary LEAKAGE; or

3. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) LEAKAGE
through a steam generator to the Secondary
System (primary to secondary LEAKAGE).

b. Unidentified LEAKAGE

All LEAKAGE that is not identified LEAKAGE.
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c. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

MODE

PHYSICS TESTS

PRESSURE AND
TEMPERATURE LIMITS
REPORT (PTLR)

RATED THERMAL POWER
(RTP)

REACTOR PROTECTION
SYSTEM (RPS) RESPONSE
TIME

SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

LEAKAGE (except primary to secondary
LEAKAGE) through a nonisolable fault in an RCS
component body, pipe wall, or vessel wall.

A MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive
combination of core reactivity condition, power level,
average reactor coolant temperature, and reactor vessel
head closure bolt tensioning specified in Table 1.1-1 with
fuel in the reactor vessel.

PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to
measure the fundamental nuclear characteristics of the
reactor core and related instrumentation.
These tests are:

a. Described in Chapter 14, Initial Test Program of
the SONGS Units 2 and 3 UFSAR;

b. Authorized under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59;
or

c. Otherwise approved by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

The PTLR is the unit specific document that provides the
reactor vessel pressure and temperature limits, including
heatup and cooldown rates, for the current reactor
vessel fluence period. These pressure and
temperature limits shall be determined for each fluence
period in accordance with Specification 5.7.1.6.

RTP shall be a total reactor core heat transfer rate to the
reactor coolant of 3438 MWt.

The RPS RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval
from when the monitored parameter exceeds its RPS trip
setpoint at the channel sensor until electrical power to
the CEAs drive mechanism is interrupted. The
response time may be measured by means of any series
of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the
entire response time is measured. In lieu of
measurement, response time may be verified for
selected components provided that the components and
methodology for verification have been previously
reviewed and approved by the NRC.

SDM shall be the instantaneous amount of reactivity by
which the reactor is subcritical or would be subcritical
from its present condition assuming:
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a. All full length CEAs (shutdown and regulating) are
fully inserted except for the single CEA of highest
reactivity worth, which is assumed to be fully
withdrawn. However, with all CEAs verified fully
inserted by two independent means, it is not
necessary to account for a stuck CEA in the SDM
calculation. With any CEAs not capable of being
fully inserted, the reactivity worth of these CEAs
must be accounted for in the determination of
SDM, and

b. There is no change in part length CEA position.

A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of the testing
of one of the systems, subsystems, channels, or other
designated components during the interval specified by
the Surveillance Frequency, so that all systems,
subsystems, channels, or other designated components
are tested during n Surveillance Frequency intervals,
where n is the total number of systems, subsystems,
channels, or other designated components in the
associated function.

THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat
transfer rate to the reactor coolant.

STAGGERED TEST BASIS

THERMAL POWER

In conjunction with deletion of the term "MODE," TS Table 1.1-1, MODES, is also being
deleted.

Definition Being Added

The following definition is being added.

CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER A CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER is an individual who
complies with provisions of the CERTIFIED FUEL
HANDLER training program required by TS 5.3.2.

There are no corresponding TS Bases sections associated with this TS section.

3.2.1.1.3 Technical Analysis

TS Section 1.1 provides defined terms that are applicable throughout the TS and TS
Bases. The SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement
or retention of fuel in their respective reactor vessel. The definitions proposed for deletion
are no longer used and no longer apply to the permanently defueled plant condition.

The definition of the term Certified Fuel Handler is being added to ensure consistent
understanding and application. Further discussion regarding Certified Fuel Handlers is
included in the Administrative Controls Section of the proposed TS.
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3.2.1.2 TS Section 1.2, Logical Connectors

3.2.1.2.1 Description

Logical Connectors - An explanation of the logical connectors used to discriminate
between, and yet connect, discrete Conditions, Required Actions, Completion Times,
Surveillances, and Frequencies.

3.2.1.2.2 Proposed Changes

Example 1.2-2 is being deleted because the logical connectors that remain throughout the
PDTS are limited and are adequately explained by Example 1.2-1.

3.2.1.2.3 Technical Analysis

Because 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor
vessel, certain terms currently provided in the TS no longer apply. Therefore, TS Section
1.2 is being revised to be consistent with the permanently defueled condition and the use
of logical connectors within the PDTS.

3.2.1.3 TS Section 1.3, Completion Times

3.2.1.3.1 Description

Completion Times - Establishes the Completion Time convention and provides guidance
for its use.

3.2.1.3.2 Proposed Changes

Statements referring to "operation of the unit" are replaced with "storage of irradiated fuel,"
since operation of the units is no longer permitted and safe storage of irradiated fuel is the
primary objective of the permanently defueled TS.

References to the term "unit" are replaced with the term "facility," because the term "unit"
generally refers to the reactor, which can no longer be operated, whereas the term "facility"
refers to the overall site, including the fuel storage facility.

References to the term "MODE" are deleted, as this term is no longer applicable to a
permanently defueled facility.

A portion of the Description section, Examples 1.3-2 through 1.3-7 are deleted because
they reference activities that no longer pertain to a permanently defueled condition.
Example 1.3-1 has been modified to reflect Required Actions typical of the permanently
defueled condition.

3.2.1.3.3 Technical Analysis

Because 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor
vessel, certain terms currently provided in the TS no longer apply. Therefore, TS Section
1.3 is being revised to be consistent with the permanently defueled condition.
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3.2.1.4 TS Section 1.4, Frequency

3.2.1.4.1 Description

Frequency - Defines the proper use and application of Frequency requirements
throughout the TS.

3.2.1.4.2 Proposed Changes

References to the terms "MODE" and "reactor power" are either deleted or replaced with
terms such as "specified condition." These two former terms ("MODE" and "reactor
power") are no longer applicable to a permanently defueled facility.

References to the term "unit" are replaced with the term "facility," because the term "unit"
generally refers to the reactor, which can no longer be operated, whereas the term "facility"
refers to the overall site, including the fuel storage facility.

The final paragraph of the TS 1.4 Description section, regarding Notes that modify the
Frequency of performance of some surveillances and the applicability of entry restrictions
of SR 3.0.4, is being deleted in its entirety. This is consistent with the fact that none of the
surveillances in the proposed TS contain Notes that modify the Frequency of performance
or the conditions during which the acceptance criteria must be satisfied. Therefore, this
paragraph is not applicable to the proposed TS LCOs or Surveillance Requirements and
may be deleted.

Example 1.4-2 is being modified to make it more applicable to the permanently defueled
condition and the use of a one time performance Frequency in the proposed TS.

Example 1.4-3 is being deleted because it references an operating reactor. This example
is not needed in a permanently defueled condition, as the revised TS will no longer include
a surveillance that would benefit from the clarification that it provides. The remaining
examples are sufficient to explain application of the TS Frequency requirements.

3.2.1.4.3 Technical Analysis

Because 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor
vessel, certain terms currently provided in the TS no longer apply. Therefore, TS Section
1.4 is being revised to be consistent with the permanently defueled condition.

3.2.1.5 Summary

The permanently defueled TS, Chapter 1.0, will continue to remain applicable with the
reactor permanently defueled. As such, it is being retained and revised to reflect a
permanently defueled condition. Therefore, retaining TS Chapter 1.0, as revised,
provides appropriate control over use and application of the SONGS Units 2 and 3 TS.
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3.2.2 TS Chapter 2.0, Safety Limits

The existing TS Chapter 2.0, Safety Limits, contains limits upon important process
variables that are necessary to reasonably protect the integrity of certain physical barriers
that guard against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity from the reactor core and the
reactor coolant system. This chapter is divided into the following Sections.

TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs)

2.1 Safety Limits (SLs)

2.2 SL Violations

All TS in Chapter 2.0 are being proposed for deletion, as identified in the table above. The

corresponding TS Bases are also being deleted to reflect this change.

3.2.2.1 TS 2.1, Safety Limits (SLs)

3.2.2.1.1 Description

TS 2.1, Safety Limits, contains two Specifications:

* TS 2.1.1, Reactor Core SLs; and
* TS 2.1.2, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) SL.

The restrictions of the Reactor Core SL in TS 2.1.1 prevent overheating of the fuel and
cladding, as well as possible cladding perforation that would result in the release of fission
products to the reactor coolant. TS 2.1.1 is applicable in MODES 1 and 2.

The SL on RCS pressure in TS 2.1.2 protects the integrity of the RCS against

overpressurization. TS 2.1.2 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

3.2.2.1.2 Proposed Changes

The SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or
retention of fuel in their respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these safety limits do not
apply and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.2.1.3 Technical Analysis

The above TS contain limits upon important process variables that are necessary to
reasonably protect the integrity of certain physical barriers required for safe operation of
the facility only when the reactor is in MODES 1 through 5. However, 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2)
prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor vessel. Therefore, the TS
listed in the previous paragraphs, which only address these specific process variables, are
no longer applicable. Based on the above, the proposed deletion of TS related to these
safety limits is acceptable.
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3.2.2.2 TS 2.2, SL Violation

3.2.2.2.1 Description

TS 2.2, Safety Limit Violations, directs actions to be taken if a safety limit specified in TS
2.1 is violated. TS 2.2 is applicable commensurate with the applicable MODES of the
respective safety limits specified in TS 2.1.

3.2.2.2.2 Proposed Changes

The SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or
retention of fuel in their respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these safety limits do not
apply and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.2.2.3 Technical Analysis

The above TS contains actions to be taken if a safety limit specified in TS 2.1 is violated
when the reactor is in MODES 1 through 5. However, 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits
operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor vessel. Therefore, the TS listed in the
previous paragraphs, which only address these specific process variables, are no longer
applicable. Based on the above, the proposed deletion of TS related to these safety limits
is acceptable.

3.2.2.3 Summary

TS Chapter 2.0 does not apply with the reactor defueled. Therefore, the individual TS
contained therein are not needed for a permanently defueled condition. As such, they
may be deleted with no impact on continued safe operation of the facility.
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3.2.3 TS Chapter 3.0, Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) Applicability and
Surveillance Requirement (SR) Applicability

The existing TS Chapter 3.0, Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) Applicability and
Surveillance Requirement (SR) Applicability, contains general requirements applicable to
all Specifications. This chapter is divided into the following Sections.

TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR
OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT
(SR) APPLICABILITY

Both TS in Chapter 3.0 are being retained, as identified in the table above. Certain
Specifications within Chapter 3.0 are being proposed for deletion. Proposed revisions to
these Specifications (including those being deleted) are as described below and shown in
Attachments 1 and 2. The corresponding TS Bases are also being revised to reflect this
change.

3.2.3.1 TS Section 3.0, Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) Applicability

The existing TS Section 3.0, Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) Applicability, consists
of LCO 3.0.1 through LCO 3.0.7. LCO 3.0.1 through LCO 3.0.7 establish the general
requirements applicable to all Specifications and apply at all times, unless otherwise
stated.

3.2.3.1.1 Description

LCO 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within each individual Specification as
the requirement for when the LCO is required to be met (i.e., when the unit is in the
MODES or other specified conditions of the Applicability statement of each Specification).

LCO 3.0.2 establishes that upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the associated
ACTIONS shall be met.

LCO 3.0.3 establishes the actions that must be implemented when an LCO is not met.
LCO 3.0.3 is only applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or other specified conditions in
the Applicability when an LCO is not met.

LCO 3.0.5 establishes the allowance for restoring equipment to service under
administrative controls when it has been removed from service or declared inoperable to
comply with ACTIONS.

LCO 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for supported systems that have a
support system LCO specified in the TS.
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LCO 3.0.7 pertains to certain special tests and operations required to be performed at
various times over the life of the unit.

3.2.3.1.2 Proposed Changes

LCO 3.0.1 and LCO 3.0.2 are being retained in the permanently defueled TS with the
proposed revisions shown in Attachments 1 and 2.

LCO 3.0.3 through LCO 3.0.7 are being proposed for deletion in their entirety.

3.2.3.1.3 Technical Analysis

Because 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor
vessel, reference to operating MODES is no longer relevant. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 and
LCO 3.0.4 are no longer applicable and are being deleted.

The allowance of LCO 3.0.5 to not comply with the requirements of LCO 3.0.2 (i.e., to not
comply with the Required Actions) to allow the performance of SRs on equipment declared
inoperable or removed from service is no longer required. The remaining permanently
defueled TS ACTIONS do not include requirements to declare equipment inoperable or to
remove it from service.

The requirements of the Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP), contained in TS
5.6.3, Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP), which directs cross train checks of
multiple and redundant safety systems, no longer apply. Therefore, LCO 3.0.6, which
provides an exception to LCO 3.0.2 to allow the use of the SFDP is also being deleted.

LCO 3.0.7 is associated with test exceptions in TS Section 3.1, which are being deleted as
described within this document. Therefore, references to LCO 3.0.7 are also being
deleted.

LCO 3.0.1 and LCO 3.0.2 are revised to remove references to "MODES" and to reflect the

deletion of the above exceptions to their requirements.

3.2.3.2 TS Section 3.0, Surveillance Requirement (SR) Applicability

TS 3.0, "Surveillance Requirement (SR) Applicability," consists of SR 3.0.1 through
SR 3.0.4. SR 3.0.1 through SR 3.0.4 establish the general requirements applicable to all
Specifications and apply at all times, unless otherwise stated.

3.2.3.2.1 Description

SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that SRs must be met during the MODES or other
specified conditions in the Applicability for which the requirements of the LCO apply,
unless otherwise specified in the individual SRs. This Specification ensures that
Surveillances are performed to verify the OPERABILITY of systems and components, and
that variables are within specified limits.

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified in the Frequency, and
establishes the requirements for meeting the specified Frequency for Surveillances and
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any Required Action with a Completion Time that requires the periodic performance of the
Required Action on a "once per. .. "interval.

SR 3.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring affected equipment inoperable or an
affected variable outside the specified limits when a surveillance requirement has not been
completed within the specified Frequency.

SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable SRs must be met before entry into
a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability.

3.2.3.2.2 Proposed Changes

SR 3.0.1, SR 3.0.2, and SR 3.0.4 are being retained in the permanently defueled TS with
the proposed revisions shown in Attachments 1 and 2.

SR 3.0.3 is being retained in the permanently defueled TS unchanged.

3.2.3.2.3 Technical Analysis

Because 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor
vessel, the reference to operating MODES is no longer relevant and is therefore being
deleted. In addition, SR 3.0.2 discussions pertaining to the applicability of the
Frequencies specified as "once," and Completion Times that require periodic performance
on a "once per.. ." basis, are deleted as the proposed TS no longer include these types of
Frequencies or Completion Times.

3.2.3.3 Summary

The permanently defueled TS, Chapter 3.0, LCO 3.0.1, LCO 3.0.2, SR 3.0.1, SR 3.0.2,
SR 3.0.3, and SR 3.0.4, will continue to remain applicable with the reactor permanently
defueled. As such, they are being retained and revised, as necessary, to reflect a
permanently defueled condition. Therefore, retaining TS Chapter 3.0, as revised,
provides appropriate control over use and application of the SONGS Units 2 and 3 TS.
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3.2.4 TS Section 3.1, Reactivity Control Systems

The existing TS Section 3.1, Reactivity Control Systems, contains LCOs that provide for
appropriate control of process variables, design features, or operating restrictions that are
required to protect the integrity of a fission product barrier. This Section is divided into
the following Specifications.

TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) -

Tavg > 200OF

3.1.2 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) -

Tavg < 200OF

3.1.3 Reactivity Balance

3.1.4 Moderator Temperature Coefficient
(MTC)

3.1.5 Control Element Assembly (CEA)
Alignment

3.1.6 Shutdown Control Element
Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits

3.1.7 Regulating CEA Insertion Limits

3.1.8 Part Length Control Element
Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits

3.1.9 Boration Systems - Operating

3.1.10 Boration Systems - Shutdown

3.1.11 Not Used

3.1.12 Special Test Exception (STE) -
Low Power Physics Testing

3.1.13 Special Test Exception (STE) - At
Power Physics Testing

3.1.14 Special Test Exceptions (STE) -
Reactivity Coefficient Testing

All TS in Section 3.1 are being proposed for deletion, as identified in the table above. The
corresponding TS Bases are also being deleted to reflect this change.

3.2.4.1 Description

TS 3.1.1, SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) - Tavg > 2000F, specifies requirements to provide
sufficient reactivity margin to ensure that acceptable fuel design limits will not be exceeded
for normal shut down and anticipated operational occurrences (AOOs) assuming the
highest reactivity worth control element assembly (CEA) remains fully withdrawn.
TS 3.1.1 is applicable in MODES 3 and 4.
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TS 3.1.2, SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) - Tavg < 200'F, specifies requirements to provide
sufficient reactivity margin to ensure that acceptable fuel design limits will not be exceeded
for normal shut down and AQOs assuming the highest reactivity worth CEA remains fully
withdrawn. TS 3.1.1 is applicable in MODE 5.

TS 3.1.3, Reactivity Balance, specifies requirements for the comparison of the predicted
versus measured core reactivity during power operation. The periodic confirmation of
core reactivity is necessary to ensure that Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
safety analyses remain valid. TS 3.1.3 is applicable in MODES 1 and 2.

TS 3.1.4, Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC), specifies requirements to ensure that
core overheating and overcooling accidents will not violate the accident analysis
assumptions. TS 3.1.4 is applicable in MODE 1 and MODE 2 with keff - 1.0.

TS 3.1.5, Control Element Assembly (CEA) Alignment, specifies limits on shutdown and
regulating CEA alignments to ensure that the power distribution and reactivity limits
defined by the design power peaking and SDM limits are preserved. TS 3.1.5 is
applicable in MODES 1 and 2.

TS 3.1.6, Shutdown Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits, specifies limits on
shutdown CEA insertion to ensure that a sufficient amount of negative reactivity is
available to shut down the reactor and maintain the required shutdown margin (SDM)
following a reactor trip. TS 3.1.6 is applicable in MODE 1 and MODE 2 with any regulating
CEA not fully inserted.

TS 3.1.7, Regulating CEA Insertion Limits, specifies limits on regulating CEA sequence
and physical insertion for the function of preserving power distribution, ensuring that the
SDM -is maintained, ensuring that ejected CEA worth is maintained, and ensuring
adequate negative reactivity insertion is available on trip. The overlap between regulating
banks provides more uniform rates of reactivity insertion. TS 3.1.7 is applicable in
MODES 1 and 2.

TS 3.1.8, Part Length Control Element Assembly (CEA) Insertion Limits, specifies limits on
part length CEA insertion for the function of preserving power distribution and ensuring that
ejected CEA worth is maintained within limits. TS 3.1.8 is applicable in MODE 1 > 20%
RTP.

TS 3.1.9, Boration Systems - Operating, establishes the requirements for borated water
sources and flow paths to the RCS is to ensure that sufficient borated water is available to
maintain the reactor subcritical and provide makeup water to account for RCS shrinkage
during cool down to cold shutdown conditions. TS 3.1.9 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4.

TS 3.1.10, Boration Systems - Shutdown, establishes the requirements for borated water
sources and flow paths to the RCS is to ensure that sufficient borated water is available to
maintain the reactor subcritical. TS 3.1.10 is applicable in MODES 5 and 6.

TS 3.1.12, Special Test Exception (STE)- Low Power Physics Testing, permits relaxation
of existing TS Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) to allow the performance of
PHYSICS TESTS. TS 3.1.12 is applicable in MODES 2 and 3 during PHYSICS TESTS.
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TS 3.1.13, Special Test Exception (STE)- At Power Physics Testing, permits relaxation of
existing TS LCOs to allow the performance of PHYSICS TESTS. TS 3.1.13 is applicable
in MODE 1 during PHYSICS TESTS.

TS 3.1.14, Special Test Exceptions (STE) - Reactivity Coefficient Testing, permits
relaxation of existing TS LCOs to allow the performance of PHYSICS TESTS. TS 3.1.14
is applicable in MODE 1.

3.2.4.2 Proposed Changes

The SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or
retention of fuel in their respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these reactivity control
systems do not apply and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.4.3 Technical Analysis

The above TS are related to assuring the appropriate functional capability of plant
equipment, and control of process variables, design features, or operating restrictions
required for safe operation of the facility only when the reactor is in MODES 1 through 6.
However, 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor
vessel. Therefore, the TS listed in the previous paragraphs, which only address their
associated specific plant equipment, control of process variables, design features, or
operating restrictions are no longer applicable. Based on the above, the proposed
deletion of all TS in Section 3.1 is acceptable.

3.2.4.4 Summary

Since these TS do not apply with the reactor defueled, they are not needed for a
permanently defueled condition. As such, they may be deleted with no impact on
continued safe operation of the facility.
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3.2.5 TS Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits

The existing TS Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits, contains LCOs that provide for
appropriate control of process variables, design features, or operating restrictions that are
required to protect the integrity of a fission product barrier. This Section is divided into
the following Specifications.

TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3.2.1 Linear Heat Rate (LHR)

3.2.2 Planar Radial Peaking Factors
(Fxv)

3.2.3 AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (Tq)

3.2.4 Departure From Nucleate Boiling
Ratio (DNBR)

3.2.5 AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI)

All TS in Section 3.2 are being proposed for deletion, as identified in the table above. The

corresponding TS Bases are also being deleted to reflect this change.

3.2.5.1 Description

TS 3.2.1, Linear Heat Rate (LHR), specifies limits based on correlations between power
peaking and certain measured variables used as inputs to the LHR and DNBR operating
limits. The limitation on LHR ensures that in the event of a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) the peak temperature of the fuel cladding does not exceed 2200°F. TS 3.2.1 is
applicable in MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP.

TS 3.2.2, Planar Radial Peaking Factors (Fxy), specifies limits based on correlations
between power peaking and certain measured variables used as inputs to the LHR and
DNBR operating limits. Limiting of the calculated Planar Radial Peaking Factors to values
equal to or greater than the measured Planar Radial Peaking Factors ensures that the
calculated limits remain valid. TS 3.2.2 is applicable in MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER
> 20% RTP.

TS 3.2.3, AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (Tq), specifies limits based on correlations between
power peaking and certain measured variables used as inputs to the LHR and DNBR
operating limits. The limitations on the Tq are provided to ensure that design operating
margins are maintained. TS 3.2.3 is applicable in MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER
> 20% RTP.

TS 3.2.4, Departure From Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR), specifies limits based on
correlations between power peaking and certain measured variables used as inputs to the
LHR and DNBR operating limits. Operation of the core with a DNBR at or above this limit
ensures that an acceptable minimum DNBR is maintained in the event of a loss of flow
transient. TS 3.2.4 is applicable in MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP.
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TS 3.2.5, AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (ASI), specifies limits based on correlations between
power peaking and certain measured variables used as inputs to the LHR and DNBR
operating limits. The limitation on ASI ensures that the actual ASI value is maintained
within the range of values used in the accident analysis. The ASI limits ensure that with Tq
at its maximum upper limit, the DNBR does not drop below the DNBR Safety Limit for
AQOs. TS 3.2.5 is applicable in MODE 1 with THERMAL POWER > 20% RTP.

3.2.5.2 Proposed Changes

The SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or
retention of fuel in their respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these power distribution
limits do not apply and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.5.3 Technical Analysis

The above TS are related to assuring the appropriate functional capability of plant
equipment, and control of process variables, design features, or operating restrictions
required for safe operation of the facility only when the reactor is in MODE 1. However,
10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor vessel.
Therefore, the TS listed in the previous paragraphs, which only address their associated
specific plant equipment, control of process variables, design features, or operating
restrictions are no longer applicable. Based on the above, the proposed deletion of all TS
in Section 3.2 is acceptable.

3.2.5.4 Summary

Since these TS do not apply with the reactor defueled, they are not needed for a
permanently defueled condition. As such, they may be deleted with no impact on
continued safe operation of the facility.
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3.2.6 TS Section 3.3, Instrumentation

The existing TS Section 3.3, Instrumentation, contains LCOs that provide for appropriate
functional capability of sensing and control instrumentation required for safe operation of
the facility, including the plant being in a defueled condition. This Section is divided into
the following Specifications.

TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.1 Reactor Protective System (RPS)
Instrumentation - Operating

3.3.2 Reactor Protective System (RPS)
Instrumentation - Shutdown

3.3.3 Control Element Assembly
Calculators (CEACs)

3.3.4 Reactor Protective System (RPS)
Logic and Trip Initiation

3.3.5 Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System (ESFAS)
Instrumentation

3.3.6 Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System (ESFAS) Logic
and Manual Trip

3.3.7 Diesel Generator (DG) -

Undervoltage Start

3.3.8 Containment Purge Isolation
Signal (CPIS)

3.3.9 Control Room Isolation Signal
(CRIS)

3.3.10 Not Used

3.3.11 Post Accident Monitoring
Instrumentation (PAMI)

3.3.12 Remote Shutdown System

3.3.13 Source Range Monitoring
Channels

All TS in Section 3.3 are being proposed for deletion, as identified in the table above. The
corresponding TS Bases are also being deleted to reflect this change.

3.2.6.1 Section 3.3 TS That Are Not Applicable When Defueled

3.2.6.1.1 Description

TS 3.3.1, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation - Operating, specifies
requirements for the RPS instrumentation system to maintain the safety limits during all
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anticipated operational occurrences, and mitigates the consequences of design basis
accidents in MODES 1 and 2. TS 3.3.2, Reactor Protective System (RPS)
Instrumentation - Shutdown, specifies requirements for the RPS instrumentation system
to maintain the safety limits during all anticipated operational occurrences, and mitigate the
consequences of design basis accidents in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when the reactor trip circuit
breakers (RTCBs) are closed and the CEA Drive System is capable of CEA withdrawal.
TS 3.3.3, Control Element Assembly Calculators (CEACs), specifies requirements that
ensure the core protection calculators (CPCs) are either informed of individual CEA
position within each subgroup, using one or both CEACs, or that appropriate conservatism
is included in the CPC calculations to account for anticipated CEA deviations in MODES 1
and 2. TS 3.3.4, Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation, specifies
requirements for RPS Matrix Logic, RPS Initiation Logic, RTCBs, and manual trip channels
to effect automatic trip signals received from RPS instruments and to provide a means to
manually trip the reactor in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when the RTCBs
are closed and the CEA Drive System is capable of CEA withdrawal. The RPS initiates a
reactor trip, based on the values of selected unit parameters, to protect against violating
the core fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) during AOOs
and to assist the Engineered Safety Features systems in mitigating accidents. The
protection and monitoring systems have been designed to assure safe operation of the
reactor. This is achieved by specifying limiting safety system settings in terms of
parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as specifying LCOs on other reactor
system parameters and equipment performance. Although the CEACs do not provide a
direct reactor trip Function, their input to the CPCs is taken credit for in the CEA
misoperation analysis. TS 3.3.1 is applicable in MODES 1 and 2. TS 3.3.2 is applicable
in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when the RTCBs are closed and the CEA Drive System is capable of
CEA withdrawal. TS 3.3.3 is applicable in MODES 1 and 2. TS 3.3.4 is applicable in
MODES 1 and 2, and in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when the RTCBs are closed and the CEA
Drive System is capable of CEA withdrawal.

TS 3.3.5, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation,
specifies requirements for the ESFAS instrumentation to ensure that ESFAS initiates
necessary safety systems, based on the values of selected unit parameters, to protect
against violating core design limits and the RCPB during AOOs and ensures acceptable
consequences during accidents. TS 3.3.6, Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System (ESFAS) Logic and Manual Trip, specifies requirements for ESFAS Matrix Logic,
ESFAS Initiation Logic, and manual trip channels to effect automatic ESFAS initiation
received from ESFAS instruments and to provide a means to manually actuate an ESF
system in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. This is achieved by monitoring variables that are
indicative of conditions requiring protective action. ESFAS contains devices and circuitry
that generate signals to actuate one or more ESF Systems when the monitored variables
reach specified levels. Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are not
expected to occur during the unit life. The acceptable limit during accidents is that offsite
dose shall be maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 50.67 limits. TS 3.3.5
requires all instrumentation performing an ESFAS Function, listed in TS Table 3.3.5-1, to
be OPERABLE. TS 3.3.5 applicability is as stated for each ESFAS function listed in TS
Table 3.3.5-1).

TS 3.3.7, Diesel Generator (DG) - Undervoltage Start, specifies that the Loss of Voltage
Start (LOVS) instrumentation functions be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, and when
the associated DG is required to be OPERABLE by TS 3.8.2, AC Sources - Shutdown.
The DG - LOVS instrumentation is required for the ESF Systems to function during any
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accident with a loss of offsite power. Its design basis is that of ESFAS. The required
channels of DG - LOVS instrumentation, in conjunction with the ESF systems powered
from the DGs, provide unit protection in the event of any of the analyzed accidents
discussed in the UFSAR in which a loss of offsite power is assumed. The DG - LOVS
instrumentation supports DG Operability. TS 3.3.7 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4
because ESF Functions are designed to provide protection in these MODES. TS 3.3.7 is
also applicable whenever the associated DG is required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.2 to
ensure that the automatic start of the DG is available when needed.

TS 3.3.11, Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation (PAMI), provides OPERABILITY
requirements for Regulatory Guide 1.97 Type A monitors, which provide information
required by the control room operators to perform certain manual actions specified in the
unit Emergency Operating Procedures. These manual actions ensure that a system can
accomplish its safety function, and are credited in the safety analyses. Additionally,
TS 3.3.11 addresses Regulatory Guide 1.97 instruments that have been designated
Category 1, non-Type A. The OPERABILITY of the PAMI ensures there is sufficient
information available on selected unit parameters to monitor and assess unit status
following an accident. The specific instrument Functions are listed in TS Table 3.3.11-1.
TS 3.3.11 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

TS 3.3.12, Remote Shutdown System, provides the OPERABILITY requirements for the
instrumentation and controls necessary to place and maintain the unit in MODE 3 from a
location other than the control room. The instrumentation and controls required are listed
in TS Table 3.3.12-1. TS 3.3.12 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

3.2.6.1.2 Proposed Changes

TS 3.3.1, TS 3.3.2, TS 3.3.3, TS 3.3.4, TS 3.3.5, TS 3.3.6, TS 3.3.7, TS 3.3.11, TS 3.3.12,
and TS 3.3.13 do not currently apply with the reactor defueled. The SONGS Unit 2 and
Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or retention of fuel in their
respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these instrumentation requirements do not apply
and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.6.1.3 Technical Analysis

TS 3.3.1, TS 3.3.2, TS 3.3.3, TS 3.3.4, TS 3.3.5, TS 3.3.6, TS 3.3.11, and TS 3.3.12 are
related to assuring the appropriate functional capability of plant equipment, and control of
process variables, design features, or operating restrictions required for safe operation of
the facility only when the reactor is in MODES 1 through 5. However, 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2)
prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor vessel. Therefore, TS 3.3.1,
TS 3.3.2, TS 3.3.3, TS 3.3.4, TS 3.3.5, TS 3.3.6, TS 3.3.11, and TS 3.3.12, which only
address these specific plant systems, control of process variables, design features, or
operating restrictions are no longer applicable and may be deleted.

As discussed in the justification for deleting TS 3.8.2, the requirement for DGs is being
deleted from the TS because, after the plant is permanently shut down and defueled, there
are no design basis events that rely on the DGs for mitigation. Since TS 3.3.7 exists
solely to support DG OPERABILITY, the elimination of the need for DGs also obviates the
need for their support systems. Since DG - LOVS instrumentation is no longer needed,
TS 3.3.7 may be deleted.
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3.2.6.2 TS 3.3.8, Containment Purge Isolation Signal

3.2.6.2.1 Description

TS 3.3.8, Containment Purge Isolation Signal, specifies requirements for instrumentation
designed to close the containment purge isolation valves upon a detection of high gaseous
radiation in containment. This action isolates the containment atmosphere from the
environment to minimize releases of radioactivity in the event of an accident. TS 3.3.8 is
applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, during CORE ALTERATIONS, and during movement
of fuel assemblies within containment.

3.2.6.2.2 Proposed Changes

The SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or
retention of fuel in their respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these instrumentation
requirements do not apply and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.6.2.3 Technical Analysis

TS 3.3.8 is related to assuring the appropriate functional capability of plant equipment, and
control of process variables, design features, or operating restrictions required for safe
operation of the facility only when the reactor is in MODES 1 through 4, during CORE
ALTERATIONS, and during movement of fuel assemblies within containment. However,
10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor vessel,
which thereby precludes entry into MODES 1 through 4. The prohibition on placing fuel in
the reactor vessel also precludes CORE ALTERATIONS and the movement of fuel
assemblies within containment. Therefore, TS 3.3.8, which only address specific plant
systems, control of process variables, design features, or operating restrictions associated
with the containment is no longer applicable and may be deleted.

3.2.6.3 TS 3.3.9, Control Room Isolation Signal (CRIS)

3.2.6.3.1 Description

TS 3.3.9, Control Room Isolation Signal (CRIS), specifies requirements to ensure that
instrumentation necessary to initiate Control Room Emergency Air Cleanup System
(CREACUS) is OPERABLE. TS 3.3.9 requires one channel of CRIS to be OPERABLE.
The required channel consists of Actuation Logic, Manual Trip, and gaseous radiation
monitors. The CRIS terminates the normal supply of outside air to the control room and
initiates actuation of the CREACUS to minimize operator radiation exposure. The CRIS
includes two independent, redundant trains. Each train consists of a gaseous radiation
monitor, manual trip function and actuation logic. If the bistable monitoring either sensor
indicates an unsafe condition, that train will be actuated (one-out-of-two logic). Each train
related actuation signal operates the same train isolation equipment. Actuating either
train will perform the intended function. The radiation monitor actuation of the CREACUS
is a backup for the Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS). This ensures initiation of the
CREACUS during a DBA when an initiation of SIAS is anticipated. The radiation monitor
actuation of the CREACUS in MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of fuel assemblies is
the primary means to ensure control room habitability in the event of a fuel handling
accident. TS 3.3.9 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and during movement of fuel
assemblies within containment and in the fuel storage pool.
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3.2.6.3.2 Proposed Changes

Because 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor
vessel, TS 3.7.11 is no longer needed for assuring the appropriate functional capability of
the CREACUS, including the CRIS, for safe operation of the facility when the reactor is in
MODES 1 through 6.

3.2.6.3.3 Technical Analysis

As discussed in the justification for deleting TS 3.7.11, CREACUS, the requirement for the
CRIS is being deleted from the TS because it is not required for providing airborne
radiological protection for the control room operators in the event of a design basis event
(fuel handling accident). Since TS 3.3.9 exists solely to support CREACUS
OPERABILITY, the elimination of the need for the CREACUS also obviates the need for its
support systems. Since CRIS is no longer needed, TS 3.3.9 may be deleted.

3.2.6.4 Summary

TS 3.3.1, TS 3.3.2, TS 3.3.3, TS 3.3.4, TS 3.3.5, TS 3.3.6, TS 3.3.11, and TS 3.3.12 do not
apply with the reactor defueled. Therefore, they are not needed for a permanently
defueled condition. As such, they may be deleted with no impact on continued safe
operation of the facility.

TS 3.3.8 and TS 3.3.9 are not needed for accident mitigation in the permanently defueled
condition. As such, they may be deleted with no impact on continued safe operation of
the facility.
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3.2.7 TS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant Systems

The existing TS Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant Systems, contains LCOs that provide for
appropriate control of process variables, design features, or operating restrictions needed
for appropriate functional capability of RCS equipment required for safe operation of the
facility. This Section is divided into the following Specifications.

TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1 RCS DNB Pressure, Temperature,
and Flow Limits

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for
Criticality

3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T)
Limits

3.4.3.1 Pressurizer Heatup/Cooldown Limits

3.4.4 RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2

3.4.5 RCS Loops - MODE 3

3.4.6 RCS Loops - MODE 4

3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled

3.4.8 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not
Filled

3.4.9 Pressurizer

3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves

3.4.11 Not Used

3.4.12.1 Low Temperature Overpressure
Protection System, RCS
Temperature < PTLR Limit

3.4.12.2 Low Temperature Overpressure
Protection System, RCS
Temperature > PTLR Limit

3.4.13 RCS Operational LEAKAGE

3.4.14 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV)
Leakage

3.4.15 RCS Leakage Detection
Instrumentation

3.4.16 RCS Specific Activity

3.4.17 RCS Steam Generator (SG) Tube
Integrity
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All TS in Section 3.4 are being proposed for deletion, as identified in the table above. The
corresponding TS Bases are also being deleted to reflect this change.

3.2.7.1 Section 3.4 TS That Are Not Applicable When Defueled

None of the TS in Section 3.4, except for TS 3.4.3 and TS 3.4.3.1, currently apply with the
reactor defueled.

3.2.7.1.1 Description

TS 3.4.1, RCS DNB (Pressure, Temperature, and Flow) Limits, specifies process variables
requirements for maintaining RCS pressure, temperature, and flow rate within limits
assumed in the safety analyses. The limits placed on RCS pressure, temperature, and
flow rate ensure that the minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) will be met
for each of the analyzed transients. TS 3.4.1 is applicable in MODE 1.

TS 3.4.2, RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality, specifies requirements for RCS loop
cold leg temperature (TJ) before the reactor can be made critical and while the reactor is
critical. Compliance with the LCO ensures that the reactor will not be made or maintained
critical (keff > 1.0) outside a temperature operating range of 522°F to 5580 F, and to prevent
operation in an unanalyzed condition. TS 3.4.2 is applicable in MODE 1, THERMAL
POWER < 30% RTP and Tc < 535°F, and in MODE 2 with keff > 1.0 and Tc < 535 0F.

TS 3.4.4, RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2, specifies requirements to ensure heat removal
capability of the RCS loops with the reactor in MODES 1 and 2. The primary function of
the RCS is removal of the heat generated in the fuel due to the fission process, and
transfer of this heat, via the steam generators (SGs), to the secondary plant. The
important aspect for this LCO is the reactor coolant forced flow rate, which is represented
by the number of RCS loops in service. TS 3.4.4 is applicable in MODES 1 and 2.

TS 3.4.5, RCS Loops - MODE 3, specifies requirements to ensure heat removal capability
of the RCS loops with the reactor in MODE 3. In MODE 3, the primary function of the
reactor coolant is removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat, via the SGs, to the
secondary plant fluid. TS 3.4.5 is applicable in MODE 3.

TS 3.4.6, RCS Loops - MODE 4, specifies requirements to ensure heat removal capability
of the RCS loops with the reactor in MODE 4. In MODE 4, the primary function of the
reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat and the transfer of this heat to the SGs or
shutdown cooling (SDC) heat exchangers. TS 3.4.6 is applicable in MODE 4.

TS 3.4.7, RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled, specifies requirements to ensure heat
removal capability of the RCS loops with the reactor in MODE 5 with the RCS loops filled
with coolant. In MODE 5 with the RCS loops filled, the primary function of the reactor
coolant is the removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat to the SGs or SDC heat
exchangers. While the principal means for decay heat removal is via the SDC heat
exchangers, the SGs are specified as a backup means for redundancy. TS 3.4.7 is
applicable in MODE 5 with the RCS loops filled.

TS 3.4.8, RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled, specifies requirements to ensure heat
removal capability of the RCS loops with the reactor in MODE 5 with the RCS loops not
filled with coolant. In MODE 5 with the RCS loops not filled, the primary function of the
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reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat to the SDC heat
exchangers. The SGs are not available as a heat sink when the loops are not filled.
TS 3.4.8 is applicable in MODE 5 with the RCS loops not filled.

TS 3.4.9, Pressurizer, specifies OPERABILITY requirements for the RCS pressurizer.
The pressurizer provides a point in the RCS where liquid and vapor are maintained in
equilibrium under saturated conditions for pressure control purposes to prevent bulk
boiling in the remainder of the RCS. In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the LCO requirement for a
steam bubble is reflected implicitly in the accident analyses. All analyses performed from
a critical reactor condition assume the existence of a steam bubble and saturated
conditions in the pressurizer. TS 3.4.9 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

TS 3.4.10, Pressurizer Safety Valves, specifies OPERABILITY and lift setpoint parameters
for the pressurizer safety valves. The pressurizer safety valves provide, in conjunction
with the reactor protection system, overpressure protection for the RCS. The pressurizer
safety valves are designed to prevent the system pressure from exceeding the system
Safety Limit of 2750 psia in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4, 5, and MODE 6 with the
reactor vessel head on, overpressure protection is provided by operating procedures and
by meeting the requirements of LCO 3.4.12, Low Temperature Overpressure Protection
(LTOP) System. TS 3.4.10 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3.

TS 3.4.12.1, Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System, RCS
Temperature < PTLR Limit, specifies requirements for controlling RCS pressure at low
temperatures so the integrity of the RCPB is not compromised by violating the pressure
and temperature (P/T) limits of 10 CFR 50, Appendix G. TS LCO 3.4.12.1 provides RCS
overpressure protection by minimizing coolant input capability and having adequate
pressure relief capacity. In MODES 1, 2, and in MODE 3, the pressurizer safety valves
will prevent RCS pressure from exceeding limits. In MODE 4 when the temperature of
any RCS cold leg is less than or equal to the enable temperature specified in the PTLR,
MODE 5, and MODE 6 when the reactor vessel head is on and the RCS is not vented,
overpressure prevention falls to the OPERABLE SDC System relief valve or to a
depressurized RCS and a sufficient sized RCS vent. When the reactor vessel head is off,
overpressurization cannot occur.

TS 3.4.12.2, Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System, RCS
Temperature > PTLR Limit, specifies requirements for controlling RCS pressure at low
temperatures so the integrity of the RCPB is not compromised by violating the pressure
and temperature (P/T) limits of 10 CFR 50, Appendix G. TS LCO 3.4.12.2 provides RCS
overpressure protection by having adequate pressure relief capacity. In MODES 1, 2,
and in MODE 3, the pressurizer safety valves will prevent RCS pressure from exceeding
limits. In MODE 4 when the temperature of all RCS cold legs are greater than the enable
temperature specified in the PTLR, overpressure prevention falls to the OPERABLE SDC
System relief valve or to an OPERABLE pressurizer code safety valve.

TS 3.4.13, RCS Operational LEAKAGE, specifies process variable limits and operating
restrictions for RCS pressure boundary leakage, unidentified RCS leakage, identified RCS
leakage, and primary to secondary leakage. RCS leakage is indicative of material
deterioration, possibly of the RCS pressure boundary, which can affect the probability of a
design basis event. The primary to secondary leakage limit is based on operating
experience with SG tube degradation mechanisms that result in tube leakage. The
operational leakage rate criterion in conjunction with the implementation of the Steam
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Generator Program is an effective measure for minimizing the frequency of steam
generator tube ruptures. TS 3.4.13 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. In MODES 5
and 6, leakage limits are not required because the reactor coolant pressure is far lower,
resulting in lower stresses and reduced potential for leakage.

TS 3.4.14, RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage, specifies process variable limits
and operating restrictions for RCS PIV leakage. 10 CFR 50.2, 10 CFR 50.55a(c), and 10
CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 55, discuss reactor coolant pressure boundary valves, which
are normally closed valves in series within the RCPB that separate the high pressure RCS
from an attached low pressure system. Although this specification provides a limit on
allowable PIV leakage rate, its main purpose is to prevent overpressure failure of the low
pressure portions of connecting systems (intersystem LOCA). PIVs are provided to
isolate the RCS from the following typically connected systems: SDC System; Safety
Injection System; and the Chemical and Volume Control System. The leakage limit is an
indication that the PIVs between the RCS and the connecting systems are degraded or
degrading. TS 3.4.14 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. In MODES 5 and 6,
leakage limits are not provided because the lower reactor coolant pressure results in a
reduced potential for leakage and for a LOCA outside the containment.

TS 3.4.15, RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation, specifies OPERABILITY
requirements for RCS leakage detection instrumentation. Leakage detection systems are
provided to detect significant RCPB degradation as soon after occurrence as practical to
minimize the potential for propagation to a gross failure. Thus, they provide an early
indication or warning signal to permit proper evaluation of RCS leakage into the
containment area. TS LCO 3.4.15 requires instruments of diverse monitoring principles
to be OPERABLE to provide a high degree of confidence that extremely small leaks are
detected in time to allow actions to place the plant in a safe condition, when RCS leakage
indicates possible RCPB degradation. TS 3.4.15 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

TS 3.4.16, RCS Specific Activity, specifies process variable limits and operating
restrictions for Dose Equivalent 1-131 and gross specific activity. The TS LCO limits on
the specific activity of the reactor coolant ensure that the resulting offsite doses meet the
appropriate RG 1.183 acceptance criteria following a steam generator tube rupture
(SGTR) accident. TS 3.4.16 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and MODE 3 with RCS
average temperature > 500'F.

TS 3.4.17, Steam Generator (SG) Tube Integrity, specifies requirements to ensure the
RCPB integrity function of the SG. The SGTR accident is the limiting design basis event
for SG tubes and avoiding an SGTR is the basis for this Specification. TS 3.4.17 is
applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

3.2.7.1.2 Proposed Changes

The TS above do not currently apply with the reactor defueled. The SONGS Unit 2 and
Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or retention of fuel in their
respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these reactor coolant system requirements do not
apply and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.7.1.3 Technical Analysis

The above TS are related to assuring the appropriate functional capability of plant
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equipment, and control of process variables, design features, or operating restrictions
required for safe operation of the facility only when the reactor is in MODES 1 through 6.
However, 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor
vessel. Therefore, the TS listed in the previous paragraphs, which address plant
equipment associated with the reactor coolant system, are no longer applicable.

3.2.7.2 TS 3.4.3, RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits, and TS 3.4.3.1,

Pressurizer Heatup/Cooldown Limits

3.2.7.2.1 Description

TS 3.4.3, RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits, specifies that the RCS pressure,
RCS temperature and RCS heatup and cooldown rates shall be maintained within the
limits as specified in the Pressure - Temperature Limits Report (PTLR). The LCO
establishes operating limits that provide a margin to brittle failure of the reactor vessel and
piping of the RCPB. TS 3.4.3 is applicable at all times.

The purpose for TS LCO 3.4.3 during normal operation of the RCS is to avoid encountering
pressure, temperature, and temperature rate of change conditions that might cause
undetected flaws to propagate and cause nonductile failure of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary, an unanalyzed condition. The RCS PIT limits in LCO 3.4.3 provide a definition
of acceptable operation for prevention of nonductile failure in accordance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix G. Although the P/T limits were developed to provide guidance for operation
during heatup, or cooldown, or ISLH testing, their Applicability is at all times in keeping with
the concern for nonductile failure.

TS 3.4.3.1, Pressurizer Heatup/Cooldown Limits, requires that the pressurizer heatup and
cooldown rates shall be maintained within the specified limits. The pressurizer is
designed to withstand the effects of cyclic loads due to system temperature and pressure
changes. These cyclic loads are introduced by normal load transients, reactor trips, and
startup and shutdown operations. During startup and shutdown, the rates of temperature
and pressure changes are limited so that the maximum specified heatup and cooldown
rates are consistent with the design assumptions and satisfy the stress limits for cyclic
operation. Therefore, TS 3.4.3.1 is applicable at all times.

3.2.7.2.2 Proposed Changes

The SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or
retention of fuel in their respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these pressure and
temperature limit requirements do not apply and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.7.2.3 Technical Analysis

10 CFR 50.82, Termination of license, states that, "upon docketing of the certifications for
permanent cessation of operations and permanent removal of fuel from the reactor
vessel.... the 10 CFR part 50 license no longer authorizes operation of the reactor or
emplacement or retention of fuel into the reactor vessel." As such, the requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix G, no longer apply in such a condition because the RCPB will no
longer be used as a fission product barrier when the reactor vessel is permanently
defueled. Therefore, TS 3.4.3 is no longer needed and may be deleted. Similarly,
operating the unit within the fatigue analysis performed in accordance with the ASME
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Code Section III requirements no longer applies. Therefore, TS 3.4.3.1 is no longer
needed and may be deleted.

3.2.7.3 Summary

TS 3.4.3 and TS 3.4.3.1 do not apply with the reactor defueled. Therefore, they are not
needed for a permanently defueled condition. As such, they may be deleted with no
impact on continued safe operation of the facility.
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3.2.8 TS Section 3.5, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS)

The existing TS Section 3.5, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS), contains LCOs
that provide for appropriate functional capability of ECCS equipment required for
mitigation of design basis accidents or transients so as to protect the integrity of a fission
product barrier. This Section is divided into the following Specifications.

TS Being Deleted -T TS Being Retained

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.1 Safety Injection Tanks (SITs)

3.5.2 ECCS - Operating

3.5.3 ECCS - Shutdown

3.5.4 Refueling Water Storage Tank
(RWST)

3.5.5 Trisodium Phosphate (TSP)
Dodecahydrate

All TS in Section 3.5 are being proposed for deletion, as identified in the table above. The
corresponding TS Bases are also being deleted to reflect this change.

None of the TS in Section 3.5 currently apply with the reactor defueled.

3.2.8.1 Description

TS 3.5.1, Safety Injection Tanks (SITs), specifies requirements for the safety injection
tanks to ensure they are capable of supplying water to the reactor vessel during the
blowdown phase of a LOCA, to provide inventory to help accomplish the refill phase that
follows thereafter, and to provide reactor coolant system (RCS) makeup for a small break
LOCA. TS 3.5.1 is applicable in MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with pressurizer
pressure > 715 psia.

TS 3.5.2, ECCS - Operating, specifies requirements for the emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) trains so as to provide core cooling and negative reactivity to ensure that
the reactor core is protected after a LOCA, CEA ejection accident, loss of secondary
coolant accident (including uncontrolled steam release), and SGTR. The ECCS consists
of the high pressure safety injection (HPSI) and the low pressure safety injection (LPSI)
subsystems. TS 3.5.2 is applicable in MODES 1 and 2, and MODE 3 with pressurizer
pressure > 400 psia.

TS 3.5.3, ECCS - Shutdown, specifies requirements for ECCS with the reactor in MODE 3
with pressurizer pressure < 400 psia, and in MODE 4. In these MODES, an ECCS train is
composed of a single HPSI subsystem. One OPERABLE ECCS train is acceptable
without single failure consideration, based on the stable reactivity condition of the reactor
and the limited core cooling requirements.

TS 3.5.4, Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST), specifies requirements for RWST
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OPERABILITY. During accident conditions, the RWST provides a source of borated
water to the ECCS and Containment Spray System pumps. As such, it provides
containment cooling and depressurization, core cooling, and replacement inventory and is
a source of negative reactivity for reactor shutdown. TS 3.5.4 is applicable in MODES 1,
2, 3, and 4 because RWST OPERABILITY requirements are dictated by ECCS and
Containment Spray System OPERABILITY requirements. Since both the ECCS and the
Containment Spray System must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the RWST
must also be OPERABLE to support their operation.

TS 3.5.5, Trisodium Phosphate (TSP) Dodecahydrate, specifies the requirements for TSP
crystals to be placed in baskets on the floor of the containment building to ensure that
iodine, which may be dissolved in the recirculated reactor cooling water following a LOCA,
remains in solution. TSP also helps inhibit stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of austenitic
stainless steel components in containment during the recirculation phase following an
accident. TS 3.5.5 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3, when the RCS is at elevated
temperature and pressure, providing an energy potential for a LOCA.

3.2.8.2 Proposed Changes

All TS in Section 3.5 do not currently apply with the reactor defueled. The SONGS Unit 2
and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or retention of fuel in their
respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these reactor coolant system requirements do not
apply and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.8.3 Technical Analysis

All TS in Section 3.5 are related to assuring the appropriate functional capability of ECCS
required for mitigation of design basis accidents only when the reactor is in MODES 1
through 4. However, 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in
the reactor vessel. Therefore, the TS listed in the previous paragraphs, which address
the ECCS, are no longer applicable.

3.2.8.4 Summary

All TS in Section 3.5 do not apply with the reactor defueled. Therefore, it is not needed for
a permanently defueled condition. As such, they may be deleted with no impact on
continued safe operation of the facility.
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3.2.9 TS Section 3.6, Containment Systems

The existing TS Section 3.6, Containment Systems, contains LCOs that provide for
appropriate control of process variables, design features, or operating restrictions
required to protect the integrity of a fission product barrier; and appropriate functional
capability of engineered safety features (ESF) equipment required for mitigation of design
basis accidents or transients so as to protect the integrity of a fission product barrier.
This Section is divided into the following Specifications.

TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.1 Containment

3.6.2 Containment Air Locks

3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves

3.6.4 Containment Pressure

3.6.5 Containment Air Temperature

3.6.6.1 Containment Spray and Cooling
Systems

3.6.6.2 Containment Cooling System

3.6.7 Not Used

3.6.8 Containment Dome Air Circulators

All TS in Section 3.6 are being proposed for deletion, as identified in the table above. The

corresponding TS Bases are also being deleted to reflect this change.

None of the TS in Section 3.6 currently apply with the reactor defueled.

3.2.9.1 Description

TS 3.6.1, Containment, specifies requirements for the containment to ensure it is capable
of withstanding the pressures and temperatures of the limiting Design Basis Accident
(DBA) without exceeding the design leakage rate. The containment is a reinforced
concrete structure with a cylindrical wall, a flat foundation mat, and a shallow dome roof.
The cylinder wall is prestressed with a post tensioning system in the vertical and horizontal
directions, and the dome roof is prestressed utilizing a three way post tensioning system.
The inside surface of the containment is lined with a carbon steel liner to ensure a high
degree of leak tightness during operating and accident conditions. The concrete reactor
building is required for structural integrity of the containment under DBA conditions. The
steel liner and its penetrations establish the leakage limiting boundary of the containment.
Maintaining the containment OPERABLE limits the leakage of fission product radioactivity
from the containment to the environment. TS 3.6.1 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
In MODE 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of a release are reduced due to the
pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.
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TS 3.6.2, Containment Air Locks, specifies requirements for the structural integrity and
leak tightness of the containment air locks. As part of the containment pressure
boundary, the air lock safety function is related to control of the containment leakage rate
resulting from a DBA. Thus, each containment air lock's structural integrity and leak
tightness is essential to the successful mitigation of such an event. TS 3.6.2 is applicable
in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, consistent with the applicability requirement of TS 3.6.1,
Containment.

TS 3.6.3, Containment Isolation Valves, specifies requirements for the isolation capability
of the containment via the containment isolation valves. Containment isolation valves
form a part of the containment boundary and their OPERABILITY supports leak tightness
of the containment. TS 3.6.3 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, consistent with the
applicability requirement of TS 3.6.1, Containment.

TS 3.6.4, Containment Pressure, specifies limitations on internal containment pressure.
Containment internal pressure is an initial condition used in the design basis accident
(DBA) analyses to establish the maximum peak containment internal pressure.
Maintaining containment pressure at less than or equal to the LCO upper pressure limit
ensures that, in the event of a DBA, the resultant peak containment accident pressure will
remain below the maximum allowed containment internal pressure. Maintaining
containment pressure at greater than or equal to the LCO lower pressure limit ensures that
the containment will not exceed the design negative differential pressure following the
accidental actuation of the Containment Spray System. TS 3.6.4 is applicable in MODES
1, 2, 3, and 4.

TS 3.6.5, Containment Air Temperature, specifies limitations on containment average air
temperature. Containment average air temperature is an initial condition used in the DBA
analyses that establishes the containment environmental qualification operating envelope
for both pressure and temperature. During a DBA, with an initial containment average air
temperature less than or equal to the LCO temperature limit, the resultant accident
temperature profile assures that the containment structural temperature is maintained
below its design temperature and that required safety related equipment will continue to
perform its function. TS 3.6.5 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

TS 3.6.6.1, Containment Spray and Cooling Systems, specifies OPERABILITY
requirements for containment'atmosphere cooling to limit post accident pressure and
temperature in containment to less than the design values. Reduction of containment
pressure and the iodine removal capability of the spray reduce the release of fission
product radioactivity from containment to the environment, in the event of a DBA, to within
limits. The Containment Spray System consists of two separate trains. Each train
includes a containment spray pump, spray headers, valves and piping. The refueling
water storage tank (RWST) supplies borated water to the Containment Spray System
during the injection phase of operation. In the recirculation mode of operation,
containment spray pump suction is transferred from the RWST to the containment sump.
Two trains of containment cooling, each of sufficient capacity to supply 50% of the design
cooling requirement, are provided. Two trains with two fan units each are supplied with
cooling water from the Component Cooling Water System. All four fans are required to
furnish the design cooling capacity. Air is drawn into the coolers through the fans and
discharged to the steam generator compartments and pressurizer compartment.
TS 3.6.6.1 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and
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consequences of a release are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of
these MODES. Thus, the Containment Spray System and the Containment Cooling
System are not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6.

TS 3.6.6.2, Containment Cooling Systems, specifies OPERABILITY requirements for
containment atmosphere cooling to limit post accident pressure and temperature in
containment to less than the design values. Reduction of containment pressure reduces
the release of fission product radioactivity from containment to the environment, in the
event of a DBA, to within limits. Two trains of containment cooling, each of sufficient
capacity to supply 50% of the design cooling requirement, are provided. Two trains with
two fan units each are supplied with cooling water from the Component Cooling Water
System. All four fans are required to furnish the design cooling capacity. Air is drawn
into the coolers through the fans and discharged to the steam generator compartments
and pressurizer compartment. TS 3.6.6.2 is applicable in MODE 4, when a DBA could
cause a release of radioactive material to containment and an increase in containment
pressure and temperature, requiring the operation of the containment cooling trains.

TS 3.6.8, Containment Dome Air Circulators, specifies requirements for the containment
dome air circulators to reduce the potential for breach of the containment due to a
hydrogen oxygen reaction. The dome air circulators accelerate the air mixing process
between the upper dome space of the containment atmosphere during LOCA operations.
They also prevent any hot spot air pockets during the containment cooling mode and avoid
any hydrogen concentration in pocket areas. Two dome air circulator trains are required
to be OPERABLE. Each train consists of two fans with their own motors and controls and
is automatically initiated by a containment cooling actuation signal (CCAS). While each
train has two fans, only one OPERABLE fan is required for the train to be OPERABLE,
since each fan can provide the necessary flow rate to adequately mix the containment
atmosphere. TS 3.6.8 is applicable in MODES 1 and 2.

3.2.9.2 Proposed Changes

All TS in Section 3.6 do not currently apply with the reactor defueled. The SONGS Unit 2
and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or retention of fuel in their
respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these containment system requirements do not
apply and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.9.3 Technical Analysis

All TS in Section 3.6 are related to assuring the appropriate functional capability of plant
equipment associated with containment systems required for safe operation of the facility
and accident mitigation only when the reactor is in MODES 1 through 4. However, 10
CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor vessel.
Therefore, the TS listed in the previous paragraphs, which only address containment
systems, are no longer applicable.

3.2.9.4 Summary

All TS in Section 3.6 do not apply with the reactor defueled. Therefore, it is not needed for
a permanently defueled condition. As such, they may be deleted with no impact on
continued safe operation of the facility.
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3.2.10 TS Section 3.7, Plant Systems

The existing TS Section 3.7, "Plant Systems," contains LCOs that provide for appropriate
functional capability of plant equipment required for safe operation of the facility, including
the plant being in a defueled condition. This Section is divided into the following
Specifications.

TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs)

3.7.3 Main Feedwater Isolation Valves
(MFIVs)

3.7.4 Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)

3.7.5 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System

3.7.6 Condensate Storage Tank (CSTT-120
and T-121)

3.7.7 Component Cooling Water (CCW)
System

3.7.7.1 Component Cooling Water (CCW)
Safety Related Makeup System

3.7.8 Salt Water Cooling (SWC) System

3.7.9 Not Used

3.7.10 Emergency Chilled Water (ECW)

3.7.11 Control Room Emergency Air Cleanup
System (CREACUS)

3.7.12 Not Used

3.7.13 Not Used

3.7.14 Not Used

3.7.15 Not Used

3.7.16 Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

3.7.17 Fuel Storage Pool Boron
Concentration

3.7.18 Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

3.7.19 Secondary Specific Activity

The following TS in Section 3.7 are being proposed for deletion, as identified in the table
above: TS 3.7.1, TS 3.7.2, TS 3.7.3, TS 3.7.4, TS 3.7.5, TS 3.7.6, TS 3.7.7, TS 3.7.7.1,
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TS 3.7.8, TS 3.7.10, TS 3.7.11, and TS 3.7.19. The corresponding TS Bases Sections
are also being deleted to reflect this change.

TS being retained and revised are TS 3.7.16, TS 3.7.17, and TS 3.7.18 as further
described below and Shown in Attachments 1 and 2. The corresponding TS Bases
Sections are also being revised to reflect this change.

3.2.10.1 Section 3.7 TS That Are Not Applicable When Defueled

TS 3.7.1, TS 3.7.2, TS 3.7.3, TS 3.7.4, TS 3.7.5, TS 3.7.6, TS 3.7.7, TS 3.7.7.1, TS 3.7.8,
TS 3.7.10, and TS 3.7.19 currently do not apply with the reactor defueled.

3.2.10.1.1 Description

TS 3.7.1, Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs), specifies requirements for the MSSVs to
ensure they are capable of providing overpressure protection for the secondary system.
The MSSVs also provide protection against overpressurizing the RCPB by providing a
heat sink for the removal of energy from the RCS, if the preferred heat sink, provided by
the Condenser and Circulating Water System, is not available. TS 3.7.1 is applicable in
MODES 1, 2, and 3.

TS 3.7.2, Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs), specifies requirements for the MSIVs to
ensure that they are capable of isolating steam flow from the secondary side of the steam
generators following a high energy line break (HELB). MSIV closure terminates flow from
the unaffected (intact) steam generator. One MSIV is located in each main steam line
outside, but close to, containment. The MSIVs are downstream from the main steam
safety valves (MSSVs), atmospheric dump valves, and auxiliary feedwater pump turbine
steam supplies to prevent them from being isolated from the steam generators by MSIV
closure. Closing the MSIVs isolates each steam generator from the other, and isolates
the turbine, Steam Bypass System, and other auxiliary steam supplies from the steam
generators. TS 3.7.2 is applicable in MODE 1, and in MODES 2 and 3 except when all
MSIVs are closed and deactivated.

TS 3.7.3, Main Feedwater Isolation Valves (MFIVs), specifies requirements for these
valves. The MFIVs isolate main feedwater (MFW) flow to the secondary side of the steam
generators following a HELB. Closure of the MFIVs terminates flow to the steam
generators, terminating the event for feedwater line breaks (FWLBs) occurring upstream of
the MFIVs. The consequences of events occurring in the main steam lines or in the MFW
lines downstream of the MFIVs will be mitigated by their closure. Closure of the MFIVs
effectively terminates the addition of feedwater to an affected steam generator, limiting the
mass and energy release for steam line breaks (SLBs) or FWLBs inside containment, and
reducing the cooldown effects for SLBs. TS 3.7.3 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3
except when MFIV is closed and deactivated.

TS 3.7.4, Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs), specifies requirements for providing a
method for cooling the unit to SDC System entry conditions, should the preferred heat sink
via the Steam Bypass System to the condenser not be available. This is done in
conjunction with the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System providing cooling water from the
condensate storage tank (CST). TS 3.7.4 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3, and in
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.
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TS 3.7.5, Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System, specifies requirements to ensure that the
AFW System automatically supplies feedwater to the steam generators to remove decay
heat from the RCS upon the loss of normal feedwater supply. TS 3.7.5 is applicable in
MODES 1, 2, and 3, and in MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

TS 3.7.6, Condensate Storage Tank (CST T-120 and T-121), specifies requirements to
ensure a safety grade source of water to the steam generators for removing decay and
sensible heat from the RCS. The CSTs provide a passive flow of water, by gravity, to the
AFW System (TS 3.7.5). TS 3.7.6 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3, and in MODE 4
when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

TS 3.7.7, Component Cooling Water (CCW) System, specifies requirements to ensure that
the CCW System provides a heat sink for the removal of process and operating heat from
safety related components during a DBA or transient. During normal operation, the CCW
System also provides this function for various nonessential components. The CCW
System serves as a barrier to the release of radioactive byproducts between potentially
radioactive systems and the Salt Water Cooling System, and thus to the environment.
TS 3.7.7 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

TS 3.7.7.1, Component Cooling Water (CCW) Safety Related Makeup System, specifies
requirements to ensure a safety related CCW makeup system is available to maintain the
water inventory in the CCW trains during a 7-day post-accident period. The safety related
makeup system is designed to supply water to the CCW trains following loss of normal
CCW makeup from the nuclear service water system. For this purpose, sufficient water
inventory is contained in the single primary plant makeup (PPMU) storage tank for both
CCW trains. From the PPMU tank, water is transferred to the CCW return heads by two
safety related pumps. TS 3.7.7.1 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

TS 3.7.8, Salt Water Cooling (SWC) System, specifies requirements to ensure that the
SWC System provides a heat sink for the removal of process and operating heat from
safety related components during a DBA or transient. During normal operation, and a
normal shut down, the SWC System also provides this function for various safety related
and nonsafety related components. The safety related function is covered by this TS.
TS 3.7.8 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

TS 3.7.10, Emergency Chilled Water (ECW) System, specifies requirements to ensure that
the ECW System provides a heat sink for the removal of process and operating heat from
selected safety related air handling systems during a DBA or transient. The design basis
of the ECW System is to remove the post accident heat load from ESF spaces following a
DBA coincident with a loss of offsite power. Each train provides chilled water to the HVAC
units at the design temperature and flow rate. TS 3.7.10 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4.

TS 3.7.19, Secondary Specific Activity, specifies a limit on secondary coolant specific
activity during power operation, to minimize releases to the environment because of
normal operation, AOOs, and accidents. The accident analysis of the main steam line
break (MSLB) assumes an initial secondary coolant specific activity used for determining
the radiological consequences of the postulated accident. The accident analysis, based
on this and other assumptions, shows that the radiological consequences of an MSLB do
not exceed the total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) limit. TS 3.7.19 is applicable in
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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3.2.10.1.2 Proposed Changes

TS 3.7.1, TS 3.7.2, TS 3.7.3, TS 3.7.4, TS 3.7.5, TS 3.7.6, TS 3.7.7, TS 3.7.7.1, TS 3.7.8,
TS 3.7.10, and TS 3.7.19 do not currently apply with the reactor defueled. The SONGS
Unit 2 and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or retention of fuel in
their respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these plant system requirements do not apply
and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.10.1.3 Technical Analysis

The above TS are related to assuring the appropriate functional capability of plant
equipment required for safe operation of the facility only when the reactor is in MODES 1
through 4. However, 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in
the reactor vessel. Therefore, TS 3.7.1, TS 3.7.2, TS 3.7.3, TS 3.7.4, TS 3.7.5, TS 3.7.6,
TS 3.7.7, TS 3.7.7.1, TS 3.7.8, TS 3.7.10, and TS 3.7.19 do not apply and are being
proposed for deletion.

3.2.10.2 TS 3.7.11, Control Room Emergency Air Cleanup System (CREACUS)

3.2.10.2.1 Description

TS 3.7.11, Control Room Emergency Air Cleanup System (CREACUS), specifies
requirements to ensure that the CREACUS provides a protected environment from which
operators can control the unit following an uncontrolled release of radioactivity, hazardous
chemicals, or smoke.

The CREACUS consists of two independent, redundant trains that recirculate and filter the
air in the control room envelop (CRE) and a CRE boundary that limits the inleakage of
unfiltered air. Each CREACUS train consists of an emergency air conditioning unit,
emergency ventilation air supply unit, emergency isolation dampers, and cooling coils and
two cabinet coolers. Each emergency air conditioning unit includes a prefilter, a high
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, an activated carbon adsorber section for removal of
gaseous activity (principally iodines), and a fan. A second bank of HEPA filters follows
the adsorber section to collect carbon fines. Each emergency ventilation air supply unit
includes prefilter, HEPA filter, carbon adsorber and fan. Ductwork, motor-operated
dampers, doors, barriers, and instrumentation also form part of the system.

Upon receipt of the actuating signal, normal air supply to the CRE is isolated and the
stream of ventilation air is recirculated through the system's filter trains. The prefilters
remove any large particles in the air to prevent excessive loading of the HEPA filters and
charcoal adsorbers. There are two CREACUS operational modes. Emergency mode is
an operational mode when the control room is isolated to protect operational personnel
from radioactive exposure through the duration of a DBA. Isolation mode is an operational
mode when the CRE is isolated to protect operational personnel from toxic gases and
smoke.

Actuation of the CREACUS places the system into either of two separate states of
operation, depending on the initiation signal. Actuation of the system to either the
emergency mode or isolation mode of CREACUS operation closes the
unfiltered-outside-air intake and unfiltered exhaust dampers and aligns the system for
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recirculation of air within the CRE through the redundant trains of HEPA and charcoal
filters.

The emergency mode also initiates pressurization of the CRE. Outside air is added to the
air being recirculated from the CRE. Pressurization of the CRE minimizes infiltration of
unfiltered air through the CRE boundary from all the surrounding areas adjacent to the
CRE boundary. The CRE supply and the outside air supply of the normal control room
HVAC are monitored by radiation and toxic-gas detectors, respectively. One detector
output above the setpoint will cause actuation of the emergency mode or isolation mode as
required. The actions of the isolation mode are more restrictive, and will override the
actions of the emergency mode of operation.

In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and during movement of fuel assemblies in the containment
or fuel storage pool the CREACUS must be OPERABLE to ensure that the CRE will
remain habitable during and following a DBA. In MODES 5 and 6, the CREACUS is
required to cope with the release from a rupture of a waste gas tank. During movement of
fuel assemblies, the CREACUS must be OPERABLE to cope with the release from a fuel
handling accident involving handling fuel.

3.2.10.2.2 Proposed Changes

The SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or
retention of fuel in their respective reactor vessel. Furthermore, the waste gas decay
tanks have been purged of their contents. Therefore, a rupture of these tanks is no
longer an applicable accident. Lastly, the remaining applicable accidents show that the
dose consequences are acceptable without relying on any SSCs to remain functional
(including the CREACUS) during and following the event. Therefore, TS 3.7.11 no
longer applies and is being proposed for deletion.

3.2.10.2.3 Technical Analysis

As stated in the NRC Safety Evaluation associated with the issuance of Amendments 127
and 116 for SONGS Units 2 and 3, respectively (Reference 7), the toxic gas isolation of
CREACUS is not relied on to prevent or mitigate a design basis accident or transient
because the plant design includes other means to safely shut down the plant if the control
room becomes uninhabitable. As such, the toxic gas isolation instrumentation was
relocated from the TS and placed in the Licensee Controlled Specifications with an
applicability of MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. However, 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits
operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor vessel. Therefore, the toxic gas
isolation of CREACUS is no longer applicable.

The remaining applicable design basis accidents and transients analyzed in UFSAR
Chapter 15 are listed in Section 4.1 of this proposed amendment (Applicable Regulatory
Requirements/Criteria). A description of each accident with the potential to result in a
radiological release is provided in Section 3.1 of this submittal. These analyses show that
the dose consequences are acceptable without relying on any SSCs to remain functional
(including the CREACUS) during and following the event. As such, the CREACUS is not
required for providing airborne radiological protection for the control room operators.
Consequently, the CREACUS is not needed during movement of fuel assemblies in the
fuel storage pool for mitigation of a potential accident.
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The requirement for the CREACUS was previously included in the TS for power operation
of the reactor based on Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C), which states that TS
limiting conditions for operation must be established for structures, systems, or
components (SSCs) that are part of the primary success path and which function or
actuate to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. Because the remaining
applicable accident analyses do not rely on the CREACUS for accident mitigation
(including any need for providing airborne radiological protection), the CREACUS is not
required during the movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool. There are no
active systems credited as part of the initial conditions of an analysis or as part of the
primary success path for mitigation of the DBA that is credible with the units permanently
defueled. As such, the requirement for the CREACUS is being deleted because there are
no design basis events that rely on the CREACUS for mitigation and the requirements of
Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C) no longer apply.

Although the CREACUS also provides the primary means to ensure control room
habitability in the event of a waste gas decay tank rupture accident in MODES 5 and 6,
generation of radioactive waste gases has ceased since the permanent cessation of
reactor operation. In addition, the waste gas decay tanks have since been purged of their
contents. Therefore, a rupture of these tanks is no longer an applicable accident.

Based on the above, the proposed deletion of TS 3.7.11 for the CREACUS is acceptable.

3.2.10.3 Section 3.7 TS That Are Being Retained and Revised

TS 3.7.16, TS 3.7.17, and TS 3.7.18 are being retained and revised as shown in
Attachments 1 and 2. The corresponding TS Bases Sections are also being revised to
reflect this change.

3.2.10.3.1 TS 3.7.16, Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

3.2.10.3.1.1 Description

TS 3.7.16, Fuel Storage Pool Water Level, specifies requirements to ensure that the
minimum water level in the fuel storage pool meets the assumptions of iodine
decontamination factors following a FHA. The specified water level shields and
minimizes the general area dose when the storage racks are filled to their maximum
capacity. The water also provides shielding during the movement of spent fuel.
TS 3.7.16 is applicable during movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool.

3.2.10.3.1.2 Proposed Changes

TS 3.7.16 is being retained in the permanently defueled TS with essentially no change.
The Note in Required Action A.1 (LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable) is being deleted to conform
to the deletion of TS 3.0.3 described in the TS Chapter 3.0 justification. With the deletion
of TS 3.0.3, this note is no longer required. As the result of the proposed deletion of all TS
Section 3.1 through 3.6 Specifications, and as indicated in Attachments 1 and 2, TS 3.7.16
is being renumbered as TS 3.1.1.
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3.2.10.3.1.3 Technical Analysis

The minimum water level in the fuel storage pool meets the assumptions of the FHA
analysis described in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.183. The resultant dose to a person at the
exclusion area boundary or low population zone is a small fraction of the 10 CFR 50.67
limits. (A description of the FHA analysis for the permanently defueled condition is
provided in Section 3.1.5 of this submittal.)

According to the UFSAR 15.7.3.4, there is 23 ft of water between the top of the damaged
fuel bundle and the fuel pool surface for a fuel handling accident. With a 23 ft water level,
the assumptions of RG 1.183 can be used directly.

In the FHA analysis, the drop orientations considered were a drop of an assembly onto the
top of the racks with the assembly in a vertical position, drop of an assembly onto the top of
the racks with the assembly in an inclined position, and a drop of a fuel assembly through
an empty cell to the bottom of the pool, such that the cladding of all the fuel rods in the
affected assemblies rupture. The gap activity in the damaged rods is instantaneously
released into the fuel storage pool. The release occurs under 23 ft of water, which acts as
a filter. The activity released from the fuel storage pool then mixes with the fuel building
atmosphere before being exhausted to the environment. The fuel building exhaust rate is
established to complete the release in 2 hours as required by RG 1.183. Therefore, the
existing 23 ft water level requirement for the fuel storage pool remains appropriate based
on the FHA analysis.

Retaining TS 3.7.16, with the proposed change, continues to ensure appropriate
requirements for fuel storage pool water level.

3.2.10.3.2 TS 3.7.17, Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

3.2.10.3.2.1 Description

TS 3.7.17, Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration, specifies requirements to ensure that
the fuel storage pool boron concentration is > 2000 ppm. The specified concentration of
dissolved boron in the fuel storage pool preserves the assumptions used in the analyses of
the potential critical accident scenarios. This concentration of dissolved boron is the
minimum required concentration for fuel assembly storage and movement within the fuel
storage pool. TS 3.7.17 applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in the fuel storage
pool.

3.2.10.3.2.2 Proposed Changes

TS 3.7.17 is being retained in the permanently defueled TS with essentially no change.
The Note in Required Action A.1 (LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable) is being deleted to conform
to the deletion of TS 3.0.3 described in the TS Chapter 3.0 justification. With the deletion
of TS 3.0.3, this note is no longer required. As the result of the proposed deletion of all TS
Section 3.1 through 3.6 Specifications, and as indicated in Attachments 1 and 2, TS 3.7.17
is being renumbered as TS 3.1.2.

3.2.10.3.2.3 Technical Analysis

As described in TS 3.7.18, Spent Fuel Assembly Storage, fuel assemblies are stored in the
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spent fuel racks in accordance with criteria based on initial enrichment, discharge burnup,
and cooling time (plutonium decay). Although the water in the spent fuel pool is normally
borated to > 2000 ppm, the criteria that limit the storage of a fuel assembly to specific rack
locations is conservatively developed without taking credit for boron while maintaining
Keff< 1.0.

Under normal, non-accident conditions, the soluble boron needed to maintain Keff less than
or equal to 0.95, including uncertainties, is 970 ppm. Under accident conditions, the
soluble boron needed to maintain Keff less than or equal to 0.95, including uncertainties, is
1700 ppm. A fuel storage pool boron dilution analysis shows that dilution from 2000 ppm
to below 1700 is not credible. Therefore, the minimum required soluble boron
concentration is 2000 ppm.

Retaining TS 3.7.17, with the proposed change, continues to ensure appropriate
requirements for fuel storage pool boron concentration.

3.2.10.3.3 TS 3.7.18, Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

3.2.10.3.3.1 Description

TS 3.7.18, Spent Fuel Assembly Storage, specifies restrictions on the placement of fuel
assemblies within the fuel storage pool as follows:

* The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each SONGS 2 and 3 spent
fuel assembly stored in Region I shall be within the acceptable burnup domain of
Figure 3.7.18-1 or Figure 3.7.18-2, or the fuel assembly shall be stored in
accordance with TS 4.3.1.1;

* The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each SONGS 2 and 3 spent
fuel assembly stored in Region II shall be within the acceptable burnup domain of
Figure 3.7.18-3 or Figure 3.7.18-4, or the fuel assembly shall be stored in
accordance with TS 4.3.1.1; and

* Each SONGS 1 uranium dioxide spent fuel assembly stored in Region II shall be

stored in accordance with TS 4.3.1.1.

TS 3.7.18 applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in the fuel storage pool.

3.2.10.3.3.2 Proposed Changes

TS 3.7.18 is being retained in the permanently defueled TS with essentially no change.
The Note in Required Action A.1 (LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable) is being deleted to conform
to the deletion of TS 3.0.3 described in the TS Chapter 3.0 justification. With the deletion
of TS 3.0.3, this note is no longer required. As the result of the proposed deletion of all TS
Section 3.1 through 3.6 Specifications, and as indicated in Attachments 1 and 2, TS 3.7.18
is being renumbered as TS 3.1.3.

3.2.10.3.3.3 Technical Analysis

The spent fuel storage facility is designed for noncriticality by use of adequate spacing,
neutron absorbing stainless steel cans, borated water with a minimum soluble boron
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concentration of 970 ppm, and storage of fuel assemblies in accordance with the
administrative controls in TS 3.7.18 and LCS 4.0.100, Fuel Storage Patterns.

Retaining TS 3.7.18, with the proposed change, continues to ensure appropriate
requirements for storing fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool.

3.2.10.4 Summary

Since TS 3.7.1, TS 3.7.2, TS 3.7.3, TS 3.7.4, TS 3.7.5, TS 3.7.6, TS 3.7.7, TS 3.7.7.1,
TS 3.7.8, TS 3.7.10, and TS 3.7.19 do not apply with the reactor defueled, they are not
needed for a permanently defueled condition. As such, they may be deleted with no
impact on continued safe operation of the facility.

TS 3.7.11 is not needed for accident mitigation in the permanently defueled condition. As
such, TS 3.7.11 may be deleted with no impact on continued safe operation of the facility.

TS 3.7.16, TS 3.7.17, and TS 3.7.18 will remain applicable with the reactor permanently
defueled. As such, they are being retained and revised to reflect a permanently defueled
condition. The revised Specifications will be renumbered as TS 3.1.1, TS 3.1.2, and
TS 3.1.3, respectively.
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3.2.11 TS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems

The existing TS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems, contains LCOs that provide for
appropriate functional capability of plant electrical equipment required for safe operation
of the facility, including the plant being in a defueled condition. This Section is divided
into the following Specifications.

TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.1 AC Sources - Operating

3.8.2 AC Sources - Shutdown

3.8.3 Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting
Air

3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating

3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown

3.8.6 Battery Parameters

3.8.7 Inverters - Operating

3.8.8 Inverters - Shutdown

3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operating

3.8.10 Distribution Systems - Shutdown

All TS in Section 3.8 are being proposed for deletion, as identified in the table above. The

corresponding TS Bases are also being deleted to reflect this change.

3.2.11.1 Section 3.8 TS That Are Not Applicable When Defueled

TS 3.8.1, TS 3.8.4, TS 3.8.7, and TS 3.8.9 currently do not apply with the reactor defueled.

3.2.11.1.1 Description

TS 3.8.1, AC Sources - Operating, specifies requirements to ensure that the offsite power
sources (normal preferred and alternate preferred power sources), and the standby power
sources (Train A and Train B diesel generators (DGs)), provide sufficient capacity,
capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power to
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems so that the fuel, RCS, and containment design
limits are not exceeded. TS 3.8.1 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

TS 3.8.4, DC Sources - Operating, specifies requirements to ensure that the DC electrical
power subsystems (with each subsystem consisting of one battery, the required battery
charger, and the corresponding control equipment and interconnecting cabling supplying
power to the associated bus within the subsystem) are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure the availability of the required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a
safe condition after an AOO or a postulated DBA. TS 3.8.4 is applicable in MODES 1, 2,
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3, and 4.

TS 3.8.7, Inverters - Operating, specifies requirements to ensure that required inverters
are OPERABLE such that the redundancy incorporated into the design of the reactor
protection system (RPS) and Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS)
instrumentation and controls is maintained. These requirements include the required
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary
power to the RPS and ESFAS instrumentation and controls so that the fuel, RCS, and
containment design limits are not exceeded. TS 3.8.7 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4.

TS 3.8.9, Distribution Systems - Operating, specifies requirements to ensure availability of
AC, DC, and AC instrument bus electrical power for the systems required to shut down the
reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational occurrence or a
postulated DBA. The AC, DC, and AC vital electrical power distribution systems are
designed to provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the
availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel, RCS, and containment
design limits are not exceeded. TS 3.8.9 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

3.2.11.1.2 Proposed Changes

TS 3.8.1, TS 3.8.4, TS 3.8.7, and TS 3.8.9 do not currently apply with the reactor
defueled. The SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize
emplacement or retention of fuel in their respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these
electrical power system requirements do not apply and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.11.1.3 Technical Analysis

TS 3.8.1, TS 3.8.4, TS 3.8.7, and TS 3.8.9 are related to assuring the appropriate
functional capability of plant equipment required for safe operation of the facility only when
the reactor is in MODES 1 through 4. However, 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of
the plant or placing fuel in the reactor vessel. Therefore, TS 3.8.1, TS 3.8.4, TS 3.8.7, and
TS 3.8.9 do not apply and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.11.2 TS 3.8.2, Control AC Sources - Shutdown

3.2.11.2.1 Description

TS 3.8.2, AC Sources - Shutdown, specifies requirements to ensure that the offsite power
sources (normal preferred and alternate preferred power sources), and the standby power
sources (Train A and Train B DGs), provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and
reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel,
RCS, and containment design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC sources during MODES 5 and 6 and during
movement of fuel assemblies in containment or in the fuel storage pool ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition for extended
periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring and
maintaining the unit status; and
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c. Adequate AC electrical power is provided to mitigate events postulated during shut
down, such as a fuel handling accident.

In general, when the unit is shut down, the TS requirements ensure that the unit has the
capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents. However, assuming a
single failure and concurrent loss of all offsite or all onsite power is not required. The
rationale for this is based on the fact that many DBAs have no specific analyses in MODES
5 and 6. Worst case bounding events are deemed not credible in MODES 5 and 6
because the energy contained within the reactor pressure boundary, reactor coolant
temperature and pressure, and the corresponding stresses result in the probabilities of
occurrence being significantly reduced or eliminated, and in minimal consequences.
These deviations from analysis assumptions and design requirements during shutdown
conditions are allowed by the TS for required systems. TS 3.8.2 is applicable in MODES
5 and 6, and during movement of fuel assemblies within containment or in the fuel storage
pool.

3.2.11.2.2 Proposed Changes

Because 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor
vessel, TS 3.8.2 is no longer needed for assuring the appropriate functional capability of
the AC sources for safe operation of the facility when the reactor is in MODES 5 and 6.
The only remaining TS 3.8.2 Applicability requirement for AC sources is during movement
of fuel assemblies. However, the remaining applicable accident analyses show that the
dose consequences are acceptable without relying on any SSCs to remain functional
(including the AC sources) during and following the event. Therefore, TS 3.8.2 no longer
applies and is being proposed for deletion.

3.2.11.2.3 Technical Analysis

The remaining applicable design basis accidents and transients analyzed in UFSAR
Chapter 15 are discussed in Section 4.1 of this proposed amendment. A description of
each accident with the potential to result in a radiological release is provided in Section 3.1
of this submittal. The accident analyses show that the dose consequences are
acceptable without relying on any SSCs to remain functional during and following the
event.

The requirement for AC sources was previously included in the TS for power operation of
the reactor based on Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C), which states that TS limiting
conditions for operation must be established for structures, systems, or components
(SSCs) that are part of the primary success path and which function or actuate to mitigate
a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.

The FHA is the applicable design basis accident related to the TS requirement for
functional capability of AC sources (offsite power and DGs) during the TS specified
condition of "During movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool." Because the
FHA analysis does not rely on normal or emergency power for accident mitigation
(including any need for providing airborne radiological protection), the AC sources are not
required during movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool for mitigation of a
potential FHA. Therefore, during movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool,
there are no active systems credited as part of the initial conditions of an analysis or as part
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of the primary success path for mitigation of the design basis accident that is credible with
the unit permanently defueled. As such, the requirement for AC sources is being deleted
because there are no design basis events that rely on AC sources for mitigation and the
requirements of Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C) no longer apply.

With the reactor permanently defueled, irradiated fuel is stored either in the independent
spent fuel storage facility (ISFSI) or in the fuel storage pool. The ISFSI is a passive
system that does not rely on electrical power for heat transfer. Since there is a large
capacity for heat absorption in the fuel storage pool, active system components are not
redundant. Alternate cooling capability can be made available under anticipated
malfunctions or failures without reliance on DGs.

The existing requirement for a qualified offsite circuit is based on its need to be capable of
maintaining rated frequency and voltage, accepting required loads during an accident, and
capable of supplying the onsite Class 1E power distribution subsystem(s) of LCO 3.8.10,
Distribution Systems - Shutdown. Because the requirement for ESF equipment no
longer exists upon permanent defueling (as justified in the associated sections of this
proposed amendment), there is no longer a need for ESF buses. Since the AC electrical
power distribution subsystems are no longer required to power ESF equipment, TS 3.8.10
is being deleted, as described in the corresponding section below.

With no need for a qualified offsite circuit to be capable of supplying loads during an
accident, while connected to the ESF buses; and no need for a DG, there is no longer a
need for TS 3.8.2. Therefore, TS 3.8.2 is being deleted in its entirety.

This change is consistent with the associated change approved by NRC for Millstone
Power Station Unit 1 in License Amendment 106, dated November 9, 1999 (Reference 3);
and for Zion Nuclear Station in License Amendments 180 and 167 (for Units 1 and 2
respectively), dated December 30, 1999 (Reference 4). The license amendments for
both Millstone and Zion relaxed all TS requirements for AC sources.

3.2.11.3 TS 3.8.3, Control Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air

3.2.11.3.1 Description

For proper operation of the DGs, it is necessary to ensure sufficient quantity and proper
quality of the fuel oil as well as sufficient quantity of lube oil. TS 3.8.3, Diesel Fuel Oil,
Lube Oil, and Starting Air, specifies these parameters for stored diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and
starting air systems. Stored diesel fuel oil is required to have sufficient supply for 7 days
of rated load operation for each DG. It is also required to meet specific standards for
quality. Additionally, sufficient lubricating oil supply must be available to ensure the
capability to operate each DG at rated load for 7 days. Lastly, each DG is equipped with
two air start systems which are independent and redundant. Each air start system has
adequate capacity for five successive start attempts on the DG without recharging the air
start receivers. These requirements, in conjunction with an ability to obtain replacement
supplies within 7 days, supports the availability of DGs required to shut down the reactor
and to maintain it in a safe condition for an AOO or a postulated DBA with loss of offsite
power.

The AC sources (TS 3.8.1 and TS 3.8.2) are required to ensure the availability of the
required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition after
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an AOO or a postulated DBA. Since stored diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and starting air support
TS 3.8.1 and TS 3.8.2, stored diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and starting air are required to be
within limits when the associated DG is required to be OPERABLE. As such TS 3.8.3 is
applicable when the associated DG is required to be OPERABLE.

3.2.11.3.2 Proposed Changes

TS 3.8.3 is required to support the DG requirements of TS 3.8.1 and TS 3.8.2. With the
deletion of TS 3.8.1 and TS 3.8.2, the requirements of TS 3.8.3 are no longer applicable.
Therefore, TS 3.8.3 is being proposed for deletion.

3.2.11.3.3 Technical Analysis

As discussed in the justification for deleting TS 3.8.2 above, the requirement for DGs is
being deleted from the TS because there are no design basis accidents or transients
analyzed in UFSAR Chapter 15 that rely on the DGs for mitigation. Since TS 3.8.3 exists
solely to support the DG requirements of TS 3.8.1 and TS 3.8.2, the elimination of the need
for DGs also obviates the need for their support systems. As such, TS 3.8.3 may be
deleted. Based on the above, the proposed deletion of TS 3.8.3 for fuel oil, lube oil, and
starting air parameters is acceptable.

3.2.11.4 TS 3.8.5, DC Sources - Shutdown

3.2.11.4.1 Description

The DC electrical power system provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for
the DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during all MODES of operation.
TS 3.8.5, DC Sources - Shutdown, specifies requirements to ensure that the DC electrical
power subsystems (with each subsystem consisting of one battery, required battery
charger, and the corresponding control equipment and interconnecting cabling supplying
power to the associated bus within the subsystem) are required to be OPERABLE to
support the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required OPERABLE by LCO
3.8.10, Distribution Systems - Shutdown. This ensures the availability of sufficient DC
electrical power sources to operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the
consequences of postulated events during shut down (i.e., fuel handling accidents).

TS 3.8.5 is applicable in MODES 5 and 6. It is also applicable during movement of fuel
assemblies within containment and in the fuel storage pool. The OPERABILITY of the
minimum DC electrical power sources during MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of
fuel assemblies within containment or in the fuel storage pool ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition for extended
periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring and
maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate events postulated during shut
down, such as a fuel handling accident.

3.2.11.4.2 Proposed Changes

Because 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor
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vessel, TS 3.8.5 is no longer needed for assuring the appropriate functional capability of
the DC sources for safe operation of the facility when the reactor is in MODES 5 or 6 or
during the movement of fuel assemblies within containment. Also, the remaining
applicable accident analyses do not rely on DC sources for accident mitigation.
Consequently, DC sources are not needed during movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel
storage pool for mitigation of a potential accident. Therefore, TS 3.8.5 is being proposed
for deletion.

3.2.11.4.3 Technical Analysis

The remaining applicable design basis accidents and transients analyzed in UFSAR
Chapter 15 are discussed in Section 4.1 of this proposed amendment. A description of
each accident with the potential to result in a radiological release is provided in Section 3.1
of this submittal. The accident analyses show that the dose consequences are
acceptable without relying on any SSCs to remain functional during and following the
event. Because the accident analyses do not rely on DC sources for accident mitigation
(dose consequences are acceptable without relying on any SSCs to remain functional
during and following the event), DC sources are therefore not required for accident
mitigation. Consequently, DC sources are not needed during movement of fuel
assemblies in the fuel storage pool for mitigation of a potential FHA. Thus, the
requirement for DC sources is being deleted.

The requirement for DC sources was previously included in the TS for power operation of
the reactor based on Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C), which states that TS limiting
conditions for operation must be established for structures, systems, or components
(SSCs) that are part of the primary success path and which function or actuate to mitigate
a DBA or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity
of a fission product barrier. Because the FHA analysis does not rely on DC sources for
accident mitigation, DC sources are therefore not required during movement of fuel
assemblies in the fuel storage pool for mitigation of a potential FHA. There are no active
systems credited as part of the initial conditions of an analysis or as part of the primary
success path for mitigation of the DBA that is credible with the unit permanently defueled.
As such, the requirement for DC sources is being deleted because there are no design
basis accidents or transients analyzed in UFSAR Chapter 15 that rely on DC sources for
mitigation and the requirements of Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C) no longer apply.

Based on the above, the proposed deletion of TS 3.8.5 for DC sources is acceptable.

3.2.11.5 TS 3.8.6, Battery Parameters

3.2.11.5.1 Description

TS 3.8.6, Battery Parameters, delineates the limits on battery float current as well as
electrolyte temperature, level, and float voltage for the DC power subsystem batteries. In
addition to the limitations of this Specification, the Battery Monitoring and Maintenance
Program also implements a program specified in Specification 5.5.2.17 for monitoring
various battery parameters. Battery parameters must remain within acceptable limits to
ensure availability of the required DC power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a
safe condition after an AOO or a postulated DBA.
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3.2.11.5.2 Proposed Changes

Battery parameters are required solely for the support of the associated DC electrical
power subsystems (per TS 3.8.4 and TS 3.8.5). Therefore, battery parameter limits are
only required (and TS 3.8.6 is only applicable) when the DC electrical power source is
required to be OPERABLE. As TS 3.8.4 and TS 3.8.5 are being proposed for deletion,
TS 3.8.6 is also being proposed for deletion.

3.2.11.5.3 Technical Analysis

As discussed in the justification for deleting TS 3.8.5 above, the requirement for DC
sources is being deleted from the TS because there are no design basis accidents and
transients analyzed in UFSAR Chapter 15 that rely on the DC sources for mitigation.
Since TS 3.8.6 exists solely to support the DC source requirements of TS 3.8.4 and TS
3.8.5, the elimination of the need for DC sources also obviates the need for their support
systems. As such, TS 3.8.6 may be deleted.

Based on the above, the proposed deletion of TS 3.8.6 for battery parameters is
acceptable.

3.2.11.6 TS 3.8.8, Inverters - Shutdown

3.2.11.6.1 Description

The inverters are the preferred source of power for the AC vital buses because of the
stability and reliability they achieve. The function of the inverter is to provide AC electrical
power to the AC vital buses. The inverters can be powered from an internal AC
source/rectifier or from the station battery. The inverter provides an uninterruptible power
source for the instrumentation and controls for the RPS and the ESFAS so that the fuel,
RCS, and containment design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the inverters to a required 120 VAC vital bus during MODES 5 and 6
and during movement of fuel assemblies within containment and in the fuel storage pool
ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition for extended
periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring and
maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events postulated during shut down, such
as a fuel handling accident.
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3.2.11.6.2 Proposed Changes

Because 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor
vessel, TS 3.8.8 is no longer needed for assuring the appropriate functional capability of
the inverters for safe operation of the facility when the reactor is in MODES 5 or 6 or during
the movement of fuel assemblies within containment. Also, the remaining applicable
accident analyses do not rely on the inverters for accident mitigation. Consequently, the
inverters are not needed during movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool for
mitigation of a potential accident. Therefore, TS 3.8.8 is being proposed for deletion.

3.2.11.6.3 Technical Analysis

The requirement for inverters was previously included in the TS for power operation of the
reactor based on Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C), which states that TS limiting
conditions for operation must be established for structures, systems, or components
(SSCs) that are part of the primary success path and which function or actuate to mitigate
a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. Because the FHA analysis does not
rely on inverters for accident mitigation, the inverters are therefore not required during
movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool for mitigation of a potential FHA.
There are no active systems credited as part of the initial conditions of an analysis or as
part of the primary success path for mitigation of the design basis accident that is credible
with the unit permanently defueled. As such, the requirement for inverters is being
deleted because there are no design basis accidents or transients analyzed in UFSAR
Chapter 15 that rely on the inverters for mitigation and the requirements of Criterion 3 of 10
CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C) no longer apply.

Based on the above, the proposed deletion of TS 3.8.8 for inverters is acceptable.

3.2.11.7 TS 3.8.10, Distributions Systems - Shutdown

3.2.11.7.1 Description

TS 3,8.10, Distribution Systems - Shutdown, specifies requirements to ensure that the
onsite AC, DC, and AC instrument bus electrical power distribution systems provide
sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of
necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and
containment design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power distribution
subsystems during MODES 5 and 6, and during movement of fuel assemblies within
containment or in the fuel storage pool ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition for extended
periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring and
maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events postulated during shut down, such
as a fuel handling accident.

TS 3.8.10 explicitly requires energization of the portions of the electrical power distribution
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system necessary to support OPERABILITY of required systems, equipment, and
components. Maintaining these portions of the distribution system energized ensures the
availability of sufficient power to operate the unit in a safe manner to mitigate the
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents).
TS 3.8.10 is applicable in MODES 5 and 6, and during movement of fuel assemblies within
containment and in the fuel storage pool.

3.2.11.7.2 Proposed Changes

Because 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor
vessel, TS 3.8.10 is no longer needed for assuring the appropriate functional capability of
the electrical distribution systems for safe operation of the facility when the reactor is in
MODES 5 or 6 or during movement of fuel assemblies within containment. Also, the
remaining applicable accident analyses do not rely on the electrical distribution systems for
accident mitigation. Consequently, the electrical distribution systems are not needed
during movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool for mitigation of a potential
FHA. Therefore, TS 3.8.10 is being proposed for deletion.

3.2.11.7.3 Technical Analysis

The remaining applicable design basis accidents and transients analyzed in UFSAR
Chapter 15 are discussed in Section 4.1 of this proposed amendment. A description of
each accident with the potential to result in a radiological release is provided in Section 3.1
of this submittal. The accident analyses show that the dose consequences are
acceptable without relying on any SSCs to remain functional during and following the
event.

The requirement for electrical distribution systems was previously included in the TS for
power operation of the reactor based on Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C), which
states that TS limiting conditions for operation must be established for SSCs that are part
of the primary success path and which function or actuate to mitigate a DBA or transient
that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission
product barrier. Because the FHA analysis does not rely on electrical distribution systems
for accident mitigation, electrical distribution systems are therefore not required during
movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool for mitigation of a potential FHA.
There are no active systems credited as part of the initial conditions of an analysis or as
part of the primary success path for mitigation of the design basis accident that is credible
with the unit permanently defueled. As such, the requirement for electrical distribution
systems is being deleted because there are no design basis events that rely on electrical
distribution systems for mitigation and the requirements of Criterion 3 of 10 CFR
50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C) no longer apply.

The existing requirement for onsite Class 1 E electrical power distribution subsystems of
LCO 3.8.10 is to provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to
ensure the availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel, RCS, and
containment design limits are not exceeded. Because there is no longer a need for any
ESF systems for accident mitigation, the requirements of TS 3.8.10 are no longer needed.
Therefore, TS 3.8.10 is being deleted in its entirety.

This change is consistent with the associated change approved by NRC for Millstone
Power Station Unit 1 in License Amendment 106, dated November 9, 1999 (Reference 3);
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and for Zion Nuclear Station in License Amendments 180 and 167 (for Units 1 and 2
respectively), dated December 30, 1999 (Reference 4). The license amendments for
both Millstone and Zion completely relaxed all TS requirements for onsite electrical
distribution systems.

3.2.11.8 Summary

Since TS 3.8.1, TS 3.8.4, TS 3.8.7, and TS 3.8.9 do not apply with the reactor defueled,
they are not needed for a permanently defueled condition. As such, they may be deleted
with no impact on continued safe operation of the facility.

TS 3.8.2, TS 3.8.3, TS 3.8.5, TS 3.8.6, TS 3.8.8, and TS 3.8.10 are not needed for accident
mitigation in the permanently defueled condition. As such, these Specifications may be
deleted with no impact on continued safe operation of the facility.

The pertinent requirements of TS 3.8.2 and TS 3.8.10 that are relied on for functionality of
irradiated fuel cooling and as defense in depth for mitigation of a postulated accident are
being relocated to the Licensee Controlled Specifications.
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3.2.12 TS Section 3.9, Refueling Operations

The existing TS Section 3.9, Refueling Operations, contains LCOs that provide for
appropriate functional capability of parameters and equipment within containment that are
required for mitigation of design basis accidents during refueling operations (moving fuel
to or from the reactor core). This Section is divided into the following Specifications.

TS Being Deleted 7TS Being Retained

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.1 Boron Concentration

3.9.2 Nuclear Instrumentation

3.9.3 Containment Penetrations

3.9.4 Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant
Circulation - High Water Level

3.9.5 Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant
Circulation - Low Water Level

3.9.6 Refueling Water Level

All TS in Section 3.9 are being proposed for deletion, as identified in the table above. The
corresponding TS Bases are also being deleted to reflect this change.

None of the TS in Section 3.9 currently apply with the reactor permanently defueled and

fuel being prohibited from being placed in the reactor vessel per 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2).

3.2.12.1 Description

TS 3.9.1, Boron Concentration, places limits on the boron concentrations of the RCS and
the refueling canal to ensure that the reactor remains subcritical during MODE 6.
Refueling boron concentration is the soluble boron concentration in the coolant in each of
these volumes having direct access to the reactor core during refueling. The boron
concentration limits required by TS LCO 3.9.1 are specified in the Core Operating Limits
Report (COLR). The boron concentration limit specified in the COLR will maintain a keff of
< 0.95 during fuel handling operations with CEAs and fuel assemblies assumed to be in the
most adverse configuration (least negative reactivity) allowed by unit procedures.
TS 3.9.1 is applicable in MODE 6.

TS 3.9.2, Nuclear Instrumentation, requires that two source range monitors (SRM) to be
OPERABLE to ensure that redundant monitoring capability is available to detect changes
in core reactivity. The SRMs are required to provide a signal to alert the operator to
unexpected changes in core reactivity such as by a boron dilution event or an improperly
loaded fuel assembly. TS 3.9.2 is applicable in MODE 6.

TS 3.9.3, Containment Penetrations, specifies requirements for containment closure
during the conduct of CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of fuel assemblies within
containment. The containment penetrations included within TS 3.9.3 are the equipment
hatch, personnel air lock doors, and penetrations that provide direct access from the
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containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere. TS 3.9.3 limits the consequences of
a fuel handling accident involving handling fuel within containment by limiting the potential
escape paths for fission product radioactivity released within containment. TS 3.9.3 is
applicable during CORE ALTERATIONS and during the movement of fuel assemblies
within containment.

TS 3.9.4, Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level, specifies
requirements for the SDC System in MODE 6 to remove decay heat and sensible heat
from the RCS, to provide mixing of borated coolant, to provide sufficient coolant circulation
to minimize the effects of a boron dilution accident, and to prevent boron stratification.
One loop of the SDC System is required to be OPERABLE and in operation in MODE 6,
with the water level > 20 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange. Only one SDC loop
is required to be OPERABLE, because the volume of water above the reactor vessel
flange provides backup decay heat removal capability. TS 3.9.4 is applicable in MODE 6,
with the water level > 20 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange.

TS 3.9.5, Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level, also
specifies requirements for the SDC System in MODE 6 to remove decay heat and sensible
heat from the RCS, to provide mixing of borated coolant, to provide sufficient coolant
circulation to minimize the effects of a boron dilution accident, and to prevent boron
stratification. However, with the water level < 20 ft above the top of the reactor vessel
flange, both SDC loops must be OPERABLE. Additionally, one loop of SDC must be in
operation. TS 3.9.5 is applicable in MODE 6 with the water level < 20 ft above the top of
the reactor vessel flange.

TS 3.9.6, Refueling Water Level, specifies a minimum water level of 23 ft above the top of
the reactor vessel flange during movement of fuel assemblies or CEAs within the reactor
pressure vessel, and during movement of fuel assemblies within containment. A
minimum refueling cavity water level of 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange is
required to ensure that the radiological consequences of a postulated fuel handling
accident inside containment are within acceptable limits. The requirements of TS
LCO 3.9.6, in conjunction with a minimum decay time of 72 hours prior to fuel movement,
ensures that the release of fission product radioactivity, subsequent to a fuel handling
accident, results in doses that are well within the guideline values specified in Regulatory
Guide 1.183. TS 3.9.6 is only applicable during movement of fuel assemblies or CEAs
within the reactor pressure vessel, and during movement of fuel assemblies within
containment.

3.2.12.2 Proposed Changes

All TS in Section 3.9 do not currently apply with the reactor defueled. The SONGS Unit 2
and Unit 3 Part 50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or retention of fuel in their
respective reactor vessel. Therefore, these refueling operation requirements do not
apply and are being proposed for deletion.

3.2.12.3 Technical Analysis

The above TS are related to assuring the appropriate functional capability of plant
equipment, and control of process variables, design features, or operating restrictions
required for safe refueling operation of the facility only when the reactor is in MODE 6 or
during movement of fuel assemblies within containment. However, 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2)
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prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor vessel, which thereby
precludes entry into MODE 6. The prohibition on placing fuel in the reactor vessel also
precludes movement of fuel within containment. Therefore, the TS listed in the previous
paragraphs, which only address these specific plant systems, control of process variables,
design features, or operating restrictions are no longer applicable.

3.2.12.4 Summary

All TS in Section 3.9 do not apply with the reactor defueled. Therefore, it is not needed for
a permanently defueled condition. As such, they may be deleted with no impact on
continued safe operation of the facility.
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3.2.13 TS Chapter 4.0, Design Features

Chapter 4.0, Design Features, is divided into the following Specifications.

TS Being Deleted TS Being Retained

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

4.1 Site

4.2 Reactor Core

4.3 Fuel Storage

The TS 4.2 is being proposed for deletion, as identified in the table above. TS 4.1 and
TS 4.3 are being retained and revised, as further described below and shown in
Attachments 1 and 2. There are no TS Bases associated with these Specifications.

3.2.13.1 Description

TS Chapter 4.0, Design Features, contains descriptions and requirements for those
features of the facility such as materials of construction and geometric arrangements
which, if altered or modified, would have a significant effect on safety and are not covered
in the previous sections of the TS.

TS Chapter 4.0, Design Features, does not contain applicability requirements. As such,

all parts of this chapter can be conservatively defined as being applicable at all times.

3.2.13.2 Proposed Changes

TS 4.1, Site Location, provides a description regarding the location of SONGS Unit 2 and
Unit 3. This TS section is being retained in the permanently defueled TS with no changes.

TS 4.2, Reactor Core, provides a description and requirements regarding the reactor core
fuel assemblies and control rod assemblies. Because the SONGS Part 50 license no
longer authorizes emplacement or retention of fuel in the reactor vessel, this TS section
does not apply in a defueled condition and is being proposed for deletion. This TS section
will read as follows:

4.2 Deleted.

TS 4.3, Fuel Storage, provides a description and requirements regarding prevention of
criticality of spent fuel, prevention of fuel storage pool drainage, and spent fuel capacity
limitations. This TS section is being retained as-is in the permanently defueled TS, with
the exception of TS 4.3.1.2. TS 4.3.1.2 will read as follows:

4.3.1.2 Deleted.

3.2.13.3 Technical Analysis

TS 4.1 will remain applicable with the reactor permanently defueled. As such, TS 4.1 is
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being retained to reflect a permanently defueled condition.

TS 4.2 contains requirements only associated with the reactor core, which can no longer
be used following submittal of the certifications required by 10 CFR 50.82(a). Therefore,
TS 4.2 is not needed for a permanently defueled condition. 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) prohibits
SCE from operating the plant or placing fuel in the reactor vessel. Therefore, TS 4.2 is no
longer applicable. As such, TS 4.2 may be deleted with no impact on continued safe
operation of the facility.

TS 4.3 (with the exception of TS 4.3.1.2) will remain applicable with the reactor
permanently defueled. As such, this TS section (with the exception of TS 4.3.1.2) is being
retained to reflect a permanently defueled condition. Because License Condition 2.B.(3)
is being revised to no longer allow receipt of new fuel, TS 4.3.1.2 may be deleted with no
impact on continued safe operation of the facility.

3.2.13.4 Summary

Retaining TS 4.1 and TS 4.3, as revised, ensures appropriate requirements for the
associated design features.

TS 4.3 (with the exception of TS 4.3.1.2) will remain applicable with the reactor
permanently defueled. As such, this TS section (with the exception of TS 4.3.1.2) is being
retained to reflect a permanently defueled condition.
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3.2.14 TS Chapter 5.0, Administrative Controls

On October 21, 2013, SCE submitted license amendment applications 265 and 250 for
SONGS Units 2 and 3, respectively. The proposed TS 5.1, Responsibility, TS 5.2,
Organization, and TS 5.3, Staff Qualifications, changes contained in the October 2013
letter are reflected in the following discussions and the TS markups contained in
Attachments 1 and 2 of this license amendment application.

Chapter 5.0, Administrative Controls, is divided into the following Specifications.

TS Being Deleted ] TS Being Retained

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.1 Responsibility

5.2 Organization

5.3 Facility Staff Qualifications

5.4 Technical Specifications (TS)
Bases Control

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and
Manuals

5.6 Safety Function Determination
Program (SFDP)

5.7 Reporting Requirements

5.8 High Radiation Area

The TS 5.6 is being proposed for deletion, as identified in the table above. TS 5.1, TS 5.2,
TS 5.3, TS 5.4, TS 5.5, TS 5.7, and TS 5.8 are being retained and revised, as further
described below and shown in Attachments 1 and 2. There are no TS Bases associated
with these Specifications.

3.2.14.1 Description

The existing TS Chapter 5.0, Administrative Controls, contains provisions relating to
organization and management, procedures, recordkeeping, review and audit, and
reporting necessary to assure operation of the facility in a safe manner.

TS Chapter 5.0, Administrative Controls, does not contain applicability requirements. As
such, all parts of this chapter can be conservatively defined as being applicable at all
times.

3.2.14.2 Proposed Changes

TS 5.1, Responsibility

TS 5.1, Responsibility, provides a description and requirements regarding certain key
operational management responsibilities. TS 5.1 will remain applicable with the reactor
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permanently defueled. As such, it is being retained as revised in license amendment
applications 265 and 250 to reflect a permanently defueled condition.

TS 5.2, Organization

TS 5.2, Organization, provides a description and requirements regarding the facility
organization. TS 5.2 will remain applicable with the reactor permanently defueled. As
such, it is being retained as revised in license amendment applications 265 and 250 (with
one exception) to reflect a permanently defueled condition. However, three changes are
being made to TS 5.2, as provided in license amendment applications 265 and 250. The
first change is to capitalize the position of CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER, consistent with its
use as a defined term in TS 1.0. The second change is to TS 5.2.2.c, whereby a radiation
protection technician is required to be on site during fuel handling operations and during
movement of heavy loads over storage racks containing fuel. The third change is to
TS 5.2.2.b, to clarify that during unexpected absences of on-duty shift crew members, no
fuel movement or movement of heavy loads over storage racks containing fuel is
permitted.

TS 5.3, Facility Staff Qualifications

TS 5.3, Facility Staff Qualifications, provides a description and requirements regarding
qualifications of the facility staff. TS 5.3 will remain applicable with the reactor
permanently defueled. As such, it is being retained as revised in license amendment
applications 265 and 250 to reflect a permanently defueled condition with the following
exceptions. As provided in license amendment applications 265 and 250, the position of
CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER is capitalized, consistent with its use as a defined term in
TS 1.0. Additionally, the qualification requirements for multi-discipline supervisors are
being deleted. The multi-discipline supervisor qualification requirements were added to
SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 TS 5.3 with Amendments 168 and 159. Going forward,
SONGS will not be utilizing the position of Multi-discipline Supervisor. The remaining
facility staff (with the exception of the radiation protection manager) will meet or exceed
the minimum qualifications of ANSI N18-1971. The radiation protection manager shall
meet or exceed the qualifications of Regulatory Guide 1.5, September 1975.

TS 5.4, Technical Specifications (TS) Bases Control

TS 5.4, Technical Specifications (TS) Bases Control, provides the requirements regarding
licensee changes to the TS Bases that can be made without prior NRC approval. TS 5.4
will remain applicable with the reactor permanently defueled. As such, it is being retained
and revised to reflect a permanently defueled condition.

TS 5.4.4 is being revised to indicate the requirements of 10 CFR 50.71(e) for providing TS
Bases changes implemented without prior NRC approval, as they apply to a licensee of a
permanently defueled unit, i.e., every 24 months.

TS 5.5, Procedures, Programs and Manuals

TS 5.5, Procedures, Program and Manuals, provides a description and requirements
regarding procedures, programs and manuals that are to be established, implemented,
and maintained. TS 5.5 will remain applicable with the reactor permanently defueled.
As such, it is being retained and revised to reflect a permanently defueled condition.
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TS 5.5.1.1.b is being deleted because the emergency operating procedures discussed
therein are no longer required. The emergency operating procedures pertained only to
events resulting from reactor operation. Therefore, they are not needed with the reactor
in the permanently defueled condition. TS 5.5.1.1.b will read as follows:

5.5.1.1. b Deleted.

TS 5.5.1.1.f is being deleted because the core protection calculator (CPC) is no longer
required. The core protection calculators (CPCs) are one of two systems that monitor
core power distribution online and derive the linear heat rate (LHR) and departure from
nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) parameters and associated RPS trips. The TS 3.3.1 RPS
trips are applicable in MODES 1 and 2. Therefore, the CPCs are no longer applicable in
the permanently defueled condition.

TS 5.5.2.4, Component Cyclic or Transient Limit Program, is being deleted because the
Component Cyclic or Transient Limit Program pertains only to reactor support systems
that do not apply in a defueled condition.

TS 5.5.2.5, Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Inspection Program, is being deleted because
the Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Inspection Program pertains only to reactor support
systems that do not apply in a permanently defueled condition.

TS 5.5.2.6, Secondary Water Chemistry Program, is being deleted because the
Secondary Water Chemistry Program pertains only to reactor support systems that do not
apply in a permanently defueled condition.

TS 5.5.2.7, Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program, is being
revised. Paragraphs a. and b. of the program are being deleted because these portions
of the Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program pertain only to
reactor support systems that do not apply in a permanently defueled condition. There will
no longer be any source of explosive or radioactive gases generated from reactor
operation. In addition, the Gaseous Radwaste System and the waste gas decay tank
have been vented and removed from service. As such, references to potentially
explosive gas mixtures and methods for determining gaseous radioactivity have been
deleted. The removal of these aspects of the program resulted in the change of the
program title to, "Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program."

TS 5.5.2.8, Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment Program, is being deleted
because the program pertains only to reactor support systems that do not apply in a
permanently defueled condition.

TS 5.5.2.9, Pre-Stressed Concrete Containment Tendon Surveillance Program, is being
deleted because the program pertains only to the containment structure that does not
apply in a permanently defueled condition.

TS 5.5.2.10, Inservice Inspection and Testing Program, is being deleted because the
Inservice Inspection and Testing Program is no longer required in a permanently defueled
condition. There are no longer any ASME Code Class 1, 2, or 3 components or Code
Class CC and MC components that are required to perform a specific function in mitigating
the consequences of an accident when in a permanently defueled condition.
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TS 5.5.2.11, Steam Generator (SG) Program, is being deleted because the Steam
Generator Program pertains only to reactor support systems that do not apply in a
permanently defueled condition.

TS 5.5.2.12, Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP), is being deleted because the
Ventilation Filter Testing Program pertains only to reactor support systems that do not
apply in a permanently defueled condition. The accident analysis applicable to the
permanently defueled condition does not rely on ventilation filters for accident mitigation.

TS 5.5.2.13, Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program, is being deleted because the Diesel Fuel Oil
Testing Program pertains only to reactor support systems that do not apply in a
permanently defueled condition. The requirement for diesel generators, which are
supported by the fuel oil being tested per this program, is being deleted as described in
preceding sections. The accident analysis applicable to the permanently defueled
condition does not rely on diesel generators for accident mitigation.

TS 5.5.2.15, Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program, is being deleted because the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program pertains only to reactor support systems that
do not apply in a permanently defueled condition. The requirement for containment
systems is being deleted as described in preceding sections. Therefore, the need for
leakage rate testing of containment is no longer applicable.

TS 5.5.2.16, Control Room Envelope Habitability Program, is being deleted because the
control room envelope (CRFE) is not required for providing airborne radiological protection
for the control room operators in the event of a postulated accident.

TS 5.5.2.17, Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program, is being deleted because the
Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program pertains only to reactor support systems
that do not apply in a permanently defueled condition. The requirement for station
batteries is being deleted as described in preceding sections. The accident analysis
applicable to the permanently defueled condition does not rely on batteries for accident
mitigation.

TS 5.6, Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP)

TS 5.6, Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP), is being deleted because the
Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP) is not needed in a permanently defueled
condition. TS 5.6 will read as follows:

5.6 Deleted.

TS 5.7, Reporting Requirements

TS 5.7.1, Routine Reports, provides a description and requirements regarding reports that
are to be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4. TS 5.7.1 will remain applicable with
the reactor permanently defueled. As such, it is being retained and revised to reflect a
permanently defueled condition.

TS 5.7.1.1, Annual Reports, is being deleted because the only remaining annual report
within TS 5.7.1.1 is the Reactor Coolant System Specific Activity Report. The Reactor
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Coolant System Specific Activity Report pertains only to an activity that does not apply in a
permanently defueled condition. Therefore, the need for this report no longer exists.
TS 5.7.1.1 will read as follows:

5.7.1.1 Deleted.

TS 5.7.1.2, Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report, is being retained in the
permanently defueled TS with essentially no change. References to the term "unit" are
replaced with the term "facility," because the term "unit" generally refers to the reactor,
which can no longer be operated, whereas the term "facility" refers to the overall site,
including the fuel storage facility. Also, due to this change, the Note indicating a single
submittal may be made for a multiple unit station is no longer necessary and is therefore
deleted.

TS 5.7.1.3, Radioactive Effluent Release Report, is being retained in the permanently
defueled TS with essentially no change. References to the term "unit" are replaced with
the term "facility," because the term "unit" generally refers to the reactor, which can no
longer be operated, whereas the term "facility" refers to the overall site, including the fuel
storage facility. Also, due to this change, the Note indicating a single submittal may be
made for a multiple unit station is no longer necessary and is therefore deleted.

TS 5.7.1.5, Core Operating Limits Report (COLR), is being deleted because the COLR
pertains only to an activity that does not apply in a permanently defueled condition. The
eleven TS for which limits must be established (listed in TS 5.7.1.5.a) are being deleted as
described in preceding sections. Therefore, the need for this report no longer exists.

TS 5.7.1.6, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure and Temperature Limits Report
(PTLR), is being deleted because the PTLR pertains only to an activity that does not apply
in a permanently defueled condition. The five TS that reference the report (listed in TS
5.7.1.6.a) are being deleted as described in preceding sections. Therefore, the need for
this report no longer exists.

TS 5.7.1.7, Hazardous Cargo Traffic Report, is being deleted because the report pertains
only to an event postulated to occur in MODES 1 through 6. Therefore, the event does
not apply in a permanently defueled condition, and the need for this report no longer exists.

TS 5.7.2, Special Reports, provides a description and requirements regarding reports that
are to be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4. The listed Special Reports pertain
to 1) a pre-planned alternate method of monitoring post-accident instrumentation
functions, 2) abnormal degradation of the containment structure detected during tests
required by the Pre-Stressed Concrete Containment Tendon Surveillance Program, and 3)
a report following entry into MODE 4 following completion of an inspection performed in
accordance with the Steam Generator Program. These reports are being deleted
because they pertain to activities that do not apply in a permanently defueled condition.

TS 5.8, High Radiation Area

TS 5.8, High Radiation Area, provides a description and requirements regarding controls
appliedto high radiation areas in place of the controls required by paragraph 20.1601 (a)
and (b) of 10 CFR 20 (as provided in paragraph 20.1601(c) of 10 CFR 20). TS 5.8 will
remain applicable with the reactor permanently defueled. As such, it is being retained
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as-is with no changes being proposed.

3.2.14.3 Technical Analysis

TS 5.1, TS 5.2, TS 5.3, TS 5.4, and TS 5.8 will remain applicable with the reactor
permanently defueled. As such, TS 5.1, TS 5.2, TS 5.3, TS 5.4, and TS 5.8 are being
retained, as revised in license amendment applications 265 and 250 and the included
changes described above, to reflect a permanently defueled condition.

TS 5.5 will remain applicable with the reactor permanently defueled, although several of
the procedures, programs, and manuals contained therein are no longer applicable with
the reactor permanently defueled. TS 5.6, SFDP, is no longer applicable with the reactor
permanently defueled, and is therefore proposed for deletion. TS 5.7 will remain
applicable with the reactor permanently defueled, although some of the reports are no
longer applicable with the reactor permanently defueled.

The existing TS Chapter 5.0, Administrative Controls, contains provisions relating to
organization and management, procedures, recordkeeping, review and audit, and
reporting necessary to assure operation of the facility in a safe manner. Because 10 CFR
50.82(a)(2) prohibits operation of the plant or placing fuel in the reactor vessel, several of
the TS Chapter 5.0 administrative controls Specifications are no longer applicable. As
discussed in Section 4.1 of this proposed amendment, most of the design basis accidents
and transients analyzed in UFSAR Chapter 15 are no longer applicable in the permanently
defueled condition. After the termination of reactor operations at SONGS Units 2 and 3,
and the permanent removal of the fuel from the reactor vessel (following 17 months of
decay time after shut down), none of the systems, structures, and components (SSCs) at
SONGS Units 2 and 3 are required to be relied on for accident mitigation. Therefore, the
administrative controls Specifications that provide procedural requirements, programs,
and reporting requirements related to safety-related SSCs are no longer applicable.

3.2.14.4 Summary

TS Section 5.0, Administrative Controls, does not contain applicability requirements. As
such, all parts of this section can be conservatively defined as being applicable at all times.
Portions of all TS in Section 5.0 will remain applicable with the reactor permanently
defueled. As such, they are being retained and revised to reflect a permanently defueled
condition. Retaining selected TS in Section 5.0, as revised, ensures appropriate
requirements for administrative controls.
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4.0 REGULATORY ANALYSIS

4.1 Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria

Appendix A to Part 50 - General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants

VI. Fuel and Radioactivity Control

Criterion 61 - Fuel storage and handling and radioactivity control. The fuel storage and
handling, radioactive waste, and other systems which may contain radioactivity shall be
designed to assure adequate safety under normal and postulated accident conditions.
These systems shall be designed (1) with a capability to permit appropriate periodic
inspection and testing of components important to safety, (2) with suitable shielding for
radiation protection, (3) with appropriate containment, confinement, and filtering systems,
(4) with a residual heat removal capability having reliability and testability that reflects the
importance to safety of decay heat and other residual heat removal, and (5) to prevent
significant reduction in fuel storage coolant inventory under accident conditions.

Criterion 62 - Prevention of criticality in fuel storage and handling. Criticality in the fuel
storage and handling system shall be prevented by physical systems or processes,
preferably by use of geometrically safe configurations.

The proposed change does not affect any design features or processes related to fuel

storage.

Design Basis Accidents (DBAs)

Per UFSAR Section 15.0.1.1, Safety Analyses Applicable after Permanent Cessation of
Power Operation, SONGS has permanently ceased operation and removed all nuclear
fuel from both units' reactor vessels. The irradiated fuel will be stored in the spent fuel
pool (SFP) and in the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) until it is
shipped offsite. In this configuration, the SFP and its systems are dedicated only to spent
fuel storage. In this condition, the number of credible accidents/transients is significantly
smaller than for a plant authorized to operate the reactor or emplace or retain fuel in the
reactor vessel.

With irradiated fuel being stored in the SFP and the ISFSI, the reactor, Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) and secondary system are no longer in operation and have no function
related to storage of irradiated fuel. With the permanent cessation of power operation and
the permanent removal of the fuel from the reactor core, the accident/transient initial
conditions/initial reactor power level of the reactor core cannot be achieved and, as such,
most of the accident/transient scenarios are not possible. Therefore, the postulated
UFSAR Chapter 15 accidents/transients involving failure or malfunction of the reactor,
RCS or secondary system are no longer applicable. UFSAR Chapter 15
accidents/transients that are applicable are:

* Radioactive Waste Gas System Leak or Failure.
* Radioactive Waste System Leak or Failure (Release to Atmosphere).
* Postulated Radioactive Release Due to Liquid Tank Failures.
* Design Basis Fuel Handling Accident Inside Fuel Building.
* Spent Fuel Cask Drop Accidents.
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* Spent Fuel Pool Gate Drop Accident.
* Test Equipment Drop.
* Spent Fuel Pool Boiling Accident.
* Spent Fuel Assembly Drop.
* Use of Miscellaneous Equipment Under 2000 lbs.

As discussed in UFSAR Section 15.7.3.1, the potential hazard associated with accidental
waste gas decay tank releases is derived only from the release of stored gaseous activity.
With the associated tanks purged, this hazard no longer exists.

UFSAR Section 15.7.3.2 discusses the radiological consequences for a liquid Radioactive
Waste System leak or failure. A radwaste secondary tank is assumed to rupture,
releasing the contents of the tank to the auxiliary building. Offsite doses due to the
rupture of a radwaste secondary tank are less than the 100 mRem TEDE offsite dose
criterion per Regulatory Issue Summary 2006-04.

With regard to the postulated radioactive release due to liquid tank failures, UFSAR
Section 15.7.3.3.5 states, no credible accident exists, based on the scenarios, showing
that there would be no liquid release exceeding 10 CFR 20 limits.

UFSAR Section 15.7.3.4 describes the fuel handling accident. Since SCE is no longer
authorized to operate or to place or retain fuel in the reactors (following docketing of the
certification specified in 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2)), a fuel handling accident onto the top of the
core (or elsewhere within containment) is no longer possible and therefore no longer part
of the licensing basis. However, a fuel handling accident in the fuel handling building
(including the fuel storage pool) is still possible and is analyzed.

UFSAR Section 15.7.3.5 analyzes spent fuel cask drop events. Of the three situations
considered, a spent fuel transfer cask drop (due to a seismic event) from the upper shelf in
the cask pool back into the lower portion of the cask pool is the only credible event with the
potential for radiological release. Other than the number of fuel assemblies considered to
fail, the cask drop accident is modeled identically to that of the fuel handling accident in the
fuel handling building, as addressed in UFSAR Section 15.7.3.4.

UFSAR Section 15.7.3.6 analyzes a postulated gate drop accident where a gate is
accidentally dropped while being carried over the racks. Administrative controls provide
assurance that the cask pool and transfer pool gates will not impact fuel assemblies stored
in the impact zone or while reconstitution activities are in progress, thereby eliminating the
potential for the event.

UFSAR Section 15.7.3.7 analyzes the drop of a test equipment skid drop above the spent
fuel pool (SFP). Administrative controls ensure that the fuel assemblies are not
damaged, since the depth of penetration will not impact the racks at the level where the
fuel assemblies are located. Since no fuel assemblies are damaged, there are no
radiological consequences for the test equipment drop.

As discussed in UFSAR Section 15.7.3.8, the postulated loss of all SFP cooling is
assumed to result in SFP boiling and the release of a portion of the radionuclide inventory
contained in the stored spent fuel assemblies and the SFP water. The offsite radiological
doses for the postulated SFP boiling accident do not exceed 25% of the 10 CFR Part 50.67
exposure guidelines.
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UFSAR Section 15.7.3.10 discusses spent fuel assembly drop onto the reconstitution
station. Administrative controls preclude damage to spent fuel assemblies during
reconstitution. Damage to the dropped fuel assembly is addressed in UFSAR Section
15.7.3.4. UFSAR Section 15.7.3.10 also discusses the drop of a spent fuel assembly
onto control element assemblies (CEAs) bearing spent fuel assemblies. The radiological
consequences for the failure of the fuel assemblies is addressed by the postulated fuel
handling accident inside the fuel handling building in UFSAR Section 15.7.3.4.

UFSAR Section 15.7.3.11 analyzes the potential for damaging fuel assemblies, if it is
postulated that equipment which does not exceed the weight of a fuel assembly, CEA, and
associated handling equipment (i.e., less than 2000 Ibs) is dropped onto other spent fuel
assemblies. The activity release would be less than a fuel handling accident inside the
fuel handling building, which analyzes a drop weight of 2065 pounds. Therefore, these
events are bounded by the postulated fuel handling accident inside the fuel handling
building discussed in UFSAR Section 15.7.3.4.

10 CFR 50.2, Definitions, Safety-Related Structures, Systems and Components

10 CFR 50.2 defines safety-related structures, systems, and components (SSCs) as those
structures, systems and components that are relied upon to remain functional during and
following design basis events to assure:

1. The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;
2. The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; or
3. The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result

in potential offsite exposures comparable to the applicable guideline exposures set
forth in § 50.34(a)(1 ) or § 100.11 of this chapter, as applicable.

10 CFR 50.36, Technical Specifications

In 10 CFR 50.36, the Commission established its regulatory requirements related to the
content of Technical Specifications (TS). In doing so, the Commission placed emphasis
on those matters related to the prevention of accidents and mitigation of accident
consequences; the Commission noted that applicants were expected to incorporate into
their TS "those items that are directly related to maintaining the integrity of the physical
barriers designed to contain radioactivity." (Statement of Consideration, "Technical
Specification for Facility Licenses; Safety Analysis Reports," 33 FR 18610 (December 17,
1968).) Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.36, TS are required to include items in the following five
categories: (1) safety limits, limiting safety system settings, and limiting control settings; (2)
limiting conditions for operation (LCOs); (3) surveillance requirements (SRs); (4) design
features; and (5) administrative controls. However, the rule does not specify the particular
requirements to be included in a plant's TS.

In September 1992, the Commission issued NUREG-1432, which was developed using
the guidance and criteria contained in the Commission's Interim Policy Statement.
Standard Technical Specifications (STS) were established as a model for developing
improved TS for Combustion Engineering plants in general. STS reflect the results of a
detailed review of the application of the interim policy statement criteria to generic system
functions, which was published in a "Split Report" issued to the Nuclear Steam System
Supplier (NSSS) Owners Groups in May 1988. STS also reflect the results of extensive
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discussions concerning various drafts of STS, so that the application of the TS criteria and
the Writer's Guide would consistently reflect detailed system configurations and operating
characteristics for all NSSS designs. As such, the generic Bases presented in
NUREG-1432 provide an abundance of information regarding the extent to which the STS
present requirements that are necessary to protect public health and safety.

On July 22, 1993, the Commission issued its Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specifications Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, indicating that satisfying the
guidance in the policy statement also satisfies Section 182a of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended (the Act), and 10 CFR 50.36 (58 FR 39132). The Final Policy
Statement described the safety benefits of the improved STS, and encouraged licensees
to use the improved STS as the basis for plant-specific TS amendments, and for complete
conversions to improved STS. Further, the Final Policy Statement gave guidance for
evaluating the required scope of the TS and defined the guidance criteria to be used in
determining which of the LCOs and associated surveillances should remain in the TS.

The final Commission Policy Statement established four criteria to define the scope of
equipment and parameters to be included in the improved Standard Technical
Specifications. These criteria were developed for licenses authorizing operation (i.e.,
operating reactors) and focused on instrumentation to detect degradation of the reactor
coolant system pressure boundary, process variables and equipment, design features, or
operating restrictions that affect the integrity of fission product barriers during design bases
accidents or transients. A fourth criterion refers to the use of operating experience and
probabilistic risk assessment to identify and include in the Technical Specifications
structures, systems, and components (SSCs) shown to be significant to public health and
safety. These criteria, which were subsequently codified in changes to Section 36 of Part
50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 50.36) (60 FR 36953), also
pertain to the Technical Specification requirements for safe storage of spent fuel. A
general discussion of these considerations is provided below.

Criterion 1 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(A) states that Technical Specification limiting
conditions for operation must be established for "installed instrumentation that is used to
detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary." Since no fuel is present in the reactor or reactor coolant
system at the SONGS facility following permanent defueling, this criterion is not applicable.

Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(B) states that Technical Specification limiting
conditions for operation must be established for a "process variable, design feature, or
operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident [DBA] or transient
analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a
fission product barrier." The purpose of this criterion is to capture those process variables
that have initial values assumed in the design basis accident and transient analyses, and
which are monitored and controlled during power operation. While this criterion was
developed for operating reactors, there are some design basis accidents which continue to
apply to a plant authorized only to handle, store, and possess nuclear fuel. The scope of
DBAs applicable to a plant with a reactor that is permanently shut down and defueled is
markedly reduced from those postulated for an operating plant. The DBAs for SONGS
Units 2 and 3 are discussed within this proposed amendment.

Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(C) states that Technical Specification limiting
conditions for operation must be established for structures, systems, or components
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(SSCs) that are part of the primary success path and which function or actuate to mitigate
a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. The intent of this criterion is to
capture into Technical Specifications only those SSCs that are part of the primary success
path of a safety sequence analysis. Also captured by this criterion are those support and
actuation systems that are necessary for items in the primary success path to successfully
function. The primary success path of a safety sequence analysis consists of the
combination and sequences of equipment needed to operate (including consideration of
the single failure criterion), so that the plant response to design basis accidents and
transients limits the consequences of these events to within the appropriate acceptance
criteria. While there are no transients that continue to apply to SONGS Units 2 and 3,
there is still a design basis accident that continues to apply to a plant authorized only to
handle, store, and possess nuclear fuel. The scope of DBAs applicable to a plant with a
reactor that is permanently shut down and defueled is markedly reduced from those
postulated for an operating plant. The scope of DBAs applicable to SONGS Units 2 and 3
is discussed in more detail within this proposed amendment.

Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(D) states that Technical Specification limiting
conditions for operation must be established for SSCs that operating experience or
probabilistic risk assessment has shown to be significant to public health and safety. The
intent of this criterion is that risk insights and operating experience be factored into the
establishment of Technical Specification limiting conditions for operation. All of the
accident sequences that previously dominated risk at SONGS Units 2 and 3 are no longer
applicable with the reactor in the permanently shut down and defueled condition.

Addressing administrative controls, 10 CFR 50.36(c)(5) states that they "...are the
provisions relating to organization and management, procedures, recordkeeping, review
and audit, and reporting necessary to assure operation of the facility in a safe manner."
The particular administrative controls to be included in the TS, therefore, are the provisions
that the Commission deems essential for the safe operation of the facility that are not
already covered by other regulations. Accordingly, the NRC staff determined that
administrative control requirements that are not specifically required under Section
50.36(c)(5), and which are not otherwise necessary to obviate the possibility of an
abnormal situation or an event giving rise to an immediate threat to the public health and
safety, may be relocated to more appropriate documents (e.g., Quality Assurance
Program, Security Plan, or Emergency Plan), which are subject to regulatory controls.
Similarly, while the required content of TS administrative controls is specified in 10 CFR
50.36(c)(5), particular details may be relocated to licensee-controlled documents, where
other regulations provide adequate regulatory control.

10 CFR 50.36(c)(6), "Decommissioning," applies only to nuclear power reactor facilities
that have submitted the certifications required by § 50.82(a)(1). For such facilities,
Technical Specifications involving safety limits, limiting safety system settings, and limiting
control system settings; limiting conditions for operation; surveillance requirements; design
features; and administrative controls will be developed on a case-by-case basis.

This proposed amendment deletes the portions of the previous SONGS TS that are no
longer applicable to a permanently defueled facility while modifying the remaining portions
to correspond to the permanently shut down condition, consistent with STS.
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10 CFR 50.51, Continuation of License

10 CFR 50.51(b) states "Each license for a facility that has permanently ceased
operations, continues in effect beyond the expiration date to authorize ownership and
possession of the production or utilization facility, until the Commission notifies the
licensee in writing that the license is terminated. During such period of continued
effectiveness the licensee shall:

(1) Take actions necessary to decommission and decontaminate the facility and
continue to maintain the facility, including, where applicable, the storage, control
and maintenance of the spent fuel, in a safe condition, and

(2) Conduct activities in accordance with all other restrictions applicable to the facility
in accordance with the NRC regulations and the provisions of the specific 10 CFR
part 50 license for the facility."

10 CFR 50.82, Termination of License

10 CFR 50.82(a)(2) states "Upon docketing of the certifications for permanent cessation of
operations and permanent removal of fuel from the reactor vessel, or when a final legally
effective order to permanently cease operations has come into effect, the 10 CFR part 50
license no longer authorizes operation of the reactor or emplacement or retention of fuel
into the reactor vessel."

4.2 Precedent

This proposed amendment is consistent with the existing license currently in effect for
Millstone Nuclear Power Station (DPR-21), which was last substantively revised on
March 31, 2001 (Reference 2). The Millstone license amendment that was issued to
reflect the permanently shutdown status of the plant on November 9, 1999 (Reference 3),
contains license conditions and Technical Specifications (TS) similar to those being
proposed herein.

This proposed amendment is als6 consistent with the license, and accompanying TS,
issued to Zion Nuclear Power Station on December 30, 1999 (Reference 4), which was
issued to reflect the permanently shutdown status of the plant.

4.3 No Significant Hazards Consideration

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, Southern California Edison (SCE) requests an amendment to
Facility Operating License Numbers NPF-10 and NPR-15 for San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station (SONGS) Units 2 and 3, respectively. The proposed amendment
would revise the Operating License and revise the associated Technical Specifications
(TS) to Permanently Defueled Technical Specifications (PDTS) to reflect the permanent
cessation of reactor operation.

On June 12, 2013, SCE submitted a certification to the NRC indicating its intention to
permanently cease power operations at SONGS Units 2 and 3 (Reference 1) pursuant to
10 CFR 50.82(a)(1)(i). The certification stated that SCE had decided to permanently
cease power operation of SONGS on June 7, 2013. With the docketing of the certification
for permanent removal of fuel from the reactor vessels pursuant to 10 CFR 50.82(a)(1)(ii)
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on June 28, 2013 and July 22, 2013, the 10 CFR Part 50 licenses for SONGS Units 2 and
3 no longer authorize operation of the reactors or emplacement or retention of fuel into the
reactor vessels, as specified in 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2). In support of this condition, the
SONGS Units 2 and 3 licenses and associated TS are being proposed for revision to
conform to this permanently shut down and defueled condition in accordance with 10 CFR
50.36(c)(6).

The existing SONGS TS contain Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) that provide for
appropriate functional capability of equipment required for safe operation of the facility,
including the plant being in a defueled condition. Because the SONGS Units 2 and 3 Part
50 licenses no longer authorize emplacement or retention of fuel in the reactor vessels, the
LCOs (and associated Surveillance Requirements (SRs)) that do not apply in a defueled
condition are being proposed for deletion. The remaining portions of the TS are being
proposed for revision and incorporation as the PDTS to provide a continuing acceptable
level of safety which addresses the reduced scope of postulated design basis accidents
associated with a defueled plant, as described in the SONGS Units 2 and 3 safety
analyses.

SCE has evaluated the proposed amendment to determine if a significant hazards
consideration is involved by focusing on the three standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92,
"Issuance of amendment," as discussed below:

1. Does the proposed amendment involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Response: No

SONGS Units 2 and 3 have permanently ceased operation. The proposed
amendment would modify the SONGS Units 2 and 3 facility operating licenses and TS
by deleting the portions of the licenses and TS that are no longer applicable to a
permanently defueled facility, while modifying the remaining portions to correspond to
the permanently shutdown condition. This change is consistent with the criteria set
forth in 10 CFR 50.36 for the contents of TS.

Section 15 of the SONGS Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) described
the design basis accident (DBA) and transient scenarios applicable to SONGS Units 2
and 3 during power operations. With the reactors in a permanently defueled
condition, the fuel storage pools and their systems have been isolated and are
dedicated only to spent fuel storage. In this condition, the spectrum of credible
accidents is much smaller than for an operational plant. As a result of the
certifications submitted by SCE in accordance with 10 CFR 50.82(a)(1), and the
consequent removal of authorization to operate the reactors or to place or retain fuel in
the reactors in accordance with 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2), most of the accident scenarios
postulated in the UFSAR are no longer possible.

The definition of safety-related structures, systems, and components (SSCs) in 10
CFR 50.2 states that safety-related SSCs are those relied on to remain functional
during and following design basis events to assure:

1. The integrity of the reactor coolant boundary;
2. The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
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condition; or
3. The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could

result in potential offsite exposures comparable to the applicable guideline
exposures set forth in 10 CFR 50.43(a)(1) or 100.11.

The first two criteria (integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary and safe shut
down of the reactor) are not applicable to a plant in a permanently defueled condition.
The third criterion is related to preventing or mitigating the consequences of accidents
that could result in potential offsite exposures exceeding limits. However, after the
termination of reactor operations at SONGS Units 2 and 3 and the permanent removal
of the fuel from the reactor vessels (following 17 months of decay time after shut down)
and purging of the contents of the waste gas decay tanks, none of the SSCs at SONGS
Units 2 and 3 are required to be relied on for accident mitigation. Therefore, none of
the SSCs at SONGS Units 2 and 3 meet the definition of a safety-related SSC stated in
10 CFR 50.2 (with the exception of the passive fuel storage pool structure).

The deletion of TS definitions and rules of usage and application, that are currently not
applicable in a defueled condition, has no impact on facility SSCs or the methods of
operation of such SSCs. The deletion of design features and safety limits not
applicable to the permanently shut down and defueled status of SONGS Units 2 and 3
has no impact on the remaining DBA. The removal of limiting conditions for operation
(LCOs) or surveillance requirements (SRs) that are related only to the operation of the
nuclear reactors or only to the prevention, diagnosis, or mitigation of reactor-related
transients or accidents do not affect the applicable DBAs previously evaluated since
these DBAs are no longer applicable in the defueled mode. The safety functions
involving core reactivity control, reactor heat removal, reactor coolant system inventory
control, and containment integrity are no longer applicable at SONGS Units 2 and 3 as
a permanently defueled plant. The analyzed accidents involving damage to the
reactor coolant system, main steam lines, reactor core, and the subsequent release of
radioactive material are no longer possible at SONGS Units 2 and 3.

Since SONGS Units 2 and 3 has permanently ceased operation, the future generation
of fission products has ceased and the remaining source term will decay. The
radioactive decay of the irradiated fuel since shut down of the reactor will have reduced
the consequences of the FHA to levels well below those previously analyzed. The
relevant parameter (water level) associated with the fuel pool provides an initial
condition for the FHA analysis and is included in the permanently defueled TS.

The fuel storage pool water level, fuel storage pool boron concentration, and spent fuel
assembly storage TS are retained to preserve the current requirements for safe
storage of irradiated fuel.

Fuel pool cooling and makeup related equipment and support equipment (e.g.,
electrical power systems) are not required to be continuously available since there is
sufficient time to effect repairs, establish alternate sources of makeup flow, or establish
alternate sources of cooling in the event of a loss of cooling and makeup flow to the fuel
storage pool.

The deletion and modification of provisions of the administrative controls does not
directly affect the design of SSCs necessary for safe storage of irradiated fuel or the
methods used for handling and storage of such fuel in the fuel pool. The changes to
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the administrative controls are administrative in nature and do not affect any accidents
applicable to the safe management of irradiated fuel or the permanently shut down and
defueled condition of the reactors.

The probability of occurrence of previously evaluated accidents is not increased, since
extended operation in a defueled condition is the only operation currently allowed, and
therefore bounded by the existing analyses. Additionally, the occurrence of
postulated accidents associated with reactor operation is no longer credible in a
permanently defueled reactor. This significantly reduces the scope of applicable
accidents.

Therefore, the proposed amendment does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the proposed amendment create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

Response: No

The proposed changes have no impact on facility SSCs affecting the safe storage of
irradiated fuel, or on the methods of operation of such SSCs, or on the handling and
storage of irradiated fuel itself. The removal of TS that are related only to the
operation of the nuclear reactor or only to the prevention, diagnosis, or mitigation of
reactor-related transients or accidents cannot result in different or more adverse failure
MODES or accidents than previously evaluated because the reactor is permanently
shut down and defueled and SCE is no longer authorized to operate the reactors.

The proposed deletion of requirements of the SONGS Unit 2 and Unit 3 TS do not
affect systems credited in the accident analysis. The proposed permanently defueled
TS (PDTS) continue to require proper control and monitoring of safety significant
parameters and activities.

The proposed restriction on the fuel pool level is fulfilled by normal operating conditions
and preserves initial conditions assumed in the analyses of the postulated DBA. The
fuel storage pool water level, fuel storage pool boron concentration, and spent fuel
assembly storage TS are retained to preserve the current requirements for safe
storage of irradiated fuel.

The proposed amendment does not result in any new mechanisms that could initiate
damage to the remaining relevant safety barriers for defueled plants (i.e., fuel cladding
and spent fuel cooling). Since extended operation in a defueled condition is the only
operation currently allowed, and therefore bounded by the existing analyses, such a
condition does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

Therefore, the proposed amendment does not create the possibility of a new or

different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does the proposed amendment involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

Response: No
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Because the 10 CFR Part 50 licenses for SONGS Units 2 and 3 no longer authorize
operation of the reactors or emplacement or retention of fuel into the reactor vessels,
as specified in 10 CFR 50.82(a)(2), the occurrence of postulated accidents associated
with reactor operation is no longer credible. The remaining credible accidents do not
credit SSCs for mitigation. The proposed amendment does not adversely affect the
inputs or assumptions of any of the design basis analyses that impact an accident.

The proposed changes are limited to those portions of TS and license that are not
related to the safe storage of irradiated fuel. The requirements for SSCs that have
been deleted from the SONGS TS Units 2 and 3 are not credited in the existing
accident analysis for the remaining applicable postulated accident; and as such, do
not contribute to the margin of safety associated with the accident analysis.
Postulated DBAs involving the reactors are no longer possible because the reactors
are permanently shut down and defueled and SCE is no longer authorized to operate
the reactors.

Therefore, the proposed amendment does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety because the current design limits continue to be met for the accidents
of concern.

Based on the above, SCE concludes that the proposed amendment presents no significant
hazards consideration under the standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c), and, accordingly,
a finding of no significant hazards consideration is justified.

4.4 Conclusion

Based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is reasonable assurance that the
health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed
manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's
regulations, and (3) the issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

SCE has evaluated this license amendment against the criteria for identification of
licensing and regulatory actions requiring environmental assessment in accordance with
10 CFR 51.21. SCE has determined that this license amendment meets the criteria for a
categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). This determination is based on the
fact that this change is being proposed as an amendment to a license issued pursuant to
10 CFR 50, that changes a requirement with respect to installation or use of a facility
component located within the restricted area, as defined in 10 CFR 20, or that changes an
inspection or a surveillance requirement.

However, (i) the proposed amendment involves no significant hazards consideration, (ii)
there is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any
effluent that may be released offsite, and (iii) there is no significant increase in individual or
cumulative occupational radiation exposure. Accordingly, the proposed amendment meets
the eligibility criterion for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9).

Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact statement or
environmental assessment need be prepared in connection with the proposed
amendment.
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Proposed Technical Specifications - Markup - Unit 2



Definitions
I.1

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.1 Definitions

------------------------------------- NOTE--------------------------------------
The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases.

Term Definition

ACTIONS ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that
prescribes Required Actions to be taken under
designated Conditions within specified Completion

[INSERT 1 >• Times.

.AXIAL41 SHAPEý INDEPýX (ASIý) A-SI shall b e the power, geeae n thc Q- leer h=alf
of the core lss th4e pcwer gcner.at• in thc upper
hal1f of9 the cor-e, diidd y the sumR ef- th~e power-
generated in the lower and upper halves ef the

loe uppor-

AZITrMUTHAL POWR TI-TT AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT shall be the power-r as.....etry

4between aIimuthally s~otrie fuel assremblis.

CHANNELT CATBT ION A CHANNEL CALIBPAaTION sl be t4e adjustment, as
necessary, of tho channel.output su. that it

responds it.hin t.e necessary range and accuracy
to known values of the parameter that the chanrne
moniors.- The CHANNEL CALIBPLTION shall encompass
the enir cannel, includling th;e required~ sensor=,
alarm, d4splay, and trip functions, and shall
-inclu~de the CH4ANNELFUCIOA TES.T. Cal ibr-at ion
o-f intumn hannels, with r-esistianceteprue
dletecto- (TD) or thermocouple sensorS may consist
of an inplace cross calibration of the sensing

elements and normal calibration of the remaining
adjustable devices in the channel. Whenever a
sensing elem~ent iJs r4eplacedi, th1e nexct -requimr-ed

inplace cross calibration consists ef comparing
the other sensing elements with the recently

instlledsenqsing elemaent.

(continued)
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INSERT 1

CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER A CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER is an individual who
complies with provisions of the CERTIFIED FUEL
HANDLER training program required by TS 5.3.2.

Insert Page 1.1-1



Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions

CHANNEL CALIBRATION The CHANNEl CALIBRATION may be performed b man

(contnued)of any series of sequential, overlapping, Gor total
ch-annel stops So th-at: thpe entire channe i
cGalibrated.

CHANNEL CHECK A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative
-assessment, by . bsorvati.n, of channel be.hior
during operatiJon. This deemnto hall1

include, where possible, compar-ison of thcane
indication and status to other indcatonso
sa tus derived fro independent 4instrumen

chann-els mheasuring the same paramtr

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

_a Analog chnesteinjection of a simul~ated

or actual signal into the channel as coet
the sensor as practicable to verify
OPERPABILITY, including required alams,.
interlocks, display and trip fun•t•ons:

b- Bista.b .channels (e.g., pressure swithes and
switcGh contacts) -the injectionQ of a imuae

or actual Signal into the channel as coet
the senser as practicable to verify
OnPERABILITY, including requiredG alarm- and trip

w. Digital computer channels-the usre of

diagnestic programs to test digital computer

hardar TYand the injection of simulate"-4

p-rocs data iýnto:_ the- channel to verify

OPERBILTYincluding alarm-and tri
functions.

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONA TEST may be promdb
means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or

tetal channel steps so that the entire channel is
tested.

CORE ALTER-ATION shall1 be t-hemvmeto
manipulation of any fuel, sources, reactivity
ontrople gcponents, or other e cmponents, eccluding
control element asoemblies (CEAs) withdranit
the upper guide structure, affecting reactivity,

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions

CORE OPERATING LI
REPORT (OR

within the reactor veesse with the vessel had
em..e.d. a fu;el@ in the vessel. Suspension o

COR ATEATON shall! not preclude compleino
mevement ef a compenent to a safe position.

The COLR ic the unit specific d.oumen. that
provides cycle specific parameter lims for the
current reload cycle. These cycle specific
parameter limits shall be determined for ec
reload cycle in accordance with Specification
5.7.1.5 Plant operationwn t these limits is
addressed in individual Specifications.

DOSE EQUIVALENT IT-31 shall be that concentration
of.I 13.1 (micrcuriec/gram) that alone would
produce the same thyroid d as t quantity and
4 F 4 m 4 n ~ 5 T--1 11 T--1 10 T--1 11 T__I !A

Lt'Zfl tAJUVIUCP'i 11

R- AVERIAGE
DIS INTEGPRATION ENERGY

and IT_15 actually presen The thyroid dose
conversion factors used for this calculation shall
be those listd in ICRP-30, Supplement to ar 1
-pages 192-212, Tables titled, "Cor-mitted Dose
Equivalent in Target Organs or Tissues per Intake
of Unit Activity."

E shall be tho average (weighted in prop

to the cocetato ofach radienuclid 0e in the
reactor coolant at the time of sampling) of the
sum of the average beta and gamma energies pe
dicintegraKtn (in HeY) for isotopes, et than
iednes, w-ih half lives > 15 minutes, mak.in up
at least 95% of the total neniedine activity in
the coolant.

The ESF RESPONSE TIME shall b t tim iemrval

fro-m. when the-; monitored parameter exceeds its ESF
actuation setpoint at the channel sensor until the
E.F equipment is capable of performing its safety
function (i e., the valv~es travel to their-
required positio.ns, pump discharge pressures reach
their required values, etc.). Ti.mes shall include

desel generator starting and sequence loading
.elayc, where applicable. The response time may
be.m...urod by means.e any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total steps so that- the e
-responce time -ic mAeasured. In lieu of

ENGINEERED SAFETY
oEATURE (E9F• RESPONSE

TIMEW

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions

ENCNEEREWD? SAFETYWnrp

•F.EATURE (ESF) RESPONSE

TIME. (Continued).

meaurmetrzesponse tim~e may be veiie Qo
selcte coponntsprovid=ed that the comaponents

-previou;sly -r-eviewed andl approvede by the NRC

LEAKXACE LEAKAGWE shall be:

A-r Identified LEAKACGE

4.- LEAKAGE, such as that from pump seals er

Valve packing (except eco coolant pum~p
(CPQL) leakGff) , that iýs captu4red And
conducted to collection systems or a sump
or- collectingq tan;4r

Z- LEAKAGE into the containment atmesphere
from sources that are beth specifically

lctdand- knw eternttoitefr
with the operation of leakage deteetien
systems or not to be pr.essur..e bo.undary.

QQ Reactor Coa System (PR9) TLEAKAG
through a steam generator to the Sec.ndary-

System (primary to secondary LEA9KAGE).

SUnidentified LEAKAGE

_All LEAAG that isne dentified4 LEAKAGE.

L G (exept peimsar to secondary LEAKAGE)
through a noniselable fault in an RCS
component bod'y, pipe wall, or vessel wall.

A MODE sAhal correspond to any one i u•si.ve
cbao f core. reactivity conditn, p.er.

level, avercage reactor4 coo-elant temperaturne, and
r.eacto vessel hea closur elt4 tensioning
specified in Table 1.1-1 with fuel in the reactor

MODE

SAN ONOFRE-UNIT 2 1.1-4 Amendment No. +8-& 204



Definitions

1.1

1.1 Definitions

OPERABLE - OPERABILITY

PHYSICS TESTS

A system, subsystem, train, component, or device
shall be OPERABLE when it is capable of performing
its specified safety function(s) and when all
necessary attendant instrumentation, controls,
normal or emergency electrical power, cooling and
seal water, lubrication, and other auxiliary
equipment that are required for the system,
subsystem, train, component, or device to perform
its specified safety function(s) are also capable
of performing their related support function(s).

PHY3SICS TESTRSshall be thosc torts performedQ(: to
measure the fundamental nuclear ch..r.ctcristics.. of. -*
tho roactor crer and related instrumentation.

These tests are:

-a-,-PDoscr-ribcd in Ch~apter l14, Inimtial Tot# Prorpqar'
of #te -SQCS Units 2;! ad UFSAR;

1--AthcriZod Undcr thc provisions of4

10 CE?-R 50.59; or-

s-.- Otherwiso a
Commission.

pproCGVe by the Nuclear- Regulator-y

PRESSURE AN]D
TEMPERATURE LIMITS
RIEPORIT (TR

R-ATED THERML POWER

REACTOR PROTECTIVE
SYSTEM (RPS) RESPONSE
T-L1E

The PTLR is the unit specific document that
provid:Ges th1e ratrvesscl pr-essur;e and
temperature limits, includingI hatup and coo.do
r-ates, fcr thIe crot eaorveslzr,; fluenceR

STh•e1se prssure n temperaturo ;is

shaýll b-e doomndfo-r eahfluonoe period in
accordance with Specification 5.7.1.6.

RTP shall be a total reactor core heat transfer
rate tohe rea;cto coolant•of 3438 MWt.

The RPS RESPONSE TIME shall he #hat tim int
from when the monitored parameter exceeds its RPS
trip set-pe-int the channel sensor. util

electrical power te the CEAs drive mechanism is
.nterr.upted. T-h. e response te may be m.easur.ed. by

means o an.y series of sequential, overlapping, or
total steps -so- t te ent•ir-e response time- is
measu-ed.e4 In l4ieu of meauent rcesponse time

(continued)
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Definitions

1.1

1.1 Definitions

REACTOR PROTECTIVE
SYSTEM. (.PS) RESPONSE..

~~E (continued)

SRUTmDOWN MARGIN (SDM}

m.ay be veri.f.ied forselectd components provided
that the components and methodology for
verification have boon previously reviewed and

approved by the NRC.

3DM shall be the intnanosamuto
reactivity by which the reactor is sucrtia o
would be subcritical from its present condition

e-t All full length CEAs (shutdewn and regulating)
are fll,..y inse dexcept for- the single CEA
of highst eactvit worath1, wAhich isasue
te be fully withdrawn. However, with61 all CE

verified fully i .nser-tedl b. y two independent
means, it is -n necessary to account for a
stuck CEA in the 5DM calculation. With any
CEAs net capable of being fully inserted, the
reactivity worth of these CEsmst Ibe--

acconte forin he dterinaton f 5M, and

b-, There is no change in part length CEA
pos ition.-

A STACCERED TEST BASIS shall consist of the..

tooting4 of one( o-f thIe syctemS, cub9systoms,
channels, or. othe.r. d4es4ign.ated components during
the interval specified by the Surveillance
Frequency, so that all systems, subsystems,
channels, or7, othe-r d-esignatedl components are
test#ed- duin eureilaceFrgency inter-valsr
wh-EýZ l is the total number of systems,
subsystems, channels, or othe designated

oempRnents PiWn -he as S ociate function.

THE49t.ML POWERP chale th~e toeta;l reactor corehat

#-rransrter rcate4 to tne reactore ceej~ant.

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

Table 1.1-! (page 1 of 1)

(a)EneUdIngq dlecay heat.

4b-All roactor vessel head slcsuro bolts fully tensioned.

-(4) One or mere reactor vessel head slesure bolts less than fully tensioned.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 1.1-7 Amendment No. 127



Logical Connectors
1.2

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.2 Logical Connectors

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to explain the meaning of
logical connectors.

Logical connectors are used in Technical Specifications (TS)
to discriminate between, and yet connect, discrete
Conditions, Required Actions, Completion Times,
Surveillances, and Frequencies. The only logical connectors
that appear in TS are AND and OR. The physical arrangement
of these connectors constitutes logical conventions with
specific meanings.

BACKGROUND Several levels of logic may be used to state Required
Actions. These levels are identified by the placement (or
nesting) of the logical connectors and by the number
assigned to each Required Action. The first level of logic
is identified by the first digit of the number assigned to a
Required Action and the placement of the logical connector
in the first level of nesting (i.e., left justified with the
number of the Required Action). The successive levels of
logic are identified by additional digits of the Required
Action number and by successive indentions of the logical
connectors.

When logical connectors are used to state a Condition,
Completion Time, Surveillance, or Frequency, only the first
level of logic is used, and the logical connector is left
justified with the statement of the Condition, Completion
Time, Surveillance, or Frequency.

EXAMPLE& The following examples.
connectors.

illustrate the use of logical

(continued)
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Logical Connectors
1.2

1.2 Logical Connectors

EXAMPLEF9
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.2-1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. LCO not met. A.1 Verify .

AND

A.2 Restore .

In this example the logical connector AND is used to
indicate that when in Condition A, both Required Actions A.1
and A.2 must be completed.

(continued)
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Logical Connectors
1.2

1.2 Logical Connectors

EXAMPLES
(ccnti.nuod)

ACTIONS__

CONITONREQUIRED...ACTION COMpLTImON TIME

Ve--. Jrify

AND•

A.2.2.! Rcducc

OR

A.2.- 2.-2 Pcrfoý,rm;

Align...

This exampic rc..prescnt.-s a moro cmplicated use -f logical
conctos.Reguircde 'Actionsr A l, A.2, and A.2 arcp

alternativc choices, only cne of which must bc performcd as
ini e by t use of te logical cnector. QOR ad the
left justified placement. Any one ef these three Actions
.ay be chon... If A.2- i. ..s cho.sen, then A.2. and A..2.2

mu~st be Per~fo;r-med as ind-icated b- the locgic-al cnetrAD
ý I - ý - - - - - . . . - . - + es HE'd k:: f=p Y ký ke ME 4: 1& * RE* i iki , , , , . -,

or A. 2... Thgnene oition of the logical connector

k A1J UJUU UIIJLt ... u .~:u . £ ,ti ". - - -.1 -E l C 1L

-1 - - -1
k:K ~ ~ ~ ~ IHE6 HEUk *n
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Completion Times
1.3

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.3 Completion Times

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to establish the Completion
Time convention and to provide guidance for its use.

Istorage of irradiated fuel

BACKGROUND Limiting Condition for Operation (LCOs) specify minimum
requirements for ensuring safe operation cf the unit. The
ACTIONS associated with an LCO state Conditions that
typically describe the ways in which the requirements of the
LCO can fail to be met. Specified with each stated
Condition are Required Action(s) and Completion Time(s).

Istorage of irradiated fuelI

DESCRIPTION The Completion Time is the amount of time allowed for
completing a Required Action. It is referenced to the time
of discovery of a situation (e.g., inoperable equipment or
variable not within limits) that requires entering an
ACTIONS Condition unless otherwise specified, providing the

•IiF-it is in a MODE or specified condition stated in the
Applicability of the LCO. Required Actions must be
completed prior to the expiration of the specified
Completion Time. An ACTIONS Condition remains in effect and
the Required Actions apply until the Condition no longer

fct exists or th is not within the LCO Applicability.

TI ituAtns are disoverd that raequir-e entry 4into m.re
than one Condition at a time within a single LCO (multiple

Codiinsthe RequiJred Atosfora e~ach Cond44_ition must b~e
pcrfor-med withinp the; ascitedCopletion T-ime. W1-en--4:n
multiple Cd o separate Completion Tim-c re trac.ked

for ecsh Condition starting from the time of discovery of

thc situation that required entry into the Condition.

Once a CAonditio has ben nt... ered subsequent trin4s,
sub.systems, .mponents, or variables expressed in the

Cendition,# disvre to b inoer-abl4e or noAt; vih lmits,
will snet result in separate entry into the Condition, unless
specifically stated. The Required Actions of the Condition
continue to apply t .eac additional failure,...th
Completion Times based on initial entry iýpt the Cn

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

Ho'wever, when a subsequent train, sub.systom., component..., or
aibeexpr-essed inP the Cond-ition is d-iscovere~d to b~e

inoperable o .nt wt'h limits, the Completon Time(s) may
be extended. To apply this Completion Time ex:tension, two

ri4tQria4 mus.t4 R f rt L me. The. sbseq.en ineperability:

a. Must exis cocrrn jit the L firtieper-abili4ty;

h-. Mustlo e remFaJ4in or not within... liits a..ftr 4t
fi4rst4- inprblt s resolvwed.

The Toa Completion Time allowed for eaopletdig a Required
Action to the subsequent ineperabi i s.e

a_. The stte Cmpletion Time, asmesrdfoth
iiilentry into#c the Conditio!n, plus naditional

44r The Stated Completio:n T-ime as measuired -f-rom- Gdiscover"y
o-f the subs~equent ioeaiiy

The aboveComoetio Time; extensions doQ net apply to these
Specifications that have exceptio
separate re-entry into the Condit

subsysem, cmponent, oraribl

ns that allow completely
ion (for cash train,
expr-essedi in; the4

on this re-entry.
Specifications.

paýCA_ +- P +ý IC R_ G 14 ý 14 g

*ttese eXGGP,==,n9As are st-ate_ -A

The above Completion Time extension does not apply to a
)letioen T-ime wi.th a mod~ified. "time zere."Q This oife
no .zero .may be expressed as a repetitive time (4.e.,

"on .e Per hours," w-'
from a previous comp!

her
edi

Pn
the ComIpletion Tim-e is refe

of_ thIe Required- -Action vor:

(continuedP)0

pee

o; o;:F uenotionR entry) orý as a time- meige y tl~ nopArase
ami dJiscover-y . . ."L Example 1.3-3 _Jillustr-ates one usea o-f
o type of CoempletionR Time. Th1e 10 dlay ComFpletion8 TimFe
cif4:eid for CoGnd-itions A an~d H inR Exiample 1.3-3 m~ay not be

Px#eR(4R9

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times (continued)

EXAMPLE9 The following example. illustrate the use of Completion
Times ;i4th diff•r..nt types of Condiin and ch.nging
Conditions.

EXAMPLE 1.3-1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Verify ...
B. Required B.1 Be1 in MODE 3. 6 hours

Action and
associated AND
Completion
Time not B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours
met.

Condition B has two Required Actions. Each Required Action
has its own separate Completion Time. Each Completion Time
is referenced to the time that Condition B is entered.

1Perform the verification

the restoration The Required Actions or Condition B are to - in MODE

Perorm ti within 6 hours AN\i-- .MDER 5 within 36 hours. A total of

Iperforminq the verificationI 6 hours is allowed for roaching MMODE 3 and a total of
_peormigteretoration 36 hours (not 42 hours) is allowed for- hng M999 5 from

erificaion te restoratin I the time that Condition B was entered. I MODE 3 is reashed
verification is performed within 3 hours, the time allowe or is the

performingthe restoration next 33 hours because the totaa ime a lowed for ra-e~sehi4ng
_ _ _ _ M4Q 5is 36 hours.

I rfrFrnr, fhr i nn + rIJI L rI'.JI IVý-' I ý:j 0 W
Tr -A44-4 0 4 - -- 4----,4 -1,4 1 - - MnnV 'ý +- ý' - +- 4 -- I I

for rohn MOD # ih th-Aex #cc 36 hou:4IAr-S.

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

1 XAmP l Times
(continRued)

CG049TIO- REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TINE

A.- Qne-pui A-1- Restore@ pump to G-4eys

B .... e4 & B in NO•DE 3.
Action and
associated A__D

Coemplto
Ben-2- Be in MODE 5. 26 hour-es

When a pump is declared inperal C o A• is e

If- th;e pump i~s not r-estored to OPEWRABLEsttu within

:7 dlays, Coni;tJion B is also ent#ered anRd thoe ComRpletion Time

cloc~ks for Rqie Actions R~ Iand. P2 st'ar. If T the~
inoperablo pump is restored te OPEPRBLE status after
Cdi B is entered, Condition A and. are exited, and
therefore the Required Actions of Condition B may be

When a second pump is declared inoperable while the first
pump is still inoperable, Condition A is not re-entered for
the se.nd p.ump. LCO 3.0.3 is entered, sTe th ACTIO d
not include a Condition for more than one inoperable pump.
The Completion Time clock for Condition A does net step
after LCO 3.0.3 is entered, but continues to be tracked from
the time Condition A was initially entered.

While in LCO 3.0.3, if one of 1he inoperable puRs• is
-restor4ed toA OPP.LGttcadt e Cmplotilen T-imefo
Con...d.itio.n A hasnot e.pied, L...3 may .e exi.ted a.d

oIeration continued in Accordance.h Co diti o n• • A

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

While in eCO 3.0.3, if one
restored to OPEPJBLE status
Conpdtion A has oxpirod, LC
operation cont-inued. in acco
Completion Ti4me for Cenditi

of the inoperable Pumps is
and. the Complet-ion T-imefo
O 3.09.3 ma y b9e etid andJ# e4-RP

rdancQ with Condition h. the
on B is tracked from the time 4 1 e

On. restoring one of the pumps to O11PEPABL status,th
Condition A Completion Time is not reset, but continues frem
the time the first pump was declared inoperable. It?
Completion Time may be cittended if the pump restordt
OPWBEstatue was the fr4st inoperable pump. A-44-•h.-..
extension to the stated 7 days is allowed, provided this
does not result in the second pump being inoperable for

> 7 days.

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES
(cont..inue

EXAMPLE 1.3-3

AQwQTTTQW

CODTINREQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A-, One Function A-. Rostore Function Z--i&

X •4X trai to

OPERABLE status. TAN-

10 days from
discovery of
failurp to meot

-,- One Function B--- Restore Function 72h-ours

W -OPERBLE satus. A

10 days from
discovery of
fgailurwe to moot

C-- One Function - Restore Function 72-hours
X train to

OPERABE status.

_ ORR

OPE-RABLE status.

+continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

Example 1. 3_ (continued

W
i

e

e

S

hen one Function X train and one Function Y train are
noporable, CondAitio A and Condto B are concurrently
pp~icable Tho m n Timos for CeRdition A and42i
on-ditin B are tracked separately for each trai starting
_rem the time each train "as declared inoperable and the
onditien was entered. A separate Completion Time is
stablished for condition4; C and. trac.ke~d from the time h
econd train was declared inoperable (i.e., the time the
ituatien dsrio in. Conpdition C was discovered)

If Required Action C.2 is completed within the specified
Completion Time, Conions I and. C are exte. 4fte

Completion Time for Required Action A-1 has net expired.
operation may continue in accordance with Condition A. The

remaining Completien Time in Condition A is measured fropm
the time the affected train was declared inoperable (i.e.,
initial;] en;try intoG Condition A)

The Cempletion Times of Conditions A and B are modified by a
logical connectoN, with a separate 10 day Completion Tim
measured from the tmeO it was disoee the LCO was net
meT4 1 n t4his example, wit.hout the separate Completi•n Time,
it would be possible to alternate between Conditions A, B,
and C in such a manner that operationvq; c.IoAd cAontinue

indefinitely without over restoring systems to meet the LCO.
-The separate Completioen Time modified by the phrase "frovm.
discovery of failure to meet the LCO" is designed to prevent
"inefinte continuedn operatien while oti meeting the LCO.
This CompletionP T-ime aIllos, -fo-r an exception to t-he-nra
"t-ime zero" for beginning the Completion Time "clock. ?In
this8 inst-ance, the Completion Time- "time zero" is specified1
as cormencing at the t-ime the- LCO was initially not met,
in-stead of at the time the aPsseia;tod Codiio ;"s entered.

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A- One or more A- 4- R.estore valves) 4-A u....

wto OPERBLE
inope'rabgle.tte

Requ..4. . Be in MODE 3. 6
Action and
assocGGiate A41-9

TimR~e t-2- Be in MODE 4. 1; hours

A single Completion Time is used fer any number of valves
inoperable at the same time. The Completion Time .associat

wiAth Cen~di-tin; -A. is based. on t:he initialI ontry into
CodtinA. and] is, net tiracked. en a per- vavhasis-

Declaring subsequent v.alves inoperable, wh-le Condition A ig
-till i -effect-, doees not trigger- th1e tr-acking of9 separ-ate

ComapletioGn T- imes.-R

Once one of the valves has been restored to OPERIBLE status,
the Condition A Completion Time is net reset, but continues
from the time the first valve was declared inoperable. The
Completion.Time. may be extended if the valverestord to
OPERABLE status was th first. inoperable valve. The
Condition A Completion Time may be extended for up to
4 hours provided his doe p ot. r.esu.lt in any subsequent.
valve being inoperable for > 4 hours.

If th~e Cemoletion TimAe of I;- houars (ineludi~neo any xtniosL • J

exipires whqile one(- o-r- me-re va-lves arEe stn±'l :ineperati~e,
CondiionQ is nerd

+continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable

('/' l'fr•Tti T{' l]mrEQURE AC ,• ' •TIONlk COMPLETION TIME

A- One or more N.4 Restore valve to hour-gs
~OPERA.BLE status.

-r .Requir~~ed B- Be in MODE 3.6hor
Action and
assoeiated AND•

Complein 4--R(;i PQQ .Time not B-.- Be in MODE '1. 12... ...

The Note above the ACTIONS table is a method of modifying

ho- the Completion Time is tracked. If this method of
modifying ho.: the Completion Time is tracked kwas applicable
only te a specifie Condition, the Note would appear in that
Condition rather than at the top of the ACTIONS Table.

The Ntk-a•-IsCnion to be entePr ed separately for
each inoperable valve, and Completion Times tracked en a per
valve basis. When a valve is declared inoperable,

Conitin Ais enterzed an;d its Cempletiýon TimFe starts.
subseg..ent vav eI .... are decared inoperable, Cn dition A iS
..... for each valv.andm srt

I- -

4-continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

1.3 Completion Times , • , , 1 1 , m I
# P ý P;R=:6 @:6 G n a: FRe a F, F, G G a: a # wi W, ý AX:41 Axe I I;

Conition A xpre Cod o B is entre separately fG
acsh valve and separate Completion Times start and are
tracke .for each valve-.. f a v .that caused entry J int

Condition B is restored to OPERAPBLE status, Condition B is
exit-ed. foPr th;at valv-e.

SincR.e t.he Notc inP thiS example allowsq H4 mutipjle Cond #ition
entry an tracking o separate Competin Times, Completi
Tim;Pe exesin do nt apply.

EXAMPLE 1.3-6

AC A44 P T I _____ -6

QQNIDTTIQN REQUIREDg ACTION COPLEIO TIME

A- One channel Performnce p-er
:4 G 9erF- ah-b4-I- SR. 3.x x x.Rhirr

A- R.educ THEPRWIL ..hours
POWER to

a-.- Re44e4 R-4g Be 4 in OD 3

Actio and.

Completnon

*'net.

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

Entry into Condition A offers a choioc between Roeuired
Action A.I or A2. Required Aetion A-1 h;s a "Onc per"-
Completion Time, uhich. ... qualifies fcr th;e t25 tnsicn, per
S 3... .2, to . a. . porf..r.mn... aftr #ha initial performance.
If Required Action A.! is followed and the Required Action
i-S not et ;#hi the Completion TImce (includ4in!g the; 25%
extepnqion allowed 19y SR 3.0.2) , CRdiio B s ntrc.
Required Action A.2 is fJrowcd and tho Complotion Time of
9 hours is not met, Condition B is entered.

TI4 of-tora entry intoG CondGIition; B, Reguiýrcd ActionA A.-- or- A.2
is met, Condition B is e and operration may then

-ontinue in Condition A.

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EAtM;2TR

(continued).

EXAMPLE 1.3 -7

QQ9DTT-G REQUIRED ACIN CMPEINTME

A. 4n A Verify affected I
.... s 3 ".........s 2 ".....

-91~e~ AND;

Once per-
S hours

a s S G 4:therteatdtAr

AN-P

A Restore subsystem 7 hours
to OPERA.BLE

. ei R;ed ;.1 Be in MODE 3. 9 hours
Action and
associated AN-P

Time neB-A Bc in MODE 5. 3 or

Required Action A.l has twe Completion Times. The 1 hour
CemRplfetienG Time8 begins atth4 tm t-he- Codiio ,i ente4red
-An "O•ne per hours.. the;reafter" inte rval. begins upo

per•f-omance o Required Action A- .

If after Codiion A is entered Required Acio A l is ne

met witineithr- th~e -initial I1;qhourPor any subasequen
S hour interval from the previous performance (including the
25% extension allowed by SR 3.0.2). CenditiRn B is entered.

(continued)
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

9-;4A-MT 9 EX-AMPLE9 1.7 (continuod)ý

Th4e CopeinTimep cloc4k for- Condition A. dccs not stop
after Condition B is entered, but continues from the time

Conditin A ;.s initially entered If Required Action A.1
is met after Condition B is entered, Condition B is eXited
and operation may continue in accordance with Condition A,
previded the Completion Time for Required Action A.2 has not

IMMEDIATE When "Immediately" is used as a Completion Time, the
COMPLETION TIME Required Action should be pursued without delay and in a

controlled manner.

SAN ONOFRE-UNIT 2 1.3-13 Amendment No. 127



Frequency
1.4

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.4 Frequency

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to define the proper use and
application of Frequency requirements.

DESCRIPTION Each Surveillance Requirement (SR) has a specified Frequency
in which the Surveillance must be met in order to meet the
associated LCO. An understanding of the correct application
of the specified Frequency is necessary for compliance with
the SR.

The "specified Frequency" is referred to throughout this
section and each of the Specifications of Section 3.0,
Surveillance Requirement (SR) Applicability. The "specified
Frequency" consists of the requirements of the Frequency
column of each SR, as well as certain Notes in the
Surveillance column that modify performance requirements.

S 4 etu:tios whcr a Surycie coul d•l d. . -be required (i- e its
Frequencry Gcul expirc), but ... Aph.e it is nGt possible or not
desired that it be performed until sometime after the
asseciat8.4ed. LG isr 4ihi :t-8 ApplicGability4, r-epr-egent
potential SR 3.0.4 enflietr. T a.oid th cenflicts, the
SR (i.e., the Surveillance or the Frequency) is stated such
that it is only "required" when it can be and should be

............Wih an .SR Saified, SR 3.0.4 ipo•ses nP

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the various ways that
Frequencies are specified. In these examples, the
Applicability of the LCO (LCO not shown) Js MODES !, 2,

occurs whenever any fuel assembly

is stored in the fuel storage poolc

(continued)
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Frequency
1.4

1.4 Frequency

EXAMPLES
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.4-1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

; ýVeriy .. Idy

Example 1.4-1 contains the type of SR most often encountered
in the Technical Specifications (TS). The Frequency
specifies an interval (Z--& ) during which the associated
Surveillance must be performed at least one time.

ýT-y____Performance of the Surveillance initiates the subsequent
interval. Although the Frequency is stated as hours, an
extension of the time interval to 1.25 times the stated
Frequency is allowed by SR 3.0.2 for operational
flexibility. The measurement of this interval continues at
all times, even when the SR is not required to be met per

facility SR 3.0.1 (such as when the equipment is inoperable, a
variable is outside specified limits, or the •--4 is outside

facility he Applicability of the LCO). If the interval specified by
SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while thE-i-• is in a MODE or othPr
specified condition in the Applicability of the LCO, an4 thke
PeE9foRma ~n - - #-f eh 21u4r-W:cilnc I c n-t -9 o- , -#therwir-Wosz; 94- fodifiod
(refer te Example!.- 1 ~-3, then SR 3.0.3 becomes applicable.

7 If t•e interval as specified by SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while
L.i...L .the-14ýi4 is not in a MODE or other specified condition in

the Applicability of the LCO for which performance of the SR
is required, the Surveillance must be performed within the
Frequency requirements of SR 3.0.2 prior to entry into the
MODE or ether specified condition. Failure to do so would
result in a violation of SR 3.0.4.-

(continued)
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Frequency
1.4

1.4 Frequency

EXAMPLES
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.4-2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Verfy flow is within limits." t- -Once within

Prior to moving a?
Verify ... I fuel assembly...

24 hour s

_ illustrates
Example 1.4-2 has two F.requencies. Th . first is a one time
performance Frequency, and the second is of the type shown
in Example 14--1. The logical ..nn.cor. "AND" i ct
that both Fr.equeny requirements m-1t ho mt Eah ti-qq
-reactor- po';.'Cr is9 Inc-reased- f-romRA a power= levol 4 :25Z RTP2 to
i 25% RTP, the Survoillance must he performed within
12 hours.-I

The use of "once" indicates a single performance will
satisfy t ..specied F .qucn.y (assumin no the-r-
Frequencies are connect.ed by. . "AND") . This type of Frequency
does not qualify for the 25% extension allowed by SR 3.0.2.
"Thereafter" indicates future performances must hp
stlih per SR 3.0.2, • bt only after a specified

con~ditioAn is firscgt: met (i e., thei "once" perfo~rmRance in; this

~*a-~. T9. If eatorccL'r- decreat~qr~ tA - ;5PTP R!2-th

mcasurcmcne or coon inzervais stops. Nwinteralsntirt

I-

(continued)
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Frequency
1.4

1.4 Frequency

EWA AMPT 1RES

(contin.ued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUJIREMEN•TS _________

SURVEILLANCE..

Not required to be performed until
12 hours after _

Perform channel adjustment.

The interval continues, whether or net the unit operation is
< 25% RTP between performances.

AS the Note m • e required ef thc

Surveillance, i4 is contrueQd to9 b e part of •the ,speci
Frequency." Should the 7 day interval be exceeded while
opoerationhis _ 25% RTP, this Noteraew 1t2hourslafter
power- roache it 25% R.TP top percform the;( Suvilac.Te

= 11 _;"AQ - IRA; PA . - 9 R -1. - - - - ý - - __ G

11 - - - 4 4: 4 - A L' - - , 11 TI,srsrra- _
e ;4-

4ý Q, 1 ,

-7 A, I Ai,,I'l Oro- CD Ci n 0

A 4-

constitute a failure of the SR or failure to Aeett he L.•
Also, no violatien of SR 3.0.4 occurs whhen changing MODES,
even 4ith the 7 day Fr..eq.uen. not Met, provided operation
does not excoed 12 hEurs with power - 25t PTP

Once the unit reaches 25% RTP, 12 hours would be allowed for
completing theP Surv iln. r, eI if theSur llance S-oere not
perLformedI wihi his 12ý hou it-erval, thearei woQuld thebe
a failure Gt perform a Surve i ýllance within the speGofied
r1rnicn •g MOP ;hnnr then i would hi' rres#tri 'tied in

accoroance wietn R i.u.'- ace #ne previsions en R.A.i
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LCO Applicability
3.0

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

LCO 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the MODES or other specified
conditions in the Applicability, except as provided in
LCO 3.0.2 and LCO 3.0.7.

LCO 3.0.2 Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the Required
Actions of the associated Conditions shall be met, except as
proevided i:n LCO 3.0.5 and- LCO 3.0.6.

If the LCO is met or is no longer applicable prior to
expiration of the specified Completion Time(s), completion
of the Required Action(s) is not required, unless otherwise
stated.

;,9 23-42 When an LCO is nPt met and the associated ACTIONS arc nct
mct # o-r- ;- an asoiate d- -ACTIO isQ no-JS t proevidede, th~e unit shall;I
bce placed -in a MODER or- ether specified conditionJP in Thigh
thc LCO is not applicable. Action shall be itaedithli-•
-1 hur to place the unit, as applicable, in:

a-_. MODE 3 ith4in 7 hours.:

]- MODE I within 13 hoursa and

c- MODE 5 within 37 hur.s.

Exceptions to this Specification aroe tated in the

Wher. e c .rrect.ive meas.u .r.es are cmpleted that permit
operatioinin aor.d.ance wi... Tte C or ACT•IONS, cmpletion
of thE actons requir-eg by LCOQ 3 -. is not required.

LCO 3.0.3 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

19 2When an LCO is not met, entry into a M rODE er other specified
condition in te Applicability sha-ll nt be made except when
the asse..i.ated A• C NSo be entere permit cniu
operation in the MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability for an unlimited period of time. This

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
3.0

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY (continued)

(continued)
Speoification shall nct prevent changes in MODES or other
pecificd conditicns in the Applicability that are requircd

to comply with ACTIONS.

Exceptions tc this Specification are stated in thc
individual Specifications. These exceptions allotw entry
into MODES or othor speoified conditions in the
Applicability when the associated ACT!INS to bhe entere
allot: unit operation in the MODE or ether specified
...ndit ... in the Applicablity only for a limited period of

t V-Men

iCO 4•--4 Equipment removed. froPm service or declared inoperable to
comply with ACTIONS may be returned to service under
administati con..trol solely to perform testing requir..e4

equiment.. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for h4e oyster
returned to service under addminstrative control to perform
t-he testing required to demonstrate OPERfBLIY

is, 4-Q-4 When a supported system LCo is net met solely due to a
support system LC not being met, the Condi#tions and
Required ActionP associatd w this supported system ar
not required to be ened Oly the support System LCO

ACTIONS are required to be entered. This is an exception to
LCO-Q 3.0. for the supported systm In this eventr
dod.itional evaluations and simiteatIns may be requir

accordance with Specification 5.6, "safety Function
eterminal• n Prgram (oFDP) ." If a loss of safety function

is determined to exist by this program, the approprite
Cond4ition-s and Required Actions-of the LCO in which the loss
of safety fun.tion e.ists are required to be nter

When a support system's Required Aotion d•i•oet a supported
system to be declared inoperable or directs entry into
Conditio.s and Required Actions for a supported system, th

applicable Conditions and Required Actions shall1 be entered
in accordance with LCo 3.0.2.

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
3.0

3.0 LCD APPLICABILITY (continued)

LCD @ Special toSt extception (STE) 1C09 in oAoh appic1abc TLC
section allow speoifiod Technical Spooifications (TS)
C 3.0n7 reuirements o b; .angd to per

of special tests and operations. Unless otherwise
ped!fid l ohr reuircments remain un c .anGd.

Complianco with STE LCOs is optional. When an STE LCD is
do o to bc -t but is t ct, ACTIOnS of tc STE LCO
shl bc m. WhcnP =n STE LC is not do Ri r- Pd- to bo mot,Q
entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability shall only ho made in accordan#c with the
ether applicable Specifications.
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SR Applicability
3.0

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY

SR 3.0.1 SRs shall be met during the MODES or othor specified
conditions in the Applicability for individual LCOs, unless
otherwise stated in the SR. Failure to meet a Surveillance,
whether such failure is experienced during the performance
of the Surveillance or between performances of the
Surveillance, shall be failure to meet the LCO. Failure to
perform a Surveillance within the specified Frequency shall
be failure to meet the LCO except as provided in SR 3.0.3.
Surveillances do not have to be performed on inoperable
equipment or variables outside specified limits.

SR 3.0.2 The specified Frequency for each SR is met if the
Surveillance is performed within 1.25 times the interval
specified in the Frequency, as measured from the previous
performance or as measured from the time a specified
condition of the Frequency is met.

For Frequencies speciAfid as ".. nc, ".th.e _ .ve nt.r-A

If...T a Completion Tmo- requires periodi crfor.........n.... on a

"once per . " basis, the above Frequency eitension
applies to each perforrmance aftcrý tho; initial percformanco.

Exceptions to this Specification aro statod in the
individual Sp1eifications.

SR 3.0.3 If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed
within its specified Frequency, then compliance with the
requirement to declare the LCO not met may be delayed, from
the time of discovery, up to 24 hours or up to the limit of
the specified Frequency, whichever is greater. This delay
period is permitted to allow performance of the
Surveillance. A risk evaluation shall be performed for any
Surveillance delayed greater than 24 hours and the risk
impact shall be managed.

If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay
period, the LCO must immediately be declared not met, and
the applicable Condition(s) must be entered. The Completion
Times of the Required Actions begin immediately upon
expiration of the delay period.

(continued)
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SR Applicability
3.0

3.0 SR APPLICABILITY

SR 3.0.3 When the Surveillance is performed within the delay period
(continued) and the Surveillance is not met, the LCO must immediately be

declared not met, and the applicable Condition(s) must be
entered. The Completion Times of the Required Actions begin
immediately upon failure to meet the Surveillance.

SR 3.0.4 Entry into a MODE cr ether specified condition in the
Applicability of an LCO shall not be made unless the LCO's
Surveillances have been met within their specified
Frequency. This provision shall not prevent entry into
MODES cr other specified conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with Actions.
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

PLAN EMS

2 :764- Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

LCO 4CThe fuel storage pool water level shall be Ž 23 ft over the
top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the storage
racks.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel storage pool A. NT -- -

water level not within LCO 3.0.3 is nRt
limit. appicJýable.

Suspend movement of Immediately
fuel assemblies in
fuel storage pool.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

r- =Z
SR ....... Verify the fuel storage pool water level is 7 days

> 23 ft above the top of irradiated fuel
assemblies seated in the storage racks.

3.111
SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 Amendment No. +-2-ýý, 226



Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

3.1
-34ý; PLANT SYSTEMS

~Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

LCO The fuel storage pool boron concentration shall be
> 2000 ppm.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any
pool.

fuel assembly is stored in the fuel storage

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel storage pool -- NOTE-----
boron concentration LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.
not within limit.

A.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
fuel assemblies in
the fuel storage
pool.

AND

A.2 Initiate action to Immediately
restore fuel storage
pool boron
concentration to
within limit.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 -7 - 'Z n.t - -

13.1.2-1
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR Verify the fuel storage pool boron 7 days
concentration is within limit.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

4ý-7 PLANT SYSTEMS

-3-ý'Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

LCO The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each
SONGS 2 and 3 spent fuel assembly stored in Region I shall
be within the acceptable burnup domain of Figure 4.7. or
Figure ,•1.-2, or the fuel assembly shall be stored ýi 3 .1 .3 -J.

" accordance with Technical Specification 4.3.1.1.

The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each
SONGS 2 and 3 spent fuel assembly stored in Region II shall

be within the acceptable burnup domain of Figure or
Figure , or the fuel assembly shall be stored in 13
accordance with Technical Specification 4.3.1.1.

Each SONGS 1 uranium dioxide spent fuel assembly stored in
Region II shall be stored in accordance with Technical
Specification 4.3.1.1.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in the fuel storage
pool.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Requirements of the A.1 --------- -OTE
LCO not met. LCO 3.0.3 is not

app icaGl9.1IP

Initiate action to bring Immediately
the noncomplying fuel
assembly into compliance.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 9.-!1.1 Verify by administrative means the initial Prior to moving a
enrichment, burnup, and cooling time of the fuel assembly to
fuel assembly are in accordance with LCO any spent fuel

_ . or Design Features 4.3.1.1, or LCS pool storage
313 .0.100. Rev 2, dated 09/27/07. location.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

FIGURE

13.1.3- 1
MINIMUM BURNUP AND COOLING TIME VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT

FOR

UNRESTRICTED PLACEMENT OF SONGS 2 AND 3 FUEL

IN

REGION I RACKS
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

FIGURE .721-2

MINIMUM BURNUP AND COOLING TIME VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT

FOR

PLACEMENT OF SONGS 2 AND 3 FUEL IN PERIPHERAL POOL LOCATIONS

IN
REGION I RACKS

15

10•,•10
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P

m

E
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Initial U-235 Enrichment (w/o)
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

FIGURE

MINIMUM BURNUP AND COOLING TIME VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT

FOR

UNRESTRICTED PLACEMENT OF SONGS 2 AND 3 FUEL

IN
REGION II RACKS

60-
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

FIGURE 3.7 10-A

MINIMUM BURNUP AND COOLING TIME VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT
FOR

PLACEMENT OF SONGS 2 AND 3 FUEL IN PERIPHERAL POOL LOCATIONS
IN

REGION II RACKS
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

4.1 Site

4.1.1 Exclusion Area Boundary

The exclusion area boundary shall be as shown in Figure 4.1-1.

4.1.2 Low Population Zone (LPZ)

The LPZ shall be as shown in Figure 4.1-2.

4.2 eactr Core eleted

4-2 Fuel Assembl)!ies

The reactor shall contain 217 fuel assemblies. Each assembly
shall. consist.e .famtr.i.x ef Zire.aley er Z.RL. .c:d fuI roAds

urnu GioGxide (DO) as8 fu-el maeil Itga r- Discrete
Burnable Absorbor Rods may be used. They may include:

berosilicato glass - Na30-B 0A-Si0#om, •boroc• . arbhide -

zirconium boride Zr- gadolinium oxide - CQ 3, 1 erbium oxide
• Limited substitutions ef zirconium alloy (such as ZIRLOTH

or- ircaey) o•r stainless steel filler rods f;c fuel r-ods in
accordance..... ih approved appliatin of. ful r configurationsA
m ray t be uhlsecd.t iFuel asm shall be l te t thoset -fuel
dprosig that have be anlz with1 applicable NRC staff approved

cod-es and- mAet-hods- adshown bay tests or= analysec toe cemply w it#h
all- -fuel safety diesign b9ases. A- limited. nuimber of leaad. test:

assmbiestht ave not com~pletedl repr~esentative- testing9 may bge
plac~ed -innoimtn coergns

Therectr or sal cntin:Ri 22 full4 lengjth andG eighýt part
length controel zclement :r asembli4es (CE;As) .The conptrolp matoria;l

shlhe ilver- indwiium c~admium, boE-ro car-bide, anPd icoe as

approeved b9y th4e NRC.

4.2.;2

(continued)
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)
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Figure 4.1-1 (page 1 of 1)
Exclusion Area Boundary

(continued)
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)

Figure 4.1-2 (page 1 of 1)
Low Population Zone

(continued)
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)

4.3 Fuel Storage

4.3.1 Criticality

4.3.1.1 The spent fuel storage racks are designed and shall be
maintained with:

a. Fuel assemblies having a maximum U-235 enrichment
of 4.8 weight percent;

b. Keff < 1.0 if fully flooded with unborated water,
which includes an allowance for uncertainties as
described in Section 9.1 of the UFSAR;

c. Ke~f • 0.95 if fully flooded with water borated to
1700 ppm, which includes an allowance for
uncertainties as described in Section 9.1 of the
UFSAR;

d. Three or five Borated stainless steel guide tube
inserts (GT-Insert) may be used. When three
Borated stainless steel guide tube inserts are
used, they will be installed in an assembly's
center guide tube, the guide tube associated with
the serial number, and the diagonally opposite
guide tube. Fuel containing GT-Inserts may be
placed in either Region I or Region II. However,
credit for GT-Inserts is only taken for Region II
storage.

A five-finger CEA may be installed in an assembly.
Fuel containing a five-finger CEA may be placed in
either Region I or Region II. Credit for inserted
5-finger CEAs is taken for both Region I and
Region II.

e. A nominal 8.85 inch center to center distance
between fuel assemblies placed in Region II;

f. A nominal 10.40 inch center to center distance
between fuel assemblies placed in Region I;

(continued)
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)

4.3.1 Criticality (continued) r-13.II
g. Prior to using the storage criteria of LCO 2,V/:7 12

and LCS 4.0.100, the following uncertainties will
be applied:

(1) The calculated discharge burnup of San Onofre
Units 2 and 3 assemblies will be reduced by
6.6%.

(2) The calculated discharge burnup of San Onofre
Unit 1 fuel assemblies will be reduced by
10.0%.

3 h. Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the"acceptable range" of Figure 3.7.!8 are allowed

unrestricted storage in Region I;

13.1.3-2 i. Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies •ith a burnup in the
"acceptable range" of Figure -. 7. -2 are allowed
unrestricted storage in the peripheral pool
locations with 1 or 2 faces toward the spent fuel
pool walls of Region I;

3.1.3-3 j. Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the
"acceptable range" of Figure -.7.19-3 are allowed
unrestricted storage in Region II;

3"1"3-4 k" Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the
"acceptable range" of Figures.7.!8-' are allowed
unrestricted storage in the peripheral pool
locations with 1 or 2 faces toward the spent fuel

Figure 3.1.3-1, pool walls of Region II;

Figure 3.1.3-2, 1. Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the
Figure 3.1.3-3, and "unacceptable range" of ... 37181rFgr

Figure 3.1.3-4 3.7.19 2, uLo iu 3....183_ and F..gurc.7. '1_ will
be stored in compliance with Licensee Controlled
Specification 4.0.100 Rev. 2, dated 09/27/07; and

m. Each SONGS 1 uranium dioxide spent fuel assembly
stored in Region II shall be stored in accordance
with Licensee Controlled Specification 4.0.100
Rev. 2, dated 09/27/07.

(continued)
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)

4.3 Fuel Storage (continued)

4.3.1.2 TInc now4 rue:6 stoGrage r-acKs are Goesigned ant snail- heo
maintainod with:

s-.- Fuel assemblies having a maximum U-235 enrichment

of L.B woight percent:

* .95.if.fully.flooded ..ith.unboratod ..ater

described in Section 9.1 of the UFSAR;

err * 0.99 if moderated by aqueous foam, which

decibdin; SectionA 9.1 of9 th;e- UFSAR; and-

4.-, A mnum29 inc~h cente to conte-r-dsac ewe
fue -asse-mbl-ies placedI inP theL storag;e racks.

4.3.2 Drainage

The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained to
prevent inadvertent draining of the pool below Technical

Spevifica tion -- value (23 feet above the top of irradiated
fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks).

4.3.3 Capacity

The spent fuel
with a storage
assemblies.

storage pool is designed and shall be maintained
capacity limited to no more than 1542 fuel
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Responsibility
5.1

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.1 Responsibility

5.1.1 The corporate officer with direct responsibility for the plant shall
be responsible for overall unit operation and maintena.ee =-f
management of the Units 2 and 3 at San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station, and all site support functions. He shall delegate in
writing the succession to this responsibility during his absence.

5.1.2 The Shift Manager shall be responsible for the ultimate command
decision authority for all unit activities and operations which
affect the safety of the plant, site personnel, and/or the general
public. A managem•nt directive to this effect, sig-.d " by '"
earpora~te officcr w~ith direet responsibiLt f ar the plant shall be
-reisued to all site/statin pers.nn. n .... an a...u.. .Is.

5.1:.3The Control Room Sdperyisor (CRS) shall.be responsible far the
Control Ream eammand f.neti-n. A management direetiv- to this
effeet, signed by the carporate affieer with dircet responsibility
for the plant, shall be issued annually to all site/statieft
personnel. The enfineg of the Control Rooim Area shall be defined
as depieted in the Liecnsee Con~trolled Speeifieatiam (LCZ). During
any absen.e of the CRi fra'n the Contra! Roam Area while the Unit is"
in, MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, an individual w~ith an active SeniorRatr
Operator's (SRO) license shall be designated to assumne theCnta
Roaam camfmand funetian. During any abscnee of the CRS frar the
Central Room Area while the Unit is in MODE 5 or 6, an individual
with an aetive SRO lieense or Reaetor Operator's license shall be
designated to assume the Contra! Room eammand funetion.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 5.0-1 Amendment No. MO XXX I



Organization
5.2

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.2 Organization

5.2.1 Onsite and Offsite Organizations

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for wm-+ plant
operation and corporate management, respectively. The onsite and
offsite organizations shall include the positions for activities
affecting the safety of the nuclear power pl-ant- fuel.

a. Lines of authority, responsibility, and communication shall be
established and defined for the highest management levels
through intermediate levels to and including all operating
organization positions. These relationships shall be
documented and updated, as appropriate, in the form of
organization charts, functional descriptions of departmental
responsibilities and relationships, and job descriptions for
key personnel positions, or in equivalent forms of
documentation. These relationships, including the plant-
specific titles of those personnel fulfilling the
responsibilities for the positions delineated in these
Technical Specifications, are documented in the UFSAR.

b. The corporate officer with direct responsibility for the plant
shall be responsible for overall tfl4t safe handling and
storage oeration of nuclear fuel and shall have control over
those onsite activities necessary for safe opeat--ini--ef•
ntemanee handling and storage of the nuclear fuel p1&-at-t.

c. A specified corporate officer (or officers) shall have
corporate responsibility for overall plant nuclear safety and
shall take any measures needed to ensure acceptable
performance of the staff in operating, maintaining, and
providing technical support to the plant to ensure safe I
management of nuclear fuel s-afet. ICERTIFIED FUEL HANDLERS I

d. The individuals who train the operating staf .,,ed....
iRandlers, and those who carry out health p y.i.s raiation
protection and quality assurance functions may report to the
appropriate onsite manager; however, they shall have
sufficient organizational freedom to ensure their 4ependenee
fr.. peratir,, pressure,.ability to perform their assigned
functions.

(continued)
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Organization
5.2

5.2 Organization (continued)

5.2.2 4N-44 FACILITY STAFF

The tf+ facility staff organization shall include the following:

a. A mon Licensed Operator shall be assigned to each reaetar eantaining
fuel and an additional men Liccnsed Operator shall be assigned for
eah unit when a rea,•tr is operating in MO,[S 1, 2, 3, or 4. Each
on duty shift shall be composed of at least the minimum shift crew
composition shown in Table 5.2.2-1.

With both units shutdown or defueled, a total 4f three man Lienmsed
operators are required for the two unitsa.

tý- At least one licensed Reactor Operator (R0) shall be in the Control
Reoo when fuel is in the reateor. In addition, while the unit is in
MiODE 1. 2, 3 or 4, at least one licensed Senior Reactor Operator

e-Tb. Shift crew com osition may be less than the minimum requirement of
+i P-4R 5054{f•ii_-(-,-- and 5.2.2.a Table 5.2.2-1 for a period of time
not to exceed 2 hours in order to accommodate unexpected absence of
on-duty shift crew members provided immediate action is taken to
restore the shift crew composition to within the minimum

IINSERT 3 requirements. r-4INSERT 2I
4-.... . .. . ... ,.t . , ...... eian shall be an site when ftiel is in

the reaeter. The position may be vacant for not molre than 2 hour.
in order to provide for unexpected absence, provided immiediate
action is taken to fill the requirad positian. Oversight of fuel
handling operations shall be provided by a H-fd Fttel°'f' fuel

e-?_ O"&-eed ICERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER

SY

-f-.d. The Shift Manager, Plant Operations (at time of appointment), Shift
,anagers, and Control Room Supervisors shall he-l-4 be a Senior

_ CET/FIED FUEL HANDLE R.-'' ",., .. a
• e ,, e, ni•c,,al uvisor ISTA) shall provide advisory teehnic

support to the Shift M.lanager in the areas of thermal hydraulics,
reactor einring, and plant analysis with regard to the safe
operation of the unit. The STA shall have a Baceloelr's Degree or
equi.,lent in a sientific ,or engineering discipline - ith specific
triaining in plant design a nd in the response and analysis of the
plant for transients and acoidents.

(conti nued)
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INSERT 2

During such absences, no fuel movement or movement of heavy loads over storage racks
containing fuel is permitted.

INSERT 3

A radiation protection technician shall be on site during fuel handling operations and during
movement of heavy loads over storage racks containing fuel.

Insert Page 5.0-3



Organization
5.2

5.2 Organization (continued)

ICERTIFIED FUEL HANDLERI Table 5.2.2-1
Minimum Shift Crew Composition

POSITION MINIMUM STAFFING

4&-rtified Fuel IHan4Ilzr

Certified Operator

Note: The Certified Operator position may be filled by a Gtrtl Ruel lla, dler.
* May be shared between Units 2 and 3.

ICERTIFIED FUEL HANDLERI

(conti nued)
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Unit Staff Qualifications
5.3

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.3 ýUi- Facility Staff Qualifications

5.3.1 Each member of the tff*i- facility staff shall meet or exceed the
minimum qualifications of ANSI N18.1-1971 for comparable positions,
except a) the radiation protection manager who shall meet or exceed
the qualifications of Regulatory Guide 1.8, September 1975, and b)
mlulti dieiplinc whi shall fflet er e. ,.d thI
qualifieation;lstdblw

in additionI, the Shift TlIhnIcal Adviser shall meet the
qualif,,ations .pe.ifid by the CoMmisin rolicy Statement an
Engineering [xpertise on Shift.

Multi diseiplinc ;uerIsrs shall mneet or exeeed the facllowin

a-. Eduea-i-eH!- Minimfumf of a high seheol diplom arcq alent.

6-. E*peri4efieee WMinimumf of feur years of related teehnieal
cxpricccwhirch shall 4Helade three years power pl!n
~.xcrinccof Whieh one year is at a nuclear pl!t

e-. T~ai~i-n-g Ge Cmplete the mfulti diseiplime 5uperyisar trainmri

5.3.2 An NRC approved training and retraining program for the £i+4fie
Fu*el-+4a-,d-1eir shall be maintained.

IC-ERTIFIED FUEL HANDL-ERS
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TS Bases Control
5.4

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.4 Technical Specifications (TS) Bases Control

5.4.1 Changes to the Bases of the TS shall be made under appropriate
administrative controls.

5.4.2 Changes to the Bases may be made without prior NRC approval provided
the changes do not require either of the following:

a. A change in the TS incorporated in the license; or

b. A change to the updated FSAR or Bases that requires NRC
approval pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59.

5.4.3 The Bases Control Program shall contain provisions to ensure that
the Bases are maintained consistent with the UFSAR.

5.4.4 Proposed changes that meet the criteria of (a) or (b) above shall be
reviewed and approved by the NRC prior to implementation. Changes to
the Bases implemented without prior NRC approval shall be providedSto the NRC with-in 6 months fc!!win , vr Unit 2 cu~nntt

eves24 months. This schedule is rcnsistcnt with SCE's submittal

of UFSAR updates as allowed by the NRC approved exemption from 10
CF.R 50.71(c) dated April 27, 1999.
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

5.5.1

5.5.1.1

Procedures

Scope

Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained
covering the following activities:

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory
Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, February 1978;

b. Rirlc-puc.iU"I DucPLJ1I01E ULiUC •duros roguircd to implement the
EurL lr~ 4!hu i •f N]UREC-0737 an

I

liJttz u

JEOSR 111 Zoncrý++(ic -LE I ss s;

c. Quality assurance for effluent and environmental monitoring
using the guidance in Regulatory Guide 4.15, Revision 1, 1979;

d. Fire Protection Program implementation; and

e. Programs, as specified in Specification 5.5.2.

t- ModificationQ f core prtcion calculatore CCPC) add4resab1le

~ontans. Th1ese prcdue halI includge provi4sion~st.... ....,.... LZ .. . ... . . .1;a# ru ff\vi4:1 .4 . ... ..... .

nsure that su-fficient margin is maintained in CPC type I

Modifiation toth PC softw-are (ýnincludng ch~anges of-
algorithms aRd• fuel cycle specific dlata) sh.all beperform in
accordance with tho most recent version of "CPC Protection
Algorithm Software Change Procedure," CEN39A) _P, which has

boonlet ne d t ho applioable to the facilit.y. A44ýre!
orc depletions to#PC addessbl constant;s orc changes to:

½drosableconsant oftwre lmit values;r shall ntb

(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2 Programs and Manuals

The following programs and manuals shall be established,
implemented, and maintained.

5.5.2.1 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)

a. The ODCM shall contain the methodology and parameters used in
the calculation of offsite doses resulting from radioactive
gaseous and liquid effluents, in the calculation of gaseous
and liquid effluent monitoring alarm and trip setpoints, and
in the conduct of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring
Program;

b. The ODCM shall also contain the Radioactive Effluent Controls
required by Specification 5.5.2.3 and the Radiological
Environmental Monitoring programs required by the LCS, and
descriptions of the information that should be included in the
Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report and the
Radioactive Effluent Release Report required by
Specification 5.7.1.2 and Specification 5.7.1.3.

5.5.2.1.1 Licensee-initiated changes to the ODCM:

a. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be
retained. This documentation shall contain:

1. Sufficient information to support the change(s) together
with the appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying
the change(s);

2. A determination that the change(s) maintain the levels
of radioactive effluent control required by
10 CFR 20.106, 40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 50.36a, and 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I, and not adversely impact the accuracy or
reliability of effluent, dose, or setpoint calculations.

3. Documentation of the fact that the change has been
reviewed and found acceptable.

b. Shall become effective upon review and approval by the
corporate officer with direct responsibility for the plant or
designee.

(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.1.1 Licensee-initiated changes to the ODCM: (continued)

c. Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a complete,
legible copy of the entire ODCM as a part of or concurrent
with the Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period of
the report in which any change in the ODCM was made. Each
change shall be identified by markings in the margin of the
affected pages, clearly indicating the area of the page that
was changed, and shall indicate the date (i.e., month and
year) the change was implemented.

5.5.2.2 Deleted

5.5.2.3 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program

This program conforming to 10 CFR 50.36a provides for the control of
radioactive effluents and for maintaining the doses to members of
the public from radioactive effluents as low as reasonably
achievable. The program shall be contained in the ODCM, shall be
implemented by operating procedures, and shall include remedial
actions to be taken whenever the program limits are exceeded. The
program shall include the following elements:

a. Limitations on the functional capability of radioactive liquid
and gaseous monitoring instrumentation including surveillance
tests and setpoint determination in accordance with the
methodology in the ODCM;

b. Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive material
released in liquid effluents to unrestricted areas, conforming
to 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 2;

c. Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid and
gaseous effluents in accordance with 10 CFR 20.106 and with
the methodology and parameters in the ODCM;

(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.3 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program (continued)

d. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses or dose
commitment to a member of the public from radioactive
materials in liquid effluents released from each unit to
unrestricted areas, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I;

e. Determination of cumulative and projected dose contributions
from radioactive effluents for the current calendar quarter
and current calendar year in accordance with the methodology
and parameters in the ODCM at least every 31 days;

f. Limitations on the functional capability and use of the liquid
and gaseous effluent treatment systems to ensure that
appropriate portions of these systems are used to reduce
releases of radioactivity when the projected doses in a period
of 31 days would exceed 2 percent of the guidelines for the
annual dose or dose commitment, conforming to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I;

g. Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioactive
material released in gaseous effluents to areas beyond the
site boundary conforming to the dose associated with
10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 1;

h. Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses resulting
from noble gases released in gaseous effluents from each unit
to areas beyond the site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I;

i. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses to a member of
the public from iodine-131, iodine-133, tritium, and all
radionuclides in particulate form with half-lives greater than
8 days in gaseous effluents released from each unit to areas
beyond the site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I;
and

j. Limitations on the annual dose or dose commitment to any
member of the public due to releases of radioactivity and to
radiation from uranium fuel cycle sources, conforming to
40 CFR 190.

5.5.2.4 op Ret Cyclicj orF Trcansient# LiitProgr-am

/Deleted - Thi program provides controls to track the UFSAR Table 3.9-1 cyclic
/ and transient occurrences to cnsurc that components arc maintained

within the design limits.

(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.5 Svln cftcA p F oywoeel pump fly4he Pslgrcniaso

D e l e e u r e i ! ! n c o #f 1t e p r- i m a rn y c o o l a n t4 fPy w h ocp s hQ o n i t1d)r P ,I Pi I
R. - - - - A-4 P - 1-4-PA-e ý 42 - G nspee,= 9P P- --- p yw ee s eaG,-t I ye .arS..CC

5.5.2.6 z Socondary Wate#r- Chemi stry Progr-aw

Deleted T_ This program providos oontrcls for monitoring secondary wator
chemistry tc inhbit S - be dcga•d ,G.ati4o.n and low pressure u r- in

--- Gý -- 1 -

5.5.2.7

s-- Idcntifioation of a sampling sohedule for the critioal

b-. Idntiicaio ofthcprocduesused- to measu~rek the valucsr of
the......riti....al parameters;parmetrs

4-.- Idntfiaio o poess sampi94ng poin:1ts;

44-- Procdurs for thc recoring and. management of data;

e-r Procedures defining correctivo actions for all off-control
point chemistry oc nditions; and

S...A prGcedur .identifyin (a) t•e authority responsible for
interpretation data and (b) the sequee ad- timing

Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program

This program provides controls for potentially explosive gas
mixtures contained in the Gaseous Radwaste System, the quantity of
radioactivity contained in gas storage tanks, and the quantity of
radioactivity contained in unprotected outdoor liquid storage tanks.
The gaseous radioactivity quantities shall be determined following

E-TSB- 11 5, "Postula-1ted Rdociv ees due to Was.te Cas8 SysteFR
Leak or Failure". The liquid radwaste quantities shall be
determined in accordance with Standard Review Plan, Section 15.7.3,
"Postulated Radioactive Release due to Tank Failures"

(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.7 Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program
(continued)

The program shall include--

-a-_ The i mits# ferý; the cocctatos
the Gasecus Radwaste System and a
ensre- te limits are msinta ind.

approprite to1th system'Is design

of hydrogen
surveillance

Sucrh limitJs
crizterila (I

and oxy"gen in

o•., whether..or

not the system is designed to withstand a hydrogen explosien);

A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of
radioactivity contained in each waste gas decay tank and fed
into the gaseous radwaste vent system is less than the amount
that... would Result in a whleboy expes•u G of greater tha;n o
equ..al to 0.5 rem to any indvidal in the unrestricted area,
in the event of an uncontrolled release of the tanks contents;a-4;--P-

t surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of1 radioactivity contained in all outdoor liquid radwaste tanks
that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls, capable of
holding the tanks' contents and that do not have tank
overflows and surrounding area drains connected to the Liquid
Waste Management System is less than the amount that would
result in concentrations less than the limits of 10 CFR Part
20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 2, at the nearest potable
water supply and the nearest surface water supply in an
unrestricted area, in the event of an uncontrolled release of
the tanks' contents.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the
Explosive Cas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program
surveillance frequencies.

Primary Coolant Source. OsRJide Contain Program5.5.2.8

Thi program• provides cnrl to minimize leakage from those
po•rtons of systems outid containmt... l ctain highly

raioctveflujids duigasrouprnin r- accden to evels
as low as pr.acticabl. 4T1• e systems ipnclue hg pressu.re safety
inRjectioQn rcecirculation, the( s~hutdown4 cooligRG syýstem, th4e rePactor
coolant sampling system (post-accident sam.pling pipg• only until
such ti~me as a modification eliminates the post-accident piping as a
potential leakage path), the contai spray system, the
rado•ae.tive waste gas system (pos accident sampling return piping
only until such time as a modification eliminates the pest-accident
piping as a potential leakage path), and the (iquiod rada te ud

(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.3 Primar..y Coolant..urccs Outside Containment Program (continued)

system (post-accident samplin rcturn... piping only until such.. timo as.
a odfiatonelmiatsth:1e post-accidlent pi!pin1gJ as a jpotential.

leakage path) . .The program sll- include the following:

-.- Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspection
requiremonts; and

4. lntegr-ated le4ak test eureet for= each1 system at#euln
cycle intervals or less.

Pre-Stressed Concrete Containment Tendon Surveillance Program

T-4s prog.ram. pro.ides co.rols for monitoring any tendon d .egradati4

5.5.2.9

corrosion protection •medu,, to ensure contanmen structural,•=

4integi4ty. Program itself is relocated to the LCS.

Inservice Inspection and Testing Program

This program provides controls for inservice inspection of ASME Code

5.5.2.10

frInoo 1 5) "A 'Q ^rmr n 1--c- -A ('-A- ri~ 0- C - m' A Mr ^"nr~n i-c

inservice tosting of SM Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components. h

program itself is located in the LCS.

StaGenecratoGr (SC) Progqram

A tamR Gene@-R.p2ato.-r- P ro G r-am sh1;all b 4@e est#ablish g;;ed. and G im;plomentoPd t
ensure that SC tube integrity is mait•ai;ed. Tn adit4in, t1he 9S@t4
Generator Proeram shall include the following orovisiens:

5.5.2.11

Provisions for condition monitoring assessments. Condition
monitoring assess ma..t a a. n e u.n. ofte"'as found.

conit On f th ubn wt espect to h performýance
criteria.frs tuu.ng ya acc ..ident in4duced.

le~akag~e-. The "sfoun;d-" codiio cefer-s to: the cond~ition oýf
the@ tubingduin an 9G inspect4:ion out1age, aRS determine-.d. froQm
t-h i•7eie ip resutso-4 r Ly qo#t@e eans, i:Gr- te

t-he pglugiqng of tbs Condition monitoGring aseset hall.
be@ conduc3tedG du14rigJ each outage@ du-ringJ Which th;e 2G tubes@ aReC
inspected or plug , to c 4n;firm th.atth pfrn cir

are being met.

(continued)
(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.114 Stoam Generator (SO) Program (continuod)

S Porformanco critoria fcr Sc tubs intcgrity. SG tube integrity
shll bc- m;Aitainod by mRoting tho performance critsra ;for
tubc structural intogity, acciAdo induced leakage, a•n
oscrationl LEKAE

Structural integrity por.formanc crit..crio All in-
corvico stoam genorator tubcc shall rotain structural

intgrit...y oqvor tho full range of nGrmal Gopr.atin
conditions (including startup, opration in to power
r-ango, ho9t stand~by, and cool doWn anPd. All anticidpatode
traniont inouodJ the ds-ign specification) and
dccign bgasis aciot.This includocpp rotQaiJnin4g a
safety gact-r of 3.0 against b.urst undor orm.al stoady
sts "full powor- operation primary-to-secondary pressure
differontial and a safety factor of 1.4 against burst
applied to the design basic accident primary-to-
secondary pressure difforontials. Apart from the aboes
roeuiroments, additional leading conditions associated
with the design bacis aooidents, or combination of
accidents in accordance with the design and licensing
basis, shall also ho evaluated to detormino if the
associatod loads cont.....i...uts"* significantly to burst. or

ee44-apsee- In t-ho asA9mn of ubs; intgrity, t-hooc
loads that do significantly affect burst or collapse
shall bo dotorminod and assessed in combination with the
loads due to pressuro with a safety factor of 1.2 on tho
combined primary loads and 1.0 on axoal secondary loads.

Accident induood leakage performance criterion: The
primary to secondary accident induced leakage rato for
any design basic accident, ot-hlr- th a SC tube rupture,
shall not eoeod tho leakage rats assumod in the
accidont analysis in torms of total leakage rate for all
SGs and leakage rate for an individual Sr. Leakage 1-r,
not... to . .od 0.5 gpm per SG and 1 gpm through both. S. .

a-- The operational LEAKAGE porfor7man..... crior is
specified in LCo 3..13, "RCS Operational LEAKAGE."

(continued)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

55.2-4 I •Stoa onorato (SG) Prog..ram. (continued)

a-- Provisions for Sc tubo repair criteria.

4-.- Tubes found by inservico inspootion to contain flaws
ith a dcpth cgual to o excoeding5% of tc nominal

tubc wal h~ickness sh;all 1ec pluggcd,

d.ProGvisionsr for- SC ubiSPoctionRS, PcioioS tubsl inRspectiono~
sh.all be prom. Thon.. umsor. and. portions of thc tub.s
inspected and mcthods of inspection shall be perfcrmed with the

axi-al and1 cicmoota Gr-acks) that m~ay hoe presont along ths
longth4 of tho tuibs, fErom thop tubc totuohct od t h tubs
inlot tcthtubtodat th tus outlt, and that
may satisfy the applicablc tubs repair #riteria. The tubs-to
tuoesheet weld is not part of the tube.

Inadiinto mostin therguiJrsemcnt_ of' d1.l, d.2, and~ di.3
beoew, the inspestien ocops, inspestion m -th••s, and inspection
intervals shall he such as te ensure tha SC. .. t integrity is
mailtasind unttil the next SC inspccti.pt An assossmc.t of
dogradation Shall ho psrfoýrmcd to dotcr-mino the typo and. location
o-f flaw-s to w4hicrh tho tulgcs ma" hoe susccpti~blc and, b@asod on thi
a-&ssosomot, to dctcLrminopL whchinpcstio:n mot~hods nood to bc
omo~'_Lowod and .At. wh4At#oatos

-1- Inspost 100% of9 thc; tuboes _in sash SC; du01r-ing thoe first4
refueling outage following SC rcplacement.

2I .nsp.ct 100nn of tho tubsR at soquential poi4odq of q44,
108, :72, andthrcftr 60 offootivo ul powor- months.
The first sequential period shall Es considered to Legin
after t f insorvico inspeotion of th RC.
addiGtlion, inspeot 50%i of tho 4-tubes by tho~ ref-ue!4ing sutags

n#ar;s tho mipoint of tho porziod anPd. thccminn 50%
by tho r ..fuoinqg outago noarost thc nd of the poriod. N-e
SG shall eporate fer more than 72 effoctive full powor
months or three refueling outages (whichevor is less)

-3- If crack indications arc found in any SC tube, tho.n tho-
n..t nspeoesti. fer eseas SG for tho dogradation m..hanis.
that c-ausodeg tho crack iniato hall pp#t oxcood4 _24-
offostivo full powor- months~ or- ono roLfuoint1g outago
(whichever is less). If definitive information, such as
from o.am"inatin of a pulled tubs, diagnostic non-
dos~tr-uoti:v tostinRg, or- ongi-nooriýng ovalu_-ationA indiceatos
th~at a cr-ack14Ez 4ik iniaio snt oBSoosiotod wi~th
crooek(s) , thonp tho ind4ication noodL not# Es;L troatode_ as a

e. Provisions for monitoring operational prim.ar.y to seoondary
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)
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5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.12 I I- - , 4 1 - ý 4 - - ý4 1 1 4 n 1ivmn
esý ,, EGEIE=m

This -Program establishes thc rcquired tcsting of thc Engincrcd
Safety Feature filter v.entlation system "Co•nc Room Emergcncy Air
Cleanup System ." The frequency of testing shall be in accordance
with Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2. As a minimum the VFTP
program shall includc the following:

a. Inpiace testing ef the high efficiency particulate air (HEPA)
filters te demonstrate acceptable peerto and system
bypass when test. . at the appropriate system fowrate i

accrdacewith Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, andAS
N510-19:75 (see Note 1)-;-and4

bW InplAace test-ing of the charcoal adeerber to demonstrate
acceptable p.Aetration and system bpass Wo testea
appropriate system flowrate in accordance with Regulatory
Gui-de 1.5-2, Revision 2, and ANSI- N5110-19:75 (see Nt ) n

c. Laboratory testing of charcoal adserber samples obtained in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2 and tested
per the methodology of ASTM Q3303-1939 at 450G an-d-7%
relative humidity to show acceptable methyl iodide
penetration; and

d Testing to demnsterate the
HEPA filters, the prefilte

prossure drop across the c •ined

Eby and theU CuE UI&LU aucururEb, wHUII

nesbes ab one appoopusane syseem S*GwTae&-

Nate 1-4- S
N5lQ-1975
HEPA testi
alIternate.

ample and injection points shall be qualified per ANSI
unless ma.have bee qualifid per ASME N 1.

n.g. w

(continued)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

4•- - 2 Ventilation Filter Testing Program ,(,FTR (...P) (oie

-5. 5.:2.13-

The previsions o Tenal Specification Surveillance Requircment
3.0.2 and Technical Specification Surveillane Requirement 3.0.3 are
applicable to the VFTP test froguencies.

Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program

This program implements required testing of both now fuel oil and
stored fuel oil The program shall i•nlude sampling end testing
requirements, aR acceptanc. criteria, all in acodac with
appiahblo ASTM standards The purpese of #the progr is t
establish the following:

a. Acceptability of new fuel oil use prior to addition to storage
tzanks bay dletermining that; the fuel oil has:-

1-. an API gravity or an absolute specifie gravity within
limits,

a flash point and kinematic viscosity within limits for

ASTM 20 fuel oil, and

-3- a water and sediment content within limits.

b. ther- proGpertiesq -fo-r AS2TM 21D fu~el oil arwithin lAimiswti
31 days following sampling and addition to the storage tanks,
with exceptions noted in the Bases for Surveillance
Requirement 3 .83.3: and,

c. T particulate concen o o fue oil is * 10 rmg/ when
tested. evry 92 days in ao n wt.h A.ST. M 9-2276, Met:od A.

5.5.2.1-4 Delete

(continued)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

.- continued)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

This Pace Intontiona!!v ecft Blank

+continued)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.-5.-2.15ý J , i T I

wonrainmene Teakage Mate 'esting 'rogram

A program shall be established te implement the leakage ratc testing
of the containment as required by 10 CFR 50.59(e) and 10 CFPR 50,
Appendix J, Option B, as modified by approved Iexemtons. -Th-is
program shall be in accordance with the guidelines contained in
Regulator}y Guide 1.163, "Performance-Bascd Containment Leak-Test
Program," dateGd ep#ember 1995 as modified by the follewing

NET 94-01 - 1995, Section 9.2.3: The first Type A Test performed
after... th .Mar.h 31, 1995 Type A .Testsh performed no lat
than Mar-ch 30, 2010.

The calculated. peak conta inm..ent..i nt.ernal pressure re.laed to the
design basis lessof-coolant accident, P, is 19.0 psig (P, .ill
conservatively be ass.umed to be equal to the calculated Pe-a
containment internal pressure for the design basis Main Steam Line
Br4eak (51.5 psimg) fer= the pur~pose of containJm 'ent testing i-n
accordance with this Technical Specification).

The maximum allowable containment leakage rate, ,-r at1 p•-, shall be
0e10%gof conptainmet acr weight per- day

L~eakqageL rate; acceptance@ Gcrit:eria ar-e:

a. The Containment ev.ra. leakage Eat
*'ý 4-4-G L8 - During th4e first' unt4t
acco-r-d-ance #1ith thsprogr-am, the 1:
criteria are * 4-13• • for the Type

for the Type A tests;

e acceptance criterion is
'rtup follewing testing in
zakage rate acceptance
B and Type C tests and - Q-7-5

b. Air-lc etn acceg9t-anecrieri ar~e:

Overall air lock leakage rate is&

For each dor, te leakage r.ate. is

0L0 ; when 4@tested

W1 gI'Q4 wlQ
p.esur.z. e 4 • to d- -; - Q - psg-.
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

55-.15 Containment Leakage Rat- Testing Prog.am (Continued)

The provisions of Surveillanc Requirement 3.0.2 de net apply to the
test froquencies specified in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
D-G-e;...However, test frequencies specifid- in this Program may be
extended consistent with the guidance provided in NEI 94-01,
"Indus-t-ry Guideli.ne ForL Implementi4ng Pefrac aeGption Of
OC;FR 50, Appendix J," as .endosod by Regulatory Guide .163.

Specifically, NEI 94101 has these provisions for test frequencies
extension:

1. Consistent with standard scheduling praotiees for Technical
SpeciGfication Required Surveillances, intervals for re.....d.d
Type A testing may be extended by up to 15 months. This optioR
should be used only in cases w4here refueling schedules have been
ch4angedi to eeeae ether- -f-actors.

Specifatieons Required Sur.ei a11.nces, interval s f the

r......ded surveillance frequency for Type B and Type C testing
m.ay be exte d b up t.25 percent of theetest interval, not to
exceed 15 months.

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.3 are applicable to
the Cotanmn Leakage Ra#e Testing Pr.g.am.

5.5.2.16 * A~onroi RQ; ioom InvPIonHabitability Pogram..

A- Control Room Envelope (CRE) HaiaiiyProgrJamR shall b
established and implemented to ensure that CRE habitability is
maintained such that, with an OPEPELE Control Room Emergency Air
Cle.anup System (;REACUS), GRE occupants ca.n controlthe rea
safely under normal conditions and maintain it in a safe condition
followin 4 a radiological event, h.azar-d c.hemia r .elease., or a
smoke challenge. The program s 7all ensure ; tha adequate rdai
pr-oecýGin is .providd 4 I permit access and occupancy of h GRE
under design bas.isaccde (DBA) con•ditionswitho per.s.nnel
receiving raaG•at•• n exposues in excess of rem tota efet
dose equivalent (TEDE) for the duration of the accident. The
progr.am sha•l i d following elements:

a. The definition of the GRE and the GRE boundary.

aonditionn
mainte sane

including configuration control and preventive

(continued)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5,2.16 Ccntrol Room Envelope Habitability Program (Continued)

Requirements for 4i) d•t4emin e unfiltr ai
inleakage past- h CR• R boundary into the CR in
accordaneo with the testing methods and ;at t•
Frequencies specified in Sections C.l and C.2 of
Regu~latoery Guide 1.197ý, "Demonst~rcating otolR
7'n-rI 'nn Tný nr r

4
+- , n- MNr'l,, - r,~ D-,r.-r+ e

R-ev.4si- , May 203, and (44) assessing CRE habitability
at the Frequencies specified in Sections C.l and C.2 of
Regulator.. y Cýuie• 1.197, Rewvsio4 0

The fellewing is an exception to Sectiens C.I and C.2 of
Regulatory Cuide 1.197, Revision 0.

Appropriate application of ASTM - 711 shall include
the ability te take minor exceptions to the test
methdloGIIgy. Th1ese exceptions sh4all be douetdin
the test report.

Measuement •at designated locations, of the CR5 pressure
relative to all.exr na• • areas adjacentz to the CRE
boundary during pressurization mode of operation bý
one train.of the CREAC., operating at the flow rate

required by the VFT at a Frequency of 24 m.nths en a
STACCERED TEST BASIS. T•hru s be t• _Rrended and
used as part of the 24 month assessment ef the CR5
boundar1".

The quantitative limits on unfiltered air inleakage into

#he CR&. These limits shall be stated in a manner to
allw d.irc•t comparison to the iunf.4ilte air • inea•ka
measured by the testing descr-ibe in paragr.aph c. T#e
unfiltered air inleakage !lmit for radiological
challenges is the inleakage flew rate assumed in the
licensimng basiws analyses ofE IDA consequences. Unfilt er-ed
air inleakage limits for hazardous chemicas .must ensure
that expesure of CRE occupants to these hazards will he
within the assumptions in the licensing basis.

The previsions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the
Frequencies for assessing CR5 habitability, determining
CR.5 uin.leakage, and. measurlng qCR pressure aRd
assessing the CRE boundary as required by paragraphs c
and dl, r-especti:vely.

4r-

(continued)
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5.5.2.17 taduuur=ye! j t'Iku~ii~turi: i auiu arurii'n-L J[

Thir prgramR prov-idar for btcyrctrt
"hchincludcr& thceoloig

on and maintcnanc.

< 2.13 7, and

I

A&UL E9 LU L. Et 1 e 94kAl(ýEy EP :

2.07 V -hon a battcry cell or cells havc becn found lcss
than 2.13 7, and

Actions to equalize and test battery celis ttad b:•cpn
disccvcred with ciectrolyte leoel below the top of the
plates.
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5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.6 Sfaety unoPt-ion Ucorintin rgam w(gvU~

-5-4-1

44eh

his program ensures 1
.propri.ato a.ctions
4e samo timo, an oval-
afoty funotion oit

css of safety function is detected and
ke.gpon failuro to moot two or moro LCOcS at-

uation shall be mado to determino if loss of

SAdditionally, other appropriate limitations
catory actions may bo identifiod to eo takon

port systom inoporability and corroo~poGnding
cupportod system Conditin and Roguio

.~1.-- N. 4-0- 3--., n-. C T-.- C

ac arsult of tho
exception. to ontori
Actions. This rope

pan

sup

Pq

Nam EM reQuareWROR 0 An,

I-6.2 T-m Wrvisnio l conta stinie falieking:

Tv- Provicionoq for orocc train chocks to on a locc of tho

aooidont analysis does not go undeteoted.

oisions f s ensring tho plant is maintaned in A Saf

conition if -A loss8 of function condition oxss

e-, Provisions to ensure that
Completion Time is not in
multiple support system i

:app:
inoperable supported

ropriatoly extended a:
s1-'stem's

- -R- EG-RU-10- G-

R G Q 9 1 a 0:00-0-0-0 ýj&

40, Qt or anpa~rorat limiatios and romeial or copnstr
-ioGns,

0.6.3 A loss of safety function exists when, acsuming no concurrent singlo
failure, a safety function assumod in the aceidont analysis cannot
bo porformod. For tho purpose of this program, a loss of safety
function may exist whon a support system is inoperable, and:

-- A required systom redundtant.. to system(s) supported by, th
inoperablo Support sysRtom IS al-so inoporablo (Cace A); or*

A required system rodundant to system(s) in turn supported by
the ineperable supported system is Also inpeorabo (Case P);'

A required system redundant to support system(s) for the
supported systems (a) and (b) above is aocl inoporable (Caso

Q-

(continued)
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SFDP

4
ea e yAnre-.Q11P.k m ý

5 .6......

Generic Example:

i44nvw A Train B

Systemi Systemi
4- 4-

Syst-em4 ii (Support= .... y..•ctom)... Systaem--ii

ineperabe 4-
System iii System iii

e i4-

52 "stomiv Sysrtem ?

- Case C

- Case?

- CaroB

--4The SRafety FunctonDeemiato Pregram ident-ifies where a. loss of
safety function exists. If a loss of safety function is determined
to exist by this program, the appropriate Conditins and R.equired
Aetions oE the LCOint which the loss of safety fuion#Jp exta
rzequi~red to be en-terd

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.7 Reporting Requirements

5.7.1 Routine Reports

In addition to the applicable reporting requirements of Title 10,
Code of Federal Regulations, the following reports shall be
submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4. The reports shall be
addressed to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attention:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C., with a copy to the Regional
Administrator of the Regional Office of the NRC, unless otherwise
noted.

5.7.1.1

A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. -The
submittal shculd combing soetions common to all units at thc
station.

ofA oport coVoring tho activitio of th (Uit; as deescrrid
bgpalm: forL tho~ proevlious ca-londar- yoar-sal bo submýittod b;y Marcrh 31
of ozach year.

quirodee

a .Pe..e..

(continued)
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5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.7.1.1 Annual Reports (centinued)

Reacto. Coolant Syst tftit Specific Activity Report

Reports required en an annual basic shall include the results
cf specific activity analysis in which the primary coolant
exceeded the limits of Specification 3...... The following
information shall be included in th.ese reports:

4- Reacto- power history starting 1 hour.s prior tc #he
first sample in which the l ;ias ex.eeded; an

-21- Reutso the last isotopi analysis: for- -rzadioiod-ine
performed prior to exceedinG the limit, results of
analysis while the limit w:as exceeded and results of one

analysis after the radioiedine activity was reduced to
less than the limit. Each re;sut shouiinld includeda

andtim ofsampli!ng and the aiidn ocnrtos

Cleanup system flow history startin
the first sample in which the limit

18 hours prior to
vO 81 S e - - - - - - - - . -

.4-- Cr-aph of th~e 1-121
radioiedine isEtop
gram as a function
specific activity

e concentration in microcuries per
o-f t-ime og h uaino h

a•bove theo steaGdy-state l.vel.; and

When the specific activity of the-5- Thp #4mo duration

UUU.LLUILUA'2UU'J2'J +!AI2 :-HiP ii UIIU .. e ýiMý4

5.7.1.2 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report

- -- - - --- -NOTE---------
A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. Wh•
submittal should combine sections common to all units at the
station.

ThT Ahe RAdi a Ragical Environmental Operating Report covering the

facilitYl operation of thduring the previous calendar year shall be

submitted by May 15 of each year. The report shall include
summaries, interpretations, and analyses of trends of the results of
the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program for the reporting
period. The material provided shall be consistent with the

(continued)
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5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.7.1.2 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report (continued)

objectives outlined in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM),
and in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Sections IV.B.2, IV.B.3, and IV.C.

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report shall include
the results of analyses of all radiological environmental samples
and of all environmental radiation measurements taken during the
period pursuant to the locations specified in the table and figures
in the ODCM, as well as summarized and tabulated results of these
analyses and measurements in the format of the table in the
Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position, Revision 1,
November 1979. The report shall identify the thermoluminescent
dosimeter (TLD) results that represent collocated dosimeters in
relation to the NRC TLD program and the exposure period associated
with each result. In the event that some individual results are not
available for inclusion with the report, the report shall be
submitted noting and explaining the reasons for the missing results.
The missing data shall be submitted in a supplementary report as
soon as possible.

5.7.1.3 Radioactive Effluent Release Report

A singlc submittal ma. bc mada for a multiple unit station. # - -e

gstatio-n: ho' over-, foQr units-4 ;4th oprtrdw st s"teR8, the
submittal shall specify the roleasos of radioactive material from
eac4h uni:t.

The Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the operation of
Ethe during the previous calendar year shall be submitted before

May 1 of each year. The report shall include a summary of the

l quantities of radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents released from
I .... 44th . The report shall also include a summary of the quantities

of solid radioactive waste shipped from the directly to the
iit disposal site and quantities of solid radioactive waste shipped from

the 's intermediary processor to the disposal site. The

material provided shall be consistent with the objectives outlined
in the ODCM and Process Control Program (PCP) and in conformance
with 10 CFR 50.36a and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Section IV.B.l.

(continued)
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5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.7.1.4 (Deleted)

5.7.1.5 CORE OPER~mATIN LMTS•T REPORT (COLE)

e-. Core operating limits shall be established prior to each
-roloada cycle:, or rir to any r~emainingf portio4n o a- rooa
cydle, and shall bo documented in the COLR for the felloving:

-• Specification 3.1.1, "SHUTDOWN #fRCIN (SDM) -

A- Specification3..2 "SUD WN TRCN (.SDM) -I

A- SecificGation 31.4, "Mogde.r-4ator Tem~peraturea

4-- Specification 3.1.5, "Control Element Assembly (CEA)
Alignment;"

-5- Specification 3.1.7, "R lA InsertiJQon imi.ts;"

4-6- Specification 3.1.8, "Part Length Control Element
Assembly Insertion Limits;"

S- Specification 3.2.1, "Linear Heat Rate;"

-- Specification 3.2. 4, "Departure From Nucleate Boiling

A-• Specification 3.2.5, "Ali4l ao• Tnd."

4-9-- Specification 3.4.1, "RCS DNB (Pressure, Temperature,
and F...) TLimit;

S-.- Specification 3 .91, "Boron Concntrtio." ,

b- "The analytical methods used to determine the core operating
limits shall be those previously revie.d. and approeved by5, t.he
NRC. seecifica!!" these described in the fo!!owino documents:

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.7.1.5 CORE OPP TTN LIMITS PRE2PORT (COL-R) (continued)ý

4- CENP-1322P, "Calcu!ative Methods for the C-E Large Break
LOCA Evaluation Model"

A- 9 CENPD!372, "Calculative Methods for the C-E Small Break
LOCA valu4ationR Model"

-3.- CN 56() PA,"Modlifiedl Statistical Cobiatono

4- SCE-930-P-A, "Reload Analysis M.ethodolo.g.y for t;eS
Onofre Nuclear Ceneratino Station Units 2 and: 3"

Report Limitations an

4-• Letter, dated lMay 16,

tcation.. o .RC .Safet. y Evaluati
d/r ontrins n eladAnlyi

1986 C.W. Kniwghten (NRC) toE K.

Facility Operating Licene N 0and Amndment Ne. 3
to Facility Operating License NPF-15," San Onofre
Nuclear Generating Stat-iG UP4ts 2 and 3 (Cycle 3 SER)

Letter, dated January 9, 1985, C. W. KnIghten (NRC) to
K. P. Baskin, "Issuance of Arendment NG. 30 to Facility
Operating Licese..F. 1 ~_and menden Ne 19 to

Facility Operating License NPFL15," San Onefro Nuclear
Ceneratino Station Unit . 2 and 3 (Ccl 2 SER)

"Implementation of ZIRLOTI Cla;ddin:g Materialg in CE

Nuclar owe Ful Asemly esi:gns," CENWPD-404-P-A1

.CE.0901, ,,WR Reactor Physics Method.logy Using

Studsvik Delsg C:odes"

_. The core operating limits shll b1 e determ•i ned .a 4su
operation at UJTED THERMAL POWER such that all applicable
limits (e.g., fuel thermal-mechanical limits, core thermal
hydraulic limits, Emergency. Cor Cooling System (ECCS limi

nuc...lea ..r limit such..... as S9M, trnsen. aals is, and.

1= ý

ac.i.e.n..a..ysis m.....s; , one sa..y anaiysis are mcA.

Th.e COLR, including any mid-cycle revisions or supplements,
shall be orevidod ucen issuance for each reload l to the

4-.

9PQ

5.7.1.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RC9) PRESSURE -AND;TE-) E. LIMITS RE.PORT

( PT • oR)

RCS pressure an
tem~perature epe
1.1.oIIlRl I .; as htn

d temperature -im-its for eatup
r-ation, cri:ticGality, and h~ydres
and cod;nCates Shall b~e cot

I-

tic tostinpG as

a4Princo anP

aeuo-c in one wio ocr ,c , bdRlPT_ RPA-Iowia:
(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.7.1.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) PRESSURE AND TEMPEPTTURE LIMITS REPORT

Technical Spocifi
(./T).L.mitc

P;;tion 3.'.3 PCS Pressure and Tomoorature

Tochnical Specification 3.1.6 RCS Loops M ODE 4,

'w'cnnlca± pcCniCatJAn 2wi. / 19 ..... MOD. 5, Loops
-Fi :ll edG,

Technical Specification A 3..4 Lo w T.. Temperature Over.pr.essure
Protet LTGOP) System RCQS Temperature - PTL Limit, and

Tcil Specification 341.12.2 Le" Temperature Ov.rpr.es.sure

Protection (LTOP) System RCS Temperature > PTLR Limit.

The analytical metheds used to determine the RCS pressure and
temperature limits chall be those provious.y reviewod and

approved by the NRC, spocifically those deocribed in the
following documcnt:

CE NPSD-683-A, The Development of a RCS Pressure and
Tomper-4atr-e LiisRepor-t for= the R~emopval of P-Tz Limits and
LTOP Setpoints from the Technical Specifications.

The PTLR shall be provided to the NRC upon issuance for cashG_

supplement thereto.
P.Ge PeLz G an GL= aný G-r-

5.7.1.7 Hazardous Cargo Traffic Report

H• 3

7a-" #4q'~ iran rr C,
14 a

on Interstate 5 (!-5) and the A_
the reslt sub•mie • t NRC

It•b railw-ay
S•2 .1- 00 mon1 rore andql;;;
_,_ --R;. - A - _P _ -4 -A. _ e -4 e P G e e * e E, e E e e . e a ý s .

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.7.;2

Speci.al Repor.ts omay b.e required covering insp4ec..tion, test, an
maintenance activities. These special reports are dctermined on an
ndividua• • asic• g• - eac. u•i• and t preparatien a submittal
aro designated in the Technical Specifications.

Special Repo.ts shall be... cbmit te t•he . S. N Regulatory,
C om;A i siýe n, A t t enton # D_ - _ecu i1ment # Cont-; rol D ecsk, W ashi ýn g ton), D.C
20555, ith; a copy to the Regional Amiof the Regi4ona
Office of the NRC, in accordance with 10 CFR 50Q. within the time
period specified for oach report.

The following Special Reports shall be submitted:

a-.- When a pro-planned alternate method of monitoring post
accident instrumentation functions is required by Condition B
-r QCn4ti o TC o L 3.11, a report l be submittod
within 30 days from the time the action is required. 44

report shall outline the action taken, the cause of the
ineperabi!ity, and the plans and schedule for restoring the
instrumentation.. channels.. of.the.function..to..P.P.BLE status.

491- Any abnoermal dlegradlation of- the; containment srcuedtce
during the tests required by the Pro-Stressed Concrete
Containment Tendon Surveillance Program shall be reported to
th.e NRC: ;t44i 3 days. The report shall icl;udL a
description of the tendon condition, the condition of the
co.r.ete (especially at tendn .ancoages), the . .inspection
procedures, the toler.anc ..es en crack4ng, and the.correc
acionta• dken.

4e. A r-epor-t shal e submitteLd. it in18 d~ays after th;e initial
ent~ry i~nto MODE9 4 folloing4A completio:n of1 an inRspection
perform~ed4 -incoracewt thIe Seicaon5521 Steaml
Cenerýator (SC) Progrýam. Th4e rceport Shall incllude:

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5 : ; 9 eG a1 D-j-_ - (continue~d)

- The4s o.pe of inspections performed on c Sc,

4A Nondestructive eamination techniques utilized for each

4-,- Location, a--entatio- (if lin.ear.), and measud sizes (if
available) of service induced indications,

A9 Numbhe-r o-f tubes pluggedi during th1e ins4pectioEn outage for4 each
acGtive dgatinmech~anism,

4- Total number and percentage of tubes plugged to date,

A- The result4s of conditi.o.n. m. onitoring i ng e 4result of

tubge Pulls -;And in -situ testing.
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High Radiation Area
5.8

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.8 High Radiation Area

5.8.1 Each high radiation area as defined in 10 CFR 20 shall be barricaded and
conspicuously posted as a high radiation area, and entrance thereto shall
be controlled by requiring issuance of a Radiation Exposure Permit (REP).

Any individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such areas shall
be provided with or accompanied by one or more of the following:

a. A radiation monitoring device that continuously indicates the
radiation dose rate in the area,

b. A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the
radiation dose rate in the area and alarms when a preset integrated
dose is received. Entry into such areas with this monitoring device
may be made -after the dose rates in the area have been determined

and personnel have been made knowledgeable of them,

c. An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures with a
radiation dose rate monitoring device. This individual is
responsible for providing positive radiation protection control over
the activities within the area and shall perform periodic radiation
surveillance at the frequency specified in the radiation protection
procedures or the applicable REP.

(continued)
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High Radiation Area
5.8

5.8. High Radiation Area (continued)

5.8.2 In addition, areas that are accessible to personnel and that have
radiation levels greater than 1.0 rem (but less than 500 rads at 1 meter)
in 1 hour at 30 cm from the radiation source, or from any surface
penetrated by the radiation, shall be provided with locked doors to
prevent unauthorized entry, and the keys shall be maintained under the
administrative control of the shift manager on duty or radiation
protection supervisor. Doors shall remain locked except during periods of
access by personnel under an approved REP that specifies the dose rates in
the immediate work areas and the maximum allowable stay time for
individuals in that area. In lieu of a stay time specification on the
REP, direct or remote continuous surveillance (such as closed circuit TV
cameras) may be made by personnel qualified in radiation protection
procedures to provide positive exposure control over the activities being
performed within the area.

5.8.3 Individual high radiation areas that are accessible to personnel, that
could result in radiation doses greater than 1.0 rem in 1 hour, and that
are within large areas where no enclosure exists to enable locking and
where no enclosure can be reasonably constructed around the individual
area shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted. A flashing light shall
be activated as a warning device whenever the dose rate in such an area
exceeds or is expected to exceed 1.0 rem in 1 hour at 30 cm from the
radiation source or from any surface penetrated by the radiation.
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Definitions
1.1

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.1 Definitions

-------------------------------------- NOTE--------------------------------------
The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases.

Term Definition

ACTIONS

AINSERT 11 I
.A._VTAT_ S 1 •D• T4 ]•LVRT

ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that
prescribes Required Actions to be taken under
designated Conditions within specified Completion
Times.

ASI shall be the
of thc core less thepoe

generated in tho lower h
.....r. genrated in 4th upp

aI r

AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT

r4rlAI1•I' •T : 47•r •k

.. a.r or the eocoro rviee by the su.m or.e. ps..r.
gonc.r.ato.i.to.owr#an u r halves. oftho

core.-

~ lower --uppe
l1ower-i tipper-

AZMtH. ThPOWER N TILT sall e thc powerN as cmetorys
btenazimuth4ally %rercfueil assemAblies.

A incANNdeL CHAL TNE shal be theC adjT ustmen, as
necessar-y, of t-ho chneGutput suc~h. that; it-
rcesponds uihntho- nocossar-y r-ango andl accuracy
to known valuos 1ofrtho paramoter t the channog
f -; Th1;e CH4ANNE W CTQA.-TLI P RATI QN s h All enoem Fp a9Ss
tdhe entiro neices in the requirodn sensore ,
alarm.., dis..p.lay, and .trip function.s, and.sa ll

-inclu-ide the CHANNEL C FUNTINA TET CaibI@ra;;t ioGn
ef9 intumn hannols ;sith reitnetemper~aturoe
detector- (RTDQ) or4 thermocouG;ple sensrsc mRay consist
of an inplaco creass cairto Qf the sensin
lelemontsR anRd no-rmalR cairtino #ho _r~emaining_
adjustablo dovwicoes in the chne.Whoneer- a
-sonsing olement is rceplacod, th;e next rgui:rod
inplaco cross cairain osists ofcoprn
-tho othoRr sonsi:ng olements with; the eonl
inst#414 alled sonsinef eloment.

(continued)
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INSERT 1

CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER A CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER is an individual who
complies with provisions of the CERTIFIED FUEL
HANDLER training program required by TS 5.3.2.

Insert Page 1.1-1



Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions

(cont inue d)T

The CHANNEL CALIBRATION may be performed by means
of any series of- sequential, ovrapnor tota
ch'annel steps so that thp entire channel i
caIibrayted.

A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative
assessment, by observation, of channel behvo
during eperation.p This determination shall
include, Where possible, compar-ison- of9 thcane

InoicaU;on ano sratus to etner ;nPIcations or
status derived from independent instrument

fl UTA\N77h VT L VTO 'r'mTfnlMTA T mrPVCmr A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

a-. Analog channels - the injection of a simulated
or actual Signal into#- the canlascoet
the sensor as practicable to verify
OPERABILITY, including requ.ired alarm
interlocks, display and trip functions;

b .- Bistable channels (e.g., pressure s.it.hes and

switch contacts) -tho injection of asiuae
or actual Signal into the channel as clos t
the sensor as practicable to verify

OPERABILITY, including required alarm.and trip

a. Digital computer channels-the use of-
diagnostic programs to test digital coMmputerý
hardware -And. the -injection ofsiuae
process data into the channel to verify

OPERBILTYincluding alarm and trip

The CHAYNNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be pwerormed by
means of any series of sequential, everlapping, or
tetal channel steps sc that the entire channel is

CORE ALTER-ATION shall be the movement or
manipulation of any f.uel, seur.es, reactivit
control components, r ot.her components, excluding
control element assemblies (CEAs) withdrawn into
the upper guide struetwue, affecting reactivity,

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions

CORE OPEPRT!TNC LIMITS
REPORT ICODR)

wi.th-in the@ reacto vessl with LQ thevessel hezad
-r-emoved an~d fu1el inp thie vesl guspension of
CORE ALTEPTIONS shall not preclude com.pletion o
movement of a com.ponent t a cafe position.

The CO1R is the unit specific document that
proide'cyle specifica parzameter- limits fo#he-

current reload cycle. These cycle specific
par-ameter= lim-its shall be deemndfor; each;
reload cycle in accordance with Specification

5.7.1.5 Plant operation within these limits is
addressed in individual Specifications.

DOSE EQUIVALENT -1-31 shall be that concentration
of 1-131 (microcurios/gram) that alone would
produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and
isotopic mixture f I- 131, I-132, I-133, I-131,
and I1-35 actually present. The thyroid dose
conversion factors used for this calculation shall
b-e those liJsted -in ICQRP 3D, Supplement to Parýt 1,
pages 192-212, Tables titled, "Comitted Dose
Equivalent in Target Organs or. Tissues per Intake

E shall be the average (weightzed :;4 in propor.t.ion

to the concentration of each radionuclide in the

sum of the average beta and gaR~aa energies per
dlsintegration. (in Me.( for. isotoes, ether than
lodines, with h•lf lives > 1-5 minutes, making up
at least 95% of the total neniodine activity in

the cooAnt]

The ESE RESPONSE TIME shall be that time' interval
from when the monitored parameter exceeds its ESE

actatonsetpoi~n at the c-hannel seansor- untRil the
ESF equipment is capable of performing its safety
function (i.e., the valves travel to their
required positions, pump discharge pressures reach
th4ei r:--e qu iEr-e d val;;-Iu es, e tce. ). Tim;es shallinld
diesel generator starting and sequenee loading
delays, where applicable. The response time may
be measured by means of any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total steps se that the entire
response time is measured. In lieu of

E.- AVERA•GE
DISINTEGRA.TION-ENERGY••v

ENGINEERED SAFETY

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions

ENGINERDSF•ERTY

FEATURE (ESF) RESPO

TIME(Cniud
se.lec.ted copoe
and mothedPooo

pence time may bhe vrfe o
nts provided that the components

for eriicaionhave been

MErwavusi" raviowan. Aria gnucroyca W'' Eric bQ

LEAW~rG LEAA.9CE shall be:

a-. Identified LEAFACE

4-V LEAXCGE, such as that from pump seals or
Valve packing (eccept reactor coolant puMmp
(RCP) leakoff), that is captured. and
eanductod to collection systems or a sump
or collecting tank;

LE0A-KCEg into the cnanetamehr
from sources that are both specifically

with the operation of leakage detection
systems or not- to- bhe pressure bounda.r y
LEAKCGE; or

R-eactor Coolant Systom (RCS) LE.C
through a steam generator to the Scon.d.ary

System (Primary to secondary AC......

All LEAK.GE that is not identified LEARACE.

.ePesur Boundlary TEA-K.GE

LEAYThCE (except primary te secondary LEA9KGE)
through a nonisolable fault in an RCS
component body, pipe wall, or vessel "allI

A MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive
Qintiwn of core reactivity condition, power

level, average reactor . elant t eAmperatur, and

reacito vessel he ad closure belt tenioninga
epecifie in Table 1. -1 with fue in the reactor-
wooed.Sw

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions

OPERABLE- OPERABILITY

PHYSICS TESTS

A system, subsystem, train, component, or device
shall be OPERABLE when it is capable of performing
its specified safety function(s) and when all
necessary attendant instrumentation, controls,
normal or emergency electrical power, cooling and
seal water, lubrication, and other auxiliary
equipment that are required for the system,
subsystem, train, component, or device to perform
its specified safety function(s) are also capable
of performing their related support function(s).

PHYSICS TESTS shall bc those tests crformod to

mcasure te the fundamental nuclear characteristics of

e,- Dcscrib@ed In Ch4apter- 14, Initial Test -P-rogram
of theG SONOS UnitJs 2 an;d 3 UPSAR;

b-.- Authorized under the previsions of
10 CFR 50.59; or

c. Otherwise approved by the Nuclear Regulatory
CommA;.ISRission

RCS PRESSURE AND
TEMPEP.TURE LIMITS
REPORT (PTLR)

PLTED THERMAL POWER

REACTOR PROTECTIVE
SYSTE•M /DD (RPS) RESPONSE_9
.. . .. \...4 4. .. . .

IHU uitr iS UHO unIL LpUUILIU'JUUUIILUIL LHJL

proevides the c4; reator vessel pesr n
temperatukr.e limits, including heatup andl codnq.....
rates, for th;e cu-rr-ent reac-to-r ve-ssel -fuienGe

Pee4d4-. Th4ese prýessu~re and tem~per-ature limitsr
shal e etemiedfor- each; fu-ence per-ioed in

aecordance uith Specifieatien 5.7.1.6.

RTP shall e a ttlratrcr ettase
rate to the reactor c n o 3432 MWt

The RPS RESPONSE TIME shall e that tipc inter.val
from hen te mo-nitored paramete 41. itsRP

trip cetpeint at the channel soccer until
elecrical powrAt thie CEAs_ dir-ive -mec-hainism is,
intrrptd.Th4e response t-ime may be measur-ed bay

means of any serics of sequential, everlapping, or
total . tep. Rc that theentire response timc e is.

F In lie of; measurement, ;_ 9 r-esponse time
may be veri4f~ie~d -fo-r se-lected comRýponents provi:ded

(continued)
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Definitions
1.1

1.1 Definitions

REACTOR PROTECTIVE that the components and methodology for
SYSTEM (RPS) RESPONSE verification have been prceviusly reviewed and
T (continued) approved by the@ NRC.

SHU9TDOWN ŽtARC~iN (SO;9) SOR shall be the inttaeu amcGun at#
reactivi~ty bay which~ the 4cct r i ucitcle
would be subcritical frcm its present condition

e-a All full length CEAs (shEown and .r.egulating)
are fully inserted except for the single CEA
of highest reactivity werth, which is assumed
to be fully withdrawn. Hoevere, with all CEAs
verified fully insercted by two ind.ependent
means, it is not necessary to account for a
stucGk CEA in the SO cý alcrul Iat#ioAn. wit1 R
CEAs net capable of belng fully inserted, 4he
reaci.vijty worth o f-9- these CEAs must le
accounted for in the deeriao oSM, and

4a.- There is no change in part length CEA

With any CEAs not capable of being fully inserted,
the rectvtywr~th1 of these CEAs musA.t be;
accounted for in the determination of SDM.

ST-ACCEiRED TEST BASI A STACCE;RED TET ASIS- sqhall con~sist of th
testing of one of the systems, sub.systems,

chanRels, r ohper- dessgnated components dlu•ri
tlhe _interval specifimed b9y th~e Survweillanceý
Fr-equency, so9 that all syst~em:s, subDsystemRs,
channels, or other designated components are
testeed dur•n• Surveillance Frequency i•n.ter.vals-,

tt _is the total number ef systems,
subsystems, cannels, o- other- desgnated

components in the associated function.

T-HER}tAL POWER THERf-tTL POWER shall be the total reaetor cere hea
transfer rate to the reactorz coolant.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 1.1-6 Amendment No. 16,191



Definitions
1.1

M-"I-~1- 1 1 1 I 1 ,-4- 1N

ý RT9Q AVEFI.CEREACTO
PREAC T IVITY TT H E AL

NOPE~ 44t CON DIT IO.N •a-TEMPEPRATURE

1 Hot.Standby Q NA5

4Nhutdown NA 2 5Q 0

-4 Re~f CL+±IrLG- NA NA N4A

L'--r1l-A nr- A- n, lnnnl-

I~ 1 1-1- ý- I .. -- 4. --- ,
ik** L- ke ýt ý. tz k9 :1: v t-- 6 6 ke d= * i k!ý ek I=k ý, * k9 6 ýt 1= ký I& k:0 * t= ft *: uk :k: :k , k= kn! * t ft d: 1:9 t i tý kt .

woo or more reaceor 0001 ncr emeure ocioc 1c5~ LOOO fully OCOOThOCO.
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Logical Connectors
1.2

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.2 Logical Connectors

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to explain the meaning of
logical connectors.

Logical connectors are used in Technical Specifications (TS)
to discriminate between, and yet connect, discrete
Conditions, Required Actions, Completion Times,
Surveillances, and Frequencies. The only logical connectors
that appear in TS are AND and OR. The physical arrangement
of these connectors constitutes logical conventions with
specific meanings.

BACKGROUND Several levels of logic may be used to state Required
Actions. These levels are identified by the placement (or
nesting) of the logical connectors and by the number
assigned to each Required Action. The first level of logic
is identified by the first digit of the number assigned to a
Required Action and the placement of the logical connector
in the first level of nesting (i.e., left justified with the
number of the Required Action). The successive levels of
logic are identified by additional digits of the Required
Action number and by successive indentions of the logical
connectors.

When logical connectors are used to state a Condition,
Completion Time, Surveillance, or Frequency, only the first
level of logic is used, and the logical connector is left
justified with the statement of the Condition, Completion
Time, Surveillance, or Frequency.

EXAMPLE& The following example&
connectors.

illustratI the use of logical

(continued)
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Logical Connectors
1.2

1.2 Logical Connectors

EXAMP LES
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.2-1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. LCO not met. A.1 Verify .

AND

A.2 Restore .

In this example the logical connector AND is used to
indicate that when in Condition A, both Required Actions A.1
and A.2 must be completed.

(continued)
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Logical Connectors
1.2

1.2 Logical Connectors

EXAMPLES
(continued)

CREQUTIRDN Rg ACTION COM TIO TIM

A-. LCO not met.- A-A Tr . .

A . Verify

A44D

A.2.2.1 Reduce.

A. 2.2.2 Perform...

A4 Ali:gn.

Thiýs example r-eprzesont-s a mor cmplicated- us18 cf9 logical
concctrs.Requir-ed Actiones A-!, A.2, and A.2 arcP

atcrnatic choices, oAnly onc ofT whirh mu t bce performed as

nd.c.t.by the usecf thc logical conecor. OR and the

loft jsi dplamnt. Any unc of those lthrRee Acthion
may be chosen. If A.2 is chosen, then both A.2.! and A.2.2
maust= be promdas inicte 9y th1e lgcl onetrAND
n - -, , 4 - - -1 1 - ý 4, I ') ') 4 - " , , - - - -P - - - 4 7 0 0 1

or A.2.2.2. The indented position of
4f -'A,~4 -,--, ý-V4 I ') ') 1 - 4,, 7\ 0 0 0

oneA logicýal connecerGr
I ,- 4-A

Th •oieoly one of. . which must b e performed.
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Completion Times
1.3

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.3 Completion Times

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to establish the Completion
Time convention and to provide guidance for its use.

Istorane of irradiated fuel I

BACKGROUND Limiting Condition for Operation (LCOs) specify minimum
requirements for ensuring safe cpcration of the unit. The
ACTIONS associated with an LCO state Conditions that
typically describe the ways in which the requirements of the
LCO can fail to be met. Specified with each stated
Condition are Required Action(s) and Completion Time(s).

DESCRIPTION The Completion Time is the amount of time allowed for
completing a Required Action. It is referenced to the time
of discovery of a situation (e.g., inoperable equipment or
variable not within limits) that requires entering an
ACTIONS Condition unless otherwise specified, providing the
iI-i-J is in a MODE or specified condition stated in the
Applicability of the LCO. Required Actions must be
completed prior to the expiration of the specified
Completion Time. An ACTIONS Condition remains in effect and
the Required Actions apply until the Condition no longer

Ifa y exists or th ;-# is not within the LCO Applicability.

If situations arc dico.... that r..qur. . try int o
thn a. Conito at a tim .. ithin a sing C (m-ultiplc
Conditions) the Required AGctios for . a.h Codt R must ho
pcrfermed within t #hp c d Completion4 m4e When i.
multiple Co nse .parate Cmplti n Times ar. . trqGpd
for oaoh Condition starting from tho time of discopvery of
the itutio th•t rc• r• entry into t Condition

Onoo a Condition has boon entered, subsequ.nt trains,
subsystems, components, or variables exopressed in the
Condition• discovered te be inopcrablce r not w 4ii li4mis,
.. ;411 not rsult inp separ.ate entry intc thC.... unless

specifically tateod. The u d i f #1hc Con.dition

contin e t apply to cas-h adiina-alue 4:614
Completi4n T-imoS basd on initial entry i•t#he C-oni

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)

DES CR1PT ION
(continued)

However, when a subsequent train, Subsystem, component, or

varabeexpressed in the CPondiio iSPdsoee tob
inoperable or not within limits, the Completion Timels), may
be extended. To apply this Completion Time extension, two

critriamus f-i rst be met. The subsequent ieeaiiy

a- Must- ex.is cocurrent "ith thef inperability;

aMust remain inoperable or nct within limits after the
first inoperability is resolved.

The tota Completion TWim al.lowe for completing a Required
Action to address the subsequent inoperability shall be
limited to the more restrictive of either:

a-- The stated Completion Time, as measured from the
initial entry into the Cendition, plus an additional
241 hours; or

A- The stated Completion Time as measured from discovery
o f the subsequent inoperability.

The above Completion Time extensions do net apply to those
Specifications that have exceptions that allow completely
separate re-entry into the Ceonition (for each train,

subsystem, empGnent, go variable expressed in t

Condition) and separate tracking of Completion TimeA bse

on this ro-entry. These exceptions are stated in individual
Specifications.

The -above Completion T-ime extens-ion doees not apply t

Completion Time with a medified "time zero." This modified
"time- z. e" may be expressed as a repetitive time (i0e.,
"once per S hours," whore the Completion Time is refeence
from a previous completion of the Required Action versus the
tim~e ofA Condition entry) or as a t-ime modified by teprs
"from discovery . . ." Example 1.3 -3 illustrates one use of
this type of Comdpltions T The 10 d.ay oempletion Ti-me

specifed for Condit-ions A and. B in Example 1.3-3 may not be

G*4Qt4ndod.

A

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)

EXAMPLES The following example. illustrate the use of Completion
Times ith iff.r.nt typos of CInditin . d h ngin
Conditions.

EXAMPLE 1.3-1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

L Verify "."."

B. Required B.l B eIn MODE 3. 6 hours
Action and
associated AND
Completion ore
Time not B.2 Bo in MODE 5. 36 hours
met.

Condition B has two Required Actions. Each Required Action
has its own separate Completion Time. Each Completion Time
is referenced to the time that Condition B is entered.

P-erform the verification
IThe Required Actions of Condition B are to in-MO-E
iwithin 6 hours AN•n MODE 5 within 36 hours. A total of

6 hours is allowed fo r-ahing MODE 2 and a total of
136 hours (not 42 hours) is allowed for• • from
,the time that Condition B was entered. If . QQ-.... is rýeagej_(

within 3 hours, the time allowed for r•..i DW .. is the
next 7 hours because the to a time a-'owed for EeaG4.hin
jis 36 hours.

1perform the restoration

loerforming the verification
lperforming the restoration

[verification is performed

lperforming the restoration

1performing the restoration
Pr Roooo 4 iR enocr-d ;4]q4i ine IPUL W , DR n1e 4imc ;;io4.1oAW
1,4-- MnM C;

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)

1. opeinTms(continued)

ACT IO•S _

C4Q4D4:4 REQUIRED; ACIN OPLTONTM

A. One pump Al Restore pump to 7 ays
inopeable.OPERABLE status.

-9- Required B Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

action A and e r 4associated AN-

Time PotB- Be in MODE 5. 26 hours

When a pump is declared inoperable, Condition A is entered.

If the pump is not restored to OPERABLE status within
7 days, Condition B is also enterod and the Completion Time

inoperable pump is restored to OPERABLE status after
Conditio B is entered Cod 'A and B are exited, and
thie;cfeorc e Rcquir.ed. ActiPo o Condition B may be
t R 1m.inQAte Pd.

When a second pump is declared inoperable whle the first
pump is s inoperable, Cnio A is not r-eenered for•
the second pump. LCO 3.0.3 is entered, since the ACTIONS do
not include a Condition for more than one inoperable pump.
The Completion Time clock forCdition A dotiesl enet sto

after LCO -2 3..3is enterced, bgut coninuesP-jPr to be tr-akcked frori
the imre Cnito A WRaSintal entercd.

While in LCO 3.0.3, if .n. of th4 insporable pum.ps i
restored to OPERABLE status and the Completion Time for
Cnto A hoc;;... not . ipird•. , LC. 2..3 m2;ay be o..ted and

(continued)

opqer-ation cotiue4n acco~r-ionco wqith con4itien A.

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)

While in LCO 3.0.3, if one of t inoperable P.um.p is
restored to OPEP#BLE status and the Completien Time for

ConitonA h~as copirced, LCOg 3.0.3 m~ay b~e oxitod andi
operation continuod in accordance with Condition B. 4e
Completion Time for Condition B is tracked from thc time tho

Condition A Completion Time expired.

On restoring one of the pumps to OPEP.BLE status, the
Condition A Cplei n Time is nt r.eset, but continu from
the time the first pump was declared inoperable. Tl4-q

Completion T4 ime hma bee nded If th1e• pump restored to
OPEPfBLE status as the fir.st inoperable pump. A, 24 hQ;..

:tensien ~t the•e stated 7 days is allewed, proied. this.

does net result in the second pump being inoperable for
> 7 days.

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)

EXAMPLES
(continuaed)

EXAMPLE 1.233

ACTIOTTIS_ __ _

CONDIIN REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A- One Function .4-- Restore Functien G-ays

inoprabo. PERBLEstatuc. AN-P

10 days from
discovery' of
failure to meet

th1e LCO

One Function . Restore Functien 72- hou-rs
tY train to

10 days from

failure2 to meeLt:

th~e LCO9

-. One Function 44 Restore Function -72 hourcs
X trainX train to

inoperable. OPERABLE status.

AN4D __ 72-hours

One Function 4 Restore Function
Y trainY train to

inoperable. OPERABLE statue.

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)

Example 1.3-3 (continued)

When one Function X train and coo Function Y train arc

inoperable, Condition A and Condition B arc concurrently
appl4caea.- The Completion Times for Condition A and

from the time each train was declared inoperable and the
Condition was entered. A separate Completion Time is
esa R#-AbI isqh ed for con _ Pdition C_ -and( t r- aek e d froPPm. the t i m.e theR
sec.nd. tra-in wa declard inoperable (i e., the time the
tuation described in Condito C was d4iovered.). .

If Requir..ed ActioGn C i completed within the specified
CoGmpletýion Tim:Re, Codtin and- C are exited.. TMf#-;

Completion Time for Required Action Al h as net expired,
operation may continue in accordance wiith Condition A. _P
remaining Completion Time in Conditien A ic measured from

the time the affected train "-:as declared inoperable (i.e.,
initial entry into Condition A)

The Completion Times of Conditions A and B are modified by a
logical connecter, with a separate 10 •da•y Completien Time
measured from the time it was discovered the LCO was not

P In tis oxample, without the separate Completion Tim e
it would be possible to alternate between Conditions A, B,
and C in such a manner that operation could continue
indefinitey w.it.hute•e v restoring ystems to• • eet the. LCO.
The separate Completien Time modified by the phrase "from
discovery of failure to meet the LCO" is designed te prevent
indefinite continued operatien while net meeting the LCO.
This Cempletien Time allo's for an exception te the nermal
"time soe" freginning 14he Completion Time "cloc." ;-P
this instne the Completion Tme "time zero" is specified
as cemeneing at- the time the LCO was initially not met,
instead of at the time the associated Condition was entered.

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)

EXAMPLES
(continued)

N REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A- One or more A-l Re e.Ste valve(s) Ahours
~to OPEP.ABLE
inopeablestatus.

4-• Req9a4ce4 4--- Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

associated AN4.

CoGmplet io
T_ -imeAP PG,ý 4-2- -Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

APigeCmlto iei uedI for an" number~a~ of valves;
inoperable at the same time. The Completion Time associated
with Condition A is based en the initial entry into
Condition A and is net tracked on a per valve basis.
Declaring subsequent valVes inoperable, "I Le C•oditioJ A is

Cempletion Times.
____ I w•

Onceý one; of the; valves has:been restoQred4 to#,PQEstts
the Condition A Completion Time is not reset, but continues
from the time the first valve vas declared inoperable.
Completion Time may be extended if te v.ae r-estore. d to
OPER1hBLE status w-Sas the first inoperabLe valvye. Tke

Con;dition A Compqletion Timýe mRay beý eaxten~ded forL upj toa
4 houLs pv d is does. nt r.esult in any subsequen
valve being inoperable for > 4 hours.

f the Cempletion Ti•me of hour..s (including any extensin)

f'-44ý4-- 0 4- -- A

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for acah inoperable

CQNITIEOTN REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A- One or more A-l Restore valve to A hours
~OPEWJBLE status.

ARe• .... S Be in MODE 3. a P d.

associated A4_

CompetioTime-not •--2 Be in MODE 4. 1 or

T-h e Not#-e- Abv theVc-#-;P ACTý-IONS t abl; 1e- is a met #ho o-9 f mopdif ying
ho- the Completion Time is tracked. If this method of

modifying hew... the CompIotin Time is tr=aked Was applicable
only to a specific Condition, the Note would appear in that
ConPdit~ion rat~he-r than at the top of th4e ACTIONS Table.

Th:Ie Not4e alosCniinA- to4 be enteCred separ-ately for-
each inoperable valve, and Completion Times tracked on a per
valve basis. When a valve is declared inoperable,
Cond-ition A- is en~te(red an.d its, Com~pletion Tim;Ae sat.

.ubse.uent valves are d a inoperable, Cod o A is
Pntcared fer each valve andl eparate Completion Time Start-
and 4,are tracýkezd for- eacrhvle

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)

EXAMPLE 1.3 5 (continued)

tracned fo cuau valve. in a ad-e .. e
Condition -J ; A expir aes , Coniti c B i4--eP 4s entered forý t ha v;#,Alve.p
If th1e Com~pletioen Ti4:me s as Soci4atI:ed Sit ]subequent valve;ýs in
Cenditione A expirLe, Codiio B-is ente-red separ=ately for-
eac-h- valve andl separate CoempletionP Times stat Pad. are

trake fr echvave If; ar;], valve; that; cued ent-ry intop
Condition B is restored to OPEP•BLE statue, Condition B is

exitd fr tat alve.

Sine heNoe in; this examRple allows mul-Itiplq4e Condit4ion
entry and tracking f of sepa.ate Completion Tme, Compe!tion
Time extensiens de net apply.

EXAMPLE 1.3-6

NTREQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A- One channel •A Pe4rfer Qnce per

inoper-abl-e. SR3.xx.

O4R

A-. Reduce THERTPA RL q h:41s
POWER to

_-.- 50& RTn .

asseciated

TimeP not-
met.-

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)

1 CXAlMP I1o I ((cottnUd)

Entry into Condition A offers a ohoi
Action A-1 or A.. Required Ati4on

Cemplotion Time, which qualifies f9r
SR 3.0.2, to each performance after
If Required Action A.! is fo!!owod a
is not met within the Completion Tim
extension allowod by SR 3.0-2), Cand
Require? Action A A is followed An
2 hours is not met, Condition P is e

ce between Required
A1 hAS -A "Wnee per"
the 251 extension, per

the initial performanoe
nd the Required Action
e (including the 25%
itien B is entered 4-4
the Completion Time of
nterod.

Tf after entry into Conditio B, Required. Action A1- or -A--2
is met, Condition B is exited and operation may then
continue in Con.dition A

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)

EXMAMPLES
(co n t inud

EXAMPLE 1.377

A-. Q A-.- Verify affected
su.sy.stem subsystem

8 hours

4h4rD ftor

A-- R ...... subsystem 72hor

to OPERAhBLE

T-im Pt- Be in MODE 3.
Action and
associated __4_

Time not .-2 Be in MODE 5. 3 or

Requird Act-ipn A I has tWo Cmpletion TimsAhe1hu
Completion Time begins Rat the time thp Condition- isenrd

and4 eAGh "Once Per P hours8 thrate itervalbeisun
peerfrance of Required- ActiOn A--I.

If a-fter Condition A is en4e*r, Required Actioen A-1 is not
met within either the i-nitial 1 h o.ur er any subsequent
2 hour interval from the previous performance (including the
25% o -tenVin aoedby SR 3.0.2), Condiition ; JR etRed

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times (continued)

RE4A4PE TEXAMPLE 1.3I7 (continuod)

Tho Completion Time clock for Condition A does not step
aftor Condition B is entered, but continucs from the timo
Condition A was initially ontered. If Roguirod Action A.4
is mot after Condition B is entorod, Condition B is oxited
and. oporaton ma" continue in accordanco with Condition A,
proevided thoe Complot-ien Time foar Roquiroed AcGtionA. has not

IMMEDIATE When "Immediately" is used as a Completion Time, the
COMPLETION TIME Required Action should be pursued without delay and in a

controlled manner.
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1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.4 Frequency

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to define the proper use and
application of Frequency requirements.

DESCRIPTION Each Surveillance Requirement (SR) has a specified Frequency
in which the Surveillance must be met in order to meet the
associated LCO. An understanding of the correct application
of the specified Frequency is necessary for compliance with
the SR.

The "specified Frequency" is referred to throughout this
section and each of the Specifications of Section 3.0,
Surveillance Requirement (SR) Applicability. The "specified
Frequency" consists of the requirements of the Frequency
column of each SR, as well as certain Notes in the
Surveillance column that modify performance requirements.

Situations where a Surveillance could be required (i.e., its
Fr-qeuncy could ex pir), baut- ;4;icr i is net possible or nCt

dos-iro:d that it bc pc~r:formod until1 somotimoA-ý aftoýr #h
associated LCO is within its Applicabilit', cpr-es...

potential SR 3 1 conflicts. To- avo.id th conflicts, th
SR (i.e., thc Surveillance or the Frequency) is stated such
that~ it i£ onl" "ronuirod" when it ran ho ond should bo

p .e4.. Wt h. an SR satisfied, SRSR 3.n.4 imps.s no9
restriGti1n.

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the various ways that
Frequencies are specified. In these examples, the
Applicability of the LCO (LCO not shown) is MODES 1, 2,

occurs whenever any fuel assembly -

is stored in the fuel storage pool I

(continued)
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1.4 Frequency (continued)

EXAMPLES
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.4-1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

erm CHAiNEL CHECK. 7

Example 1.4-1 contains the type of SR most often encountered
in the Technical Specifications (TS). The Frequency

days specifies an interval ) during which the associated

Surveillance must be performed at least one time.

7 days] Performance of the Surveillance initiates the subsequent
interval. Although the Frequency is stated as-2 hours, an
extension of the time interval to 1.25 times the stated
Frequency is allowed by SR 3.0.2 for operational
flexibility. The measurement of this interval continues at
all times, even when the SR is not required to be met per

fi SR 3.0.1 (such as when the equipment is inoperable, a
variable is outside specified limits, or the4-n-- is outside
the Applicability of the LCO) . If the interval specified by
sR 3.0.2 is exceeded while the-i- is in a MODE or ethcr
specified condition in the Applicability of the LCO, anR th4e
pcrformancc of the Jusilac PA# nocher-;izc mcdA(ificd
(rcfgcr• tc Example 1 34-), then SR 3.0.3 becomes applicable.

....cii If the .interval as specified by SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while

th is not in a MODE or ethP r specified condition in

the Applicability of the LCO for which performance of the SR
is required, the Surveillance must be performed within the
Frequency requirements of SR 3.0.2 prior to entry into the
MODE or Ath#r specified condition. Failure to do so would
result in a violation of SR 3.0.4.

(continued)
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1.4 Frequency (continued)

EXAMPLES
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.4-2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Tcrifw flo ý w isýJ wthi;.4n limits.4-4 -"

Prior to movinga 2 T
lVerify ... I fuel assembly...

ANP

24 heurs

-illustrates

Example 1.4-2 has two Frequencies. The first is a one time
performance Frequency, and thc seond is of the type shown
in Examplo 1.41. The logical connccter "AND"- indicates

4 - 4 - - - - - - - 1,0,, C: 0rLQ Dmfl

1 25% RTP, the Survcill
1:2 hours.g

. Rnce must bo erformed withi

tg Ig m 1 m e
14g... use o 'once'G i.nicates A. singe perrormance wi

, J • 1 1
sa.issy .. e specii.ee. 'requency .assum.ng no c.Aer
Frequencies are connected ... by ", ,") . This type of Frequency
does not qualify for the 25% extension allowed by SR 3.0.2.
"Thercafter" indicates future performances must be•

established per SR 3.0.2, but enly after a specified
nontdtiAn ig fi4rt Met 4 ... #h9- "nPRm" =-r-;Ra;46 JP this

e~a~p4.e-)-.- IfE reato pwer dcra 4-.--' - ORQ nmn 4-1-.,-~

(continued)

New.interval start.

Upon. reactor paver reaching 25% RTE.

(continued)
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1.4 Frequency (continued)

1_22VLILEZP'tO h~ft#47UI--.Lý2&iTh 1
NOT. E .. ... ... . ...

Not required t be per f ..rm u nt
12 houdrs after * O-•%-Rm--D

Pcrform channel adjustment. :

The interval continues, whcther or not thc unit operation is
< 25% RTP between pcrformanccs.

As the Note; mod~ifiles thle reqGuir-ed cerfor-mance. of the
Surveillance, t is cnstrued to• be par# of #•e; "specified

Feuny"Should th4e 7 day intervcal be4 exceed~ed. ;0hJile
operation is < 25% RTP, this Note allows 12 hours after
power.reachs t- _25% RTP to perform the Surveillc.. Te
Surveillance is still considered to be performed within the
"specified Frequency." Therefore, if the Surveillance were
net performed within the 7 day (plus 25% per- SR nC
interval, but operation was .25% RTP, it euld not

~nstitut a98failureG; of teSR o9r- failur tometthLO
Alse, no vil o of SR 3.0.1 occurs when changing MODES,

even wi..t.h the :7 Gday Frequency net met, pr.ovid.ed. operation
doL:es AAt exceed- 12 hours8 with jpowerý *L 25%; FTP.

Ocep,( t~he unit: r-eaches 25% RT-P, 1:2 houars ol ealoego

performed within this .. 1 r int;eaj, t.h&ere wo•uld then • be

a failure to perform a Surveillance within the specified
Frequency; MODE changes then would be restricted in
accordance wt SR 3 nan th•e ;r;visiens of SR 2303
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3.0

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

LCO 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the MODES or other specified
conditions in the Applicability, except as provided in
LCO 3.0.2 and LCo 3.0.7.

LCO 3.0.2 Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the Required
Actions of the associated Conditions shall be met, except as
proevidedl in ICO.0. and TICOQ 3.0.6.

If the LCO is met or is no longer applicable prior to
expiration of the specified Completion Time(s), completion
of the Required Action(s) is not required, unless otherwise
stated.

~GO I-OI4 henan COis not Met; and. the rsociate ACINSaeo
m•et ora aa•cc.ciate-ACTION is not provided, the u.ni4t sha;Il

19e placed ip a MODE or other specified condition in which

the LCO is not applicable. Action shall be initiated within
1 h Gour. place te unit, as aiipplicable, in:

a. MODE 3 , with 7 , h o.u

h-.- MODEAý within 13 heurs; and

e-- MODE 5 within 37 hours.

Exceptions to t4hi Specification are stated in the
individual Specifications.

Where corrective measures are completed that permit
operation in accordance with the LCo or ACTIONS, cempletion
ef the actions required by LCo 3.0.3 is not required.

LCO 3.0.3 is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

W1; When an ECO is net met, entry into a MODE or ether specified
di i th e Applicability shall ot be d-e- .except when

the associated ACT.ONS to be entered permit continued
operation in the MODE er other specified condition in the
Applicability for an unlim•ite per4ed of time. Wk4s

(continued)
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3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY (continued)

LCO3.0n 1
(continuod)

Spocification ha1ll not provont ch.anges i MODES or othc-
spooificd conditions in tho Applicability that arc rcquirod

to9 complyý w-ith ACTIO-NS.

option. s to this Spccification aro statc in th

individual Specifications. Th; F ..e.. e optiens allow ctr•y
into MODES or ether speoified conditions in tho
Applicability uhen the associatod ACTIONS te boe ntered
allow unit operation in the MODE or other specified
conditicn in the Applicability only for a limited period of

-Equipment roemved from service or deelared inpeprable to
omply with ACTIONS may he rot-urned to sorvice under

administrative control solely to porfg-m testing r..quie•d t

demonstrate its PEPm L PTT 4 or the DPEPDEDITY!V f oth

e G1 ..1 This is an exception t L 3.0.- 2 -f the4 e syctem
returned to sorvico undcr administrativo control to perform
the testing roquirod to demonstrate OPERABILITY.

bCQ .3Q .4 When a supported system LCO is not met soeoly due to a
support• system LCO nGt being mot, #t1ho Coiti-ns and

Roquitried Actins Rassi d with this supprtCed systohi M ahrc

not rfequired tio esteraed Only th4e supptot sysetee L

ACTIONS arce required tioe e entered. Thirs is an exooptin t

LC= 3.0.2 forth4e supported system. In this evont,
a~dditional4 ovaluationsp; and- limitations may hoe reoquirod in

accordance ith Spc a 5, "safety
Dtem nProgram (SEDP) -' I -f a;; losR s of saf-ety fnctionue

iJs detrmne tooxi4st by5 thi;s progr-am, th4e approepria:t~e
Cond~itions andl Roqfuired- Act-ions, of the ECO in whih-he loss,

f,1 cafoty funtioeist arc;-= roequir-ed to hoe entered

Wh4en a su4pport= syst-em's ReurdActionQ di4roets; A. support~ed
system to b;e declared i:noperablel or d-irects ontrzy into
Conditioens and4 Requirod- Actionps for a su--pportod systomR, thoe

4pichl Cndtinsand Requi:r-ed Actio-ns sh~all hoe ontoedýe

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
3.0

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY (continued)

g 4 Spocial tost oxception (9TE) TCr inP oAh app•lic.bl• a TC

seot-icn allew. spocý9iiod- TcohnIPioal SpocificGations(S)
LCO 3.0.7 requiromonts tc be ohanged to permnit po.........
of special tosts and operations. Unless othrwise
specified, all other TS reguirements remain unchanged.
CoRpliance .ith STE LCGs is optional. When an STE TC is
desir 1;d t bo 1;mt•bu is not mot, t•hc ACT t E TCO
sh8a1l bo; Mt. When an STEW CO i4s not dosirode toG be maet,
entry into a MODE or other specified condition in tho
Applicability shall only be madq in• .cco..nc . ith the
other applicable Specifications.

SAN ONOFRE UNIT-3 3.0-3 Amendment No. 116



SR Applicability
3.0

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY

SR 3.0.1 SRs shall be met during the MODES or other specified
conditions in the Applicability for individual LCOs, unless
otherwise stated in the SR. Failure to meet a Surveillance,
whether such failure is experienced during the performance
of the Surveillance or between performances of the
Surveillance, shall be failure to meet the LCO. Failure to
perform a Surveillance within the specified Frequency shall
be failure to meet the LCO except as provided in SR 3.0.3.
Surveillances do not have to be performed on inoperable
equipment or variables outside specified limits.

SR 3.0.2 The specified Frequency for each SR is met if the
Surveillance is performed within 1.25 times the interval
specified in the Frequency, as measured from the previous
performance or as measured from the time a specified
condition of the Frequency is met.

For Frequencies speGified as "once," thR above interval
extension does not apply.

If a Completion Timc requires periodic performance Gn a
.... c per.. "ba.i....h...b• .v Fr ..qucny ... t.ns..n

E9ceptions to this Specification are stated in the
individual Specifications.

SR 3.0.3 If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed
within its specified Frequency, then compliance with the
requirement to declare the LCO not met may be delayed, from
the time of discovery, up to 24 hours or up to the limit of
the specified Frequency, whichever is greater. This delay
period is permitted to allow performance of the
Surveillance. A risk evaluation shall be performed for any
Surveillance delayed greater than 24 hours and the risk
impact shall be managed.

If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay
period, the LCO must immediately be declared not met, and
the applicable Condition(s) must be entered. The Completion
Times of the Required Actions begin immediately upon
expiration of the delay period.

(continued)
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SR Applicability
3.0

3.0 SR APPLICABILITY

SR 3.0.3
(continued)

When the Surveillance is performed within the delay period
and the Surveillance is not met, the LCO must immediately be
declared not met, and the applicable Condition(s) must be
entered. The Completion Times of the Required Actions begin
immediately upon failure to meet the Surveillance.

SR 3.0.4 Entry into a MODE or cther specified condition in the
Applicability of an LCO shall not be made unless the LCO's
Surveillances have been met within their specified
Frequency. This provision shall not prevent entry into
MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with Actions.

SAN ONOFRE UNIT-3 3.0-5 Amendment No. 116



Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

3n-.ýPOýAý SY EMS

ue tragePool Water Level

LCO 3- 7- e fuel storage pool water level shall be Ž 23 ft over the
top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the storage
racks.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel storage pool A.1 NOTE
water level not within LCO 3.0.3 is not
limit. ppliabl.

Suspend movement of Immediately
fuel assemblies in
fuel storage pool.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR . Verify the fuel storage pool water level is 7 days
, 23 ft above the top of irradiated fuel
assemblies seated in the storage racks,

,ý- =3.11-1
3.71*9SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 Amendment No. +-+6,219 1



Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

••ýPLANT SYSTEMS

- ý F Storage Pool Boron Concentration

LTO The fuel storage pool boron concentration shall be
' 2000 ppm.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any
pool.

fuel assembly is stored in the fuel storage

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel storage pool - NOTE -

boron concentration LOG 3.0.3 is net applicable.
not within limit.

A.1 Suspend movement of Immediately
fuel assemblies in
the fuel storage
pool.

AND

A.2 Initiate action to Immediately
restore fuel storage

pool boron
concentration to
within limit.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3
3-1 1

Amendment No. 205



Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 2.7Veify the fuel storage pool boron 7 days
concentration is within limit.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3

23-
Amendment No. 116



Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

ý3.3.1

PLANT SYSTEMS

pnt Fuel Assembly Storage

LCO The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each
SONGS 2 and 3 spent fuel assembly stored in Region I shall
be within the acceptable burnup domain of Figure or3.1.3-2 Figure. 2,or the fuel assembly shall be stored i'--3.1.3-1•

accordance with Technical Specification 4.3.1.1.

The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each
SONGS 2 and 3 spent fuel assembly stored in Region II shall
be within the acceptable burnup domain of Figure or

Figure 2.71Q-, or the fuel assembly shall be stored i 3.3-3
accordance with Technical Specification 4.3.1.1.

Each SONGS 1 uranium dioxide spent fuel assembly stored in
Region II shall be stored in accordance with Technical
Specification 4.3.1.1.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in the fuel storage
pool.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Requirements of the A.1 - NOTE -

LCO not met. LCO 3.0.3 is not

applicablo.

Initiate action to bring Immediately
the noncomplying fuel
assembly into compliance.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 9.4 !81.! Verify by administrative means the initial Prior to moving a
enrichment, burnup, and cooling time of the fuel assembly to
fuel assembly are in accordance with LCO any spent fuel
2 2-9, or Design Features 4.3.1.1, or LCS pool storage

E.I.I1_/I4.3.100. Rev 2, dated 09/27/07. location.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3

1313-11
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

FIGURE .2

MINIMUM BURNUP AND COOLING TIME VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT

FOR

UNRESTRICTED PLACEMENT OF SONGS 2 AND 3 FUEL

IN

REGION I RACKS
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

3.71.3

FIGURE 2.7 IR2

13.1.3-21

MINIMUM BURNUP AND COOLING TIME VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT

FOR
PLACEMENT OF SONGS 2 AND 3 FUEL IN PERIPHERAL POOL LOCATIONS

IN

REGION I RACKS
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

FIGURE .- 3

MINIMUM BURNUP AND COOLING TIME VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT

FOR

UNRESTRICTED PLACEMENT OF SONGS 2 AND 3 FUEL

IN

REGION II RACKS
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

FIGUREL3.!-

13.1.3-41

MINIMUM BURNUP AND COOLING TIME VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT

FOR

PLACEMENT OF SONGS 2 AND 3 FUEL IN PERIPHERAL POOL LOCATIONS

IN
REGION II RACKS

40
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Design Features

4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

4.1 Site

4.1.1 Exclusion Area Boundary

The exclusion area boundary shall be as shown in Figure 4.1-1.

4.1.2 Low Pooulation Zone (LPZ)

The LPZ shall be as shown in Figure 4.1-2.

4.2 R.eactor Cere<-Deleted.j

A 4 Fuol Assemblies

The reactor shall contain 217 fuel assem!Lics. Each assembly
shall consist of a matrix of Zircalcy or ZIRLOTM clad fuel reds
wit#h anP initial#ýG oopoito ofatuaral or- slightly onrched
uranium dioxide (UQO) as fuel material. Integral er Discrete

.ur.nale Abr(ber PRGos may be u. They m.ayincle:
boro.si4icate glass - Na-0-B -siD. components, boron caride. BC,
zirconium beride - • gade!inium oxide - GdD, erbium oxide

Z Lr Limited substitutions of zirconium alloy (such as ZIRLCTM

or ircloy orstanles seelfilerodsfor- fu-el reQds, in
accrdnc . ith approved applications of fuel rod conf4iguratioS,
m~ay be used. Fuelasseblio-s shal9e limiteJ6d tothsPfe
designs that have been analyzed with app!icabqle NRC staff approved
codes and methods and shown by tests or analysecs to comply with
all fuel safety design basos. A limited nue of load tes

assemblies that have.n. + n opl representative testing may ie

placed in nonlimiRting core rgos

AI2. Control Element Assemblies

The reactor crer shall contain 33 full length and eight part
length control clement assemRlies (CEAs). The control material
sph-all- be sivrinimcdmubroGn carbidGe, and. inoenol as
approved by the NPRC.

(continued)
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)
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Figure 4.1-1 (page 1 of 1)

Exclusion Area Boundary

(continued)
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)

Figure 4.1-2 (page 1 of 1)

Low Population Zone

(continued)
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)

4.3 Fuel Storage

4.3.1 Criticality

4.3.1.1 The spent fuel storage racks are designed and shall be
maintained with:

a. Fuel assemblies having a maximum U-235 enrichment
of 4.8 weight percent;

b. Keff < 1.0 if fully flooded with unborated water,
which includes an allowance for uncertainties as

described in Section 9.1 of the UFSAR;

c. KefE :g 0.95 if fully flooded with water borated to
1700 ppm, which includes an allowance for
uncertainties as described in Section 9.1 of the
UFSAR;

d. Three or five Borated stainless steel guide tube
inserts (GT-Insert) may be used. When three
Borated stainless steel guide tube inserts are
used, they will be installed in an assembly's
center guide tube, the guide tube associated with
the serial number, and the diagonally opposite
guide tube. Fuel containing GT-Inserts may be
placed in either Region I or Region II. However,
credit for GT-Inserts is only taken for Region II
storage.

A five-finger CEA may be installed in an assembly.
Fuel containing a five-finger CEA may be placed in
either Region I or Region II. Credit for inserted
5-finger CEAs is taken for both Region I and
Region II.

e. A nominal 8.85 inch center to center distance
between fuel assemblies placed in Region II;

f. A nominal 10.40 inch center to center distance
between fuel assemblies placed in Region I;

(continued)
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ITS Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)

4.3.1 Criticality (continued)

g. Prior to using the storage criteria of LCO

and LCS 4.0.100, the following uncertainties will
be applied:

(1) The calculated discharge burnup of San Onofre
Units 2 and 3 assemblies will be reduced by
6.6%.

(2) The calculated discharge burnup of San Onofre
Unit 1 fuel assemblies will be reduced by
10.0%.

13.1.3-11 h. Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the

"acceptable range" of Figure 4 ;......are allowed
unrestricted storage in Region I;

3 i. Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies ith a burnup in theF371 T2 "acceptable range" of Figure 3.1@-2 are allowed
unrestricted storage in the peripheral pool
locations with 1 or 2 faces toward the spent fuel
pool walls of Region I;

_3._3-3_ j" Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the
"acceptable range" of Figure-.7.18-3 are allowed

unrestricted storage in Region II;

___"1"-4k" Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the
"acceptable range" of Figure w.7l8 ' are allowed

unrestricted storage in the peripheral pool
locations with 1 or 2 faces toward the spent fuel
pool walls of Region II;

F-igure 1.1 .3-1,
Figure 3.1.3-2,
Figure 3.1.3-3, and
Figure 3.1.3-4

1. Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the
"unacceptable range" ofJi11ure .... 9 41e1,Fiure

3718--9 , F.gur. 3.18-3, aAn Figure 3 ;.18 4 will
be stored in compliance with Licensee Controlled
Specification 4.0.100 Rev. 2, dated 09/27/07; and

m. Each SONGS 1 uranium dioxide spent fuel assembly
stored in Region II shall be stored in accordance
with Licensee Controlled Specification 4.0.100
Rev. 2, dated 09/27/07.

(continued)
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES (continued)

4.3 Fuel Storage (continued)

243-.1. The new fuel storage racks
maintained with:

M-V designed and shall be

e-,- Fuel assemblies havinG a maximum U-235 enrichment
of 4.8 weight percent:

FeRSR . 0.95 if fullyfod wi th, ubrate '.ater,
which includes an allo'e'once for uncertainties as
described in Section 9.1 of the UFS;T h

Fe• t 0.9 if moderate by aqueous fom which.

includes an allowance for uncertainties as

described in Section 9.1 of the tFpAR; adi

4-, A minimum 29 inc cete to cente disance between....

fuel assemblies placed in the storage racks.

4.3.2 Drainage

The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained to
~prevent inadvertent draining of the pooi below Technical

Specification value (23 feet above the top of irradiated
fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks).

4.3.3 Capacity

The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained

with a storage capacity limited to no more than 1542 fuel
assemblies.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 4.0-5 Amendment No. 1-1-6, 120



Responsibility
5.1

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.1 Responsibility

5.1.1

5.1.2

The corporate officer with direct responsibility for the plant shall
be responsible for overall unit operation and maintenance of
management of the Units 2 and 3 at San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station, and all site support functions. He shall delegate in
writing the succession to this responsibility during his absence.

The Shift Manager shall be responsible for the ultimate command
decision authority for all unit activities and operations which
affect the safety of the plant, site personnel, and/or the general
public. A manage.ment dire-tive te this -ffet, signed by the

•prate lffiler with direet respon¥sibility for the plant shall be
I - . - t' BI

I I I lI i I

in ,p j njn.. WrIL WaJi CA I..II LJ-j4. U 5. AJ~j ýLt.I * IQ .1 Ij t a - W-R Jan4 tII in am *J h.II

Control ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. Rm oradfuti. Amanagement directive to this
ffeect, signed by the corperate effieer with direet responsibility
Fe. the plant, shall be issued annually to all site/stati- n
personnel. The . .nfines of the Control Room Area shall be defined
as depieted in the Licansee Controlled Speeification (LES). During
any absence of the CRS from the Control Room Area while the Unit is-
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, an individual with am active Senior Reactor
Operator's (SRO) lieense shall be designated to assumae the Contral
Room command function. Duin 'n a.bsenee of the CRS fromn the

Control ~ ~ ~ ~ % omArawieteUIt is mi MODE 5 or 6, an individual
with an active SRO license -r Rcacte Operator's license shall be

Fiq iae te Aqirznp the' trntr-a1 Ren emm.and funetior.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 5.0-1 Amendment No. 499 XXX I



Organization
5.2

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.2 Organization

5.2.1 Onsite and Offsite Organizations

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for tl--t plant
operation and corporate management, respectively. The onsite and
offsite organizations shall include the positions for activities
affecting the safety of the nuclear power-plant fuel.

a. Lines of authority, responsibility, and communication shall be
established and defined for the highest management levels
through intermediate levels to and including all operating
organization positions. These relationships shall be
documented and updated, as appropriate, in the form of
organization charts, functional descriptions of departmental
responsibilities and relationships, and job descriptions for
key personnel positions, or in equivalent forms of
documentation. These relationships, including the plant-
specific titles of those personnel fulfilling the
responsibilities for the positions delineated in these
Technical Specifications, are documented in the UFSAR.

b. The corporate officer with direct responsibility for the plant
shall be responsible for overall tft~t safe handling and
storage epe0ratie of nuclear fuel and shall have control over
those onsite activities necessary for safe operation
maeinenamee handling and storage of the nuclear fuel p±an.

c. A specified corporate officer (or officers) shall have
corporate responsibility for overall plant nuclear safety and
shall take any measures needed to ensure acceptable
performance of the staff in operating, maintaining, and
providing technical support to the plant to ensure safe
management of nuclear fuel safety. ICERTIFIED FUEL HANDLERS I

d. The individuals who train the .p.rat.. g staff e-11.
Ianders, and those who carry out heaith physies radiation
protection and quality assurance functions may report to the
appropriate onsite manager; however, they shall have
sufficient organizational freedom to ensure their iependenee
from.. operating pr,.sur. ability to perform their assigned
functions.

(continued)
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Organization
5.2

5.2 Organization (continued)

5.2.2 UN44 FACILITY STAFF

The tm-t facility staff organization shall include the following:

II

i I * Aa. fl fl'.SNt - L.I tfl..IIJl.NA ~JjJ.* L'.SN .tIN L~ 1J3 I ~ttNtJ 1.14 L~.&t.II S ~Ut.. 1.1.11

~oiairr~gFuel and an additional noni Licnsed Operator shall
h'A AGT~iAR." fAP aR~ W~i* WhOn ;I PrDiRP iQ A n'atiAR, iP n Hflfl

1, 2,• 3,or -. Each on duty shift shall
least the minimum shift crew composition
5.2.2-1.

be composed of at
shown in Table

With both units shutdown or d.fueled, a total of three nomn
Lieensed operatetrs are required for the two unR.is

b-.- At least one licersed Reaetor Operator (RO) shall be in the
Conitrol Room when fuel is in the reaptor. in addition, while
the unit is in MODE 1, 2, 3 or 4, at least one li.ens.d Senior
Reaeter Operator (SRO) shall be in the Control Room Area.

e-.b. Shift crew composition may be less than the minimum
requirement of 0a Table 5.2.2-1
for a period of time not to exceed 2 hours in order to
accommodate unexpected absence of on-duty shift crew members
provided immediate action is taken to restore the shift crew

3~Z..>omposition to within the minimum requirements. IEJINSERT

e.C. 1.,r1 r~r~rri rs~nnh1n t~vIi n~ ~.n ~ ~ TIT~I

is in hu rsactir. Tho e o proitid•n ay b vacant for rot moretha-- 2 h .u... "n -rdo- to prid for ........ e a-bsence..

~,tu~,ueu r driate aetior. i5 taken. to fill the rcguire
,o Oversight of fuel handling operations shall be

provided by a ,er ,,ed Fuel Ha.dle.r.

eletedCERTIFIED FUEL H LER

+--d. The Shift Manager, Plant Operations (at time -f app.intment),
Shift Managers, and Centrol Room Supervisors shall he4-4 be a

ICERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER-
TL. CL:ts T....b...... .... I RA..... AUrAl ,..t... IS •--^.. • J^ •.1,, " .....
Thel. Jillt IL Iitl. RP RlVIl~.J l.tOTJ _jilj S.. 

1
J5U tryue uuv taut)

L. .... 1
iuit.t.tiiii ,liiU -Ii3U iJjI.JS-i. LU; i t111. .JIii I [GIINUdL.I II i l . Ut, L. UJi• Ut Lul flU. iii
teeI hA i Sai supportI II to LL th Shirt ndatS ~JinhI theII jara or thermal

~ 4L,.. .....J- TLA. C~TR ..L-.11 I..
theU U. LU tIl 3 operatio Or the ut. The 3 3iti nave

~ Bahelos Degree or equivalent in a scientific &r
L~t *ILA Z--I' -I. __ It . .4L HIZl -~LI IL . -- * -- JU -15 __& JI S - - -

and i. the response and arnalys~s ef the plant for tran.siet
an~d accidents.

(continued)
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INSERT 2

During such absences, no fuel movement or movement of heavy loads over storage racks
containing fuel is permitted.

INSERT 3

A radiation protection technician shall be on site during fuel handling operations and during
movement of heavy loads over storage racks containing fuel.

Insert Page 5.0-3



Organization
5.2

5.2 Organization (continued)

ICERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER Table 5.2.2-1
Minimum Shift Crew Composition

POSITION MINIMUM STAFFING

V-. td-f ie 1 u 1*

Certified Operator 1

Note: The Certified Operator position may be filled by a CertifileFu-I Handler.
* May be shared between Units 2 and 3.

ICERTIFIED FUEL HANDLERi

(continued)
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Unit Staff Qualifications
5.3

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.3 Ufti Facility Staff Qualifications

5.3.1 Each member of the wimt facility staff shall meet or exceed the
minimum qualifications of ANSI N18.1-1971 for comparable positions,
except a-) the radiation protection manager who shall meet or exceed
the qualifications of Regulatory Guide 1.8, September 1975,- and -)
multi discipline supervi•sI s who shall meet or exceed the
qualifications lsted4f-- •"l•o1..

in addition, the Shift Teehnieal Adviser shall meet the
qualifieations specified by the Commission rlicy Statement on
Engineering Expertise on Shift.

Pitt!"ti di@ip i..: 9:u ':.: .h... meet Be eox...d the fol....i. .

a-. EdtUEa-t-i6en MinimRum 8f a high Sch6ol diplom oreg alcnt.

b-,. E.per.ie..ee Miimum ef feur years of related teehnical
cxpricccwhich shall includc three years power pl!n
~xpcriec o -f hich ene year is at a nuclear pl!t

e-. Tria-infing~ Gomplete the miulti discipline supervisor training
program.

5.3.2 An NRC approved training and retraining program for the . -

Fuel Handler shall be maintained.
ICERTIFIED FUEL HANýDLERS
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TS Bases Control

5.4

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.4 Technical Specifications (TS) Bases Control

5.4.1 Changes to the Bases of the TS shall be made under appropriate
administrative controls.

5.4.2 Changes to the Bases may be made without prior NRC approval provided
the changes do not require either of the following:

a. A change in the TS incorporated in the license; or

b. A change to the updated FSAR or Bases that requires NRC
approval pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59.

5.4.3 The Bases Control Program shall contain provisions to ensure that
the Bases are maintained consistent with the UFSAR.

5.4.4 Proposed changes that meet the criteria of (a) or (b) above shall be
reviewed and approved by the NRC prior to implementation. Changes to
the Bases implemented without prior NRC approval shall be provided

- to the NRCWýthin 6 montA#hsR fc!!cwing ever~y Uni:t 3 ref-ue!ing, nt #A

ePeee4 24 months. Thi ;chcduIe is conAirtnt ith W Cr9R su.bmit tl.1

of UFZSAR updatess a allo1@d by the NRC approved exemption for 10 CFR
n71c dat, d April 27, 1999.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 5.0-6 Amendment No. i!6, 159,175



Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

5.5.1

5.5.1.1

Procedures

Scope

Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained
covering the following activities:

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory
Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, February 1978;

iD~eleteDd - ` __ ýý •~ re e t Q- and... . . ... E . . .. ... ... , .. .as.... . .
le tatod in Gcneric Letter 92-33;

c. Quality assurance for effluent and environmental monitoring
using the guidance in Regulatory Guide 4.15, Revision 1, 1979;

d. Fire Protection Program implementation; and

e. Programs, as specified in Specification 5.5.2.

....tant. Those proccdurcs shall i•clu.de c i to
ensure that sufficient margin is maintaincd in CPC type I

acicircssatic constants to avoip excessive operator ±ntcraetion
.. ith CPCs during rcactcr oporation.

Modifications to the CPC software (including changes cf
algorith1ms and-; fl cycle specific data) shall bc p.rfrmArd
accordance with the most recent version of "CC Pro-tcGt#iQ
Algorithm Software Change Procedure," CEN-39(A)-P, which has
been determined to be applicable to the facility. Additions
or deletions to CPC adr . constan..ts or changes to

addrossable constant software limit .. ...valu s n bo

cn 

i~nud

(continued)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2 Programs and Manuals

The following programs and manuals shall be established,
implemented, and maintained.

5.5.2.1 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)

a. The ODCM shall contain the methodology and parameters used in
the calculation of offsite doses resulting from radioactive
gaseous and liquid effluents, in the calculation of gaseous
and liquid effluent monitoring alarm and trip setpoints, and
in the conduct of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring
Program;

b. The ODCM shall also contain the Radioactive Effluent Controls
required by Specification 5.5.2.3 and the Radiological
Environmental Monitoring programs required by the LCS, and
descriptions of the information that should be included in the
Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report and the
Radioactive Effluent Release Report required by
Specification 5.7.1.2 and Specification 5.7.1.3.

5.5.2.1.1 Licensee-initiated changes to the ODCM:

a. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be
retained. This documentation shall contain:

1. Sufficient information to support the change(s) together
with the appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying
the change(s);

2. A determination that the change(s) maintain the levels
of radioactive effluent control required by
10 CFR 20.106, 40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 50.36a, and 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I, and not adversely impact the accuracy or
reliability of effluent, dose, or setpoint calculations.

3. Documentation of the fact that the change has been
reviewed and found acceptable.

b. Shall become effective upon review and approval by the
corporate officer with direct responsibility for the plant or
designee.

(continued)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.1.1 Licensee-initiated changes to the ODCM: (continued)

c. Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a complete,
legible copy of the entire ODCM as a part of or concurrent
with the Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period of
the report in which any change in the ODCM was made. Each
change shall be identified by markings in the margin of the
affected pages, clearly indicating the area of the page that
was changed, and shall indicate the date (i.e., month and
year) the change was implemented.

5.5.2.2 Deleted

5.5.2.3 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program

This program conforming to 10 CFR 50.36a provides for the control of
radioactive effluents and for maintaining the doses to members of
the public from radioactive effluents as low as reasonably
achievable. The program shall be contained in the ODCM, shall be
implemented by operating procedures, and shall include remedial
actions to be taken whenever the program limits are exceeded. The
program shall include the following elements:

a. Limitations on the functional capability of radioactive liquid
and gaseous monitoring instrumentation including surveillance
tests and setpoint determination in accordance with the
methodology in the ODCM;

b. Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive material
released in liquid effluents to unrestricted areas, conforming
to 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 2;

c. Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid and
gaseous effluents in accordance with 10 CFR 20.106 and with
the methodology and parameters in the ODCM;

(continued)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.3 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program (continued)

d. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses or dose
commitment to a member of the public from radioactive
materials in liquid effluents released from each unit to
unrestricted areas, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I;

e. Determination of cumulative and projected dose contributions
from radioactive effluents for the current calendar quarter
and current calendar year in accordance with the methodology
and parameters in the ODCM at least every 31 days;

f. Limitations on the functional capability and use of the liquid
and gaseous effluent treatment systems to ensure that
appropriate portions of these systems are used to reduce
releases of radioactivity when the projected doses in a period
of 31 days would exceed 2 percent of the guidelines for the
annual dose or dose commitment, conforming to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I;

g. Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioactive
material released in gaseous effluents to areas beyond the
site boundary conforming to the dose associated with
10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table TI, Column 1;

h. Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses resulting
from noble gases released in gaseous effluents from each unit
to areas beyond the site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I;

i. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses to a member of
the public from iodine-131, iodine-133, tritium, and all
radionuclides in particulate form with half-lives greater than
8 days in gaseous effluents released from each unit to areas
beyond the site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I;
and

j. Limitations on the annual dose or dose commitment to any
member of the public due to releases of radioactivity and to
radiation from uranium fuel cycle sources, conforming to
40 CFR 190.

5.5.2.4 efi en n ........ 9, 'P r- . .. r- . ...

iDeleted 14h .. pr..grzam pr. d. . .. t.ro. . .t tr t UFSAt W-P m. b _.9 1 cyclic
:nd tr.an...nt ... currn.c. t ensure tha cm.are mantaiwn. d

w'ithin the design limits.

(continued)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.5 _oa ctor.Coolant Pump .l..hoo Inspect..i Program

FDeleted S-- urvela11n-.p cc of tho primar y' coolant pumRp flywhcel-s sh~all consist of

on o-f thcR -flyvhclc oach4 10 yoar-s.J-U O VUP k llLr e .- P- at. 5_i• kee [

5.5.2.6

Deleted

]r se,=ay Wator= Choemistry Proegrza

This program providcs controls for monitoring secondary water
chom 4it 4ih-it SC tubc dogradation and le-1@'pressuaroo turbinc•

Identification of a sampling schedule for thc critical parameters
and control points for thesc parameters;

Identification of thc proccdurcs used to moasurc the valucs of

Idontification of prcccss sampling points..;

-Proedr cs G44eS foGr- t-:hcP rcerdEG ing and m~ana gemont of d ata;

R r- oodu.r defininng ccrrcctivc ac tios for al c c ont#ro Epoin

chemistry conditions; and

4-,

5.5.2.7

-, A..Lpoeduro idlentifying4 (a)t authority rosponsible fo
intcrrctaton o dat4a and (b9) the sequene-e And tiin f

administrativcevents, rcqui.rod to initiat• e c civc ctiogn.

Expiosi•ve. Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program

This program provides controls for potentially explosive gas mixtures
ccntaincd in the Gaseous Radwaste Systcm, thc quantity of
radioactivity containcd in gas stcrage tanks, and the quantity of
radioactivity contained in unprotected outdoor liquid storage tanks.
T-e gaseous radiactivitqu .tes shall he -dtm following

ETSB 11 Q5, "otltdRiacveRePlease du-e to waste C~as Systcrm
Lea L or Failure". The liquid radwaste quantities shall be determined
in accordance with Standard Review Plan, Section 15.7.3, "Postulated
Radioactive Release due to Tank Failures".

(continued)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.7 Explosive Cas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program
(continued)

The program shall include:

a--. The limits for the con cetrtin of. hydrogen and oxygen in
the Caseous Radwasts System and a survoi!!anco program to
onsurc tho limits arc maintainod. S li.m.its sha;ll 14
appropriate to the system's design criteria (i.e., whether or
not the system is dcsigned to withstand a hydrogcn cxplosion);

1- A surveiancpr1ogram. to cnsurc tt t quantity o
radoacivty onainePd iJn c-ash= wastc gas doc~ay tzank and fcd

into the gaseous radwastc vcnt systcm is loss than the amount

that 'ould rcsult in a whole body exposure of greater than or
eqa .t.. rem.toA any individual inthe u sarea,

in the event of an uncontrolled release o the tanks .cntents"

Qsurveillance program to ensure that the quantity of
jJ/.radioactivity contained in all outdoor liquid radwaste tanks

that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls, capable of
holding the tanks' contents and that do not have tank
overflows and surrounding area drains connected to the Liquid
Waste Management System is less than the amount that would
result in concentrations less than the limits of 10 CFR Part
20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 2, at the nearest potable
water supply and the nearest surface water supply in an
unrestricted area, in the event of an uncontrolled release of
the tanks' contents.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the
Exp!sive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program
surveillance frequencies.

Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment Program

ipregr-am provi.de.des cetres to minimi4ze leakage from those
portions of system....s .•utid containment tt cou.ld ctain highly
radioactive fluids during a serious transient or accident t# levels
aS 19;0; as practicab.m The systems incIudAe i4gh pressure safety
injection recirculation, the shutdown cooling system, the reactor
cooln sampling system (post accident sampling piping only
ouchq tim;e as -a moiiainelim-inates th~e psacietpiping as a
petential leakage path), the contain•.ment spray system, the
-radioeac-tive was;;t-e gas system4 (pest acceident samFpling rcetzurnppn
only until such tim as. a modifcatio oimnate the pest-accident
piping as a potent-ial lea;kage path4), and- the li-qu:id radwast

(continued)
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5.5.2.8 uriAmary gwooane gourses uuesiac mananmc y.r.ra

system psampling rturn piping only unt•il suGh ti.me as8
a mclimina!cs the p .os-accent piping as a po
leakage pah) The program sham inu the foll•wing:

a- Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspection
requirements; and

A- Integrated leak test requirements for each system at refueling
cycle intervals o-r lo-ss.

Pro-Stressed Concrete Containment Tendon Surveillance Program

This program provides cotos for monitoring any tendon degradatio
in pro-stressed concrete containment, incluing effec-tieness of i
corrosion protection Medu to ensure containment str
integrity, Program itself is relocated to the LCS.

Pnservice Inspection and Testing Program

m~omreramnrr'vidnr enotreic for jins"ryjce insoection of ASME Code

5.5.2.9

5.5.2.10

5.5.2.11

Class 1, 2, and 3 components and Code Class CC and MC compenents
including applicable supports. The program provides controls for
inservice testing of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components. 44e
program itself is located in the LCS.

Steam Generator (SC) Program

A Steam Cenerator Program shall be established and implemented to
ensure that SC tube integrity is maintained. In addition, the Steam
Generator Program shall- inc-lude the following provisions:

s-- Provisions for condition monitoring assessments. Condiio
monioring assessment means an evaluation Gof the "as found"
conditio of the tubing with respect to thepefrac
criteria for structural integrity and accident induced
eainse- The "as found" condition refers to the coni. t

the tuilng during an SC inspection Outage, as determine fr
the inppeserice inspectinp results or by other means, prior t

9f

(cniud

Wne plugging on tucce. "UHyigiCWl meuiiwroiig JLLU'IUUM
be conducted during each outage during which the SC tubes are

inscocted Or oluosed. to confirm that the performanceciei

(continued)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

S-- .-.-114 Seam enerator (S9) Prog.ram. (continued

S Performance criteria for SC tube integrity. SC tube integrit
shl b11-9e mF.aintained b qy m:e eti1n g thý;e pe r-for97-mae crtei for CC 4 #PI

tube structural integrity... accident induca leakage, and
operational LEAKACGE.

Structural integrity performance... critrion All in-
service steam generator tubes shall retain structural
integrity ever the full range of normal operating
conditions (including startup, operation in the power
range, hot standby, and cool d.own.. an a anticipated
trzansients inclulded in the design specificat-:ion) and

uccsln uasls JuuiuufIcs. inis miuuu~c rucdiliiiy asafety factor of 3. agans burs under ,, normal. stoady
stt full power operation primary.. to ...... nda...

pressure differential and a safety factor of 1.4
against burst applied to the design basis accident
primary-to-secondary pressure differentials.Ap-t
fr-em the b..ve requirementss, addtoal leading
conditions associatedwith thep design b .asisaciet,

d~esi:gn andI li:ensinRg b9asis, sh4all also be eValuatq.ed_ to
determine theifh associated loads cot
significantly te burst~.... or cllapse. In thp assessment
of tube integrity, these loads that do significantly
affect burst er collapse shall be determined and
asse sed in comb with the loads due to pressure
wi.thý a safetzy factor- of 1. on th; Ie combined primaryý
load84S, anRd 1 .0Q on-R axial- secondaryý loGads.

Accident induced leakage performance criterion: The
primary to secondar acen.....t induc..ed leakage rate fo-

any design basis accident, ether than a SC tube
rupture, shall not exceed the leakage rate assumed in
the accid4ent analysisr _in t-e-rmsA Pefoa leakage r-ate
-fo-r all- S-Gs and bl
Leakage is net to cxc
through beth SCs.

ge rate for an individul S
eed 0.5 gpm per SC and 1 gpr

-3- The operational LEAKACE performance criterion is
specified in LCO 3.4.13, "RCS Operational LEAKACE."

(continued)
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5.5.2.11 RossLtClrL r t EOlmcvgTJA14 Uf1ILU

or -ý'erG_

A- Tubes found by inservi
depth equal to or excoG

so
inspection t Q QSontain flaw1 .w th -.

d. Pr09ovsions for0 SG tubc JnSpoctionS. PoriodicJ ScQ tuboenpcin
shall boeofomd Tho- numwbor and peortins of9 th# tbo
inpoctod anRd MUOthoS of inspeotion shal bo porformod Withth
objective of dot-cting flaws of any type Qo.g., volum.otri flaws,
axial and cicmoot al raks) that may be present alongto
longth of tho tubo, f.rom th. t. at the tube

init to th tustRuoho wood at tho tubo outict, and that
may satisfy the applicable tube repair oriteria. The tubc-to-
tubosheet wold is not part of tho tubo.

In addition to meeting the requirements of d.l, d.2, and d.3
bolow, tho inspoction scopo, inSpoction mothods, and inSpoctio
intervals -shall- bc suc•h as to ensure t SC tubo intogrity is
maintained until t.ho noet SC inspection. An assesomont of
degradation shall be performed to determino the type and location
of flaws to which tho tubcs may bo suscoptiýblo and, basod onthis
assssment, to dotorm-ino "high inspoction methods need to bo
omolox'od an @t ht oatos

I- Inspoct 100% of tho tubes in Rash SC d-uring tho first4
refueling outage following SC replacement.

Inspoct 100% of tho tub-os at sequential periods of 144,
M0, 72, and- thoroaftor, 60 offoctivo full powor mots
Tho first sequontial poriod shall bo considorod to bogin
after the first insorvice inspection of tho SCs. In
addition, inspect 50 .o• tho tubos by tho refueling outage
noarost tho midepont of tho poriod and tho remaining 50%

by tho refuoling outago noarost tho ond- of tho poriod we
SG shall operate for mere than 72 effective full power
months or three refueling outages (whichever is loss)
wis-thout boing inspoctod._

if erack indications arc found in any SC tubo, thon tho
next inspection for . ach SC for tio degradation mohais
that sausod. thon crack indicatio shall not oercod 21
offoctivo full powor months or ono oulngotg
(whichever is loss). If dofinitive information, such as
from...amin~ato Of a pulled tube, diagnostic non
destructive testing, or engineering evaluation indicatos
that a crack iko Windiation is not associatod with
crack(s), thon tho indication nood not bo troatod a
croci:.4,

e. Provisions for monitoring operational primary to ccondary.
TEAVJ.CE.
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5.5.4.12 Vcntilatien Filter Testing Program (VFTP)

This Program estalishes t rcquircd testing o t EnginccrC

A-ir7 Cleanup System." The f-re@j@quenc of testing shiall h;e i~n
accordance with Regulatory Cuide 1.52, Revision 2. As a minimur
the VFTP program shall I iclu t following:

a...... Inplace testing of tie high efficiency particulate air
(HEPA) filters to demonstrate acceptable penetatio and
system bypass when te dat- the appropriate system flewrat.e
In accordancG- -= --ez wit Re g ula toGr-y C u Ide 1.-52, R.evi_4sion41 2 , anRAG
ANSI N5(0s1975 (eNote 1) ; and

b. R Ingplae t est#i ng aEf th~e charcoalg - adsobo to]g; demonsp qt rate#4
acceptabgle pntainandG system bgypass ''~hen etda h
appropriate system flourate in accordance with Regulator}y

Gie1.52, Revision 2, andi ANSI N510-1975g (see Note 1):; and

c. Laboratory t.....esti.ng of c alas...rber .samples o.ai.ed i
accordance with Regulatory Cuide 1.52, Revision 2 and tested
per the methodology of ASTM D3n0-19aa at 30g &R4n
relative humidity tcishow acceptable methyl iodide
pene tr.ation; and

d. Testing to demonstrate th pressue drop across the co.bined
HEPA f~~ltethe prefilters, and the chara a r,
when tested at the appropriate system flowrate.

Note( I Sample and injectien points shall be qualified per ANSI
1510 1975 unless manifold hav be qualified per ASME N _ o1929
HERh testing will be conducted4with.DOP aerosol or s

4continued)
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5.5.2.12 Ventiation Filter Tooting Program (VFTP) (continued

5.5.2.13

The previsions of Technical Specification Surveillance Requircmcnt
3.0.2 and Technical Specification Surveillance Requirement 3.0.3
are applicable to the IFTP test frequencies.

Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program

This program implements required testing of both new fuel o41 and
stored fuel oil. The program shall includo sampling and testing

requirements, and acceptanc. criteria, all in accordance With
applicable ASTM standards. The purpose of the program is to
establis'h the following:

a. Acceptability of n
tanks by determini

A W_ fuel oil use Prier to addition to sterace
M. ft

_l- an API gravity or an absolute specific gravity within

a flash point and kinematic viscosity within limits for
ASTM 3D fuel oil, and

di t21L2 ctml' CUUIILMtJL1 wJULILULI ILumlIAl IIIdtI-t

b. Other properties for ASTM 3D fuel oil are within limits within
31 days fellewing sampling and addition to the storage tanks,
with excceptions noted in. the Bases fpor SurveJilanee
Reqfuirement 3833 and,

L... Total particulate cencentratio.
tested every 92 days in accords

1 of fuel oil is 0 10 mg/l when
AC-VN 70M FtU)7C A~,~--~7

5.5.2.14 Deleted

(continued)
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This PaGe Tntcntionallv Left lnk

(continued)
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Thi; PIAoc; IncninalvLft Blan~k

(continued)
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5.5.2.15 ",&it tý et :ft t tikikn! tit= ý6' El et A et ý:j U- A a 4= e -±- e S I= 14 Gj eL i; G ýj - _...

A pr.gr.am hall be estab ish1e to implement the leakage ra•e testing
fI; t e.. A ntn mont as required 9y -1 CFR. 50 . (e) and 10 CFR 5• ,

Appendix J, Option B, as modifiod by approved exemptiens. Tr
pr.gram sRh-A bo in ac.rdane w.i.;th ••4e guidelines ctain-d in

Prgrm,. ated. September 1995 as modified by he fellowing
except ion:

ET 914 01 1995, Setien 9.2.3: The first Type A Test
p r after. the September 10, 1995 Type A Test shall be
performed prior• t startup fro- Uni 3 Cycle 16
refueling outage, which is scheduled to co._1ence in the fall

of: 2010I and to end; i n th fiý;EJrs rt quart-#er og4f 2011. SONGS Un;it
3 shall not operate past SepteRber 9, 2011 until the Type A
Test is satisfactoriy completed.

The calculated peak containment internal pressure related to the
dlesi:gn basis_4 les8s-o-f- G coolant acc:identr P-r is 418.09 psi:g (P '.'ill1

censervatively be assum.ed to b• e equal to the cac e peak
cotanen nterLnal prýessure fo;r t-he design bas-is Ma;in S-te-am Linpe

Break (51.5 psig) f t purpose of conainen testing in

The maximum allowable containment leakage rate, L. a-t- P shal I
be OJOS% of containment air weight per day.

Leakage rate acceptance criteria are:

a. The Containmont overall leakage rate acceptance criterion is
* 10 -L During the first iuan startup following testing
in a a ith t•his.progam, the leakage rate acceptance
criteria are Q- for the Type B and Type C tests and
* - • for the Type A tests;

i=O . i ý:h PE, ME ý916 rý iý ke b b WhHH C* k:I k=1 ke H b C* i i k=i le kwwE, ý= b'e - - - - - - -

Overall air lock leakage rate is * •4- • when tested

For each deer, the leakage rate is Q -- • lwe
pr-eseuri#odetot 9 pontiEig

(continued)
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5.5.2.15 Containmcnt Leakage Rate Testing Program (C.ntinuc.)

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.2 do not apply to
the test frequencies specified in the Containment Leakage Rate
Testing P r. However, toot 9 frequencies specified in ths

Program may be extended consistent with the guidance provided in
NE-l 91-9l, "Indu;stry Guidein__Je FrIm~plementingPefrac Bse

Opt=i4n f lEnR. 50, Appendix J," as endo.r.sed.by Regulatory Guide
A62 Specifically, NEI 91-01 has these previsions for test
frequencies extension:

Go Cnsistont with+ stanar scheduling practice fo

Technical Specifications Required Surveillances,
intervals for reco. Type A testing m.e extended
by up to 15 months. This option should be used only in

cases where refueling schedules have been changed to

A- Gonsistent with stand-ar-d scpheduling rcieqo
Technical..Specifications RqG..uir Surveillances,
intervals for the rec..ede surveillance frequency for
Type B and Typo G testing may be exene by up to 25
percent of the #tet interval, not to excee.d. 15 month

5.5.2.qg.

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.3 are applicable to
the ContanmetLeakage Rate Testing Progr.a.

Control Room Envelope Habitability Program

A Cnr ol Room Envelope Habitability Progr.am. shal ho ot i

and- im__Aplemented to ensure;ýL th~at G;RE hliabitability is manaie sc

th-atz, With an ;pEBECotl Roopm Emer-gency Air- Cleanuap System
(CREACUS), GRE occupants can control the reactor safely under
normal conditions and maintain it in a safe condition following a

radiological event, hazardous chemical release, or a smoke
G1a44eeg. The program shall ensure that adequate radiation
protection is provided to permit aecess and occupancy of the GRE
under design basis accideRt (9BA) conditions without per.sonel
receiving radiation exposures in excess of 5 rem total effective

dpose eGmvalent (47E99) for the duration of #the. accidet W

proagramf shallq4RG inldpteflown plments:

The definition of the GRE and the GRE boundary.

Requir.m.• nts fo maintaining rth GRE boundary in its

design ndit~~in including confgurtio contl a
creventive maintenance.

(continued)
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515.2.1V tuIlLroi tIOQIEl ThhlVUiViDO HAU1LAUiIi LV OLWUOJILL

Requirements for (i) dotermining tho unf.lt d air
inleakage past the ORE boundary into tho ORE in
aooordanoc with the testing methods and at tho
Frequensies speoifiod in Sections 0.1 and 0.2 of
Rogulatory Guide 1.19:7, "Demonstrating ControlI Room

Envelope Int WE+t ty at 2Nucicar sewer me aG -Rers-K~

4r

mew.-WLWn. a, Ny M , u:I J:u asesll;ki

at the Frequencios spocifiod in Sections 0.1 and 0.2 of

Rogulatory Guide 1.197,Reion0

The following is an eception to Sctieons 0.1 and of
regulatory Guido 1.197 Revision 0

Apprcpriato application of ASTM E 711 chall include
the ability to take minor exceptions to th to
methodology. Thcse exceptions shall be dooumcntcd
in the test report.

M.easu.emet, at designatod locations, of th ORE pressure
relative to all external areas adjacent to the ORE
boundary during the pressurization mode of operation by
one train of the CREACUS, operating at the flow rate
required by the VFTP, at a Frequency of 21 Amonth on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. The results shall be trondied and
used as part of the 21 month assessment of the ORE

The quantitative limits on unfiltered air inleakage into
the CRE These limits shall. .. be Stated in a manner to
allow direct comparison to the unfiltered air inlcakage
m.e.a.ured by the testing describ4e in paragraph. c
unfiltered air inleakage limit for radiolegical
challenges is the inleakage flow rate assumed in the
licensing bis analyses of DBA consequences. Unfiltered
air inleakage limits for hazardouas chemicals must ensure
that exposure of ORE occupants to these hazards will be
within the assumptions in the licensing basis.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the
Frequencies for assessing ORE habitability, dotexrzminin

GROR uniltered inleakage, and rmeasuringe OR praessre
assessing the ORE bounday as required bay prgah

(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.17 -1 -_- r• ......
qetI=b'd:Ey emik=k L-r-Gejr-aFR

This program previdco for bat
which in;ludes the fellowing:

tery r. pmanetnaneo,

- Actions tc rcstrcr battcry' cclls with float voltago
< 2.13 '/, and

Atio tRo 4 verify that tho• rcmanin c s arc ab:o.v
2.07 V .hon a battery cell or ols ha o bocnQ foAun.d l ýoss

than 2.13 V. and

49. Acin equalie and toot battery coils t had boon

diso0.4rod witholotrolytc lovel boelow thoe top of thoP
p. t.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
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5.6

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.6 C 4ý ý I L- ý 4 Fl,-' 4- -- , -4 -' - 4- -4a e ý un-- Program (9SDP) <--FDeletedI

This program ensures less of safety function is detected and
apprepriato actions taokn. Upon gf4alur.e to moot t or more TLC at-

the same time, an evaluation shall be made to dei if. ls of.
safety function exists. Additionally, othor appropriate limitations
and romodial or compensatory actions may be identified to be taken
as a roul-f th1e support# systema inopor=ability andI corresponding
oxception to entering suppoePyt4em.. Conditi and Requ.ire-d
Ae4 .- Th;i;s programimplements rets thes f T 3.Q.6.

The SF2P shall contain the following:5 6.2

Provisions for cross-train checks to ensure a loss of thep
capability to perfr t safety function assumed in t

acidn -Analysiýs doees noGt go undet#P rn-etd.

Prov-isions foQr ensrwing th~e plant is ma;intaine;;d in a4 sa;fe
condition if a loss of function codpition exi sts

Provisions to ensure that an inoperable supported system's0.-
-C

multiple support systemR inperabilities.
XýPP-e- Q9 A. 9f

4-• Other
act 4 i- -

approepriate imtiOns ano4 4=romeial orý com;pensa:er

5.6 2 A less of safety function exists when, assuming no . conurren. single
failure, a safety function assumed in the accident analysis cannot
be performed. For the purpose of this program, a less of safety
funct io. t when a support system 4is inoperable, a:

a. A required system redundant- t system(s) supported b9y the4.
noper.able support system is also inoperable (Case A); or

4- A required system redund-an to system(s) 4i turn suppr.ted. by
the inoperable supported system is also inoperable (Case B);
o-r

&-r A required system redundant to support system(s) for the
supported systems (a) andl (ba) abo.ve is also inoperable (Case

(continued)
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SPUD

Cý C C 4z ý 4 n 4 , 4 I) -- -- - f n )\a e ý URG--PP -e-e4p.

\ .6 . .. .. .

Ceneric Example:

4.

Syste- i

System iii-

y4m

gs 'pa t m v

TrainSB

system i
-4-

System ii
4-

System iii
S4m

gy'at-em 4iv

- CaceC

- CocoA

- CasoB

5 6.4 The Safety Function Determination Program identifies where a loss of
safety f exists. TIf a loss, of safety n is deterc;mne
tp exist by this program, the appoprat Condition and Required
Actione ofth9 LCO( in which t leesGo•f safety function e.i.t arc
required to e en t

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.7 Reporting Requirements

5.7.1

5.7.1.1

Routine Reports

In addition to the applicable reporting requirements of Title 10,
Code of Federal Regulations, the following reports shall be
submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4. The reports shall be
addressed to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Attention:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C., with a copy to the Regional
Administrator of the Regional Office of the NRC, unless otherwise
noted.

Annual Rperts<- Deeted

A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. e
subittl srul cabisercctizens comnto -all units48 at tho

stat ion.

Annual Reports oveoring the activities of the unit as described
belof for thc prewiouR od ar Rhall bhe u t y March 31
of earh year-

Reports required on an

a_ ..e.e.e.

annual b@asris icua

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

F. :ý I I Annual Reperts (continued)

•4-

KUJULyit-i-.1.114 L '' 0ki

1.ococL e r 1-,-rcu C-, l 411 41H144H LAk L C6d IS + kH'_ -

of specific activity anPal.ic in whip
2.4 16.- The followingI - I - - I - - -

1111 111- -tJ.2 Uý
. - - - - I I I- - - - - 1 - - ý - ý - - - -

4- Reaeter power history starting 4 hour.s prr t the
first sample in which the limit was exceeded; and

Rosults of the last isotopic analysis for radioiodine
performed prior to excedin te4 limit, reasuts of

an~alysis8 whle; theIlimi was, exc-eed-ed and esults' of one@
analysis after the radiioidine activity was reduced to
lops than the limit. Each result cheuld include date
and time of samp!ing and the radiciodine concentrations:

Cleanup system fle hi.stery starting 48 hours prior te
the first sample in which the limit was exceeded; and

Graph of the 1-131 concentration and one ether
radiieidine isotepe concentration in micrecuries per
gram as a function of time for the duration of the

specific activity above the steady-state level; and

The time duration when the specific activity of the
erimarv coolant exceeded the radioiodine limit.

4-

5.7.1.2 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report

-- ----- --- ---- NOTE ----

A single sumita may ]e made for a multiple u4ni qse

station.

The Annual Radiokogical Environmental Operating Report covering the
I poperation of theA during the previous calendar year shall be

submitted by May 15 of each year. The report shall include
summaries, interpretations, and analyses of trends of the results of
the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program for the reporting
period. The material provided shall be consistent with the

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.7.1.2 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report (continued)

objectives outlined in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM),
and in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Sections IV.B.2, IV.B.3, and IV.C.

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report shall include
the results of analyses of all radiological environmental samples
and of all environmental radiation measurements taken during the
period pursuant to the locations specified in the table and figures
in the ODCM, as well as summarized and tabulated results of these
analyses and measurements in the format of the table in the
Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position, Revision 1,
November 1979. The report shall identify the thermoluminescent
dosimeter (TLD) results that represent collocated dosimeters in
relation to the NRC TLD program and the exposure period associated
with each result. In the event that some individual results are not
available for inclusion with the report, the report shall be
submitted noting and explaining the reasons for the missing results.
The missing data shall be submitted in a supplementary report as
soon as possible.

5.7.1.3 Radioactive Effluent Release Report

-------------------------NOTE --
A single submittal may be madc fer a multiple unit station. -T-e

submttalshoud cobingGectons crnc tc- all uni4ts, at thoQ
station: howovor, for units with separate radwastc systems, the
sub1mittal shall 8spccIfy5 th4@ rocso f rdccicmaeilf
cash unit.

The Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the operation of
ý the during the previous calendar year shall be submitted before

May 1 of each year. The report shall include a summary of the
r7quantities of radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents released from
Ifaci' y ! tmhe .-_i_. The report shall also include a summary of the quantitiesf

of solid radioactive waste shipped from the 4p-idirectly to the
i disposal site and quantities of solid radioactive waste shipped from
acility the--'s intermediary processor to the disposal site. The

material provided shall be consistent with the objectives outlined
in the ODCM and Process Control Program (PCP) and in conformance
with 10 CFR 50.36a and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Section IV.B.I.

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.7.1.4

5.7.1.5 aDr nMDrD AMr TJTr T T\ATrC DV•DnD'P IDT Dn\

tý . . . . . ý ý 4 , , 1 4 ý4 ý , 1, , 1 1 1, ý , , ý , 1, 1 4 , 1, , 4 -4

rml ]o."d ycle, e r nrie 49 t an -in" mn9iR nin cmrtian af na l r n-d

cycle, and shall he documentod in the COER for the following

A2-

Specification 3.1.1, "SHUTDOWNr MARGINTk (SD•M)
>20D0°F; ,

Specification 3.1.2 "SHU•TDOWN^ MARGINTk (DhM)
•2 pp F; ,

A
Coe4fficie4 nt:"

-4-.- Spceificatic.Al 3. , tAJI2LLZXL t~zzu:t::u ~.CLA2KLI,

A Specification 3.1.7, "Regulating 09A Inso.tien Lim4t.;"

-6- Specification 3.1., "Pa•• t Length Central Ele
Assembly Insertion Limits:"

A- Specification 3.2.1 ,7 "Linea Hea Rate"

A-2 Specification 3.2.1, "Depar.ture Fr. m Nulet Boing

A Spcifiatin 3..5,"Airial Shape Indlex;"

Spccification 3.4.1.., ,,..."R.S N (Pressure, Temperature,

and Flow) Limits;

. - - -- I I I -
etCuiiicacmiur S. . 1. "'urun twfluuucriALowi."

The analytical metheds used to determine the core eperating
limits: hal]l e these previously re.i. 'ad. apn approved ay the
NRC, specifically ose decr..4ibed in t•h • wing dacume..ts:

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.7.1.5 LUKS. tj 4fttt tilk+ 6N , EI4 II -6W4h!+Vll#l#, +i I-,4 Y AJE

4-I- CENPD-132P, "awlulatiWe MethPo8-for the C _ Large Break

-2-,- CENPD-137P, "Ca!cu!ative Methods for the C E Small Break

4-, CEN-3596(V)-P-A, "Modified Statistical Combination ef

4-,- SCE-9801-P-A, "Reload Analysis Methodology for the San
Onefre Nuclear Generating Station Units 2 and 3"

~ CEN635(), "Ientiicatin ofNRC Safety5 Evaluto
Report Limitations and/or Constraints on Reload Analysis

4_ LetterF, dlatedl May 16, 1P986, G. W. K~nighlten (NRC) to K.
P. Baskin (SCE), "Issuance ef A.endzment No. 17 to
Facility Operating License NPF-10 and Amendment No. 36
to Facility Operating Li.ence NPF-15, " San Onefre
Nucler Generating at Unts2 ad 3 (Cycle 3 sER)

-7- Letter, dated January 9, 1985, . W. Knighten4 (NR-C) to

K. P. ark•in, "Issuance of. Aen.dme. No. 30 to Facility
Operati4ng -icenseG N1PL-10Q and.Aedmn No. 19 to
Faclity Operating License NPF-15," San Onofre Nul ear
Cen~erati~ng St-ation Units 22 and. 3 (CycGle 2 9ER)

"Implementation of ZLTM p',Cla.dGding Mat-eria in PC
NuclearPower Fuel.. 1 ASSembly Designs," CeNPD40_PýnA

-9, SOB-0901, "PWR^ Reacto Physics Mehoolg Using•.
Studsvik Design Codes"

G_- The core operating limits shall ho determined assuming
operation at PTED THERtWL POWER such that all applicable
limits (e.g. , fu e ... fl t m chi ca limits, core her- a.
hydraulic limits, Emergency Core Ceeling System (EOCS) limits
nuclear limits such as SDM, transient analysis limits, and
accident analysis limits) of the safety analysis are met.

I

4- Th.e 9OLR, including any mid-cycle revisions Er s- .pplem.ents,
shall be provided upon issuance fer ecsh reload cycle to the
MEG.

5.7.1.6 REACTOR COOLANT 9SSTEM (RCS) PRESSURE AN- TEMPE4P9TURE LIMITS REPORT
--(--T--T)•

a-- RCS pressure and temperature limits fEr heatup, eealdewn, low
temperature eperation, criticality, and hydrostatic testing as
w.ell E as; h~eatuap and4 ceoldo ra;-tes shal-II lzL be # esablice J ~Land.
documented in the PTLE for the following:

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.7.1.6 REACTOr COOLANT SY-STEM4 (RCS) PRESSURET AlNDP TEMPQEL.DM'TS RORT
(... ..TLR).. . .. . ...(continued). ... ... .. . .. .. ....

Technical Specificati
(P,/T) Limits,

en 3.4.3 ECS Pýrcssurc and Tmertr

0 A r r-•- t',flflt'" A

I . I - ý -7-4 I 1 -1

Technical Specificatien 3.4.12.1 Low Temperature Overpressure

Protection (LTOP) System RCS Temperature - PTLR Limit, and

Tec-hnial peifiatien 34122 Temperature Overpressure
Pretectien (TOTP) System RCQ Temperature > PTL Limit

The analytical methods used te determine the RCS pressure and-19-

temper-atu're lim-its shall be thos8
apprEved by the NRC, specificall
follewing decument:

e previously reviewed and

I, .I •Lt %I..R;;•±q'.e -P1 ý.1

CE. NPS .683A, The Development of -A E.CS- PreQssu-re an-d-
T1emperatunr-e Lim;Aits Reporýt frteRemopval of P-T L imits and
LTOP Setpoints from the Technical Specifications.

The PTLR shall be provided to the NRC upen issuance fer each

supplement thereto. .LPIf ,.PY r1 "/ 2. P2 '. •• _ r-l

5.7.1.7 HezArdeus Car.. Traffic RP• p-or

Hazrdos argo trafi onItrtt (1-5) and teAT&S.F- railayj;
shall be menitored and the results submitted te the ..... oNR Regional

Administrator once every three years.

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.7. 2

Special Reports .ay be• required crin... g inspection, test, an
maintenance activities. Those special reports are determincd on an
individual basis for each unit and their preparation and submittal

aro designated in the Technical Specifications.

Special Reports shall be s t t U, S. ue Regulatory
Commission, Attentin: Do.ument Cn Desk, Washi.ngtn, D. C.
20n55, it.h a copy to the Regional Aio f the Rqeg9ial
Office of the NRC, in accordance with 10 CFR 50. within the time
period specified for each report.

"ne roiiowang bpeclai lepcres snaji 00 su9mi4eco:

- When a pro-planned alternate me d o monitoring post .. -ac
instrumentation functions- is roquired bay Condito or

Codiio C f LCO_ -3.3.11, a reotshall be submitted withinp
3D days frm te time te ation is required. T r.epo s
outline the ac#ion taken, the cause f t;e i•n•per.ab.lty, and
the plans and schedule for restoring the instrumentation
c hannels oqf the funcrtion to tPhe ontai tus

b-1- Any ab~normal degr-adation of the otimn trcuedtce

du~ringf thie tests r~eqjuired b@y the PrQtrsedCnrete

the NRC Ailt-4n 30 days. The report shall include a description
of the tendon condition, the conditin; of the • oncree•

(especially at tendon anchorages), I;e inspection proc.edu.res,
thIe toPleraýnces onR cr-acking, and thIe cretvatintaken.

Ar-eport# shallI bge submittePd witi 180Q dysafethinil
entry into MODE 4 following completioR of an inspectien
performed in accordance with the Spocification 5.5.2.11, Steam
Cenr.ator (SC) Program. Tho report shall include:

C6_

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

e 4 ~1-49 (Gontinued)ý

4-I- Th4 scope inspections p f.m. o .. a..4 Sc,

4--• Acti degradation mchnoms ound..

4-.- Nondestructive examination tcchniques utilized for ecsh

degradation mechanism,

-4-- Location, !!iea) ,i lincar) n m...ur.d sizes (if
availab9l~e) o~f sevi4 ndcc idiatio:ns,

4-9- Numer f tubges pluggcdl duriýng th~e i~nspcction outage for= each

_active dgatinmechlanismR,

4.- Totl nmbe an pcccnagcof ub~eS pluggedI to dlater

UP. ThPeut f codtonmntoig ncludi~ng th~e reut Pf
tubqe pulls an;.d -in situ testimng.
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High Radiation Area
5.8

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.8 High Radiation Area

5.8.1 Each high radiation area as defined in 10 CFR 20 shall be barricaded and
conspicuously posted as a high radiation area, and entrance thereto
shall be controlled by requiring issuance of a Radiation Exposure Permit
(REP).

Any individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such areas
shall be provided with or accompanied by one or more of the following:

a. A radiation monitoring device that continuously indicates the
radiation dose rate in the area,

b. A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the
radiation dose rate in the area and alarms when a preset integrated
dose is received. Entry into such areas with this monitoring device
may be made after the dose rates in the area have been determined
and personnel have been made knowledgeable of them,

c. An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures with a
radiation dose rate monitoring device. This individual is
responsible for providing positive radiation protection control over
the activities within the area and shall perform periodic radiation
surveillance at the frequency specified in the radiation protection
procedures or the applicable REP.

(continued)
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High Radiation Area
5.8

5.8. High Radiation Area (continued)

5.8.2 In addition, areas that are accessible to personnel and that have
radiation levels greater than 1.0 rem (but less than 500 rads at 1 meter)
in 1 hour at 30 cm from the radiation source, or from any surface
penetrated by the radiation, shall be provided with locked doors to
prevent unauthorized entry, and the keys shall be maintained under the
administrative control of the shift manager on duty or radiation
protection supervisor. Doors shall remain locked except during periods of
access by personnel under an approved REP that specifies the dose rates in
the immediate work areas and the maximum allowable stay time for
individuals in that area. In lieu of a stay time specification on the
REP, direct or remote continuous surveillance (such as closed circuit TV
cameras) may be made by personnel qualified in radiation protection
procedures to provide positive exposure control over the activities being
performed within the area.

5.8.3 Individual high radiation areas that are accessible to personnel, that
could result in radiation doses greater than 1.0 rem in 1 hour, and that
are within large areas where no enclosure exists to enable locking and
where no enclosure can be reasonably constructed around the individual
area shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted. A flashing light shall
be activated as a warning device whenever the dose rate in such an area
exceeds or is expected to exceed 1.0 rem in 1 hour at 30 cm from the
radiation source or from any surface penetrated by the radiation.
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

B 3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

BASES --lan LCO3.0 .21

LCOs LCO 3.0.1 & -11- TO establish the general
requirements applicable to all Specifications and apply at
all times unless otherwise stated.

LCO 3.0.1 LCO 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within
each individual Specification as the requirement for when
the LCO is required to be met (i.e., when the s in the
MODES or other specified conditions of the Applicability
statement of each Specification).

LCO 3.0.2 LCO 3.0.2 establishes that upon discovery of a failure to
meet an LCO, the associated ACTIONS shall be met. The
Completion Time of each Required Action for an ACTIONS
Condition is applicable from the point in time that an
ACTIONS Condition is entered. The Required Actions
establish those remedial measures that must be taken within
specified Completion Times when the requirements of an LCO
are not met. This Specification establishes that:

a. Completion of the Required Actions within the
specified Completion Times constitutes compliance with
a Specification; and

b. Completion of the Required Actions is not required
when an LCO is met within the specified Completion
Time, unless otherwise specified.

There are tw asic types of Required Actons The -irq#
type of Requied• Action specifies a t4im limit in which the
LCO must bo met. This time limit is the Completion Time to
restore an inoperable system or component to OPERABLE status
o t og. retre..... vari4abl to # iti specified limRi-ts I th4s

type of Reuir.ed Acti-on is no- cempleted ith+in the
specified mpleti-on Ti4m4e, a shutda .... may be required to

plac~e th1e unit in; a4P MOE r cendition in; ;4:hich theP
Specification is not applicable. (Whre4th.er .stated as a
Reqisred Action oAr nt, correction d of the etered Cordition
-is an atothtmyaasbecnieeuonnerin

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.2
(continued)

ACTIONS.- The second type of Required Action specifies the
remedial measures that permit continued operation of the
unit that is net further restricted by the Completion Time.
In this .as compliance with the Required A•ctios p des
an acceptable level of safety for continued operation.

Completing the Required Actions is not required when an LCO
is met or is no longer applicable, unless otherwise stated
in the individual Specifications.

!T~he naur ofsome Re@quired Act
necessitates that, once the Con
Required Actions must be cemple
associated Conditions no !oneer

:ions of some Conditions

dition is entered, the
Pxted even though the

.•±±wt especly one nequirec mcelens where cnle is one case.
An examole of this is in LCO 3.. "AC Sourcs- -ocratino."

The Completion Times of the Required Actions are also

aspecified Condition in _applicable when a system or component is removed from
aevic-e intentionally. The reasons for intentionally

theApplicability is entered relying on the ACTIONS include, but are not limited to,

performance of Surveillances, preventive maintenance,
corrective maintenance, or investigation of eperatiena4the safe storage problems. Entering ACTIONS for these easons must be done

of irradiated fuel in a manner that does not compromise -aget. Intentional
entry into ACTIONS should not be made for operational
convenience. Alternatives that would not result in
redundant equipment being inoperable should be used instead.
Doing se limits the time both subsystems/trains of a safety
function are inoperable and li;mit tei hJeP
exist which result in LCO 3.0.3 being entered. Individual
Specifications may specify a ti ýme li•mit for p an SR
.hon equýiqpnt is .removemd fr service or bypassed f. o
t-est4•-ng--I thi-s cse, the• Completion T-imes o the Required
Actions are applicable w-he this tiMe limit expires, if the
equipm~ent rmins emoved.fo ser-vice o~r bgypassed.'

When a change in MODE or other specified condition is
required o comply with. Requiedl Actions, may enter
a M{ODE or other specified condition in which another

Specification becomes. applicable. In t;hi ease, t4e
Completion T•imes of. e a-s.so-iated Requed -Actins wol.

apply from• t po in t t t ne. Specification

(continued)

eeeFRes app ea e ap-. eRtsl ar-P PP Pr-P

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

BASES 3 oQn3 LC 2.03osalihs h2at _PAR that must be imp! emen tec

a- An associatod Required Action and Compiction Timc is
net mot and no ether Condition applies; or

-]a Tho oondition of the unit is not specifically
addossd9y th4 ascitd4CIOS Thi;s moansA that#

no combination of Conditions stated in the ACTIONS can
boLQ Mado that oXactlyj cor-r~espondst tth ac-tual

coniton f#he unit. Somoetimos, possibleQ
combinations of Conditions arc such that ontering
LCOQ 30.3 isR warLantedi; in SUch4 easos, the AC;TION
specifically state a Condition corrosponding to such

combnatonsand also th'at; LCOQ 3.0.3 hontre
immediately.

This Spocification delineates the time limits for placing
the unit in a safo MODE or othor specified condition w.hon

operation cannot bc maintainod within tholimit fo .safo
operation as defined by the LCO and its ACTIONS. i s, nt
intended to he used as an operational convenience that

permirs routino voluntary remova± or rocunoant systems or
somponents from sorvice in lieu ef other alternatives that
Soul4d. not4# rzesult;i eudn systzems orC compoents4 bigGng,
i:noper-able.-

Upon enteri~ng LC9 3 !.3 1ehour- -is aledto prepar;e for4
an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in unit
ope i This includes time te permit the operator te
coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with the
load dispatcher to ensure the stability and availability of
the elect-rial grid. The tiime 4i4ts specified to r-ea.
lower.MODES of operation perm4i the s hu.tdo to proced in
a controld ad orderly manner. #ha is well witn the
specified maiximum ceoldown rate and within the capabilities
of the unit, assuming that enly the minimum required
... i.m et.is OPEPBLE. This reduces thermal tr.es.s en
GomponentS of_ t-h-e RatrContSystem andi thie potential
for a plant upset tht c. uld challenge safety system. s u.nder.
conditions to which this Specification applies. The use and

interpretation of specified times to complete the actions of

Completion Times.

(continued)
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(conti.nu.ed)

Voluntary entry into.LCO..0.3... • P is permissible but requires
prior approval (approva may be veba). ro.ethr.h
Operatiens Manager, Station Maaero cerporate... officer

with direct respensibility for the plant. The approval must
SubgSequonitly be douetdin rte ereal anr
Inadvertent.entrysl l s t o u preparatien
period bqefor;e Act#-ions to9 ch~ange MOESmut egn

A untsudw eurdi codnewith LC .. a e
terminated and LCO 3.0.3 .ex.ed if any Gf t he following
occurs:

e-• The LCO is now met.

b.- A Cond~ition exmists for whicGh th# eqiedAtin have
nov een perfoermed.L

AC- ACTIONS exist that do not have expired Completien
Thes Cope T4ies are applicable fr;o the

point in tiRme that#te • Con•itio is initially entered
and not from the time LCO 3.0.3 is exited.

The time limits of Specification 3.0.3 allow 3 .7 hou.r.s fo•r•
the unit to be in MODE 5 when a shutdown is required during
MODE 1 operation. If the unit is in a lower MODE of
operation when a shutdown is required, the time limit for
reaching the next lower MODE applies. If a !ewer MODE is
reached in less time than allowed, however, the total

b time t- -reachM•O D9E . ., eor- other P applicable MODE, is
not reduced. For example, if MODE 3 is reached in 2 hours,
then the time allowed for reaching MODE 4 is the next
11 hour-s, b;cau;ise the~ total time for- r-eaching, MODE 4 is not#
reduc~edfr•omt allo. limit o 13 hour Ther4;re, if
remedial measures are completed that would permit a return
to MODE 1, a penalty is not incurred by having to reach a
lower MODE of operation in loss tha;n thQe time allw..

I;n MDES99 1, 2, 3, andI 4, ECO9 3,.0. provideesatinfo
Conditions not covered in other Specifications.
requirements of LCo 3.0.3 do net apply in MODES 5 and 6

Condiion equired bay ECO 3.0.3.

The requirements of LCO 3.Q0. do net apply in other

,i•fid conditions.of the Applcabl•i.ty (unless in MODE 1,
2, 3, or= 4) becaause th~e ATOSof ind~ividual Specificatio#Jns

(continued)
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sufficiently dein th remedial measures to be taken

Exceptions t ToCD 3Q.3• are proide in instans h
requiring a ui shutdown in acco rdanc w L 3• .-0-,
would..not provid.. appropriate remedial. measurer for.the

associate codiin ;fQh uni-t. An4 cicample o-f- this ie in
LCO 3.7.16, "Fuel Storage Pool Water Level." LCO ý 3.7.6 h a

.an Applicabilitj.y of "Du-ri4ng movem-ent efiraatdfe
assemblies in the fuel storage peel." Therefore, this LCD

Gan bge applic~able in4 any orC all MODES. TIf thýe LDand. the
Required Actions of LCO 3.7.16 are net met while in MODE 1,
2, or 3, here- is no safety benefit to b gained by plaGýng
the unit in a shutdown condition. The Required Actien ef
LCD 3.7.16 ef "Suspend movement of irradiated fuel
assem.blies. in fuci. soage poi" is the appropr.at Required
Arctio o #cope ini lieu of thddres ed cios of LCdv d 3.

eties ar addesse in#he idvda

JrGo 2 LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or
ether specified conditions in the Applicability when an LCD
is not it preclud e.• s placing he unit -in a differen

a-- The requirements of an LCD, in the MODE or ether

specified e eteredi, ar-e not met; and

b-- Continued noncompliance with these LCD requirements
would result• in th unit being required to be placed

in a MODE or other specified condition in which the
LC•D .does not apply to comply .ith th4e Required
Actions.

Compliance with Requir..ed .Act s t4at permit continued
4ereatioEn of the un;it for anP unlizmited perýiod of tie n
MODE or other specified condition provides an acceptable
level of safety for continued operation. This is without
r-egard4 to the? status o4f the u1nit befor=e ora after- the MODE
ehange-. Therefore, in ouch ca...ses, entry io a MO or
other specified condition in the Applicability may be made
in accordance with the previsions of the Required Actions.
T previsions this Specification 1shold nRt be
interpreted As endorsing the failure to eirereise the goed

practice oefre ustrng systems or em.penents to OPEPA.LE
1tats bfereL uanit startup.

(continued)
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3 . 0......
Thc previsions of TECO 3-.04 shal n preven changoo in
MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability
that arc required to ccmp!y .4ih ACTTINS. TIn addJitin, tc
pr Govis io n GRs oP C 3.. shall no pr event changcs in MODES
or othcr spccifiod conditionc in thc Applicability that
r-rcsult fromP; a nor-malshtdwn

Exceptions to LCO 3.0.4 arc stated in the individual
Specifications. Exceptiens may apply to all the ACTIONS or
to a specific Requi.red Aci4on ef a Specification.

Survoilancos d not# h~ave toQ be porformýed on. t:he.socao
inoperable equ;i.pm.ent (or .en varles outsde 4the specified
limiRts), as pozrmittodG b~ySR30. Thrfecagn
MODES or other specified conditions while in an ACTIOTNS
Condition, in compliance with LCo 3.0.4 or where an
exception to LCO 3.0.4 is stated, is net a violation of
SR 3.0.1 or SR 3.0.4 for these Surveillances that do net
have oP be qerfred du.e #t. the associa.ed inoperable
e-½~pent.- Ho9wever, SRs mu-st: be( me.t to enur PEPABILTYT-
prior to declaring the associated equipment OPEP.BLE (or
variable within limits) and restoring compliance with the

te•uc aoR. on aiiowancc icr resering equipmetC

removod from service or declared ineperable to cemply with
ACTIQNS. The sole purpose of this Specification is to
provide an exception to LCo 3.0.2 (e.g., to not comply with
th1e applicabqle Reqfuired Actio:n(s)) toe allow th,1epefrac
of S~e to demonstrate:

.- The OE ITTT ofI the equipment bei14ng retu.r•ned to
service; or

Th• Thnne GPErBIL enYof ete e nt.n
The Tdiitrtr 1;9 - -trn IT IT3 9 9 -1 ermr- th tim th erniinmenR t

returned to service in conf;lic i th .# he requirements of the

ACTIONS is limited to the time abselutely necessary to
per-f-m thal8lo.ed. S. T•i•s: Specification does not
nreviý4do timez to A;rfr an" other creniv orcorctv

(continued)
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;,[_IQ (oQ ne
(conti~nued)

An example of dom ng.PE.RABTI ITY•oIf t•eh equipment
being reture d r. t service is roopeni4'ng a contanmen
isolation valct-h•a• 4 h been c.losed to comply with.4 Required

Actonsandmust; ho; roopenodl to perfoG~rm the SQs

An example of dem.nst.ratýn• tho4 OPEBT IT4 of other

equi:pment i:s t-aki:ng an i:noporýable c-hannel or trip system out-
Gf the tr4ippd condit4iG to prevent tho trip function from
Gccurrýing duri-4ng th~e perforrmance of an SR. on another4 channpel
in the other trip system. A similar example of

demnstatig 1te OP9ILT of oher qimn i~s taking
an inoper~ablechnne or- trip system out of th4e trijpped4

odto to permit the logic to funti4o and indi4c4te the

appophrit rnesponse duraig thie pserform.ane of a SR e

tOO 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for support
systems that have an LCO specified in the Technical
Specifications (T-) .T4hi exception is provid.edbeaus
TOO 3.0.2 would require that the Conditions and Required
Actions of the as.socia4t inoperable supp.rt.ed system TLC be
entered sleoly due to the inoperability of the support
system, Thi exception is just ....ifiedba action

th.at a ...re. .required to ensur.e the unit is me i ra aqfed
conditi are specified in the suipirt system LCO's Requi.ed
..... Th..ese Requ-i.re.. d. Actions may include entering the

supper-tedl systemR's Conditions, and Requiredi Actions or m~a"
speeify other Required Actions.

W•en a support system. is inoperable a-d th-e- is an LCO
specified _fo it in the TS, the s.pGpoted system(s) are
requir.edto.bede inoperable if dd to be
inoperable as a result of the support system ineperability.
However, it is not necessary to enter into the supported
systems' Con.dit.io and 'Required Actions u4less directed t
do so by the suppgrt system's Requi.r.ed Actions. .
petentia! confusion and inconsistency of requirements
related to the entry into multiple support and supported
systems' Lees' Conditions and Required Actions are
liminated by providing all the actions that are nesessary

to ensure th unit r is maintaine in a sf condition in th
support system's Required Actions.

(continued)
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However, there are instancos where a support system's
Required Action may either direct a supported systom to bo
docla_.d inoperable or diroct entry into Conditions and
Required Actions for the supported system. This may occur
immediately or after some spcified delay to perform some
ether Required Action. Regardless ef whether it ic
-immediate r aftor some delay, whon a support systom's
Required Action directs a supported system to ho declarod
-inoporablo or dirocts ontry into Conditions and Rgio
Acins for a supported system, ths appli.al • o onei• ios

-and Requirod Actions shall bo ontored in acoordanco with

Specification 5.6, "Safoty Function Dotormination Program
(S99P)," onsuros loss of safety functio is dotootodan
appropriate actions are taken. Upon failure to meot two or
moos LCOs concurrannl, an...aluati..n shl hMads t

doorin f loss of safety funct~ion coists Add4i t ionall1y,
.other lImitatioens, ro-modial -actions, or copnaoyacin
may ho idontified as a. result of thoeuprtsso
inoporability and corresponding exception to nring
supported system Conditions and Required Actions. =e400D5P
implements the requirements of LCO 3.0.6.

Cross train shocks to identify a loss of safety function for
these support systems that support multiple and redundont
safety systems are requirod. The cross train shock verifies

tht he su:pportod systoms of t.ho rounan ROEPBE support
system are OPERABLE, th .by ensuri ng safety function is
Y~e-te4-.4-, If th-is ovauat#ion doomnsthtals f
safety function exists, the appropri.to Conditins and.
Required APons of tho LCD in which the lops nf safety
f9unctien e istS are required to ho ontorod.

-1Q -3-47- Special tests and operations are required At various timos
ovor th P un i's if-oa dam.onsrato performanco
charactoristics, to perform maintenanco activities, and to
perform spocial ovaluations. Because TS normally proclude
thoso toots and operations, spocial tost o.cptions (STMs)
allow spcsified requirementso th ehangWd or . uspndod
undor sontrollod conditions. STEs are included in
applicable sections of the Specifications. Unless otherwiso
opocified, all other TS requirements remain unchanged and in

(continued)
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effect as applicable. This will cnsure that all appropriato
requircmcnts of thc MODE or othcr specifiod condition nct
directly associated with or requirod to bo changed cr
sucpondod to perform tho special tost or operation will
remain in offect.

The AppliGca9bity of a nA STEL reprosonts a c nt
necessarily in compliance with tho normal requirements of

eT Compliance with STE LCOs is optional.

A special test m.ay ho porformd uinder ither the provisions
of the appropriate STE LCO or the othor applicable TS
requirements. If it is desired to porform the special test
under the provisions of tho STE LCO, the requirements of the
STE LCO shall bo followod. This includes the S9s specified
in the STE LCO.

Some of the STE LCOs require that one or more of the LCOs
for normal operation be FRe (i.e., meeting the ST C TO

requires meeting the specified normal LCOs).
Applicability, ACTIONS, and Sgs of the specified normal
LC(Os, hoewever-, are not rouie to e met;4 in or-der4 to moot-
the STE LCO "he i is in ef t Th means that, u
failure to meet a specified no.rmal LO, te ass ci.ated
ACTIONS of the STE ICO apply, in lieu of tho ACTIONS of the
normal LCO. Exceptions to the.a _bov..e• exist T;r are
instances when the Applicability of the specified nermal LCO

msbe met, .h.r.. its ACTIONS must.. beta , whercert

of its Surveillances must b.e performed, or whee all of
these requirements must bL4e met ..n.uront. with the
requirements othe STE LCO.

Unless the SRs of the specified normal 9COs are suspended or
hanged b9y the special test, those _s t-hat are necessary to

moot_# the specifi4edI nor7-m-al LCQQs mus-t be mRet priorGý to
performing te special test During1 th condu. t of the

special test, tiesc Surv.eillans •ned. pnt be per•fore•
unless specif:eie b~y theq ACINSo S o the STE LCO.

ACTIONS for STE 1COs provide appropriate remedial measures
upon failure to meet the STE LCO. Upon failure te meet
these ACTIONS, s.spen. th performance o h4e special too
and enter the ACTIONS for _ll LC;Q•• ta are then net m.et.
ntry into LCO 3.0.3 may possibl .be required, b.ut ths

dEtermination shul no e made by consideri-ng.. only •t•• e
failu. to m.eet the AC..TION of th STE . C. .
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B 3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY

BASES

SRs SR 3.0.1 through SR 3.0.4 establish the general requirements
applicable to all Specifications and apply at all times,
unless otherwise stated.

SR 3.0.1 SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that SRs must be met
during the MODES or other specified conditions in the in order
Applicability for which the requirements of the LCO apply,
unless otherwise specified in the individual SRs. This
Specification is to ensure that Surveillances are performed
to verify the OPERABILITY of systems and components, and

Ifacifity conditions 41at variah1Ps are within specified limits. Failure to meet
a Surveillance within the specified Frequency, in accordance
with SR 3.0.2, constitutes a failure to meet an LCO.

Systems8 and components arce assum-ed to- be4 OPEABLwen the4
assciated ORs have .beenmet. Nothing in this

Specification, however, is to be construed as implying that
systems or= cmponents are OPERABLE when:

a- The systems or components are known to be inoperable,
although still meeting the SRs; or

14- Tho4 roureot of-he Su-1r-veill1ance(s) a-re known-; toP be
not R-mot b;etween; r-equir-ed uvilac per-formFances.

Surveillances do not have to be performed when the 4 is
in a MODE or other specified condition for which the
requirements of the associated LCO are not applicable,
unless otherwise specified. The SRs associated with a
special teSt exception (STE-) are Gonly applicable "hen the
STE is used as an allowable exceptien to the requirements of
a Speeification.

Surveillances, including Survwe.illanc. es in.•..•.. 19y Required
Actio:ns, doe notPhav to be perFfo-rm;e-d on inoper-able equi:pment
boceauso the -AC-TIONS defiJne thýe -remedi---al mReacuiir-ec thIat- apply.

~urvdliiancos D3V0 cc cc moo ana pcrrcrmcu in cosuruanco
..ith SR 3.0.2, prior to returning equipment to OPERABLE

statue.

(continued)
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Upon completion f main•toanco, appropriate post MaiA
testing is required to declare equipment OPEP.BLE.
inoludes ensuring applioable Survcillancos are not failod
and thoir most recent performance is in accordance with
-RR Port maintonanc. testing may not bo pessiblo i

tho c.rrot WMOD or ether specified -co iP i t
Applicability due te tho nceossary unit parameters not
having boon osalso. In thosec situations, thc cquipmon
may bo Ponseirc- OPERABLET provided testing has b

satisfactorily cmpltod to t extent possiblo Ra h
equipment is not othOrwise believed to be incapablo of
porforming -its fwuotion . Tis 1l.l allow operation t
procood to a MODE or oth• r specified GQonditin Whor ot..h
necessary pest maintenanoc tWsts can bu completed.

Somo examples of t-his pro.oss a.:

5-. Auxiliary foedwator (AFW) pump
during refueling that requires
pressures > R00 psi. .we.e.,

turbine maintenance
teosting at stoam
if ether appropriato

tosting is satisracreorny compiocco, tho r.W System clan
be considered OPEPABLE. This allows startup and other
necossary tooting to procccd- unt-il tho plant rohs
the steam pressure requirod to perform the tosting.

High pressure safety injection (HPSI) maintenanco
during shutdown that requires system functional t.sts
at a specifiod pr.ssuo. Po.vidod othor appropriato
tosting is satisfacterily comploto. , startup can
procoPd- With HPSI1 7osdoo hPE1.BLE. This allw-s
operation to rOach the specifiod pressure to comploto
the necessary post maintenance teoting.

SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 establishos the requireme
specifiod Frequency for Surveillan
Action-p wit1h a Complotion Ti-mo that-r

s for meeting the
s and any Required
equires the poriedi
n a "on.o per.-

L.

intorval.

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified
in the Frequency. This extension facilitates Surveillance
scheduling and considers plant oporating conditions that may

(continued)
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SR 3.0.2
(continued)

not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance (e.g.,
transient conditions or other ongoing Surveillance or
maintenance activities).

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the
reliability that results from performing the Surveillance at
its specified Frequency. This is based on the recognition
that the most probable result of any particular Surveillance
being performed is the verification of conformance with the
SRs. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are thoso Surveillances for
which the 25% extension of the interval specified in tho
Froqucney does not apply. The
the individual Specifications.

so exceptions are statcd in
C1 'ý r) ' C

does not apply is the Contain
S...... na o Test frequencies sp

Pie
.±nt Leakage Rate Testing

e GI - - G; - - - -P- ý- - - (-; 6 G -P- ý- R. - -P- -M.

L~eakage Rate Testingf ProGgram m~ay bge etndcostntwith
the uidncepreGvided4 in URI 94-01," Idsr udln o

Implementing Performanee-Based Optien Of 1OCFR 50, Appendix

As stlated. in SR3.02 th1e 25% exten-Ps-ion s d~oesr noet applyý
to the initial portien of a periodic Completion Time that
requires performance en a "once per..." basis. Thae 25%s
extension applies to each performance after the initial
performance. The initi performance o he Required.
A.cti , w -h i is a particular Sreillance or some
other re ia•l a n is considered a single ac4e w. ith a
single Completion Time. One reason for not allowing the 25%

~:tnsin o tis omletonTime is that suh an a.-ction
usually verifies that no loss of function has occurred by
h4eck4:g the .st.atu.s of rd t r diver. compenents or
ae.mpises ;te • f•unctio•n t1e ineperable eq.uipF.ment in an

alternative manner.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used
repeatedly merely as an operation-a convenience to extend
Surveillance intervals or periodic Completion Time intervals
beyond those specified.

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring
affected equipment inoperable or an affected variable
outside the specified limits when a Surveillance has not

(continued)
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SR 3.0.3
(continued)

been completed within the specified Frequency. A delay
period of up to 24 hours or up to the limit of the specified
frequency , whichever is greater, applies from the point in
time that it is discovered that the Surveillance has not
been performed in accordance with SR 3.0.2, and not at the
time that the specified Frequency was not met.

This delay period provides an adequate time to complete
Surveillances that have been missed. This delay period
permits the completion of a Surveillance before complying
with Required Actions or other remedial measures that might
preclude completion of the Surveillance.

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of
conditions, adequate planning, availability of

personnel, the time required to perform the Surveillance,
the safety significance of the delay in completing the
required Surveillance, and the recognition that the most
probable result of any particular Surveillance being
performed is the verification of conformance with the
requirements.

aWhen a Surveillance with a Frequency based not on time
intervals, but upon specified-" conditions, oper-atin
sitatins or.... reqire.nt of regulations (e g., pro to

enterzinq MODF6 I aft#er- eaph fu~el leading, orz in cor;c
with !0CFRS0, Appendixr J, as modified by apprvovd
.. emti•..., otc.) is discovered to not have been performed
when specified, SR 3.0.3 allows for the full delay period of
up to the specified Frequency to perform the Surveillance.
However, since there is not a time interval specified, the
missed Surveillance should be performed at the first
reasonable opportunity.

SR 3.0.3 provides a time limit for, and allowances for the
p...for.man. .of, Sur.eillance..tha .beo.e applicable as a
GGRnseeueReoo of MODEPR chneriooe )y Recupiri7,ed 'Art-iens.

(continued)
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SR 3.0.3 Failure to comply with specified Frequencies for SRs is
(continued) expected to be an infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay

period established by SR 3.0.3 is a flexibility which is not
intended to be used as a, 4 convenience to extend
Surveillance intervals. While up to 24 hours or the limit
of the specified Frequency is provided to perform the missed
Surveillance, it is expected that the missed Surveillance
will be performed at the first reasonable opportunity. The
determination of the first reasonable opportunity should
include consideration of the impact on plant risk (from
delaying the Surveillances as well as any plant

fgrto ch.......anges Q3: or shutting th plant d o.wn to
perf•o-.rm 41Sriln) and impact on any analysis
assumptions, in addition to W conditions, planning,
availability of personnel, and the time required to perform
the Surveillance. This risk impact should be managed
through the program in place to implement 10CFR50.65(a) (4)
and its implementation guidance, NRC Regulatory Guide 1.182,
'Assessing and Managing Risk Before Maintenance Activities
at Nuclear Power Plants.' This Regulatory Guide addresses
consideration of temporary and aggregate risk impacts,
determination of risk management action thresholds, and risk
management action up to and including plant shutdown. The
missed Surveillance should be treated as an emergent
condition as discussed in the Regulatory Guide. The risk
evaluation may use quantitative, qualitative, or blended
methods. The degree of depth and rigor of the evaluation
should be commensurate with the importance of the component.
Missed Surveillances for important components should be
analyzed quantitatively. If the results of the risk
evaluation determine the risk increase is significant, this
evaluation should be used to determine the safest course of
action. All missed Surveillances will be placed in the
licensee's Corrective Action Program.

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay
period, then the equipment is considered inoperable or the
variable is considered outside the specified limits and the
Completion Times of the Required Actions for the applicable
LCO Conditions begin immediately upon expiration of the
delay period. If a Surveillance is failed within the delay
period, then the equipment is inoperable, or the variable is
outside the specified limits and the Completion Times of the
Required Actions for the applicable LCO Conditions begin
immediately upon the failure of the Surveillance.

(continued)
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SR 3.0.3
(continued)

Completion of the Surveillance within the delay period
allowed by this Specification, or within the Completion Time
of the ACTIONS, restores compliance with SR 3.0.1.

SR 3.0.4 SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable SRs
must be met before entry into a MODE Ar ether specified
Condition in the Applicability.

This Specification ensures that system and component
OPERABILITY requirements and variable limits are met before
entry into MODES or cther specified conditions in the

aciy Ap licabilit for which these systems and components ensure
safeoperation of th A-. This Specification applies te

c.ang.s in MODE Por Po#ho specified nd o in th
Applicability associated with unit shutdown as well as
startup.

The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in
MODES or ether specified conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with ACTIONS.

The precise requirements for performance of SRs are
specified such that exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are not
necessary. The specific time frames and conditions
necessary for meeting the
Frequency, in the Surcei!!

9SK are Sp~eciriecl in tIee
19p# I;- Th;isR allows);

•ndt •), .. p.cified9- in a u e l e pro. .e.. duret. require

entry into the MODE or other specified condition in the
Appicailiy o th1e asoitdLC9 prioar to thepefrac

Pet be performed uni aft entering the TC Applicability,
weuld have its Frequency specified such that it is net "due"
until the specific conditions needed are met. Alternately,
the Surveillance may be stated in the f of..A a ;.Ne as not
required mt be ert performed) until a particular event,

Gen -t: Gn' 94 ý-;AQ -. Q.9 -eep 42e;ir- e ý "ý etflvý - - --

441e 69ec4-itic Aora 9 oR-S' anoato is tunG in
Secio 1.1, f ý e! qm"
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B 43-Y ýPLANT SYSTEMS

BA4:ZPduel Storage Pool Water Level

Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

B 2 :-7- 16

BASES

BACKGROUND The minimum water level in the fuel storage pool meets the
assumptions of iodine decontamination factors following a
fuel handling accident. The specified water level shields
and minimizes the general area dose when the storage racks
are filled to their maximum capacity. The water also
provides shielding during the movement of spent fuel.

A general description of the fuel storage pool design is
given in the UFSAR, Section 9.1.2, Reference 1, and the
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System is given in the
UFSAR, Section 9.1.3 (Ref. 2). The assumptions of the fuel
handling accident are given in the UFSAR, Section 15.7.3.4
and 15.7.3.; (Ref. 3 and Ref. 6).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

lor low population zone

The minimum water level in the fuel storage pool meets the
assumptions of the fuel handling accident described in 1.183
Regulatory Guide l.- (Ref. 4). The resultant :
th......i dose to a person at the exclusion area boundarlis a

small fraction of the 10 CFR..40. (Ref. 5) limits.

According to Reference 4, there is 23 ft of water between
the top of the damaged fuel bundle and the fuel pool surface
for a fuel handling accident. With this 23 ft of water, the
assumptions of Reference 4 can be used directly. In
practice, this LCO preserves this assumption for the bulk of
the fuel in the storage racks. In the case of a single
bundle, dropped and lying horizontally on top of the spent
fuel racks, there would be < 23 ft of water above the top of
the bundle.

-~ ~r'r~r'"i fii"1 ~r'h 1

existe (which is -uhen fuel is being moved) a water level is

maintained that ...o. ensure t -htth ;.0r would be >23 fcot
above the fuel aesemb!y laying en tep ef the raeke. Th4.r
increased water level is required by LCO 3.9.6 n i th fuel
sterage pe!l iS .enn.eet tg the refuel ing cavity and by
statien procedures w4henever fuel ies being mewed.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 B 3.7a 8
(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

The fuel storage pool water level satisfies Criterion 3 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The specified water level preserves the assumptions of the
fuel handling accident analysis (Ref. 3). As such, it is
the minimum required for fuel storage and movement within
the fuel storage pool.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies during movement of fuel assemblies (i.e.,
irradiated fuel, non-irradiated fuel, and the dummy fuel
assembly) in the fuel storage pool since the potential for a
release of fission products exists.

ACTIONS A. 1

Recuircd Action A.! is modificd bv a Nocto indicatino that
- I ý I - -I

:b" & a.U.z = 4= k-Atj IIU i ik JUIV.

When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met,
steps should be taken to preclude the accident from
occurring. When the fuel storage pool water level is lower
than the required level, the movement of fuel assemblies in
the fuel storage pool is immediately suspended. This
effectively precludes a spent fuel handling accident from
occurring. This does not preclude moving a fuel assembly to
a safe position.

If mevinn fuel asscmb!ics while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO 3.0.3
weuld not specify aniy action. If movinG fuel ; sse@!is

_hi ;;i MODES9 1, 2, 3, andG 4, tho;L fu4 movIcmontx(;AQP isR
independent of roactor ocprationo. Thercforo, in cithcr

cas ., in lity t su.p.n. mov.m n.t. of fuol a.....li e I.

not sufficient reascn tc rcouire a reactor shutdown.

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B

E5ýrBASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR

This SR verifies sufficient fuel storage pool water is
available in the event of a fuel handling accident. The
water level in the fuel storage pool must be checked
periodically. The 7 day Frequency is appropriate because
the volume in the pool is normally stable. Water level
changes are controlled by unit procedures and are
acceptable, based on operating experience.

Dur.ing refueling eperations, the .. .level in the fu sterage
peoel 12 at uilt t of the refueling canal, and
thc; level in thez rePfueIling cnaln is, hccQkod1 dlaily in1

accerdan 4#1 with LC 39.6, "Refuelingq Water Leel.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.1.2.

2. UFSAR, Section 9.1.3.

3. UFSAR, Section 15.7.3.4.

4. Regulatory Guide

5. 10 CF'R 10

4.- UFSAR, Secion 15.:73.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
B A ; I;~4

B-3--; PLANT SYSTEMS

B ýl Storage Pool Boron Concentration

BASES

BACKGROUND As described in LCO -3•--, "Spent Fuel Assembly Storage,"
fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel racks in
accordance with criteria based on initial enrichment,
discharge burnup, and cooling time (plutonium decay).
Although the water in the spent fuel pool is normally
borated to Ž 2000 ppm, the criteria that limit the storage
of a fuel assembly to specific rack locations is
conservatively developed without taking credit for boron
while maintaining Keff < 1.0. Credit for boron is taken to
maintain Keff • 0.95.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Soluble boron in the spent fuel pool is credited in
criticality analyses for normal and accident conditions.
The relevant accidents are 1) Fuel Assembly Dropped
Horizontally On Top of the Racks, 2) Fuel Assembly Dropped
Vertically Into a Storage Location Already Containing a Fuel
Assembly, 3) Fuel Assembly Dropped to the SFP Floor, and 4)
Fuel Misloading in either Region I or Region II. The
limiting accident is Fuel Misloading in either Region I or
Region II.

A fuel assembly could be inadvertently loaded into a spent 3.1.3
fuel rack location not allowed by LCO 3 (e.g., an un-

irradiated fuel assembly or an insufficiently depleted fuel
assembly). This accident is analyzed assuming the
misloading of one fresh assembly with the maximum
permissible enrichment. However, the negative reactivity
effect of the soluble boron compensates for the increased
reactivity caused by the postulated accident scenario.

Under normal, non-accident conditions, the soluble boron
needed to maintain Keff less than or equal to 0.95, including
uncertainties, is 970 ppm. Under accident conditions, the
soluble boron needed to maintain Keff less than or equal to
0.95, including uncertainties, is 1700 ppm. A SFP boron
dilution analysis shows that dilution from 2000 ppm to below
1700 is not credible. Therefore, the minimum required
soluble boron concentration is 2000 ppm.

The concentration of dissolved boron in the fuel pool
satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

BASES (continued)

LCO The specified concentration of 2000 ppm dissolved boron in
the fuel pool preserves the assumptions used in the analyses
described above. This concentration of dissolved boron is
the minimum required concentration for fuel assembly storage
and movement within the spent fuel pool.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever fuel assemblies are stored in the
spent fuel pool.

ACTIONS A.I and A.2

Tho. RozGuiJrQd. -Ac-tionsQR arce modifiod by a Note indicating *tý ii t

TLCO 3.0.3 d .os not apply

When the concentration of boron in the spent fuel pool is
less than required 2000 ppm, immediate action must be taken
to preclude an accident from happening or to mitigate the
consequences of an accident in progress. This is most
efficiently achieved by immediately suspending the movement
of fuel assemblies. This does not preclude the movement of
fuel assemblies to a safe position. In addition, action
must be immediately initiated to restore boron concentration
to the required 2000 ppm.

IfE moving iraiac uel assemblic 4s ;uhilo in; MODE9 9 or 6,
LCO3..3woldn# speciýfy any act#4ion 14 4-V4:RG

irrditedful seblcsw-hi4le i4n MODEP9 1, 2f 3, or 4, th4e
fuel movement is independent of reactor operation.
Threfor=@, inability to su..spend m..ovemento. Q9 PcmlioR
is not sufficient rcason to r#cuire a reactor shutdown.

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
B

13.1.2
BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 2
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the concentration of boron in the
spent fuel pool is within the required limit. As long as
this SR is met, the analyzed incidents are fully addressed.
The 7 day Frequency is appropriate because no major
replenishment of pool water is expected to take place over a
short period of time.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.1.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 B ý.-" Amendment No. 127 03/05/08



Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

B .-3-;- PLANT SYSTEMS

Ben Fuel Assembly Storage

BASES

BACKGROUND The spent fuel storage facility is designed to store either
new (nonirradiated) nuclear fuel assemblies, or burned
(irradiated) fuel assemblies in a vertical configuration
underwater. The storage pool is sized to store 1542 fuel
assemblies. Two types/sizes of spent fuel storage racks are
used (Region I and Region II). The two Region I racks each
contain 156 storage locations each spaced 10.40 inches on
center in a 12x13 array. Four Region II storage racks each
contain 210 storage locations in a 14x15 array. The
remaining two Region II racks each contain 195 locations in
a 13x15 array. All Region II locations are spaced 8.85
inches on center.

To maintain Ke.. < 0.95 for spent fuel of maximum enrichment
up to 4.8 w/o, (1) soluble boron is credited, and (2) the
following storage patterns and borated stainless steel guide
tube inserts are used as needed:

(1) unrestricted storage, minimum discharge burnup
and cooling time requirements vs. initial
enrichment,

(2) SFP Peripheral storage, minimum aischarge burnup
and cooling time requirements vs. initial
enrichment,

(3) 2x2 storage
and cooling
enrichment,

patterns, minimum discharge burnup
time requirements vs. initial

(4) 3x3 storage patterns, minimum discharge burnup
and cooling time requirements vs. initial
enrichment,

(5) credit for
(CEAs),

inserted Control Element Assemblies

(6) credit for erbia in fresh assemblies,

(7) credit for cooling time (Pu-241 decay), and,

(8) credit for
inserts.

borated stainless steel guide tube

(continued)
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND
(continued)

When soluble boron is credited, the following acceptance
criteria apply:

(1) Under normal conditions, the 95/95 neutron
multiplication factor (Keff), including all
uncertainties, shall be less than 1.0 when
flooded with unborated water, and,

(2) Under normal and accident conditions, the 95/95
neutron multiplication factor (Keff), including
all uncertainties, shall be less than or equal to
0.95 when flooded with borated water.

APPLICABLE The spent fuel storage facility is designed for
SAFETY ANALYSES noncriticality by use of adequate spacing, neutron absorbing

stainless steel cans, borated water with a minimum soluble
boron concentration of 970 ppm, and storage of fuel
assemblies in accordance with the administrative controls in

Mand LCS 4.0.100, "Fuel Storage Patterns".

The spent fuel assembly storage satisfies Criterion 2 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The restrictions on the placement of fuel assemblies within
the spent fuel pool, in the accompanying LCO, ensure that
the K~ff of the spent fuel pool will always remain

< 1.00 under normal, non-accident conditions assuming the
pool to be flooded with unborated water. The Keft of the
spent fuel pool will always remain • 0.95 under normal, non-
accident conditions assuming the pool to be flooded with
borated water with a minimum soluble boron concentration of
970 ppm. The Keff of the spent fuel pool will always remain
< 0.95 under accident conditions assuming the pool to be
flooded with borated water with a minimum soluble boron
concentration of 1700 ppm. The restrictions are consistent
with the criticality safety analysis performed for the spent

fuel pool.

(continued)
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in
Regions I and II of the spent fuel pool.

ACTIONS A. 1

-- --- - --- I I -- -
ik. ± iu~iu ±?sL irlivain 4tna-

TLC 23-0. do.. net apply.

When the configuration of fuel assemblies stored in
Regions I and II of the spent fuel pool is not in accordance

w1 ith LCOD , immediate action must be taken to make the
necessary fuel assembly movement(s) to bring the
configuration into compliance.

If moving irradiated fucl aseomb!ics whilo in MODE 5 or 6,
LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. 1f ovinPG
irradiated fuel asseom!ieso hile in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the
fuel movement i- indspendent of rector operation.
Thcrc@for, In ithc-r a..c inability to moa e fu1eI a.r.m, ics
is not sufficient reason to recuirc a reactcr shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

F3.1.3[

F3-.1.3

SR 2 ;1

This SR verifies by administrative means that the fuel
assembly is stored in accordance with LCO , or Design
Features 4.3.1.1, or LCS 4.0.100. For fuel assemblies not
stored in accordance with LCO .!@, performance of this SR
will ensure compliance with Specification 4.3.1.1.

This surveillance is performed prior to the initial storage
of a fuel assembly in a spent fuel pool location and prior
to each subsequent movement to a new location.

REFERENCES UFSAR, Section 9.1.2.2.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 B `7
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

B 3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

BASES ~-~O3.O.2

LCOs LCO 3.0.1 htleugh- a.30-7 establish the general
requirements applicable to all Specifications and apply at
all times unless otherwise stated.

LCO 3.0.1 LCO 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within
each individual Specification as the requirement for when
the LCO is required to be met (i.e., when the s in thefacility
HODES or other specified conditions of the Applicability
statement of each Specification).

LCO 3.0.2 LCO 3.0.2 establishes that upon discovery of a failure to
meet an LCO, the associated ACTIONS shall be met. The
Completion Time of each Required Action for an ACTIONS
Condition is applicable from the point in time that an
ACTIONS Condition is entered. The Required Actions
establish those remedial measures that must be taken within
specified Completion Times when the requirements of an LCO
are not met. This Specification establishes that:

a. Completion of the Required Actions within the
specified Completion Times constitutes compliance with
a Specification; and

b. Completion of the Required Actions is not required
when an LCO is met within the specified Completion
Time, unless otherwise specified.

There are two basie types of Required Actions. The-firs-
type of Required Aetion speeifies a time limit in which the
,C .must be met. This time limit is the Completion Time to

or to restore vIar.iables to within spe1ified limits. !-F-this
type of Required Aetien is not completed within the
specified Completion Time, a shutdwn may be require
place t,.he ..unit in. ua MODE .r condition in which the
Speeification is not applicable. (Whether stated as a
Required A.ti- n or not, correction ef the entered C-ndWt-n
is an altion that may always be- cInsiderd upon 1nt * _i

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

LCO 3.0.2
(continued)

ACTIONS.) Thc second type of Required Action specifics the
remedial measures that pemit ontiu•t d operation of the
unit that is not further restricted by the Completion Time.
in this case, compliance with the Rcquired Action: providcs9
an acceptable level cf safety for cont.inued operation.

Completing the Required Actions is not required when an LCO
is met or is no longer applicable, unless otherwise stated
in the individual Specifications.

The nature of some Required Actions of some Conditions
nocessitates that, once thc Condition is entered, the
Required Actions must be completed cven though the
associate~d Conditions no longer exist. The individual LCO½
ACTIONS speclify the Required Actions where this is the case.
An exa•ple of this is 4n LW 3.0.1, "AC Sources Operating.'

a specified Condition in
the Applicability is enterE

the safe storage
of irradiated fuel

The Completion Times of the Required Actions are also
i applicable when a system or component is removed from
[serviee intentionally. The reasons for intentionally

ed relying on the ACTIONS include, but are not limited to,
performance of Surveillances, preventive maintenance,
corrective maintenance, or investigation of eperat-ional
problems. Entering ACTIONS for these reasons must be done
in a manner that does not compromisrfety. Intentional
entry into ACTIONS should not be made for eperetiene-
convenience. Alternatives that would not result in
redundant equipment being inoperable should be usd instead-.
Doing so limits the time both subsystems trains of a safety
function a inoperable and l.imits the time other cond ito-n
exist which result in ICO 3.0.3 being entered. individuul
Specifications may speclify a time limit for performing an SR

)

wnen equipment is removeu ironsrie or Dypassee TO?
testing. in this case, the Completion Times of t Required
Actions arc applicable when this time limit expires-, ifl th.e
equipment remains remov-d from sr v.i-cer bypassed-.

When a change in NODE or other specified condition is
required to comply with Required Actions, the unit may enter
a MODE or other specified condition in which anothe
Speclification becomes applicable. in thin case, the
Completion Times of the associated Required Actions would
apply from the point in time that the new Specification
becomes applicable and the ACTIONS Condition(s) arc entered.

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

660 (3.ot.3 60G 3.0.3 establishes the actions that must be implemented
when an LCO is not met and:

a-. An associated Required Action and Completion Time i-s
not met arid no other Condition applies; or

bh. The condition of the unit is not specifically
addressed by the associated ACTIONS. This moans that
no combination of Conditions stated in thc ACTIONS8 can
be made that exactly corresponds to the actucal
condition of the unit-. Sometimes, possible

combnatins o -Coditins are such that entering
GOG 3.r0.3 is warranted; in such eases, the ACTIONS6
specifically state a Condition corresponding to squc~h
combinations and also that LCD 3.9-.3 be-eender
immediatcely-

This Specification delineates the time limits for placirn
the unit in a safe BODE or other specified condition when
operation cannot be maintained within the limits for safe
operation as defined by the LCO and its ACTIONS. i-t--4-net
intended to bo used as an operational convcnicnceeta
permits routine voluntary removal of redundant systcms e1
ccmponznts from scrvice in lieu of other alternatives that
aeuld not result in redundant systems or components being,
i Repertb! e-

Upon entering LCO 3.0.4 1 hour is allowed to prepare for
an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in unt
operation: This includes time to permit the operatort
coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with the

,•.J a t L . . . -". ... .' .t L± A ... A A-i" .. ....

eiuku anpatener to ensure the stability ana availability or
lhe electrl• al grid. [he time limits specified to reach
lower MODES of operation permit the shutdown to proceed in
a controlled and orderly manner that is well within the
spcificd maximum c -ldown rate and within the capabilities
of the unit, assuming that only the minimum required
equ-ipmen-t-is-OPERABLE- This reduces thermal stresses on
components of the Reactor Coolant System and the petntia'
for a plant upset that could challenge safety systems under
conditins to which this Specification applies. The-use-and
interpretation of specified times to complete the actions of
bOOG 3.0.A are consistent with the discussion of Section 1.3,
Completion Times.

(continued)
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LeeO 3. 9.
Eeefltifled+

Voluntary entry into LCO 3.0.3 is permios,•b, but rquis
F1rior aproval (approval mfay he verbal ) f re- 1eitherth

Opeatin;Manager, Station Manager or corporate officer with
dirct espnsibility for the plant. The approval meust
subequHl be documented in written retrievable manner.

hnad-,rtent entry still allows fcor the one houir preparation
perioed before Aetiens to change MOD[S must begin.

A "ir4 wGhWWRWA PP W~i'Qr iR APPPAMP bLfi uB] I-P rn A :Z F n-V hPBASES (continued)
terminated and LCO 3.0.3 exited 4f any of the followeinýg1a c I . .eni IIu r sii i .+, .- tJ U 14•. ••i. l |i l. ,. i. .. , • ,*r iilj

I). A Condtion exists for whieh the Required A-tions Ha"
now been perf.mi.ed.

!M7T-flNM - *iit tam RR*n h~wP cxpired C -mpleti- n
Ti4mes; These Completion Timnes are applieable from the
point in time that the Conditioni is initially entered
and not from the ti.,-e LCr 3.0.3 is exited.

The timfie limits of SpeeifilationI 3.0.3 allow 37 hours fo
the unit to be 4in MODE 5 when a shutdown irqurdduriing

U II ULJ . . I.fl .ll ' J¥| r.l U • I LI[I|I.. Ul p.•[ II tI F••J) ?I UI'..I I• II}1.. I IJ11 I * |

operation when a shutdown is requi~red, the tiMe- limit foe
reaIhIng the next lower lODE applies. if a lower MODE i
reached in less timne than allowed, however, the total
allowable time to reach MODE 5, or other applicable MODE, i
no eue- For example, if MODE 3 is reaehed in 2 hours-,
then the timne allowed for reaching MODE 4 is the next.
11 hours, because the total time for rea.hirg MODE 4 is not

S,,)

rrQ rlz PM 1-0a ',i *ri Afl +i~"n R~1 WP Q~ nPPPr An'~ ra

reniedial measures are completed that would permnit a retuirm
to MODE 1, a penalty is not incurred by haying to reach a
lowter MODE of operation in less than the total time allowed.

in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, LCO 3.0.3 provides actions for
Conditions net covered in other Specifieations. The
requirements of LCO 3.0.3 do not apply in MODES 5 and
because the unit is already in the most restrictive
Condition required by [CO 3.0.3.

The requiremnent; of [CO 3.0.3 do not apply in other
specified cnditions of the Applicability (unless in MODE 1,
2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS of individual Specifications

(continued)
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LGO Applicabilit

BASES

L-60ee. 9. a sufficiently define the remedial measures to be taken.
Exceptions to ICO 3.0.3 are provided in instancos wher
requiring a unit shutdown, in accordance with LCO 3.0G.-3-,
would not provide appropriate rmedial measures forth
asaociatcd condition of the unit-. An example of this is in
LEO 3.7.16, "Fuel Storage Pool Waterw L ." L, O 3.7.16 h
an App icailt oF "During movement of irradiated fe
assemblies in the fuel storage pool."' Therefore, this LGO
..an be applicable in any or all MODES; if the LO -and the
Required Actions of LEO 3.7.16 are not met while in MODE 1,
2, or 3, there is no safety benefit to be gained by placin~
the unit in a shutdown condition The Required Action of
LGIO 3.7.16 of "Suspend movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in fuel storage poo~l" is the appropriate Required
Acttion to complete in lieu of the actions of LEO 3.03
These exceptions are addressed in the individual
Speeifleatiens

L1O 3.0.4 establishes lmtations on changes in MODES o
other specified conditions in the Applicability when an L6
is-not-met; it precludes placing the unit ina different
NUDE or other specitied condition when mhe toilowing exist!

a-. The requirements of an LEO, in the MODE or other
specified condition to be entered, are not met, a-nd

b-. Continued noncompliance with these LO requirements
would result in the unit keing required to be placed
in a MODE or other specified condition in which the
LEO does not apply to comply with the Required
Aetions.

Compliance with Rcguired Actions that permit continue
operation of the unit for an unlimited period of timei
MODE or other specified condition provides an acceptable
level ofsafet fo continued operation. This is wit'hout
regard to the status of the unit before or after the MODE
ehonge-r Thereforc, in such cases, entry into a MODEo
other specified condition in the Applicability may be made
in accordance with the provisions of the Required Actions.
The provisions of this Specification should not be
interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise the good
practice of restoring systems or components to OPERABLE
status before unit startup.

(continued)
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LEO Applicability
8--3-.-

BASES

L-GO 3. .A
(entnud

The provisions of LEGO 3.0.4 shall net prevent changes ir
MODES or ote spcfed conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with ACTIONS. In addition, theprovion,,s of Lf O 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES
or other specified conditions in the Applicability ta
result from a normal shutdown.

Exceptions to L1O 3.0.4 are stated in the individual
Spedf•ifations. Ex•eptions may apply to all the ACTIONS or
to a specific Required Action of a Specification.

Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated
inoperable equipment (or orn variables outside the specified
limits), as permitted by SR 3.01 Therefore, changing
MODES or other specified conditions while in an ACTIONS
Condition, in compliance with LEO 3.0.4 or whorE;an

exepio to LEG 3.0.4 is stated, is not a violation of
SR 3.0.1 or Sul 3.0.4 for those Surveillances that do not
have to be performed due to the associated inoperab-le
equipmenit; However, SRs must be met to ensure OPEABILITY
prior to declaring the associated equipment OPEMABLE (or
variable within limits) and rcstoring compliance with the
affeeted LGO-.

LGG 3. . LEO 3.0.5 establishes the allowancc for restoring cguipmc• t
to service under administrative controls when it has been
removed from servie or declared inoperable to comply with
ACT-IONS. The sole purpose of this Specification ist
provide an exception to LEO 3.0.2 (e.g., to not comply with
the applicable Required Actionfs)•) to allow the pcrformanco
of S~s to demonstrate:

a-. The OPERBILITY of the equipment being returned to

b67 The-OPERWBIH4Y ootherequipment-.

The adminilstrativle controls ensure the time the equipment is
returned tosric encnflict with the reurmns of the
ACTIONS islmtdo the time absolutely ncsayto
perform the allowed SRs. This Specification does not
provide time; to perform any other preventive or corrcctive
maintenanee.

(continued)
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LCO Applieabilit,

BASES

(eeMntined)
An example of demons
hcdn ri~tiirntdJ ittl.m*-

tinting thi OPERABILITY of the equipmen 4
AII mn•I P Pl 4M• ý nlI .•I ilI Fl

isolation valve that has been cleosd to comply with Required
Actios an mus be reopened to perform the ~s

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other
equipment is t~aking an inoperable channel or trip system out
of the tripped condition to prevent the trip function from

~Ocinrr~gduring the performance of an SR on another channell
in the other trip system. A similar example of
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other equipment is taking

an ioperble channel or trip system out of the tripped
c.ondition to permit the logic to function and indicate tho
appropriate response during the performarnce of an SR-or
another channel in thc same trip system.

660 3. 9.6 ida A • I m I • • • = -A A A A

LG. 3.U•• establishes an eceetl.fil to LGD 3.O.2 tar support.-
systems that have an EO specified in the T"echnical
Speeifies-t-4efs-fTS); This emeepti on is provided because
LCO 3.0.2 would require that the Conditions and Required
Actions of the aszeciated irnoperable supported system LCO be
entered solely due to the inoperability of the support
system. This exception is justified because the actions
that are required to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe
..ndition are specified in the support system LCO's Required
Aetien-. These Required Actions mnay include entering the
supported system's Conditions and Required Actions or may
specify other Required Actions-.

When a support system is inoprable and there is an LCO
speci-fied for it in the TS, the supported system(s)ar
required to be declared inoperable if determined to be
inoperable as a result of the support systemn inoperability.
However, it is not necessary to enter into the supported
systems' Conditions and Required Actions unless directed to
do so by the support system's Required Actions. The
potential confusion and inconsistency of requiremen
related to the entry into multiple support and supported
systems' LGOs' Conditions and Required Actions are
eliminated by providing all the actions that are necessary
to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe condition in the
support system-'s Required Action;.

(continued)
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LC9 Applicability
.. &I

BASES

LOG0 9
(eentinued+

However, there are instances where a support syste'
Rcquired Action may either dire•t a supported syste -to b
declarcd inoperable or direct entry into Conditions and
Required Actions for the supported system. Th•s•may . eeem,
immediately or after some specified delay to perform som.
other Required Action Regardless of whether it is9
imediate or after some delay, when a suppr Lytms
Required Action directs a supported SyStAr. to L! declared-
inoperable or directs entry into Condition n Rqie
Action: for a supported system, the applicable Conditions
and Required Actions shall be entered in accordance with
LGG-a.T.2a

Specificattion 5.6, "Safety Function Determination Progra
(SFOr)," ensures loss of safety function is detected and
appropriate actions are taken. Upon failure to meet two or
more LCD: concurrently, an evaluattion shall be made t

11 .. •Ar .9-- -r4. r tA- -- 4 Jl -

determine if less of sarety Tur.:uoc exists Ad iaunnal I,
other limnitations, remedial actions, or compensatory actions
may be identified as a result of the support system
inoperability and corresponding exception to enterin
supported system Conditions and Required Actions.

AlIA AIA I PM A•II Q Af Leo A 3. .6

implements the requiremens of LD306

Cr033 train checks to identify a less of safety function fox
those support systems that support multiple and redundant
safety systems are required. ;he cross train check verifies

system are OPERALE, thercby ensuring safety function is
retained. if this evaluation determines that; a loss f
safety function exists, the appropriate Conditions and
Required Actions of the LCD in which the loss of safet
function exists are required to be entered-.

6G6 3.G. Special tests and operations are rquied- at various times
over the unit's life to demonstrt promancee
characteristics, to perform maintenance activities, and to
perform special evaluations. Bccause IS normally preclude
those tests and operations, special test exceptions (ST-Es)
allow specified requirements to be changed or suspended
under controlled conditions. S~Ts are included in
applicable sections of the Spec ificatioan s. Unless otherwise
specified, all other TS requiremients rean.nhagd and in

(continued)
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[GO Applieability

BASES

Lee 3.-I. effe1t as applicabilc. This will ensure that all apprepriat
(eeantined) requi ements of the MODE or other specified condition not

,directly asseciated with or required to be chang~ed or
suspended to perform the special test or operation will
rain in- effeet.

Rc Appli.ability of an STE LEO represents a eonditin not
neccosarily in compliance with the normal requremets 0f
the-TS- Compliance with STE LCE~s is optional.

A special test may be performed under either the proiin

Ie.m t-s- If it is desired to perform. the special test
ue tf the STE LEO, the requirements of the
STE LC shall be fellowed. This ineludes the SRs speified
in the STE LGO.

for normal operation be met (i.e., meeting the STELC
ru.ires .eeting the sp- fied normal Ls)'.- The

LCOs, however, are not required to bc met in order to meet.
the STE ICO when it is in effelt. This means that, upn.
failure t" meet a specified normal LCO, the .sso.iated
ACTIONS of the STE LCO apply, in lieu of the ACTFIONS of t~h
terma-l-GGO- Emeeptions to the above do exist. There-ore
instances c•hn the Applieability of the specified neormal L
must be met, where its ACTIONS must be tak.en, wIhere ertain
-f i4t Surveillane1 s must be performed, or where a!
these requirements must be met concurrently with the
,,v ...... ts of the STE LO.

Unless the SRs of the specified normal LCOs are suspended or
changed by the special test, those SRs that are ncecssary to
meet the specified normal LC9s must be met prior to
performing the special test. fluring the corduet of the
special test, these Surveillances need noet be performed
unless specified by the ACTIO9NS or SRs of the STE ICO

ACTIONS for STE LC.s provide appropriate remedial measure
upon failure to meet the TE LCO^. Upon failure to mee
these ACTIONS, suspend the performan.e of the speeial tst
and enter the ACTIONS fr 0l4 Los that are then not met
Entry into LCO 3.0.3 may possibly be required, but ti
determinatien sheuld net be made by considering only-the
failure to meet the AC TIONS of the STE ECO.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 B 3.0-9 Amendment No. 116



SR Applicability
B 3.0

B 3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY

BASES

SRs SR 3.0.1 through SR 3.0.4 establish the general requirements
applicable to all Specifications and apply at all times,
unless otherwise stated.

SR 3.0.1 SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that SRs must be met
during the MODES or other specified conditions in the in order
Applicability for which the requirements of the LCO apply,
unless otherwise specified in the individual SRs. This /
Specification is to ensure that Surveillances are performed
to verify the OPERABITY of s a . ... a

Ifacility conditionsJ- that variables are within specified limits. Failure to meet
a Surveillance within the specified Frequency, in accordance
with SR 3.0.2, constitutes a failure to meet an LCO.

Systems and compornants are assumed to be OPERABLE when the
assoiated SRs have been met. Nothing-• n Ithis
Specification, however, is to be construed as implying that
systems or components arc 0PERABLE when:

a-- The systems or components are known to be inoperable,
although still meeting the SRs; or

b- 1 The requirements of the Surveillanec(s) are known to
be not met between required Surveillance performances

Surveillances do not have to be performed when the " is
in a BODE or er specified condition for which the
requirements of the associated LCO are not applicable,
unless otherwise specified. The SRs ass..iatcd with a
special test exception (STE) are only applicable when the
STE is used as an allowable exceptien to thc requirements of
a-Spedifleation.

Surveillances, including Surveillances invokcd by Required
Actions, do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment
because the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply.
Surveillancos have to be met an~d performed in accordanec
w-ith-SR 3.r0.2, prior to returning equipment to OPERABLE
status.

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

SR 3. 0. Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post maintenanc
testing s required to declare equipment OPERABLE. Th•s
includes epliable Surveillances arc not failed-
and their most recent performance is in acctordance witSR3.0.2. Post maintenanco testing may net be possibl in
the current MODE or other specified conditions in th
Applicability due to the necessary unit parameters not.
having been established. In these situations, the eq
may bc considcred OPERABLE provided testing has bee
satisfactorily completed to the extent possible and the
equipment is not otherwise believed to be incapableo
performing its functin. This will allow operation .t
proceed to a MODE or other specified condition whore - thei
necessary pest mainternance tests can be completed.

Some examplcs of this procoss arc:

a-. Auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump turbine maintenance
during refueling that requires testing at steam.
pressur.es> 800- ps-ih However, if other appropriate
testing is satisfactorily completcd, the AF -Syste
can be •cnsidered OPERABLE. This allows startup and
other necessary testing to proceed until the plant
reaches the steam pressure required to perform the

b-7- High pressure safety injection (UPSI) maintenance
during shutdown that requires system functional test
at a specified pressure. Provided other appropriate
testing is satisfactorily completed, startup can
proceed with HPSI considerad OPERABLE. Th-is-al-lows-
operation to reach the specifed pressure to complet
the necessary post maintenance testing.

SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements for mectingth
specifled Frequency for Surveillances and any Required
Action with a Completion Time that requires the periodic
performance of the Required Action on a "once pr."
iterval-

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified
in the Frequency. This extension facilitates Surveillance
scheduling and considers plan*- perat-ng conditions that may

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BAS ES

SR 3.0.2
(continued)

not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance (e.g.,
transient conditions or other ongoing Surveillance or
maintenance activities).

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the
reliability that results from performing the Surveillance at
its specified Frequency. This is based on the recognition
that the most probable result of any particular Surveillance
being performed is the verification of conformance with the
SRs. Thc exceptions to SR 3.0.2 arc those Surveillanc.s for
whirmh thr 9P2F rdrni:PRhr. Af thr iM*t2rWAI Qu.RlP:kfir' in t14'
Frequency does not apply.
the individual Specificatic
does not apply is the Conta
P-reriam- Test freguaneies

ThPcr P*PRrrinnc are statnr1 +a
An exam pl of where SR 3.0.2
u Icakage Rate Tastingt1 I Iln.

IQF L.III•l Ie l *IPP * 0 4M nR v-An llmlm ll

Leakage Rate Testing Program may be extended consistent with
the guidance provided in NEI 94-01," industry Guideline For
Imflplementing Performance Based Option of iOGFl 50, Appendix
42!- as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.163.

As stated in SR 3.0.2, the 25,• xtension also does not apply
to the initial portion of a periodic Completion Time that

requresperformance on a "once per..." basis; T-he-464f
extension applies to each performanee after the initial
pe..e.a.,nee. The init4a• performance of thc Required
Action, whether it is a particular Surveillance or some
other remedial action, is considared a single action with a
single Completion Time. One reason fcr not allowing the 2511
extension to this Completion Time is that such an action
usually verifies that no loss of function has occurred b-y
ehecking the status of redundant or diverse components or
accomfplishes the function of the inoperabla equipmcent in an
al ternative manner.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used
repeatedly merely as an opera-tioenal. convenience to extend
Surveillance intervals or periodic Completion Time intervals
beyond those specified.

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring
affected equipment inoperable or an affected variable
outside the specified limits when a Surveillance has not

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.3
(continued)

been completed within the specified Frequency. A delay
period of up to 24 hours or up to the limit of the specified
frequency , whichever is greater, applies from the point in
time that it is discovered that the Surveillance has not
been performed in accordance with SR 3.0.2, and not at the
time that the specified Frequency was not met.

This delay period provides an adequate time to complete
Surveillances that have been missed. This delay period
permits the completion of a Surveillance before complying
with Required Actions or other remedial measures that might
preclude completion of the Surveillance.

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of
fal ty i-t conditions, adequate planning, availability of

personnel, the time required to perform the Surveillance,
the safety significance of the delay in completing the
required Surveillance, and the recognition that the most
probable result of any particular Surveillance being
performed is the verification of conformance with the
requirements.

faily When a Surveillance with a Fr quency based not on time
intervals, but upon specifie t conditions, per9ti,•
Situation~s, wr rquirements of regulations- (c.g upr tV

with 1,CF145•, Appendi-m, •, as modified by appr,
exemptions, et".) is discovered to not have been performed
when specified, SR 3.0.3 allows for the full delay period of
up to the specified Frequency to perform the Surveillance.
However, since there is not a time interval specified, the
missed Surveillance should be performed at the first
reasonable opportunity.

SR 3.0.3 prae'ides a time limit for,
perfermance of, Surveillanees that
ee.nsequenee of MIODE changes imposed

&J

and allewanccs for th4
iccomc applicablc as a
by Required Aetion__

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.3 Failure to comply with specified Frequencies for SRs is
(continued) expected to be an infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay

period established by SR 3.0.3 is a flexibility which is not
intended to be used as aa apera-tei'ie convenience to extend
Surveillance intervals. While up to 24 hours or the limit
of the specified Frequency is provided to perform the missed
Surveillance, it is expected that the missed Surveillance
will be performed at the first reasonable opportunity. The
determination of the first reasonable opportunity should
include consideration of the impact on pi*raIe risk (from
delaying the Surveillances as well as any plant
configuration ehanges reurc r shuttingq the plant down to
pcrf.rm the Surv.illance. and impact on. any analysis
assumptions, in addition to 4 conditions, planning,
availability of personnel, and the time required to perform
the Surveillance. This risk impact should be managed
through the program in place to implement IOCFR50.65(a)(4)
and its implementation guidance, NRC Regulatory Guide 1.182,
'Assessing and Managing Risk Before Maintenance Activities
at Nuclear Power Plants.' This Regulatory Guide addresses
consideration of temporary and aggregate risk impacts,
determination of risk management action thresholds, and risk
management action up to and in"luding plant shutdwn. The
missed Surveillance should be treated as an emergent
condition as discussed in the Regulatory Guide. The risk
evaluation may use quantitative, qualitative, or blended
methods. The degree of depth and rigor of the evaluation
should be commensurate with the importance of the component.
Missed Surveillances for important components should be
analyzed quantitatively. If the results of the risk
evaluation determine the risk increase is significant, this
evaluation should be used to determine the safest course of
action. All missed Surveillances will be placed in the
licensee's Corrective Action Program.

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay
period, then the equipment is considered inoperable or the
variable is considered outside the specified limits and the
Completion Times of the Required Actions for the applicable
LCO Conditions begin immediately upon expiration of the
delay period. If a Surveillance is failed within the delay
period, then the equipment is inoperable, or the variable is
outside the specified limits and the Completion Times of the
Required Actions for the applicable LCO Conditions begin
immediately upon the failure of the Surveillance.

(eentinued
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.3 Completion of the Surveillance within the delay period
(continued) allowed by this Specification, or within the Completion Time

of the ACTIONS, restores compliance with SR 3.0.1.

SR 3.0.4 SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable SRs
must be met before entry into a M -ODE or ethe specified
Condition in the Applicability.

This Specification ensures that system and component
OPERABILITY requirements and variable limits are met before
entry into MO.ES or a specified conditions in the

fl A licability for whicý these systems and components ensure
sate operation of the 'Mi. This Specification applies to
e.hanges 4n MODES or other speeified eanditiens im thte
Applieability associated with unit shutdewn as we~lla

The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in
MODES or a specified conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with ACTIONS.

The precise requirements for performance of SRs are
specified such that exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are not
necessary. The speeific tim-e fram..es and cnditins
necessary for meeting the SRs are specified in the
Fregueney, in the Surveillance, or both. Th45-&R-ews-
perferinanee of Surveillances when the prerequisite
condition(s) specified in a Survcillancc procedurere ir
entry into the MOBE or ether- spccificd eonditien in the
Applieability of the asrsociated LCO prior t- the pe.lrformance
er completion of a Surveillance. A Survcillancc that could
not be performed until after entering the LCO Applicability,
w.ould have its rrequeney specified such that it is net "due'!
until the specific conditien: needed are met Alernate-l-y-
the Surveillance may be stated in the form of a Note as not
required (to be met or performed) until a particular event,
condition, or timne has been reached. Further discussion of.
the speeific formats of SR9' annotation is found in

5~~±~fl ft rr ----r~
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B -&,4-4-

B PLANT SYSTEMS

B ý :ýje6 Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

BASES

BACKGROUND The minimum water level in the fuel storage pool meets the
assumptions of iodine decontamination factors following a
fuel handling accident. The specified water level shields
and minimizes the general area dose when the storage racks
are filled to their maximum capacity. The water also
provides shielding during the movement of spent fuel.

A general description of the fuel storage pool design is
given in the UFSAR, Section 9.1.2, Reference 1, and the
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System is given in the
UFSAR, Section 9.1.3 (Ref. 2). The assumptions of the fuel
handling accident are given in the UFSAR, Section 15.7.3.4
and 15.7.3.6 (Ref. 3 ;;;;d Ref-. ).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

lor low population zone I

The minimum water level in the fuel storage pool meets the
assumptions of the fuel handling accident described in 18
Regulatory Guide 1.65 (Ref. 4). The resultant i-Qe7_
1thyyr-ei4 dose to a person at the exclusion area boundarN is a
small fraction of the 10 CFR 4.40 (Ref. 5) limits.

According to Reference 4, there is 23 ft of water between
the top of the damaged fuel bundle and the fuel pool surface
for a fuel handling accident. With this 23 ft of water, the
assumptions of Reference 4 can be used directly. In
practice, this LCO preserves this assumption for the bulk of
the fuel in the storage racks. In the case of a single
bundle, dropped and lying horizontally on top of the spent
fuel racks, there would be < 23 ft of water above the top of
the bundle.

S~'h"n ~~r' r-'tn"~~ ~ ~-F A

exists (whioh is wJhen fuel is being mewed) a water level is
maintained tha ..ol d ensure tha t #here would be >2 fee

increased water level is required by LCO 3.9.6 when the fuel

s"er-ape pee- __R _G) ___LQ eav EV aRGE Z Wy

station preceaures w;enever ruc i4s 19eisng mftevea.

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

The fuel storage pool water level satisfies Criterion 3 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The specified water level preserves the assumptions of the
fuel handling accident analysis (Ref. 3). As such, it is
the minimum required for fuel storage and movement within
the fuel storage pool.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies during movement of fuel assemblies (i.e.,
irradiated fuel, non-irradiated fuel, and the dummy fuel
assembly) in the fuel storage pool since the potential for a
release of fission products exists.

ACTIONS A. 1

Requi.r.ed Act A-l is mdi by a Notc indicating tha
TCO 3-0.3 ••oe not apply

When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met,
steps should be taken to preclude the accident from
occurring. When the fuel storage pool water level is lower
than the required level, the movement of fuel assemblies in
the fuel storage pool is immediately suspended. This
effectively precludes a spent fuel handling accident from
occurring. This does not preclude moving a fuel assembly to
a safe position.

If moving fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO 3.0.3
... u.d not specify any action. if m.vi4ng .fuel .assemb1l

wildepeind MOD 1, 2, 3, and o 4, te f efoveent eis he
independent 9 of eactorL operzatios. Terfre i ite

ease, inabili1ty to su4spendG moGvement of fuAelasebiss
not su4fficient rase to requiar-e areorshtun

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
BA

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR

This SR verifies sufficient fuel storage pool water is
available in the event of a fuel handling accident. The
water level in the fuel storage pool must be checked
periodically. The 7 day Frequency is appropriate because
the volume in the pool is normally stable. Water level
changes are controlled by unit procedures and are
acceptable, based on operating experience.

Durin:g rLefueling9 eperatioens, the level in; thep fuel stoerage
peel is at equilibrium #hhat of tc rcfuing c.anal, an
the levol in the refueling canal is checked daily in

acceroGance ;,44-h- 'Aecueling Watcr- TLevel

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.1.2.

2. UFSAR, Section 9.1.3.

3. UFSAR, Section 15.7.3.4.

4. Regulatory Guide IX

5. 10 CFR

46.- UFPSARSete 5...
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

B -3-•• PLANT SYSTEMS

B 2;Storage Pool Boron Concentration

BASES

BACKGROUND As described in LCO 4 , "Spent Fuel Assembly Storage,"
fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel racks in
accordance with criteria based on initial enrichment,
discharge burnup, and cooling time (plutonium decay).
Although the water in the spent fuel pool is normally
borated to Ž 2000 ppm, the criteria that limit the storage
of a fuel assembly to specific rack locations is
conservatively developed without taking credit for boron
while maintaining Keff < 1.0. Credit for boron is taken to
maintain Keff • 0.95.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Soluble boron in the spent fuel pool is credited in
criticality analyses for normal and accident conditions.
The relevant accidents are 1) Fuel Assembly Dropped
Horizontally On Top of the Racks, 2) Fuel Assembly Dropped
Vertically Into a Storage Location Already Containing a Fuel
Assembly, 3) Fuel Assembly Dropped to the SFP Floor, and 4)
Fuel Misloading in either Region I or Region II. The
limiting accident is Fuel Misloading in either Region I or
Region II.

A fuel assembly could be inadvertently loaded into a spent 3.1.3
fuel rack location not allowed by LCO & (e.g., an un-
irradiated fuel assembly or an insufficiently depleted fuel
assembly). This accident is analyzed assuming the
misloading of one fresh assembly with the maximum
permissible enrichment. However, the negative reactivity
effect of the soluble boron compensates for the increased
reactivity caused by the postulated accident scenario.

Under normal, non-accident conditions, the soluble boron
needed to maintain Keff less than or equal to 0.95, including
uncertainties, is 970 ppm. Under accident conditions, the
soluble boron needed to maintain Keff less than or equal to
0.95, including uncertainties, is 1700 ppm. A SFP boron
dilution analysis shows that dilution from 2000 ppm to below
1700 is not credible. Therefore, the minimum required
soluble boron concentration is 2000 ppm.

The concentration of dissolved boron in the fuel pool
satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

BASES (continued)

LCO The specified concentration of 2000 ppm dissolved boron in
the fuel pool preserves the assumptions used in the analyses
described above. This concentration of dissolved boron is
the minimum required concentration for fuel assembly storage
and movement within the spent fuel pool.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever fuel assemblies are stored in the
spent fuel pool.

ACTIONS A.I and A.2

Thc- Ro@gui 1r- ,d Act Ion s a.;= me ifo by 1 9 a Not indicaJ-P @ti-1ng th#4at
LC 3.0.3 doc s not. apply.

When the concentration of boron in the spent fuel pool is
less than required 2000 ppm, immediate action must be taken
to preclude an accident from happening or to mitigate the
consequences of an accident in progress. This is most
efficiently achieved by immediately suspending the movement
of fuel assemblies. This does not preclude the movement of
fuel assemblies to a safe position. In addition, action
must be immediately initiated to restore boron concentration
to the required 2000 ppm.

If moving irradiated fuc: a;ssmblies s ;hi; c in MODE 5 or 6,
TC 3. wuld net c pccify a. y acti. n. T; m-vin

irradatcdfuel -4;c-;ic whilc n MOD 1, 2, 3, oc 4, thce
fuel movement is independent of r-actor operation.
Thoerofor, inabaiity to suspend m....m.. of fucl a' Rsrmb;.lI
is..not. suffiient..a.onto...ui....r...or.shtdo.......

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
B

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3..11
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the concentration of boron in the
spent fuel pool is within the required limit. As long as
this SR is met, the analyzed incidents are fully addressed.
The 7 day Frequency is appropriate because no major
replenishment of pool water is expected to take place over a
short period of time.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.1.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 B ` "D Amendment No. 116 03/05/08



Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B -4--

3.1.3

B PLANT SYSTEMS

pent Fuel Assembly Storage

BASES

BACKGROUND The spent fuel storage facility is designed to store either
new (nonirradiated) nuclear fuel assemblies, or burned
(irradiated) fuel assemblies in a vertical configuration
underwater. The storage pool is sized to store 1542 fuel
assemblies. Two types/sizes of spent fuel storage racks are
used (Region I and Region II). The two Region I racks each
contain 156 storage locations each spaced 10.40 inches on
center in a 12x13 array. Four Region II storage racks each
contain 210 storage locations in a 14x15 array. The
remaining two Region II racks each contain 195 locations in
a 13x15 array. All Region II locations are spaced 8.85
inches on center.

To maintain Keff < 0.95 for spent fuel of maximum enrichment
up to 4.8 w/o, (1) soluble boron is credited, and (2) the
following storage patterns and borated stainless steel guide
tube inserts are used as needed:

(1) unrestricted storage, minimum discharge burnup
and cooling time requirements vs. initial
enrichment,

(2) SFP Peripheral storage, minimum discharge burnup
and cooling time requirements vs. initial
enrichment,

(3) 2x2 storage patterns, minimum discharge burnup
and cooling time requirements vs. initial
enrichment,

(4) 3x3 storage patterns, minimum discharge burnup

and cooling time requirements vs. initial
enrichment,

(5) credit for inserted Control Element Assemblies
(CEAs),

(6) credit for erbia in fresh assemblies,

(7) credit for cooling time (Pu-241 decay), and,

(8) credit for
inserts.

borated stainless steel guide tube

(continued)
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND
(continued)

When soluble boron is credited, the following acceptance
criteria apply:

(1) Under normal conditions, the 95/95 neutron
multiplication factor (Keff), including all
uncertainties, shall be less than 1.0 when
flooded with unborated water, and,

(2) Under normal and accident conditions, the 95/95
neutron multiplication factor (Kefr), including
all uncertainties, shall be less than or equal to
0.95 when flooded with borated water.

APPLICABLE The spent fuel storage facility is designed for
SAFETY ANALYSES noncriticality by use of adequate spacing, neutron absorbing

stainless steel cans, borated water with a minimum soluble
boron concentration of 970 ppm, and storage of fuel
assemblies in accordance with the administrative controls in

and LCS 4.0.100, "Fuel Storage Patterns".

The spent fuel assembly storage satisfies Criterion 2 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The restrictions on the placement of fuel assemblies within
the spent fuel pool, in the accompanying LCO, ensure that
the Keff of the spent fuel pool will always remain < 1.00
under normal, non-accident conditions assuming the pool to
be flooded with unborated water. The Keff of the spent fuel
pool will always remain • 0.95 under normal, non-accident
conditions assuming the pool to be flooded with borated
water with a minimum soluble boron concentration of 970 ppm.
The Kerf of the spent fuel pool will always remain • 0.95
under accident conditions assuming the pool to be flooded
with borated water with a minimum soluble boron
concentration of 1700 ppm. The restrictions are consistent
with the criticality safety analysis performed for the spent
fuel pool.

(continued)
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B (-o-7-nuedBASES (continued) ii-*

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in
Regions I and II of the spent fuel pool.

ACTIONS A. 1

I . , . - . I I
Kequlrcea grClrn cx. ±s m4kuicucy ci a •Ufc rln.c!lln +6naq
TLC 3.n.3 do. .not apply.

When the configuration of fuel assemblies stored in
Regions I and II of the spent fuel pool is not in accordance

Swith LCO -#-4-I-, immediate action must be taken to make the
necessary fuel assembly movement(s) to bring the
configuration into compliance.

if- mowi~ng iraitdfugl as.qPAcmbis eqhIle in PMODE 5 or- 6,
LCO ~ PQ 3. ol go peGifyý any' action. if moGving

irradiated fur ... bi..14.. wh4lc in MODE9 1, 2, 3, or 4, the

fuel movement is independent of reactor operation.
ThrPeferr, in either case, inability te .mere fual assemblics

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

3.1.

SR :

This SR verifies by administrative means that the fuel
assembly is stored in accordance with LCO 2-7-19, or Design
Features 4.3.1.1, or LCS 4.0.100. For fuel assemblies not
stored in accordance with LCO , performance of this SR
will ensure compliance with Specification 4.3.1.1.

This surveillance is performed prior to the initial storage
of a fuel assembly in a spent fuel pool location and prior
to each subsequent movement to a new location.

REFERENCES UFSAR, Section 9.1.2.2.
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Definitions
1.1

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.1 Definitions

------------------------------ NOTE------------------------------
The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are applicable throughout these
Technical Specifications and Bases.

Term

ACTIONS

CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER

OPERABLE - OPERABILITY

Definition

ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that prescribes
Required Actions to be taken under designated Conditions
within specified Completion Times.

A CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER is an individual who complies
with provisions of the CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER training
program required by TS 5.3.2.

A system, subsystem, train, component, or device shall be
OPERABLE when it is capable of performing its specified
safety function(s) and when all necessary attendant
instrumentation, controls, normal or emergency electrical
power, cooling and seal water, lubrication, and other auxiliary
equipment that are required for the system, subsystem, train,
component, or device to perform its specified safety function(s)
are also capable of performing their related support
function(s).

Unit 2 - Amendment XXX
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Logical Connectors
1.2

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.2 Logical Connectors

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to explain the meaning of logical
connectors.

Logical connectors are used in Technical Specifications (TS) to
discriminate between, and yet connect, discrete Conditions, Required
Actions, Completion Times, Surveillances, and Frequencies. The only
logical connectors that appear in TS are AND and OR. The physical
arrangement of these connectors constitutes logical conventions with
specific meanings.

BACKGROUND Several levels of logic may be used to state Required Actions. These
levels are identified by the placement (or nesting) of the logical
connectors and by the number assigned to each Required Action. The
first level of logic is identified by the first digit of the number assigned to a
Required Action and the placement of the logical connector in the first
level of nesting (i.e., left justified with the number of the Required Action).
The successive levels of logic are identified by additional digits of the
Required Action number and by successive indentions of the logical
connectors.

When logical connectors are used to state a Condition, Completion Time,
Surveillance, or Frequency, only the first level of logic is used, and the
logical connector is left justified with the statement of the Condition,
Completion Time, Surveillance, or Frequency.

EXAMPLE The following example illustrates the use of logical connectors.

EXAMPLE 1.2-1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. LCO not met. A.1 Verify...

AND

A.2 Restore...

In this example the logical connector AND is used to indicate that when in
Condition A, both Required Actions A.1 and A.2 must be completed.

Unit 2 - Amendment XXX
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Completion Times
1.3

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.3 Completion Times

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to establish the Completion Time
convention and to provide guidance for its use.

BACKGROUND Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) specify minimum requirements
for ensuring safe storage of irradiated fuel. The ACTIONS associated
with an LCO state Conditions that typically describe the ways in which the
requirements of the LCO can fail to be met. Specified with each stated
Condition are Required Action(s) and Completion Time(s).

DESCRIPTION The Completion Time is the amount of time allowed for completing a
Required Action. It is referenced to the time of discovery of a situation
(e.g., inoperable equipment or variable not within limits) that requires
entering an ACTIONS Condition unless otherwise specified, providing the
facility is in a specified condition stated in the Applicability of the LCO.
Required Actions must be completed prior to the expiration of the
specified Completion Time. An ACTIONS Condition remains in effect and
the Required Actions apply until the Condition no longer exists or the
facility is not within the LCO Applicability.

EXAMPLE The following example illustrates the use of Completion Times.

EXAMPLE 1.3-1

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required B.1 Verify... 6 hours
Action and
associated AND
Completion
Time not met. B.2 Restore... 36 hours

Condition B has two Required Actions. Each Required Action has its own
separate Completion Time. Each Completion Time is referenced to the
time that Condition B is entered.

The Required Actions of Condition B are to perform the verification within
6 hours AND perform the restoration within 36 hours. A total of 6 hours is
allowed for performing the verification and a total of 36 hours (not
42 hours) is allowed performing the restoration from the time that
Condition B was entered. If verification is performed within 3 hours, the

Unit 2 - Amendment XXX
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Completion Times
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLE (continued)

time allowed for performing the restoration is the next 33 hours because
the total time allowed performing the restoration is 36 hours.

IMMEDIATE When "Immediately" is used as a Completion Time, the Required Action
COMPLETION should be pursued without delay and in a controlled manner.
TIME

Unit 2 - Amendment XXX
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Frequency
1.4

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.4 Frequency

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to define the proper use and application of
Frequency requirements.

DESCRIPTION Each Surveillance Requirement (SR) has a specified Frequency in which
the Surveillance must be met in order to meet the associated LCO. An
understanding of the correct application of the specified Frequency is
necessary for compliance with the SR.

The "specified Frequency" is referred to throughout this section and each
of the Specifications of Section 3.0, Surveillance Requirement (SR)
Applicability. The "specified Frequency" consists of the requirements of
the Frequency column of each SR, as well as certain Notes in the
Surveillance column that modify performance requirements.

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the various ways that Frequencies are
specified. In these examples, the Applicability of the LCO (LCO not
shown) occurs whenever any fuel assembly is stored in the fuel storage
pool.

EXAMPLE 1.4-1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Verify... 7 days

Example 1.4-1 contains the type of SR most often encountered in the
Technical Specifications (TS). The Frequency specifies an interval
(7 days) during which the associated Surveillance must be performed at
least one time. Performance of the Surveillance initiates the subsequent
interval. Although the Frequency is stated as 7 days, an extension of the
time interval to 1.25 times the stated Frequency is allowed by SR 3.0.2 for
operational flexibility. The measurement of this interval continues at all
times, even when the SR is not required to be met per SR 3.0.1 (such as
when the equipment is inoperable, a variable is outside specified limits, or
the facility is outside the Applicability of the LCO). If the interval specified
by SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while the facility is in a specified condition in the
Applicability of the LCO, then SR 3.0.3 becomes applicable.
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Frequency
1.4

1.4 Frequency

EXAMPLES (continued)

If the interval as specified by SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while the facility is not
in a specified condition in the Applicability of the LCO for which
performance of the SR is required, the Surveillance must be performed
within the Frequency requirements of SR 3.0.2 prior to entry into the
specified condition. Failure to do so would result in a violation of
SR 3.0.4.

EXAMPLE 1.4-2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Verify... Prior to moving a
fuel assembly ...

Example 1.4-2 illustrates a one time performance Frequency.

This type of Frequency does not qualify for the 25% extension allowed by
SR 3.0.2.
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LCO Applicability
3.0

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

LCO 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the specified conditions in the Applicability,
except as provided in LCO 3.0.2.

LCO 3.0.2 Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the Required Actions of the
associated Conditions shall be met.

If the LCO is met or is no longer applicable prior to expiration of the
specified Completion Time(s), completion of the Required Action(s) is not
required, unless otherwise stated.

Unit 2 - Amendment XXX
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SR Applicability
3.0

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY

SR 3.0.1 SRs shall be met during the specified conditions in the Applicability for
individual LCOs, unless otherwise stated in the SR. Failure to meet a
Surveillance, whether such failure is experienced during the performance
of the Surveillance or between performances of the Surveillance, shall be
failure to meet the LCO. Failure to perform a Surveillance within the
specified Frequency shall be failure to meet the LCO except as provided
in SR 3.0.3. Surveillances do not have to be performed on inoperable
equipment or variables outside specified limits.

SR 3.0.2 The specified Frequency for each SR is met if the Surveillance is
performed within 1.25 times the interval specified in the Frequency, as
measured from the previous performance or as measured from the time a
specified condition of the Frequency is met.

SR 3.0.3 If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed within its
specified Frequency, then compliance with the requirement to declare the
LCO not met may be delayed, from the time of discovery, up to 24 hours
or up to the limit of the specified Frequency, whichever is greater. This
delay period is permitted to allow performance of the Surveillance. A risk
evaluation shall be performed for any Surveillance delayed greater than
24 hours and the risk impact shall be managed.

If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay period, the LCO must
immediately be declared not met, and the applicable Condition(s) must be
entered. The Completion Times of the Required Actions begin
immediately upon expiration of the delay period.

When the Surveillance is performed within the delay period and the
Surveillance is not met, the LCO must immediately be declared not met,
and the applicable Condition(s) must be entered. The Completion Times
of the Required Actions begin immediately upon failure to meet the
Surveillance.

SR 3.0.4 Entry into a specified condition in the Applicability of an LCO shall not be
made unless the LCO's Surveillances have been met within their
specified Frequency. This provision shall not prevent entry into specified
conditions in the Applicability that are required to comply with ACTIONS.
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
3.1.1

3.1 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.1.1 Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

LCO 3.1.1 The fuel storage pool water level shall be _> 23 ft over the top of irradiated
fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel storage pool water A.1 Suspend movement of fuel Immediately
level not within limit, assemblies in fuel storage

pool.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.1.1 Verify the fuel storage pool water level is Ž_ 23 ft 7 days
above the top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in
the storage racks.
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
3.1.2

3.1 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.1.2 Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

LCO 3.1.2

APPLICABILITY:

The fuel storage pool boron concentration shall be >_ 2000 ppm.

When any fuel assembly is stored in the fuel storage pool.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel storage pool boron A.1 Suspend movement of fuel Immediately
concentration not within assemblies in the fuel
limit. storage pool.

AND

A.2 Initiate action to restore fuel Immediately
storage pool boron
concentration to within limit.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.2.1 Verify the fuel storage pool boron concentration is 7 days
within limit.
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
3.1.3

3.1 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.1.3 Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

LCO 3.1.3 The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each SONGS 2 and 3
spent fuel assembly stored in Region 1 shall be within the acceptable
burnup domain of Figure 3.1.3-1 or Figure 3.1.3-2 or in accordance with
Technical Specification 4.3.1.1.

The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each SONGS 2 and 3
spent fuel assembly stored in Region II shall be within the acceptable
burnup domain of Figure 3.1.3-3 or Figure 3.1.3-4, or in accordance with
Technical Specification 4.3.1.1.

Each SONGS 1 uranium dioxide spent fuel assembly stored in Region II
shall be stored in accordance with Technical Specification 4.3.1.1.

Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in of the fuel storage pool.APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Requirements of the A.1 Initiate action to bring the Immediately
LCO not met. noncomplying fuel

assembly into compliance.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.3.1 Verify by administrative means the initial Prior to moving a
enrichment, burnup, and cooling time of the fuel fuel assembly to
assembly are in accordance with LCO 3.1.3, or any spent fuel
Design Features 4.3.1.1, or LCS 4.0.100. Rev 2, pool storage
dated 09/27/07. location.
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
3.1.3

FIGURE 3.1.3-1

MINIMUM BURNUP AND COOLING TIME VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT
FOR

UNRESTRICTED PLACEMENT OF SONGS 2 AND 3 FUEL
IN

REGION I RACKS
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
3.1.3

FIGURE 3.1.3-2

MINIMUM BURNUP AND COOLING TIME VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT
FOR

PLACEMENT OF SONGS 2 AND 3 FUEL IN PERIPHERAL POOL LOCATIONS
IN

REGION I RACKS
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
3.1.3

FIGURE 3.1.3-3

MINIMUM BURNUP AND COOLING TIME VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT
FOR

UNRESTRICTED PLACEMENT OF SONGS 2 AND 3 FUEL
IN

REGION II RACKS
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
3.1.3

FIGURE 3.1.3-4

MINIMUM BURNUP AND COOLING TIME VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT
FOR

PLACEMENT OF SONGS 2 AND 3 FUEL IN PERIPHERAL POOL LOCATIONS
IN

REGION II RACKS
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

4.1 Site Location

4.1.1 Exclusion Area Boundary

The exclusion area boundary shall be as shown in Figure 4.1-1.

4.1.2 Low Population Zone (LPZ)

The LPZ shall be as shown in Figure 4.1-2.

4.2 Deleted.
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Design Features4.0
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Design Features
4.0
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

4.3 Fuel Storage

4.3.1 Criticality

4.3.1.1 The spent fuel storage racks are designed and shall be maintained
with:

a. Fuel assemblies having a maximum U-235 enrichment of
4.8 weight percent;

b. Keff < 1.0 if fully flooded with unborated water, which includes an
allowance for uncertainties as described in Section 9.1 of the
UFSAR;

c. Keff 5 0.95 if fully flooded with water borated to 1700 ppm, which
includes an allowance for uncertainties as described in Section
9.1 of the UFSAR;

d. Three or five borated stainless steel guide tube inserts (GT-Insert)
may be used. When three borated stainless steel guide tube
inserts are used, they will installed in an assembly's center guide
tube, the guide tube associated with the serial number, and the
diagonally opposite guide tube. Fuel containing GT-Inserts may
be placed in Region I or Region II. However, credit for GT-Inserts
is only taken for Region II storage.

A five-finger CEA may be installed in an assembly. Fuel
containing a five-finger CEA may be placed in either Region I or
Region I1. Credit for inserted 5-finger CEAs is taken for both
Region I and Region I1.

e. A nominal 8.85 inch center to center distance between fuel
assemblies placed in Region II;

f. A nominal 10.40 inch center to center distance between fuel
assemblies placed in Region I;

g. Prior to using the storage criteria of LCO 3.1.3 and LCS 4.0.100,
the following uncertainties will be applied:

(1) The calculated discharge burnup of San Onofre Units 2 and
3 assemblies will be reduced by 6.6%.

(2) The calculated discharge burnup of San Onofre Unit 1 fuel
assemblies will be reduced by 10.0%.
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Design Features
4.0

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

4.3 Fuel Storage (continued)

h. Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the "acceptable
range" of Figure 3.1.3-1 are allowed unrestricted storage in
Region I;

i. Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the "acceptable
range" of Figure 3.1.3-2 are allowed unrestricted storage in the
peripheral pool locations with 1 or 2 faces toward the spent fuel
pool walls of Region I;

j. Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the "acceptable
range" of Figure 3.1.3-3 are allowed unrestricted storage in
Region II;

k. Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the "acceptable
range" of Figure 3.1.3-4 are allowed unrestricted storage in the
peripheral pool locations with 1 or 2 faces toward the spent fuel
pool walls of Region II;

1. Units 2 and 3 fuel assemblies with a burnup in the "unacceptable
range" of Figure 3.1.3-1, Figure 3.1.3-2, Figure 3.1.3-3, and
Figure 3.1.3-4 will be stored in compliance with Licensee
Controlled Specification 4.0.100 Rev. 2, dated 9/27/07; and

m. Each SONGS 1 uranium dioxide spent fuel assembly stored in
Region II shall be stored in accordance with Licensee Controlled
Specification 4.0.100 Rev. 2, dated 9/27/07.

4.3.2 Drainage

The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained to prevent
inadvertent draining of the pool below Technical Specification 3.1.1 value (23 feet
above the top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks).

4.3.3 Capacity

The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained with a storage
capacity limited to no more than 1542 fuel assemblies.
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Responsibility
5.1

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.1 Responsibility

5.1.1 The corporate officer with direct responsibility for the plant shall be responsible
for overall management of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, and all
site support functions. He shall delegate in writing the succession to this
responsibility during his absence.

5.1.2 The Shift Manager shall be responsible for the ultimate command decision
authority for all unit activities and operations which affect the safety of the plant,
site personnel, and/or the general public.
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Organization
5.2

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.2 Organization

5.2.1 Onsite and Offsite Orqianizations

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for plant operation and
corporate management, respectively. The onsite and offsite organizations shall
include the positions for activities affecting the safety of the nuclear fuel.

a. Lines of authority, responsibility, and communication shall be established
and defined throughout highest management levels through intermediate
levels to and including all operating organization positions. These
relationships shall be documented and updated, as appropriate, in the form
of organization charts, functional descriptions of departmental
responsibilities and relationships, and job descriptions for key personnel
positions, or in equivalent forms of documentation. These relationships,
including the plant-specific titles of those personnel fulfilling the
responsibilities of the positions delineated in these Technical
Specifications, as documented in the UFSAR.

b. The corporate officer with direct responsibility for the plant shall be
responsible for overall safe handling and storage of nuclear fuel and shall
have control over those onsite activities necessary for safe handling and
storage of the nuclear fuel.

c. A specified corporate officer (or officers) shall have corporate responsibility
for overall plant nuclear safety and shall take any measures needed to
ensure acceptable performance of the staff in operating, maintaining, and
providing technical support to the plant to ensure safe management of
nuclear fuel.

d. The individuals who train CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLERS, and those who
carry out radiation protection and quality assurance functions may report to
the appropriate onsite manager; however, they shall have sufficient
organizational freedom to ensure their ability to perform their assigned
functions.

5.2.2 FACILITY STAFF

The facility staff organization shall include the following:

a. Each on duty shift shall be composed of at least the minimum shift crew
composition shown in Table 5.2.2-1;

b. Shift crew composition may be less than the minimum requirement of Table
5.2.2-1 for a period of time not to exceed 2 hours in order to accommodate
unexpected absence of on-duty shift crew members provided immediate
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Organization
5.2

5.2 Organization

5.2.2 FACILITY STAFF (continued)

action is taken to restore the shift crew composition to within the minimum
requirements. During such absences, no fuel movement or movement of
heavy loads over storage racks containing fuel is permitted.

c. A radiation protection technician shall be on site during fuel handling
operations and during movement of heavy loads over storage racks
containing fuel. Oversight of fuel handling operations shall be provided by
a CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER.

d. The Shift Manager shall be a CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER.

Table 5.2.2-1
Minimum Shift Crew Composition

POSITION MINIMUM STAFFING

CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER 1*

Certified Operator 1

Note: The Certified Operator position may be filled by a CERTIFIED FUEL HANDLER.
* May be shared between Units 2 and 3.
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Unit Staff Qualifications
5.3

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.3 Facility Staff Qualifications

5.3.1 Each member of the facility staff shall meet or exceed the minimum qualifications
of ANSI N 18.1-1971 for comparable positions, except the radiation protection
manager who shall meet or exceed the qualifications of Regulatory Guide 1.8,
September 1975.

5.3.2 An NRC approved training and retraining program for the CERTIFIED FUEL
HANDLERS shall be maintained.
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TS Bases Control
5.4

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.4 Technical Specifications (TS) Bases Control

5.4.1 Changes to the Bases of the TS shall be made under appropriate administrative
controls.

5.4.2 Changes to the Bases may be made without prior NRC approval provided the
changes do not require either of the following:

a. A change in the TS incorporated in the license; or

b. A change to the updated UFSAR or Bases that requires NRC approval
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59.

5.4.3 The Bases Control Program shall contain provisions to ensure that the Bases are
maintained consistent with the UFSAR.

5.4.4 Proposed changes that meet the criteria of (a) or (b) above shall be reviewed and
approved by the NRC prior to implementation. Changes to the Bases
implemented without prior NRC approval shall be provided to the NRC every
24 months.
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

5.5.1 Procedures

5.5.1.1 Scope

Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering
the following activities:

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Regulatory guide 1.33,
Revision 2, Appendix A, February 1978;

b. Deleted.

c. Quality assurance for effluent and environmental monitoring using the
guidance in Regulatory Guide 4.15, Revision 1, 1979;

d. Fire Protection Program implementation; and

e. Programs, as specified in Specification 5.5.2.

5.5.2. Programs and Manuals

The following programs and manuals shall be established, implemented, and
maintained.

5.5.2.1 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)

a. The ODCM shall contain the methodology and parameters used in the
calculation of offsite doses resulting from radioactive gaseous and liquid
effluents, in the calculation of gaseous and liquid effluent monitoring alarm
and trip setpoints, and in the conduct of the Radiological Environmental
Monitoring Program;

b. The ODCM shall also contain the Radioactive Effluent Controls required by
Specification 5.5.2.3 and Radiological Environmental Monitoring programs
required by LCS, and descriptions of the information that should be
included in the Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report and
the Radioactive Effluent Release Report required by Specification 5.7.1.2
and Specification 5.7.1.3.

5.5.2.1.1 Licensee-initiated changes to the ODCM:

a. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be retained.
This documentation shall contain:
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.1.1 Licensee-initiated changes to the ODCM (continued):

1. Sufficient information to support the change(s) together with the
appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying the change(s);

2. A determination that the change(s) maintain the levels of radioactive
effluent control required by 10 CFR 20.106, 40 CFR 190,
10 CFR 50.36a, and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, and not adversely impact
the accuracy or reliability of effluent, dose, or setpoint calculations.

3. Documentation of the fact that the change has been reviewed and
found acceptable.

b. Shall become effective upon review and approval by the corporate officer
with direct responsibility for the plant or designee.

c. Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a complete, legible copy of the
entire ODCM as a part of or concurrent with the Radioactive Effluent
Release Report for the period of the report in which any change in the
ODCM was made. Each change shall be identified by markings in the
margin of the affected pages, clearly indicating the area of the page that
was changed, and shall indicate the date (i.e., month and year) the change
was implemented.

5.5.2.2 Deleted

5.5.2.3 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program

This program conforms to 10 CFR 50.36a for the control of radioactive effluents
and for maintaining the doses to members of the public from radioactive effluents
as low as reasonably achievable. The program shall be contained in the ODCM,
shall be implemented by procedures, and shall include remedial actions to be
taken whenever the program limits are exceeded. The program shall include the
following elements:

a. Limitations on the functional capability of radioactive liquid and gaseous
monitoring instrumentation including surveillance tests and setpoint
determination in accordance with the methodology in the ODCM;

b. Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive material released in liquid
effluents to unrestricted areas, conforming to 10 CFR 20, Appendix B,
Table II, Column 2;

c. Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid and gaseous
effluents in accordance with 10 CFR 20.106 and with the methodology and
parameters in the ODCM;
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.3 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program (continued)

d. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses or dose commitment to a
member of the public from radioactive materials in liquid effluents released
from each unit to unrestricted areas, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I;

e. Determination of cumulative and projected dose contributions from
radioactive effluents for the current calendar quarter and current calendar
year in accordance with the methodology and parameters in the ODCM at
least every 31 days;

f. Limitations on the functional capability and use of the liquid and gaseous
effluent treatment systems to ensure that appropriate portions of these
systems are used to reduce releases of radioactivity when the projected
doses in a period of 31 days would exceed 2 percent of the guidelines for
the annual dose or dose commitment, conforming to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I;

g. Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioactive material released in
gaseous effluents to areas beyond the site boundary conforming to the
dose associated with 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 1;

h. Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses resulting from noble
gases released in gaseous effluents from each unit to areas beyond the
site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I;

i. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses to a member of the public
from iodine-131, iodine-133, tritium, and all radionuclides in particulate form
with half lives greater than 8 days in gaseous effluents released from each
unit to areas beyond the site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I; and

j. Limitations on the annual dose or dose commitment to any member of the
public due to releases of radioactivity and to radiation from uranium fuel
cycle sources, conforming to 40 CFR 190.

5.5.2.4 Deleted

5.5.2.5 Deleted

5.5.2.6 Deleted
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.7 Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program

This program provides controls for the quantity of radioactivity contained in
unprotected outdoor liquid storage tanks. The liquid radwaste quantities shall be
determined in accordance with Standard Review Plan, Section 15.7.3,
"Postulated Radioactive Release due to Tank Failures".

The program shall include a surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of
radioactivity contained in all outdoor liquid radwaste tanks that are not
surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls, capable of holding the tanks' contents and
that do not have tank overflows and surrounding area drains connected to the
Liquid Waste Management System is less than the amount that would result in
concentrations less than the limits of 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table II,
Column 2, at the nearest potable water supply and the nearest surface water
supply in an unrestricted area, in the event of an uncontrolled release of the
tanks' contents.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Storage Tank
Radioactivity Monitoring Program surveillance frequencies.
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5.6

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.6 Deleted
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.7 Reporting Requirements

5.7.1 Routine Reports

In addition to the applicable reporting requirements of Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations, the following reports shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR
50.4. The reports shall be addressed to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Attention: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C., with a copy to the
Regional Administrator of the Regional Office of the NRC, unless otherwise
noted.

5.7.1.1 Deleted

5.7.1.2 Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report covering the operation
of the facility during the previous calendar year shall be submitted by May 15 of
each year. The report shall include summaries, interpretations, and analyses of
trends of the results of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program for
the reporting period. The material provided shall be consistent with the
objectives outlined in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM), and in
10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Sections IV.B.2, IV.B.3, and IV.C.

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report shall include the
results of analyses of all radiological environmental samples and of all
environmental radiation measurements taken during the period pursuant to the
locations specified in the table and figures in the ODCM, as well as summarized
and tabulated results of these analyses and measurements in the format of the
table in the Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position, Revision 1,
November 1979. The report shall identify the thermoluminescent dosimeter
(TLD) results that represent collocated dosimeters in relation to the NRC TLD
program and the exposure period associated with each result. In the event that
some individual results are not available for inclusion with the report, the report
shall be submitted noting and explaining the reasons for the missing results. The
missing data shall be submitted in a supplementary report as soon as possible.
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Reporting Requirements
5.7

5.7 Reporting Requirements (continued)

5.7.1.3 Radiological Effluent Release Report

The Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the operation of the facility in
the previous calendar year shall be submitted prior to May 1 of each year. The
report shall include a summary of the quantities of radioactive liquid and gaseous
effluents and solid waste released from the facility. The report shall also include
a summary of the quantities of solid radioactive waste shipped from the facility
directly to the disposal site and quantities of solid radioactive waste shipped from
the facility's intermediary processor to the disposal site. The material provided
shall be consistent with the objectives outlined in the ODCM and Process Control
Program (PCP) and in conformance with 10 CFR 50.36a and 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I, Section IV.B.1.
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High Radiation Area
5.8

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.8 High Radiation Area

5.8.1 Each high radiation area as defined 10 CFR 20 shall be barricaded and
conspicuously posted as a high radiation area, and entrance thereto shall be
controlled by requiring issuance of a Radiation Exposure Permit (REP).

Any individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such areas shall be
provided with or accompanied by one or more of the following:

a. A radiation monitoring device that continuously indicates the radiation dose
rate in the area,

b. A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the radiation
dose rate in the area and alarms when a preset integrated dose is received.
Entry into such areas with this monitoring device may be made after the
dose rates in the area have been determined and personnel have been
made knowledgeable of them,

c. An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures with a radiation
dose rate monitoring device. This individual is responsible for providing
positive radiation protection control over the activities within the area and
shall perform periodic radiation surveillance at the frequency specified in
the radiation protection procedures or the applicable REP.

5.8.2 In addition, areas that are accessible to personnel and that have radiation levels
greater than 1.0 rem (but less than 500 rads at 1 meter) in 1 hour at 30 cm from
the radiation source, or from any surface penetrated by the radiation, shall be
provided with locked doors to prevent unauthorized entry, and the keys shall be
maintained under the administrative control of the shift manager on duty or
radiation protection supervisor. Doors shall remain locked except during periods
of access by personnel under an approved REP that specifies the dose rates in
the immediate work areas and the maximum allowable stay time for individuals in
that area. In lieu of a stay time specification on the REP, direct or remote
continuous surveillance (such as closed circuit TV cameras) may be made by
personnel qualified in radiation protection procedures to provide positive
exposure control over the activities being performed within the area.

5.8.3 Individual high radiation areas that are accessible to personnel, that could result
in radiation doses greater than 1.0 rem in 1 hour, and that are within large areas
where no enclosure exists to enable locking and where no enclosure can be
reasonably constructed around the individual area shall be barricaded and
conspicuously posted. A flashing light shall be activated as a warning device
whenever the dose rate in such an area exceeds or is expected to exceed 1.0
rem in 1 hour at 30 cm from the radiation source or from any surface penetrated
by the radiation.
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

B 3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

BASES

LCOs LCO 3.0.1 and LCO 3.0.2 establish the general requirements applicable
to all Specifications and apply at all times unless otherwise stated.

LCO 3.0.1 LCO 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within each individual
Specification as the requirement for when the LCO is required to be met
(i.e., when the facility is in the specified conditions of the Applicability
statement of each Specification).

LCO 3,0.2 LCO 3.0.2 establishes that upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO,
the associated ACTIONS shall be met. The Completion Time of each
Required Action for an ACTIONS Condition is applicable from the point in
time that an ACTIONS Condition is entered. The Required Actions
establish those remedial measures that must be taken within specified
Completion Times when the requirements of an LCO are not met. This
Specification establishes that:

a. Completion of the Required Actions within the specified Completion
Times constitutes compliance with a Specification; and

b. Completion of the Required Actions is not required when an LCO is
met within the specified Completion Time, unless otherwise specified.

Completing the Required Actions is not required when an LCO is met or
is no longer applicable, unless otherwise stated in the individual
Specifications.

The Completion Times of the Required Actions are also applicable when
a specified Condition in the Applicability is entered intentionally. The
reasons for intentionally relying on the ACTIONS include, but are not
limited to, performance of Surveillances, preventive maintenance,
corrective maintenance, or investigation of problems. Entering ACTIONS
for these reasons must be done in a manner that does not compromise
the safe storage of irradiated fuel. Intentional entry into ACTIONS should
not be made for convenience.
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

B 3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY

BASES

SRs SR 3.0.1 through SR 3.0.4 establish the general requirements applicable
to all Specifications and apply at all times, unless otherwise stated.

SR 3.0.1 SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that SRs must be met during the
specified conditions in the Applicability for which the requirements of the
LCO apply, unless otherwise specified in the individual SRs. This
Specification is to ensure that Surveillances are performed in order to
verify the facility conditions are within specified limits. Failure to meet a
Surveillance within the specified Frequency, in accordance with SR 3.0.2,
constitutes a failure to meet an LCO.

Surveillances do not have to be performed when the facility is in a
specified condition for which the requirements of the associated LCO are
not applicable, unless otherwise specified.

SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified in the
Frequency. This extension facilitates Surveillance scheduling and
considers facility conditions that may not be suitable for conducting the
Surveillance (e.g., other ongoing Surveillance or maintenance activities).

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the reliability that
results from performing the Surveillance at its specified Frequency. This
is based on the recognition that the most probable result of any particular
Surveillance being performed is the verification of conformance with the
SRs. Any exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are stated in the individual
Specifications.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used repeatedly merely
as a convenience to extend Surveillance intervals (other than those
consistent with refueling intervals) or periodic Completion Time intervals
beyond those specified.

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring affected equipment
inoperable or an affected variable outside the specified limits when a
Surveillance has not been completed within the specified Frequency. A
delay period of up to 24 hours or up to the limit of the specified
Frequency, whichever is greater, applies from the point in time that it is
discovered that the Surveillance has not been performed in accordance
with SR 3.0.2, and not at the time that the specified Frequency was not
met.

This delay period provides adequate time to complete Surveillances that
have been missed. This delay period permits the completion of a
Surveillance before complying with Required Actions or other remedial
measures that might preclude completion of the Surveillance.
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.3 (continued)

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of facility
conditions, adequate planning, availability of personnel, the time required
to perform the Surveillance, the safety significance of the delay in
completing the required Surveillance, and the recognition that the most
probable result of any particular Surveillance being performed is the
verification of conformance with the requirements.

When a Surveillance with a Frequency based not on time intervals, but
upon specified facility conditions is discovered to not have been
performed when specified, SR 3.0.3 allows for the full delay period of up
to the specified Frequency to perform the Surveillance. However, since
there is not a time interval specified, the missed Surveillance should be
performed at the first reasonable opportunity.

Failure to comply with specified Frequencies for SRs is expected to be an
infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay period established by SR 3.0.3 is
a flexibility which is not intended to be used as a convenience to extend
Surveillance intervals.

SR 3.0.4 SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable SRs must be met
before entry into a specified condition in the Applicability.

This Specification ensures that system and component OPERABILITY
requirements and variable limits are met before entry into specified
conditions in the Applicability for which these systems and components
ensure safe operation of the facility.

The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in specified
conditions in the Applicability that are required to comply with ACTIONS.

The precise requirements for performance of SRs are specified such that
exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are not necessary. The specific time frames and
conditions necessary for meeting the SRs are specified in the Frequency,
in the Surveillance, or both. This allows performance of Surveillances
when the prerequisite condition(s) specified in a Surveillance procedure
require entry into specified condition in the Applicability of the associated
LCO prior to the performance or completion of a Surveillance. A
Surveillance that could not be performed until after entering the LCO's
Applicability, would have its Frequency specified such that it is not "due"
until the specific conditions needed are met. Alternately, the Surveillance
may be stated in the form of a Note, as not required (to be met or
performed) until a particular event, condition, or time has been reached.
Further discussion of the specific formats of SRs' annotation is found in
Section 1.4, Frequency.
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B 3.1.1

B 3.1 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.1.1 Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

BASES

BACKGROUND The minimum water level in the fuel storage pool meets the assumptions
of iodine decontamination factors following a fuel handling accident. The
specified water level shields and minimizes the general area dose when
the storage racks are filled to their maximum capacity. The water also
provides shielding during the movement of spent fuel.

A general description of the fuel storage pool design is given in the
UFSAR, Section 9.1.2, Reference 1, and the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and
Cleanup System is given in the UFSAR, Section 9.1.3 (Ref. 2). The
assumptions of the fuel handling accident are given in the UFSAR,
Section 15.7.3.4 (Ref. 3).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The minimum water level in the fuel storage pool meets the assumptions
of the fuel handling accident described in Regulatory Guide 1.183
(Ref. 4). The resultant dose to a person at the exclusion area boundary
or low population zone is a small fraction of the 10 CFR 50.67 (Ref. 5)
limits.

According to Reference 4, there is 23 ft of water between the top of the
damaged fuel bundle and the fuel pool surface for a fuel handling
accident. With a 23 ft water level, the assumptions of Reference 4 can be
used directly. In practice, this LCO preserves this assumption for the bulk
of the fuel in the storage racks. In the case of a single bundle, dropped
and lying horizontally on top of the spent fuel racks, however, there would
be < 23 ft of water above the top of the bundle.

The fuel storage pool water level satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO The specified water level preserves the assumptions of the fuel handling
accident analysis (Ref. 3). As such, it is the minimum required for fuel
storage and movement within the fuel storage pool.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies during movement of fuel assemblies (i.e., irradiated
fuel, non-irradiated fuel, and the dummy fuel assembly) in the fuel storage
pool since the potential for a release of fission products exists.
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1

When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met, steps should be
taken to preclude the accident from occurring. When the fuel storage
pool water level is lower than the required level, the movement of fuel
assemblies in the fuel storage pool is immediately suspended. This
effectively precludes a spent fuel handling accident from occurring. This
does not preclude moving a fuel assembly to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies sufficient fuel storage pool water is available in the event
of a fuel handling accident. The water level in the fuel storage pool must
be checked periodically. The 7 day Frequency is appropriate because
the volume in the pool is normally stable. Water level changes are
controlled by unit procedures and are acceptable, based on operating
experience.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.1.2.

2. UFSAR, Section 9.1.3.

3. UFSAR, Section 15.7.3.4.

4. Regulatory Guide 1.183.

5. 10 CFR 50.67.
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
B 3.1.2

B 3.1 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.1.2 Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

BASES

BACKGROUND As described in LCO 3.1.3, "Spent Fuel Assembly Storage," fuel
assemblies are stored in the spent fuel racks in accordance with criteria
based on initial enrichment, discharge burnup, and cooling time
(plutonium decay). Although the water in the spent fuel pool is normally
borated to > 2000 ppm, the criteria that limit the storage of a fuel
assembly to specific rack locations is conservatively developed without
taking credit for boron while maintaining Keff < 1.0. Credit for boron is
taken to maintain Keff < 0.95.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

Soluble boron in the spent fuel pool is credited in criticality analyses
for normal and accident conditions. The relevant accidents are 1)
Fuel Assembly Dropped Horizontally On Top of the Racks, 2) Fuel
Assembly Dropped Vertically Into a Storage Location Already Containing
a Fuel Assembly, 3) Fuel Assembly Dropped to the SFP Floor, and 4)
Fuel Misloading in either Region I or Region I1. The limiting accident is
Fuel Misloading in either Region I or Region I1.

A fuel assembly could be inadvertently loaded into a spent fuel rack
location not allowed by LCO 3.1.3 (e.g., an unirradiated fuel assembly
or an insufficiently depleted fuel assembly). This accident is analyzed
assuming the misloading of one fresh assembly with the maximum
permissible enrichment. However, the negative reactivity effect of the
soluble boron compensates for the increased reactivity caused by the
postulated accident scenario.

Under normal, non-accident conditions, the soluble boron needed to
maintain Keff less than or equal to 0.95, including uncertainties, is
970 ppm. Under accident conditions, the soluble boron needed to
maintain Keff less than or equal to 0.95, including uncertainties, is
1700 ppm. A SFP boron dilution analysis shows that dilution from
2000 ppm to below 1700 ppm is not credible. Therefore, the minimum
required soluble boron concentration is 2000 ppm.

The concentration of dissolved boron in the fuel pool satisfies Criterion 2
of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The specified concentration of 2000 ppm dissolved boron in the fuel pool
preserves the assumptions used in the analyses described above. This
concentration of dissolved boron is the minimum required concentration
for fuel assembly storage and movement within the fuel pool.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel
pool.
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1, A.2.1, and A.2.2

When the concentration of boron in the spent fuel pool is less than
required 2000 ppm, immediate action must be taken to preclude an
accident from happening or to mitigate the consequences of an accident
in progress. This is most efficiently achieved by immediately suspending
the movement of fuel assemblies. This does not preclude the movement
of fuel assemblies to a safe position. In addition, action must be
immediately initiated to restore boron concentration to the required
2000 ppm.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the concentration of boron in the spent fuel pool is
within the required limit. As long as this SR is met, the analyzed incidents
are fully addressed. The 7 day Frequency is appropriate because no
major replenishment of pool water is expected to take place over a short
period of time.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.1.
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B 3.1.3

B 3.1 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.1.3 Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

BASES

BACKGROUND The spent fuel storage facility is designed to store either new
(nonirradiated) nuclear fuel assemblies, or burned (irradiated) fuel
assemblies in a vertical configuration underwater. The storage pool is
sized to store 1542 fuel assemblies. Two types/sizes of spent fuel
storage racks are used (Region I and Region II). The two Region I racks
each contain 156 storage locations each spaced 10.40 inches on center
in a 12x13 array. Four Region II storage racks each contain 210 storage
locations in a 14x15 array. The remaining two Region II racks each
contain 195 locations in a 13x15 array. All Region II locations are spaced
8.85 inches on center.

To maintain Keff < 0.95 for spent fuel of maximum enrichment up to
4.8 w/o, (1) soluble boron is credited, and (2) the following storage
patterns and borated stainless steel guide tube inserts are used as
needed:

(1) unrestricted storage, minimum discharge burnup and cooling
time requirements vs. initial enrichment,

(2) SFP Peripheral storage, minimum discharge burnup and cooling
time requirements vs. initial enrichment,

(3) 2x2 storage patterns, minimum discharge burnup and cooling
time requirements vs. initial enrichment,

(4) 3x3 storage patterns, minimum discharge burnup and cooling
time requirements vs. initial enrichment,

(5) credit for inserted Control Element Assemblies (CEAs),

(6) credit for erbia in fresh assemblies,

(7) credit for cooling time (Pu-241 decay), and,

(8) credit for borated stainless steel guide tube inserts.

When soluble boron is credited, the following acceptance criteria apply:

(1) Under normal conditions, the 95/95 neutron multiplication factor
(Keff), including all uncertainties, shall be less than 1.0 when
flooded with unborated water, and,
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND (continued)

(2) Under normal and accident conditions, the 95/95 neutron
multiplication factor (Krff), including all uncertainties, shall be
less than or equal to 0.95 when flooded with borated water.

APPLICABLE The spent fuel storage facility is designed for noncriticality by use of
SAFETY adequate spacing, neutron absorbing stainless steel cans, borated
ANALYSES water with a minimum soluble boron concentration of 970 ppm, and

storage of fuel assemblies in accordance with the administrative controls
in LCO 3.1.3 and LCS 4.0.100, "Fuel Storage Patterns".

The spent fuel pool storage satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO The restrictions on the placement of fuel assemblies within the spent fuel
pool, in the accompanying LCO, ensure that the Keff of the spent fuel pool
will always remain < 1.00 under normal, non-accident conditions
assuming the pool to be flooded with unborated water. The Kerr of the
spent fuel pool will always remain < 0.95 under normal, non-accident
conditions assuming the pool to be flooded with borated water with a
minimum soluble boron concentration of 970 ppm. The Keff of the spent
fuel pool will always remain < 0.95 under accident conditions assuming
the pool to be flooded with borated water with a minimum soluble boron
concentration of 1700 ppm. The restrictions are consistent with the
criticality safety analysis performed for the spent fuel pool.

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in Regions I and
II of the spent fuel pool.

ACTIONS A.1

When the configuration of fuel assemblies stored in Regions I and II of
the spent fuel pool is not in accordance with LCO 3.1.3, immediate action
must be taken to make the necessary fuel assembly movement(s) to
bring the configuration into compliance.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies by administrative means that the fuel assembly is stored
in accordance with LCO 3.1.3 or Design Features 4.3.1.1, or LCS
4.0.100. For fuel not stored in accordance with LCO 3.1.3, performance
of this SR will ensure compliance with Specification 4.3.1.1.

This surveillance is performed prior to the initial storage of a fuel
assembly in the spent fuel pool location and prior to each subsequent
movement to a new location.
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES UFSAR, Section 9.1.2.2.
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